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) CHAPTER I

Introduction

N

A.,

Tb/2ccAplish.the purposes otg,this book we have undertaken.four
tt

functions: (1) tO.present infOrmatiod\., (2) to provide a perspe(tive,
,

'
.

(3) to design an organizational schema, and (4) to fuinish a conceptual
r I , , .

. .

fram oik fin: the esearch oneacher behavior and its
.
effect on ther

Alf-con 'ePts ef pupils..
-

t. . The ma rial.categorized asivformation consists of research
,1

'

. studies select d froda.a review of the literature on teacher behavior
.

and the self-co cepts of pupils. The adlected research studies represent
.Ilf

ad effort; to ass ble both past and present researchwwhich,.id our

opinion, forms a basis kbr eXaminiim the relationship between. teacher
.

' behaviors and t eir pOasible.affect.on pupil self-concept. These'
.

studies have be reported as fully'as possible, and special attention

has been given. to esearch design, methodology,, and each researcher's,

interpretation of his indings.

The teacher behavibrs,reported in ,these studies are neceSsarj.ly
.

,those which shad been. selected and defined by individual researchers,, 'and,

are by 110 means an exhaustive representation of all the teaching. behav

which could or' should, be investigated. .The of eCtiVe'variabA's

,

measured in, the pupil
A

tpopulation. are likewise tchoices 'tif- the eesearehais

and reflect thei.4. particular definitions and hypothese
..

o 4
In addition to the researchttudies, selected d cation programs

'

and projects designed for attaining affeCtive objectiveskhave al§o been

included. or information. The prOgrame and.prOjects are those which4 j . 01

^ j .

* t i '
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., i . . .

0.
.have reported in pokilar And pro essional literature'by their

-
, '. .

respective designers/ and implementbrs. .We have carefully-adhered,to
...

, / N /. .

. the original reports of programs and projects fordetails-of theie'
/

design and. impl ementation and for the descrAption
/
of

,

gheir reported '

overt statement\

-of affective objectives or outcometintended perceived by 'the progrhm.

.

results. InIthose irisEandes where there has been an

developer, we have used that intent or interpretation-to-piece the

,

report in the approptiate'.chapteractording to, conceptual frame- r ,
.

..,.
wgrk. Otherwise, when no overt statement ofpurpose has been provided-,

. 0
"'- ' .

.. .
.

.
. .

-.

dieprogramhasbetnre'poredaccordingtoourinterpretation 6 its

,. .

intent.
.c.,

4.

",, .

, -
..,

, e

Our second function Is to add a'perspective to the informative
?

;

,

.. . . .
.

,

r

material provided in.this book. To provide a perSpedtive is to 1.

. ., .

ugielt that

percdiVed or

obServed. the

. .

additional dimensions will be added to
.

commonly held vigW, or, as, in the case

three bfind_men.e4iining:an elephant,

may serve to unify divergent/experiences`. ,We propose to add.

a mutually :

of the an who

a perspective

additional dimensions. of depth and breadth through a critical.an lydis
.

F"

of the studies, reported, and further inverpAtationS of thg progr

and projects described in this b64Nk. ByUnterrelating edugatiOnal
4 -.

e .

3
Apsearch/

,with the educeeional reality e:iperienced\by
'..

pupils, teach
A ' 4

adminiWrators and other active educators, we haZalSo 'atteRpted t
,

. .

4
provide a.unifyingp

.

rspective.
. t \ ...

A ..... .1 %
. C r e

1

The philosophy 'c f education inherent in Cur perspettive is well

,

to the right ofradical reformers such aS Ivan Illich and his

1

t v

.

4



At

'Ideschooling" suggestions (1971), and considerablyleft of the ftnda-'
.

-,.-- . . .

.

.,1.,-%1 .men;,t(Lism of Max. ..Rafferty (POstmdn & Weingartner4.973) and as
.

_:-...-7......-7_,
t---------

concdpt of education. Our midd9:Lofthe=road position allows
.

for occasional ve g o either side, but 'the general population of

S

Pe,

.

educators willrecognize and find our modsration comfortablycompat.ible

/ with their own.: We' have a d by respect, 'for ther.old fundamentals

. of.edUcation, not-ds the ends but asthe meant for acquiring

education: Our concept of individualisi in education is temper ed
. .

*
bilcdr.concept of eduCation As a,socializini Oiocess. Our preference
,. :

. - .

.. . .. .
.

. for less autocratic, student-centered, learning situations includes
'.-

. : .'

. recognition,that for some students a more autocratic Situatiop

.

may be temporlrilyessential. We support the concept of community

. .. . 1

participation and control ofspublic educatiol'1, but only insofar
.. 1

1

''ut: as the participating public cart accept professional gadance and?
, ---1,----- ,...

.

. ale, neqdfov national; rather than yarOchial, standardsfor public

, \ .
../ -..

2
* -:,

, e

eti.Aation.. Our desires for educational innovation.. -and experimen

tation.irecounteredby our conCern that any such enterprises recognize'

the basic rightsoE individuals.' We believe thatoureducational

. .

system needs to change in orddr to meet the needs of our Changing.
, _

society,. but we are concerned that.any such .changes be founded in a
,

,
knowledgeeof the learning process. ,We are also hopeful that change

.

b'e responsibly implementeein order preserve per petuate

our democratic heritage; It is ')in this affective area of .belief .

'

c) °

and values that the goals of research in education and.the needs of

the researcher' in education sometimes.conflict. The Aeed for control

A
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14" ,,,
e {)/

- t

. .,

. ,
,

a

and manipulation in experimental studies art conditions far more

easily met t a
. .

* a corgmunity se

y situation using animal, subjects than in

h human subjects,. because the rights of'

,

th individual must be protected and.the consent of the subjects must he

obtained. In keeping with this philosophy Of education for a free

society, we are prepared to deal with the less than perfect conditions

for,controlled, expelimental research in'otrieducational,intitutions,
J

, .0

andto accept and accOmmodate.the limitatiohs which mmstbe placed
,

,

upon the findings ,of research studies conducted in,a real Worlth,

rather than alaboratory setting.
f

We are not unaware 'of the dangers Aking in,a'purely pragdatic

:1/4roach'dictaEed by the circumstances of educational research in .

.

'oar'society, but we believe that educational research, like medical''.

research, hat a tworprOnged purpose:, ) to puraue identification

. ! of causative ,;factors toiaarl the ulti ate goals Of prediction and
-. .

...,, /
...,treatment in the best itioL pur science a.. (2),to provide,

.-.

. . , .

. .
.

.

/.
''

.

4n the meantime, the most supportive an amelloratipg information and
. . ,

techniques available based on the ,hidings of Present research to

those actively engaged
4
int the practice and application ofthe at of

. .
.

educating. It is our intenttO serve the second purpose of educational.
. .

research, and it is this intent, along with the recognition of the

tonstraints experiehced in real. world research that has influenced
.

.

'.us to assuna,a moil lfneral and'aCcepting attitude.Eoward the research,.
. . , ..,,--

.

undertaken to date d.a the area of teacher behaviors and their

relationship to the selfrconcepts of pupils.

t.



The state Wthe art d t level
.

'regard
.>
to.this.subject provide the/most

a liber41 attitude toward t

whether descriptive

a process of ,21.nqui

Whi

0 P1

0

t

:

,

knO*Iedge now atteiffedFith

s ire reasons for assuming

research. All reSear 11',in this area,

srelatiOnal and experimental; is still in

.and discovery, as to the nature of the,subleet-7-----_____

=t...

.

there appear. to be occasional plateaus of.understanding,

there i still no mutual consensus among researchers as.to what should 4 ,

studied. pehow." It is difficult to.determine what constitutes.
,/

re 4

-a major study of Minot importance or a minor study_, of rhajor importance

under thesecircumstances without falling baCk oh the criterion of,

institut4ohal dominance,. investi8atot prognence, or the study's-appigl'
4

to popular 'interest's. We-have not made any effort to deterthine the

.

line of any reported research study or*programV.th regard to' its

rtance.tn,the stleidy- of teacher behavior and the'self-concepti.
-73

of pup .s.. Our evaluation has been reserved for the areas'of design,

,

methodology, and interpretation; In th se-are as we haVe,:exercised,a

.

, 0. ". , .ei 7
somewhat m a critical attitude and .hive applied more stringent'.

-4/ .

AA. .
,

,
.1,..r...

' '

criteria in j dging the individual merit:gf each researchstudy
../.

. ..- .

the value of it reported findings. v" -

.. k. 4'ptogram and

'Perhaps the Est mitigating circuinstandeS in favor

acceptance'of.diverse research studieslies in our' lack

of a' liberal

.

Of a precise

lang uage-40T defining either the'subject orithe'prOcess of affective.

research.arid'communiCatin,(the re'sults. Thus, researchers reporting

4
,. .

tudies'investigating teat.her behaviorsand their relaticihship to

(

\
J

I

%

't

A

.

0C
/
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. , ',..f. .

pupil selfcontept mus.t stand' on. the -same argument Lewis Caroll's
...____

° . -1. $ \ . ,.

i

Hapty Dumpty offered. to Alice:
..

c". I, .

. . ..

4"1101heri t use..e- Word," Hildpty Dumpty said, in rather a scop .

. f

;

tone, htt means just what I choose it to "arrr*-Pneither mire.

, ,

C

.nor less. 1, r
4 1 n,

0......-......... ----L.:--* . 7
.

.
.. .

.

. .
'" ':Theciuesrion is,' said Alice, "Whether, you can maRe'words mean;

- ,

. .

,

.

*Jo many dilfferent.things."-, l','
;*

.

1"The.questiOn is,.!',said. HUmPty Dumpty, Which'it to be master=-
;

:=2?

that's, all."
..;

P 1 II' 0
The absence of.mutUaldefinitions has, had two important effects',

. , , .

the, research related to teacher behavior's anetheir affective dimensi 14

. 1, ,
,

....

0
. . . . . ,Lt' has tended to make each stuffy specific.to let researched situation

. ,- .

a..
S.-and.Eherefore lscking.intneralliabilityyand'it,has tended ta.reduce

.

the..impact of findings from such,reseanch studied by generating time

. .. ,

anti energy consuming debates over the terminology'used a%:,1 interp'i-e--2-11-1

, y " ..--- ' '-' .

tations dade.,,,fine of the most obvious pauses fo the language problem.r'-'-----
.

..

\ ;

-... enobunterdbyresearchers in the b vioral and affective domains is
\ 4 .

.---
% .

Ill e pkreValehce of e'dject' es in the working vocabulary of theserea's..

..--1---
.

. ''
rt.. .

.;.'"'''''''''' ..
.1-.. :,..)--."--

ill..--.<* Itump.ty Dump ty began. again . "They've a 'temper, some of
b.

' themparticularly verbs: they're 't {e pro dest- -adjectives you
.:,

-.ean da duything with, but'ncit verbs - ;however, T canmanage the

!t
whole lot of them' " ,

, .

' (The Annotated Alice, p. 269).

--

I..
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.
0 .

Our perspeCtiveincludesa.recognition, but no final resolutiOn,

of-any of these iz.rob ems. We hive, instead, simplyselected those,

. ,
studies which we feel Contribute to the knowledge pf our subject

.
, ...._

.add have p esented each itudy.usin the terms, the definitions, the

v.
, 1

criteria, and the measurements provided by each. investigator. Having

preseted the study thUS intact, we have then allowed ourselves the
.

. . .

license of,interpreting the author.in accordance with Our own opera-
.

tional definitions, leaifing the,reader at. liberty. to disagree with
+

either ,or both,the'Original investigator and he aathors of this book.

7

t

AA.

We would likeo,encourage: the reaaer`"to make use of any.,suggestions'
, .1 ' 45.'n. 4

4
4:__

Dr..:or.cr h ;i
iticisms we ave made n-J--egard to the research studies and .

-;

, - NA l %

programs.. included in this boo.:, We are confident that fresh and '

.

. .
..-

\,..

. . . -,' . ..

interesting hxpotheses'for further research will be generated-by , __.
,..

. il..-

our r aders, as well as :roved research desighs and methodologies.

We a

affe

hopeful that new projects and-p ams fOr/4mplementing

\ ,

tive Objectives into the educatIonal,c. will be-cteated

by our ders. Whether new research and pew program prOdkts are

the results %riticism directed-at the,cdtitenia,of this -hook or

)

serendipitOus'ins n rece ved,while examining 1,t6 contents, it
. )

011ie way increase ,the contributions of others,
.

to the study of teacher behaviors and their hypothesized relatioriship

to the'self-.concepts of pupils.

.

,!

is our hope that we can 'in

,. .

The remaining functions 1,4e have. Proposed tb perform a e to rte
--

. .

...;. a .
1 ,

a.§chema foroiganizing and a concep:;ual.frmework for intelPreting
, i

,

. the researc4 on teacher.behrioriand the self-concepts of pupils. Our
.,

13
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0

orgavikational schema and the ',conceptual framework are_presented in

4

4

4

4

the following chapter.
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\
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9
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sue.

1956) haF. not/only provided educators.and,researchers with'a useful theo-

.- .
retical framework andistandardizing tookvZhas also served by drawing j)

a

CHAPTER II

The Organizational Schema

And

Theoretical Framework

The psychological constructs of "self" such as self-concept,

selfTdmage- self-identity, self-perception, self-esteem, and self-

awareness are gaining an increasingly important role in the professional.

perception of 'the purpose of educaton andthe_process of learning.

the categoilization of educational objectives into Cognitive, Affective,'

and Psydhomotor Domains (Bloom; Engelhart, Furst, Hill. and Krthwphl,. ..-

.. .

attention. .the olistic nature 4,the lerning,process and the

1
.

,

.1'

interrelatedness of the three Domains, in the actpai 'experience of

learning._ ' 1,; /,'"
r. ,.... . .

/ ,,.

Learning objectives can be set forth foranTone of.the three
.........._ ..., .

_._ ..... ......... ____ ___. . ....___ .

Domains, butthe,actual experience of learning, the objective occurs

..
- .

td .the 41 person and affects the total "self:" -Erom this ..perspective,

. .

learning objectives from any one of, the three Domains serve,as

'intermediary objectives th'at ultimately contribute to.the self-
, 1.

concept of the learner. Within each educational experience there

is a possibility for self-concept change or reinforcement, whether-

the experience is one of success. or- '- failure. AS Bloom (1973) .

-4
. .

has expressed it, .

Successful experiences.in school3 are no guarantee of a generally 1

positive self-concept, but they. increase the pinbabilities that
; 4.4..
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7
'such, will be the case. In.contrast,unsuccessful experiences

.o

. .

in SchOorguarantee'that th individual will develop.s .
. .

. i ,

negativ academic'self-concep and increasethe.probabilities

.
, .

.. . .,

'that he will have a generally negative self- concept. .

at

The concern for pupil self-concept; general or academic, is not,
Y ,

mutual to all educators, and a professional ,interest in theNaffective
4 ' \ . N

as well' as cognitive aspects ofthelearning experience can bemo ivated

by Other concerns: For: sex educatorsoth 'affective aspects df

. . f
.

1 Fir

learning are. only relevant insofar as` pupil interests^
Can be used to

, .

,

"hook"' the pupil and serve the cognitive Wjectives. Other educators'

Ts

consider pupil concerns and the pupil's academic and general self- concept,to

valid 'objectives lor'the'educition.process ;in themselves, and propose that the
it .

7-:, .:. .
,

, ..
. .

school curr culam should also include Cognitive service to objectives in the

c

a. ._

affective om4in: These educators, characteiized,as "humanisti;," contend that.'
e . 1 . . - ''t----.4 1. '

since knowledgealone 40es notp1Wduce behavioral change, and since i;,

., ! . ..\

. . , .

behavioral change is the recog zed.confirmation.. that learning
.

:has
. % 1I

, .

occurred, the most effective way obtain behavioral change is to ..._.

engage cognition and affect a§.-COMp ethentary rather than contradictory

forces in'the.educatival process ,(Weinstein and Fantini; l970 .

. .

Educational. research related tOpuilself.:.Concep strongly reflects

,
the position that the affect'ye m ser.ves

Researchers -and educato s ar 'primarily in erested iri examining the,4

h cognitive realm.

relationship that.thay exist between pupil self-Condept and pupacademic

, .

achievement in general and also with referenceto sPecifiC subject content

and skills. -.Research un teacher behaviorsand how they affect pupils.
/ I

/1,

A

aPt

:

17
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M

is generally concentrated. on identifying those ,teacher behaviors that

motivate and facilitate pupil academic achievement. .Researih StudieS.

,investigitingt6;relationship that may exist between teacher behavIors

. ,
. ,

and pupil -self-concept ere' generally deagned,toacgieve the Name

-.

ose.

The Organizational Schema

When-we begin our review4gf the research investigating teacher 4-

behaviors in.relatiowto the'self -cOnceptiof pupils, our area of

interest lOs very kroadly.defined. Teacher behaviors were op&ationally

'defined 'to include all teacher traits and characteristics that were-;-
. manifested in any behavioral mode--instructio

.

and self-reported or observed behavioral expressions of.
.

"
Values, .a d,beliefs. Tfte term 'pelf-concept" Was operationally

,

.

patterns,

'. attitudes;
t. .

1 styles, interacting

2

ti

/'0

"r"

defined t include.research,thaerelated speci4cally.to self-concept

. L .
, .4.

a or any of the self-codstruct terms, and to any pupil-geferenced variable

''.

in the affective domain. The, development of a theoreEidal framewoik:
..

# .

and the. paucity research. ugliep,both quantitatively-and qualitatively,
.

led us to include.

.

Ceachinkbehavier

selected studies in which WeCpuld dearly discern a

that Wouldappear Tn a teacher relationship with his

pupils, whether or not t'il'e behavidr ander study was
_ ..

.
. . .

teac'lrswith pupils.iha classroom situ ion. : 9

'In reviewing the research, it became quite evident that, self-
.

construct terms are use interchange&bl nd according 'td disiihctioni,

. .

'Of interpretation made 'for any, self-cofistruct term at' any one author's
.

. .

., 1 . ..

discietiop. -Thedistinctions and interpretatiens.made, however,.were

V

being performed.by

. 18.

".7
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not alway,s-clear and' not always provided in the re'por't. The terms

self7coneept,self-image, self-perception and self-identity, are generally
.

used torepresent an individual's overall concept or.himself and the

systems of beliefsiJattitudes, and' hypotheses an individual holds about_

abimself. !Self-Esteem, self - value, and.seli-worth are usually used as
. .

terms representing, a self - judgment made in cordanee With internalized

. u .

f 'standards and values. Self-perception (real stic or unrealistic),
.0

.,.

selfawareness, and self-kno4ledge generally :represent a congruence

Or dissonance between some perceived exteel standard and internalized

measure. The. ideal self generally repiesentsqua hypothesized model .

for. the individual IA accordance with his values.
.

Since the interpretations and uses of the.self-construct terms

A r

were not coosistept.in.the rese#ch, and since we had decided to group

the reseirch.studies on affective pro4uct variables by an interpre ed

.

relationship .to a -particular seig-cOngtruct category, we were

confronted with a need for, operationally defined,self-construct,

gdries and a system for' their organization. . ,

.. . .,

.

It wag .also qUite ,plear from the intapretations and methc;aologies
. . . .

i'''' P'

used'in the reseangh studies,that.the psychological constructs of the ,-

1

self were generally and broadly assumed 'to be.representations
0 .

of
)
the

r: ,

.

self -as- subject, the pelf -as- object, and the self-as-proogs6 or "doer,"

. . .,'
withoUt reference to the ,conflicts among,"self" theorists as to th ='

:',N

properties of toe, "self" (Allport, 3,961;' Buhler, 1962;:Chein, 1 ./f;, ,

.

Erikson, 1963; Koffka, 1935;-Lumdholm, 1940; Rogeiga_1959; Shgrif,.1947;,

Snygg and Combs, 1949; and Symonds,,1951).

,/
19
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In:order to'establish working definitions for the .self-constructs

and the,self-construct categorie, we reviewed the psychological

theories of delfsand that of George H.*Mead (1934) and the definitions
A

$

,

of each self-cOnstrUCt. Both the self-construct cdtegories.and the

descriptive definitions formulated by Allport (1961) were seledted as

being the most'adaptabie and inclUsie.

the *self-constACts'helped us'forku

'./'
--.....,

self-constrUCts and pro5deelh hasd.s or each self- construct as

' 47
.. I

X'..
a category:which could be. used to organize the studies: Th4 categories

. .

The definitions for eac of.

worki g definitions of .the

14

as presented byAllport re esent a developmental sequence, but odr.
J G.

.' .

intent is, to u them situp as organizers.
. . .

.
.:, i

a .

. The categories ,selected from Allpoit and the empases4derived

-t

from his descriptions are:.

. .

.category.

Bodily Self

Derived Emphasis

'Physiological'.

Sel'f- Identity Language and relationship

Self-Esteem Autonomy, pride
.

.' . .

- P

"Extension of Self Affiliation, .competition

Z' .

.Self-Image ' Values, Rules,:Standards
4. .. ,

35,)"
,

Two Other categories; the Coping Self and Planning.Self, with emphasis

4- ',

on problearklVing and gohl-setting, were 'discarded as categories-,
- -)

-,
,

. / .
, k

., The emphhses of these two constructs were retained'as variables and

were assigned according to our own definitions of:the categories.
, %

20
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..;,.
. .

,To xpand the definitions of each category fdrAor organizational

needs we examined other theories,.ofself development and. aligned them
\ .

.

with Allpo'rtls. From the descriptions of seasonably parallefddvelop-
_. _ _ _ _.... _ _ _

mental eateries were able-tOeXgand-rhe-list -Of-variables-that

..-

k

related to each self-construct categbry as well as gain additional
' .. .-- . -

. . c011tent informatioA. for-our operational definftions of the self-constructs thed-
\ .

. . ,

selves. Other sychological theories were then'examined and the descriptions \

1\

,

. ,
.

of the constructs\within them -yere used to guide'ourscathorizatians

.

of the research studies, and also to enrich the definitions of the

1:
1

self-constrticts. The follow4ng chart using threkAregresentativ

..,gsycholr31.cal phe4ies shows thqprocess'of alignment used and the basis
1.

. .

A . '..

. . .

.

. -

It provided for,formulating.detinitions. Fraud's throe stages of
.

'

development are used as reference points andln.addition; the'affective

continuum developed' by N±athwohl, Blobd, and Masia ,(1964) was included

to further expand .then usefulness of he organizational scheme as an

interpretive tool as well. The three theories dedonstrating the
.

pikess of alignment are Erikson's,Eiiht-Btages of tan (19635,,

Maslok's Basic Needs (190) and the' Character Types of Peck'arid.

:k
Havighurst. (1960).

insert Chart Here
4. .

.?'.

. .1'.1
-Unge all of these iheotiab.exprdss either btage:wof development ..

.
. .. .

..,

difficult
.

. :. ,. .

.', or hierarchies it ma5.7. be for the.reader'to divorce himself .

k .

, . E. ,

i )' . .

from a hierarchical or develoOmental concept of the'organizational,schema.
.

21
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4

But aepictedstages and hierarchical constructs represent a continuum

..,

.- ..
.

along which the constructs of stages, or types, or n ,'indicate a

.

perbeived emphasis
.

for the sequence. tinctual drives,oral-

sensory stimuli, the sense of the bodily self,. physical needs, and

impulsivity,.for example, are continuous through ,all stages of

. .. 40 .,
development and, after an initial empilasis May remain Constant or may.

,

, .
_ .

x , ?
- , subside in the succeeding stages' m even reappear as an emphasis

g . . .

r t .
0

at a later stage in development. Used as categories,.however,-these
4 v

.

constructs' no no -onger represent a continuum., For example, as a category,

. , i .. :
the Bodily Self will include any 'research reported onany teacher

. .
,

behavior in relation to any physical characteristic of-pupiis,iegardless
.

of pupil age or grade level.

...le ks importanCto remember that while we have apprapriated the'
4

.4

uct terms' of Allport's self theory and have used, the
4

haais ofthe developmental stages as guidrls for interprietation, both

. '

I

dtegories andttie self-constAucts as defined and114ed'hereafter

should be understood.asproduces of our interpretations and should not

be construed as representing_or supporting any one particular theory

of self. ''

. e.. .... . .

The organizational categories and
1

defined them are:

The Bodily Self.

self-font ructs as we hale

The sense of sef 'differentiated from othersan

.

.

A
environment; a sense of the self as a phydsical'entity,o'.

,a sense:of sell-wrinulty, and a4basic sense of,trust

or mistrust experientiaily.derived,

i/

3 :1

-Tr%
4



P.

.a.

11.

P% , This category contains st udies'that relatedto the phyi idal character.
istics of pupil, socioeConomic.'and ethniC characteristips., the phygicil

.

. ,..

and emotional Environment, and trait variables associated with the

initial psychologiC al sense. of -trust( or mistrust. Examples of-variables.t
, , .7 ..

.

. ,.

included in this category dre;. Sex, physiddi appearance). race,,socio-
.

socio-

economic status; aggressiveness, anxiety, trust and misttuSt.

Self-Ideiitiy'. .,,, ,

..* ''...,

The senseoof self in relation to others andthe'ehvironment,
'. 1 . .

.,
.

the sense of self is both Subject an4 object,
... -
This category includes.studies related to.language behavior, belongingneS

. ,
..,

...

and acceptahce or rejection of others. Representative variablesfor

this category are: self-aq,eptance, self-awaredest; roles,:ihdependeace,
... . t.

'
,

%

hostility,.attitude toward authority; self-cionsisfency, and opOness. ..,

18,

Self-Esteem
"

44:

The; sense of self' as valued by the sei And Others... The
.fiat

et' sense of self as being of posivive, or he alive value in
."J

P
accordande with internalized standards add' values.

' This category.contains.studies related to 1)411 .self-esteem, self-value,,

"Self-respect, self-evaluation, and self-criticism.
.

Representative
. .

.

. ,- ... .
. .

variables foi thiscategory are: autonomy, competitiveness, copperation,

;' ,
. .

.

flexibility, conform ity, rigidity,and s atus.needs.

' Selfr-Exeensibn

The sense of self as'perfOrmerrand-doer, and the observable

4 ,

,peforTiiig

This category includes studies relat d to the sense of self ag a performer

4

And doer. Representative variables.for this category are: Impeiyation,,

4.

4.



, e .

t

creatiVity;-, initiative, partiCiAtion, avoidance, goal- setting and
*

. -

ta sk perrmance.

-Self -Imaq

. ,

The sense of .the tOtal'seff'as perceived by `the i :-

and the sense:,of_the id eal self. The. sense of self

functioning'
,
entity with a past, present..and future- image.

This category contains atudies.related to pupil self-Linage and ideal

.

self. Variables in this category include locus 'of Contrdl, self
.

expectations, confidencecmoriis, standards, competence..'

- r .

The br f definitipns of the 'self - constructs presented here are

)

1,

1 4
., .

.

,=Ire fully pande&as.process definitions in the introduction to
.

-7(

r
It should also be rioted that the variables listed under the self-

construct categories are 6hose'derived from the-dtscriptions of the
,

sang or parallel constructs of self providedby theoriets. Ire: often
, .

than'not, we.found no research studies.of teacher behaviors remotely

or specifically telexed to he.se Til-referenced product variables.

dm reason for this is thatMAny of these variables Are not perceived
\

as in any way, related to pupil academic performance, and another
-

reason'is that of these variables if researched would appear to)

. 4

t

suggest both. posit ve.and negativEreffects, too idiosyncratic in their effel

on individual pupils:* self- concept and subsequent aca
..._

,.?!
ic performance

. .

.>
,

4,4's*'-
for other than psychological interest. However, r e most Ovious constraintOr

/\..,, . . .,,\'
$

is our prim when `tostate-of knowledge as to what to m asure, whe'to -I
,

`et

,



,

meawe, and how to, measure in order to obtain evidence of change in
'

ZU

.'. -..
4ppp4.1" psychological Constructs*of self. -

.4'7 -

4he Theoretical Framework '

....1. .17.11k.

X N'

--... Research based upon-the hypothesis that teacher tehaviors have

an efftct upon the seta-concepts of pupils _reflects an,assumptiOn
.

. . . , , .,;. .

.
_thatteach rs are influential in the lives, of pupils. ,It also reflects

t
..../

. .

an. assumpt n that self-concepts,or psychological constructs of the

-
self, are acquiretin social interaction and."44b.je6.t to chat'lge:

\
,It must also be assumed that changemust occur 'as the result of the-.

14, 4

content in the Interaction and that this cont t is specifitally'TeAvant

to the formation of psycbologicalself-constructs.
.

These asiumptions, which in our opinion are inhereh

hypothesis, and the hypothesis itself ex

n the ,

y suggestive of

the social the'ir?of self advanced by G. H. Mea (19345 in, which the,
..,...i,

self is conceived as a.eocial product that is ormed..thrdugli the

:process of internalizing and -organizing psychologioal "eXierienc

The psycho logicaLexperiences.aref according to this 'theory, the
.

.
.

result of the individual'afOploration of his physical envtunment

and thi reflectiods received,froM those peisons perceived.by the

I' 1

'individual as "signifi,ant others."'
. ;

X ,

Using this theory as a theoretical framework from which we may

exaMlne the research studies testing the hypo hesis that teacher
1%

behaviors will have an e on the.self-concepi of their pupils,

. ..

we can examine the role of the teacher'as'a sighificant other,the.

... d% - -.

school environment and the role of teachers in the environment, and.

8.

"2Ti
w

4

44.
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an R
*al

ot,

the role of the pupil asthe individual who is forming a concept

e

f self.' In addition, We.must'examthe the content of the interaction

4- - -
i

taking place between, the teacher and the pupil with regard to the specific
. . ,

,

behavioi of the ,teacher nd the nature of'thb.psychological fience.:

derived, by thepupil 'from the'inllittion.

-- TO Atcomplish this we have conceptualized -a. behaviptal di
.. ...

wh-ich the pupil,.as the individual acquiring a concept of self,

de'signated as the DevelopingSelf, and the te`Scher the reflector

:. ofWieself inthtgecial dialogue, 4.s designated ai\the Significant
4 . /....: '

k
. Ottia'i or Salient Other. ThienVironment whic10.s.under exploration

.. ,
.: .: .

t

.

t

by the pupa consists of the physidal enviiipment of he school ana
. .

.

1 ": .1, .
.

,

all the "others" who are pr'esent in ehat envi ;onment Or,have an-impatt
. -

. . ,
upon -it... The internailzi4g and or anizing protesses ate conc'eive in

theirsiMplest terms as cognitive
: -

J

a
cesses of as-sociation,,differentiation,

.
and generalization. .

;

x b. .
1. .

if ;Ad concept of the' intern redder,
.

behavioral dialogue, if internalized by the
.

.

,.
..

J ;

J.'

will be of considerabae assistance in understanding the proces, s definItions.

. %
.

kowidgd for each of the we psychological constructs of self. This
..

. , \
... 1

'tfamewOrk:is the basis.of our interpretations of 'the research finding's.

. , :

;and the oasis of the criticisms and suggestions offered throughout .this book.

The following definitions and descriptions of frequently used terms are
.

* iritended to help thg reader further this understanding of the theoretical

framework-and.the concept of-the behavioral dialogue.

The Behavioral Dialogue'

4he behavioral dia ogue'is aJPsycho-sociai-tondeptof
- 4 e

' , .
--,..^.\ . e,

NY... ,

e interaction that contains the phenomenal field, or the suble ve

`2, 7
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O

reality (rogers, 1959) of

significant other, and an

',L
both the developing self-and the

Observable, objective realfiy which can

be perceived- as the behavior of the 'two participants. All

psychologic.al- experiences that.have any impactor influence on

the developing self occur in the behavioral dialogues etween

the. developing self and significant or salient others. The

interaction between the.developing self and the environment

is alsO defined' as a tehayioral-dialOgue if 4e interaction.

.

between-the self and the, environment is in any way aSod-ice-

of psychological* experiences contributing to the concept. .-
formation of the developing self.
.
The:Develbping Self

DevelopincSelf is a term iniendedto convey a dynamic

concept of tteself fpas remaining /forever-subject to change

through the impact,pf psychological experiences. e

The Performing Self

.

The phySical.exPression of gelf-extension th4t

behav-iorsand produCes proctucts.
. .

Significant Other
-

, :
. -

.The,significant other is an individual selected and
. .

.

unconditionally valued by the DeVeloping Self.
-.. .
.

Salient Other
4

. The Salient Other is'an inaicridual selecteeor
. .-

,by the.Developing Self and conditionally, valued or

..-:--r.itlection of self.

.1)
.

f

accepted

a specific

e

.

'22
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. .The interpietatiOns of the events within the behavioral dialogue
. .

::

..._ .

ais posi'tive or -negative are based upon Rogers', theory of self. The
. . . .-,

teacher's .role as a significant other in the behavioral dialogna of

the 'classroOm resembles that of a Rogerian theraPistin'one majOi.

,

respect--the attitudes expressed toward the self and talard the-other

.,member in the relationship. The teacher, like theAherapist, must :

have a basic attitude'of unconditional acceptance toward .

Ii-644111-

oas a person and, again IlYe the therapist, tust'fiave a non-defensive.,

.

attitude 'toward his own personal and piofessional role in the ,

relationship. z

. .

.

-.
- q

The extent to which these two basic'a5titudes are expressed will

...- ..

' determine ehe extent to Jahich the teacher can'function personally and

t .
. . 1

.

.

w positively in the role of significant other. The teacher whca
..

--.

express an attitude of. unciinditional areePtane toward pupils is'a

teacher who hai acquired self-knoWiedge and self- awareness. Through

self- knowledge the teacher knows his oWn.value system and the 'beliefs

#and biases-that could intrude upon his perception of others and_

,
.through self-awareness he can assess the effect his 'behavior hiltaon

'others. The' rteacher who has a non-defensive attitude-towatd his f-

F

',.
- .c.

a

personal and profesSional role as a Itradher is a to
,

her who has
,

. 0-

acquired self- acceptance and self-confidence as a persot; and, as:a

teacher,' The non-:defensiv r doe's not perceive pupils as, an
- .. . .

:. , , . . . 4 r ,: A .

extension of hiMself or, a reflection of his personal'a pr essional

adequacy. The.nOn-defensive teacher-sees pupils_asinViduals engage
/..

in elearning-expe'rietice.who4.e Pefformances and products reflect the

29 ,

23



. 1 .

nature of their experience. hrttipupil's performanCe'and products e.

-viewed as vSlua t:evidence'of the, adequacy' or inadequacy of the .

pupil's learning 'experignce and as such, become the basii for the

teact4r's professional' plans and personal responses to the
'f

The teacher' who is uncondition ly accepting of pupils. and non-defensive
.

4

toward hip role in the teacher-pupil relationship can be sympathetic

and supportivetoward the pupil and constructively Critical toward the .'

pupil's' products and performance. And, mosOthportantlyf

teachers who are,accepting of-others and non-defensive in their
. -

teaching 'roles canackriowledge their own 4.-imitations, accept .those

of their pupils, and'Aremain open to learning rather than,reinforcement

and to direction rather than directiveness.

In cjazgrison wish the behavioral dialogue. between the Rogeiian

therapist end his Client, the behavioral dialogue between pupil and
.

teacher is, extensive 'and multi-purposed.. The conditions in :

4. .
1.

which-the classroom dialogue takes place are subject to influences
0 0.

.
beyond,the.control of both the teacher and t4e$kuPii,,butithespositive

'.t

and therapeutic nature of the behaVidTaldialo ue in the claSsroad

depends upon the teacher's' ability to respond.personally;-and,,

professionally to both the psychological and educational needs df

the pupi.4 within the structures,and constraints of the classroom.

situation.

K
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:CHAPTER1

e .

. The Teacher as Significant Other
!=,

and.

, 'JP)

Controller of Pupil'EnVironment.

--0,

40, Teache Populations,- Roles, Significant. Other, Performing

.--,.

Self, Contr011er, SlIW :ondept,Attitudes, Beliefs, -.1

-,.! . , ,

., Expectati s. t

c 4

. Theoretically, d by popular bellef as well, teachers in our

,:.
1 '.'

l - .

society assume aiowerfUl ddal.role in a pupil's process of,self::Concept

development. In one role teachers function as significant or salient

.

others, reflecting to each student an image of his performing -self and
- 4 .

r . ... .

his achievements..

In the other role teach is function al the-primary
-.' 0 ,

(

.
.

.

influence upon.and as 'con llers 'of the pupil's school environMent.' For'
'-1-- '

.

.

.
.

. .. . . .

each pupil, his'teachersand,hisschoolenvirOnment join his parental

figures and familial setting to fOrmthe Continuum withirrwhich.he

Psychological experiences essential for selfIconcept development occur.

other child -adult ,relationships in ou r' society c4n begidto'approici-
.

e the dimensions of stability of place, constancy of function,
4

anal variety of opportunity for interaction that characterize the

parent-child and teacher-pupil relationships. Perhaps it is the .

similaritof these two relationships that has led to persistent `F '

belief..in the teacher's ability to influence'the IChdracter develop

ment of his pupils as.well as his pupi1s1,acquisitio'n-of aciaemio
, .

knowledge. What could Heigh metre Heavily on the responsible and car,.
;'

J ,,, 0
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1,1
s..

4

ing teacher than the implications. inherent in the followinrseateMent:.

Every person who T11 ever occupy a bed in'a mental hospital,
r

'C

<t

,every parent, every professional pan, every criminal, every

prieit, mds dilce in some teacher's firstkgrade. pomewhere,:-,

sometime; everyone in our society' has knoWfl a teacher who might

,

have influenced him. The teacher's op pOrtunity.for impactis

thus. both br6ad and deep. (Fuller, Bown, and Peck, 1967, p. 8)

Even without such long-;term assessmen t of the teacher's responsi-

bilityTandthe ultimate consequences c4. impact on his pupils,

. ,

' there is also an apparent belief in th- eacher's mmediate'powqrand '

.

.' ,.

influene ever his pupils. Ginott ( 72)..clearly expressed this .

, , :

c-,

: -

oncept as a yOung teacher: ,

1,. , ,

..
,

,. c,

'I have come' to a frightening conclusion. I am the decisive
.

%. . . .. ,

element.in theclassroom. It is my personal approach that
,

creates the Climate, It is my daffy mood that takes the
,

weatiter.:As_a*teLherI possess tremendous power to mak

child's life miserable or,joYou. I can be a :t61 of torture.
7

%

ti

or an instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or humor,

'hurt or heal.' In all situations t is my rebponse that
.

decides whether a crisis will beescalated or de-escalated,
,,,

a child humanized or dee- humanized. '(pp. 16-17)

If 'parents, teachers, psychologists, edicatora, and researchers have
f

?

28

4,'

s",,..

,.

. -

allaccepte4 the dual roleof teachers and believe in'their influenpe .

'L.:,

J .

on tht self-concept development; of pupils as a working hypothesis
N

.

8 it

\."

J
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ti

-(and, yere is sufficient evidence educational literature to.affirm

that this'is, indeed, the csse),we should. be testing this hyPotheSis

And considdring yeti, seridusly what attributes, what behaviors, and
. .

. .

what professional functions save an important bearing on the teacher!s-
.

peribmitante of'these two importanroles.

Teachers,asa Research,PopulatiOn

Withouincluding private scibiol-teachers, we are considering a

.

population of over 2,000,000 individuals actively engaged

,

inteach-

.

Lig in the public school classrooms locatecbin Urban suhurban and

ruralsettings throughout our nation,'

ApProxima
t

y two-thirds of the 2;000,000 teacher.

%

and the majority, of the remaining male population i conceritrated in

are female

thesecondary or high school le'vel of our education system. Beyond

'

.the secondary level-, teachihg ceases 'to be*a 'predomkinantAy female

:occupation and the. figures of Proportional

comPletelyreve sed .(19,1, EA).

teaahing.as an occupation th

sex representation are

: r

In thehistory of school

schoolmster'of early history was re

placed in our society by 'the "schoolmarm" while the schoolmaster.

went on to become 'college professor. As this world indicate, the
' ... , 1. ..

history of teaching:ts an-occupation reflects the social and economic .
, 1

4.1

values of ouvaociety alopg with an hierarchical concept of the value
f

. . . .' .

of education and educators. ,The distinguishing characteristics
. . .

. , ,.

-,

attributed, to the majority of women who comprise the history.of'teach-.

ing,.and teachers gave rise to the stereoi pes of the "pretty young

4.

Pr
0.
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.

,

r

. .

school marm" and the "old..maid schoolteacher," both 'of which again are.
.

more reflective of theKfeM4e's social role and occUpatignAl oppor--

tunity than of particular 'aptitudes andccharacteristiCs that distinguish

teachers and-the teaching profession.' We would still dare eb suggest.

that socially determineelimitOions of choice and .opportunity still.

play a larger part in'determining the female's choice of teaching as

a career than.any diStinguishable and measurable personality character-

istic. For th same social aria eConomic.reasons, this may not

true for the male opulation whose choice pf occup,tion represents

a selection fromfrom'a. broader spectrum of occupational opportunities and

.

even; in certain instances, runs counter to, the operating value.system"
'

1.
'and social press for appropriate male occupations in our culture;

.

But the social conditions, under which career choices are made, and

.

pursued are now rapidly changing'and the .resdarCh,on teacher personality

,and behavioral characteristics based oh teacher populations dating'
. .

prior to 1960. (Ryans, 1960; Feterson, 1964) cinnotbe assumed to be
.

representativia of the present - teacher peUlatiph. 'dahtinued.research

might.serye to identify'what Biddle (1964):terms "main sequence

variables" which include teachers' formative.ex periences, personality.1

variables, classroom, behaviors, and'immediate and long -term effect-s'

on pupils and environment, that persist across time And among changing
,

. .

teacher populatibhs.

.

Researih efforts to discriminate betweenthe.general popuAtion
it

and the population of teachers by A vtriety'of perSonality character-.
. .....

.

. ,
. .

:. ..,

istics using a variety of meigUres are well chronicled by Getzels
. . . . .

3 6
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. . . .

and Jackson (1963).
.J,

None of the reportea'stUdies tad been able as of
- .

.

that time a'suCcesSfullydiscriminate betWeen teachers and, the peneral '' .

-
.

population on'any one ormore-of the Personality, variables tested-.
. .

A
., .

'gftorts to predict the future teaching success'of individuals,with
' .N . . . ' ...

personality traits or to discriminate.between "good and bad," "effective

n
and' ineffective",teachers have. so far resulted in a collection of variables

3
- -

that essentially describe-the social characterisFics of any "nice"
. ,

,
persoh. .In the opinion expressed by Getzels and Jackson, these results

a e neither very 'helpful, illumitating, .1.f6r*lormative. What is needed,

according.to these two authors, is the identification'of "speCifid
.

fated distincAve"components of teacher personality and particularly the

ecific and distinctive' personality componenegof effective teacher's

In pursuit of this end, these authorsidentified three obstacles Which they
.

4 ,A

i . . ..
.

'felt.ou4ined the 'problems to be overcomebefore such identifications 4.
... .

. \
c n be.. made: (1) definitions, (2) instrumentation, hne(3)4criterion.'

In is later:review'of teacher behaviorr Ornstein (1971) -c.esearch, O
1 .1

1 4

founarhe gate obstacis' gtillynsAounted. -
o.

long
_ 4 % ,

As o as ehe good or effective_teaCher is, conceptualized as ..::
. . -.

. , . .

one model, equally "effective" w*th all pupils, in ill.subjects,
. . -. %

L.

at all levels, for all psychemotor, cognitive, or affective objectivesz
.

.

in all teaching-learning situations; 'it should be ho surprise ha .:
.

the only traits or behaviorsgeneralizing across all of these' factors :0:r

are those which'characterize the socially. acceptable, nice, heliful .'
. ,.

_ 0
,

. .
.

' individual who is appreciate6by. most People,everywhere. 'With a '.

st.



similar'global concept and disregard for performance and

. .

performance criterion, the definition f a master marksman would be
P

,

reduced to a perion with a gun and 'g ki ision, twolident:ifiable but

-1. 1

mot yet specific and distinguishing components of the master:marksmanti

pertormane:

.

Our present level of definitions, instrum ntation, and criteria for:"

,

. 4#
.

'

research on teacher behaviors and.their effect pupil self-concept

...

-development gives even less indication thatthese obstacles are.being
.

thsurmounted. But from the theoretical position at teachers function'-.

as significant others and therefore-affect the self-concept develqpment
O P

of'theirppupils, we can examine, thepresent research and.attenipt to

interpret the results reported in studies of teacfier behavior and.itR

effect on pdpil selfrconcept in'the light of that theory.
4

The Role of the giknificant Other in Self-lConcept Development

The .role ofithe,kgnificant.other isone.oneflecon, but npt.

in-the sense of casual'mirroring. To be a significant other is to be'
A

a selected aftd,valudd re

valuing are vested 'only

lector but the 'rocesses of selecting and

the image-seeker. The verity of the re-

flected image is dependent upon the capabilities of the,siglificarit
.

other, brit ci ortunate),.y, verity is not 4major nor even a:minor

determinant far selecting or Viluing a significant-other, at least

* not Until the image-seekini%developirig self acquires an experiential
,

level of sophisti'cation'. -The selection of the prime si nificant other

,-, 4.
, ,

appeats to be a matter Of choice forced. by. nmited op Ions. The .

.38



-first choice must be madefrom'tficise persons having theproximity and'

thapotentialfor-inteiPtingwith'the.image-seeking self. The most

.important point concerning the process of selection and valuing is

$.

that the process rests solely and unequivocally with the developing,

imag&- seeking self. Having a rile as a significant other in a Child's!

'de life ;is not just simply matter of 'wanting to assume such a role. .

This is a situatiall'in which one is chosen without the option of

declining the honor. A willingness to be and.to function as a sig.

nificant Other may well contribute t the efficiency of thejerfOrpi:anse,

-and may ultimately; affect the quality of the seltLconcept,

but an unwillingness.to assume the role does t negate the4sefaCtion

\

.

mad, it can.only'affect the adequacy with which the functions Of '.

.

.
. .

th role are'performed.'
y

, .
., P,

.

...,

.
.

Along with the quality of presence or constancy which incorporates .

both-the vailability and,the capacity to,interact,even'minimalLy,,,

with a developing self, the quality of consistency which incorporates
. ",,

4

the ability to- reflect an image having persistent; internal- inte grity,

4!.oge

is essential to the proper functioning of, the significant other But

'

here again, Verity is notthe criterion used by the iMage7seeking self

in placing,value upon the reflection supplied by the significant ott!r.

To the delieloping self

caht,other always has

corPotated into the

z.

, the image reflected by his seiecte signifi-

impact, but the reflected image can only be
.

'

formation of the developing self- concept if it

is consistent, stable, and basically non-selfcontradictory, The,

9
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.1

significant other may be Chnstantly accepting, reflecting a consistently
,.

positive image'to the develolling self, or conversely, the significant

other. May be Constantly rejecting and consistently reflecting a negative

image to the deviling selfg In either case, 'the:reflected image

becomes aprimetso rde for the psychological experiences considered .

necessary to 'the formation of a self-concept

The teacher and the,Role of Significa Other

By the time a child reaches p

and:expe*llrtiallY limited concept

operating.. Even thos ildre

at ever deoreasi ga

centers, and-kind

the formative in nces
A

Regardless of the ^e at which

lic. school age, a deife pmentally

,f self is a4eady formed.

who, in,ever increas

ar laced in-nursery schoo

hgve.oPerating self-

their daily psycho
child ent

ng .num

day

nceptssubject

A

ogjcal,experience

I

s into a.system Other

';than:'the'familial eduCational syst6m, the sources for psychological
.

experiences are eicganded and the .continuum of the.behavioral'4ialogue-

. ;

is extendedto include the' tesa oi int,gracting adults and the new

4 learning as.important.dontributors to continuing self -'Z

,

s .
.

.

. .-

Concept formation by the devepping self..
. . , 0

\Among the .adults involved in.caring-for'and educating children
) . .41,

r Ni 2...

there appears'to be a Mutual understanding that the maRtle of authority

. .. e
"over a child, a power previous/y held exclusively by the parents and

...

shared with othersonl at" the discretion of the' parents, now,fa#11s

.
. .- ,

.
.

upon those persons eying societal rather.than peisdnal_parental -

1
,

.
A.,.

.
4 0 _I

S

4.

0
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designation and'endorsement. Should it also be,assemed,that the

pare al role of-significant other in
9

the life of the child w I trans-C
-

4

--fer along with the .gharing.of parenta: auherity?.

`If we maintain the theoretical posture that Onl:&the develftRing
1

sethcan contro/ithe selecting and valuing processes in designating'who

shall function as the significant other, the answer to this qtestipn'

will 'be a qualified 'No," Teachers or other adults cannot automati-
..

r

cally assume the fUnctions of the-significant other unless:

r.

(2)

.The level' Of self- concept development of the

dictates a need for the cont inuing, total funCtions of a

significant other at all times'. Under these todditiCins

of continuing need and dependency the developing self is

again ford to make a selection in tircumstinces that

closely repeat the limiting conditions of th initial

choice situation. Placed in. a dew.environment, a

selection must again be made, and under these cilicum-

stances the'teacher may be the only possible candidate.

The parental significant other may have generalized the
.

role of significant other to other adults so that the,.

childin needof some of the continuing functi ns of

a'significant othercaccepts other. authoritative ults
.

,

as undifferentiated significant others.

In other instances the extent to which the teacher functions as

a ignificant, other may be limited by the needs of the developing self.

%",
1.

41
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If' the teacher's'. slues, attitudes:Iperiefs,-andperception of t,he':
aJ

image- seeking, self result in a reflieCtibn of the self that is consistent

.

with chose of thg toarental.significant others-, the similarities
,

'
. a

.4'

ketween parent and teacher may w ell increase the teacher's functions .

,

/
_

as arsurrogate sign ficant other. However,. if there'is a conflict

betWeen the valueS, attitudes, and beliefs of.the parents dnd those

.of,tfie teacher, or a material 'difference in the perception and therefore
...

reflection of-the developing self, there is a break in the dont*nuuM

li

4 a a

from the f milial to the institutional setting and the 'function of.
.

the;teacher(as a Significant, other may be curtailed: or completely
,..

.

..-

, negated. In circumstances where the teacher.models beliefs and 'be-
, ..

1
A

haviora consmantwith the values and beliefs of the parents as when
. I

,,

.il

pooxly educated parents Ovalue education, eteacher's rol,e as a
., 4

r significant other may be made stronger through parental.supiport,

. i . : ..
.although the reflecting role of the teacher may be confined_to this

, ,,...

one value.
A w

4

AgainAeoretically, when differehces exist, between the familial
..

andeducational systems.and result in conflicting reflections of the.,

self, the developing self can resolve the conflidt by limiting the
:a

-function of the significant other to one of the two ref cting sources.

" thetourc'eproylding the most positive and affirming eflection of

4 "self and the reflection most consonant' with the.iloresently. developed
i . ...$ . . i .

I
a

.

.
4

0 .

value system will better serve the needs of tie developing self and

r be chosen to resolve the cQnflict. When' continuing psyChological
:

experiences and positive reflections of the developing

S

P
4-2 .

%a 4

r a
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.

promote the format.on of mew -concepts, new beliefs,' and nw..behavioral.

seheiPatthat conflict with those pteviously acquired inthe
.

. I l

-

_ . ,

k

setting,it

f

e_rOle of the parents as significant. others may lige,con -

siderably weakened. In any ca %e, where conflict and dissonance, are
-

. I

experienced tfy he developing self as th result of two materially

. A ..'
.

.

different self-reflections, the battle b (Jeep-the two reflections

is joined in the develapin self and affects the pipcesa of self- .

. 1 ,

*.,... .

concept deVelopment.'

Breaks `in the continuum of experiences4d-self-reflections.
. .

.betwee the homeand school environments that,can be14entified with
.

.

socio-economic or. ethnic differenceg.ire more oWious than breaks in the

: .
tontinuum arising from the idiosyncratic perceptual differendesbetween, .

.
. .

ares and teachers who have the some socioeconomic and cultural
. .

"4i
backgrounds. The developing self who experiences a break with his

. .

. .

. . .,.
'already acquired system of values and beliefs, or who either lacks

. .

constructs or lies _different constructs for approved goat-achieq*

.

behaviors, may experience a reversal'or alteration in the reflection

vCself from a. different environment; When selfreflections are

negatively altered, it; `can be .expected that the individual will

experien ce more intknal conflict and more dissonance'and that he` i,

may express this ,upheaval behaviorally. .

.k.,...
. . .

The break in the. home to school continuum. most comMonfyexperiencetr

by a pupil arises from petceptual differe
tF
nces between che puPil's teachet

and his. parent and.results in two, conflicting or altered reflections

.
'of the developing self. 4k,change in the image reflected to the

. I



.

R-

developing.splf can have the potential fpr producing a ppsitive or.
, .

negative Change An,the developing self-cgncept. It can be generally:

1

. .

assumed that teachers intend.eheir behaviors to have a positive effect
.. - .

it, ,
pn their pupils and that any, negative' effect is therefore inadvertent. _

. '
The source of intended ppsitiye effect and inadvertent negatiVe effect

lies in the teacher's perception'of himself, of the teaching role,,
. .

of his-pupils abindividuaIs, and of their roles, as pupils.

The Teacher's Performing'Self

...Role,,,definitions of th5 teacher's professional functions often

.' . r

refer directly or direetly..to the teacher as,2 surrogate parent as
*

. ,

well: as an instructor.: typical role description appearing in:

educational psydhol

Roles and variatinnS f heitherroles listed 'by Sawrey and Telford

(1973,'p..90:

y. textbooks usually includes the Authoritarian
.

'

t agative Roles Scape cat,. Detectiye and Disciplinarian

- \
Authoritarian Roles:. Arental Surrogate; Dispenser of

. \

Knowledge, Group Leaded Model Citizen

oloi , ., C I44 1.

\ .:

-Supporting Roles: Therapist, Friend and Confide t

The authors 'Of this. textbook note that

. :

of their affectilie component and suggest teat role conflicts will

..1

n.

se roles are listed in o er

;
,occurbetWben the extremes of the 'tea herq'Regative and Supporting

',

roles. ,

In relation to the self-concept constructs as we have defined.

,them,all'of these functions or roles become' teacher'clasSroom 'be-
.

haviois a .all teacher behaviors are viewed as products of the

t

.4 4

38
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teacber'rer)orming Self. ,Like the'Performing Self of the pupil-
4x,

witti whom the teacher:interacts2ae-ierformingSelf.of the .teacher.

includes the self - constructs of the Bodily Self:both phygiologicai
,..

/

and psychological, Self.t:Identity; Self-ESteem,..SelfrExtOnsiod, and

Self=Image.. And Again, like-the Perfpriing Self,of the t

Performing Self ofthe.tee'cher is a part of the' continually level
P

ini'g.self, influenced by previou6 and present psychological expefien es

-

and continuing the processes of change and- growth ilithinithe
.

behavioral dialogue. The'Performing Self'of the teacheris still

,
subject-to.the reflections from selentkd and Valued significant and

salient others, and from.tbe environment. grle seif=conceptfof,the
.. .

'A
.

''teacher as well as t of the pupil 1.s the primary source of both

,

..%,:,.., . .

. limitations ana- apabilities that.essentially determir the behavior
.. ,

iSition:of

...

pres/cribed,behaviors for the teac ingroles and the mastery of
a.

of the Peiforming Self. Theoretidally then, the a

.

Protessional,:skills can be expedt 'to enhance the teacher's sense.
e p.

of self-extension andhis pefception of his\performing'Seif. In

9-

performing the.teadher'srolie,.each teacher-brings into, the behAvioral

dialogue existing between hiniselkand his pupils his behavioral
. .

expressions of his existing self-concept.and-t:hose attitudes, beliefs,.

. A! :

and values that color his perception'of hithself his roles, and his
h N

' Pi1P4S % ..

The Teache As .Controller of Pupil Environment.
- .

t.Qe psychological experiences oaf' exploration,Theenvironment others

45

.
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limitation, and,self7impact as sources of,reflection from which e,1,-

, N: 4 *qA .', ' .* . '. `

self- concepts -continually dev6lop. The pervasive influence of

the teacher can be.seen; at least theoretically, when We hypothesize

-,..'

that the image-seeking f', can turn to environmentpftjle needed-

.
,

reflection.of self when Signifids44,and'salient others fail to perfaim

,% -..40'
.47-

this function. The environment. usually operates in conjunction with

. i. .

ignificant pthers,and the two act in ccnceEt-as the pliiaarY sources from

r eflecting role d4 rm and accepting-environment but differences

which,expe'riences and reflections derive and which ultimately result in the.

formation of self- concepts. When one of these twosource&Nfailastd perform

its function,.the developing_ self beComes more dependent upon the 'more"

constant and consist
..

reflection provided by the remaining source.

. 0 ,

But ,the function of the environment is, like, the function of the:

significant other, tot lytindependent of its .good".or"badfi qualities.
. ..r

k

A hostile or rejecting e vironment is as effective in its:image-

in the quality of the self-oncept)..formed from the negative reflection

provided by a'Aibstile environment are to 'be expeCted:

The developing self must accept what the environment offers as,

opportunities.for exploring, 'testing, and experienci
e

.

along with

the reflections it.prpvides of success, failure; and

unless and until the level of experiential development of the image-
0

4P4

seeking self is sufficient to allow making. independent, and decision-
.

-based,cheges to another. environment. The-dpendent condition of a

,d
A

4.6
.

4
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Lself
atbirth includes the dependence.upon the "environment" of his

. .

awn body and the environment n which hisbodYexists. SUccess or
,

. ... 1
. . 1

failure in mastering th4se environments cOntribute to thesense of
I , ,

.

, : N !

adequacy or inadequacy and. of competence or incompetence incorporated

into the developing self7concept. The qualit!y of experiences within

these environments also contribute to a basicsense.of trust or'

mistrust which bas' been espeCially-emphasized by Erikson (1963) in his

epigenetic development theory. 'The child ybo trusts ilia-enironMent

%..

\ can be open, accepting, autbnoMous,land explorative-ands-through these

:

. .

, behaviors be cam continue to acqpire confides and performing dompe-

tence as his psychological experiences iren rce and contribute to'

the formation of a.positave self-concept. The' child who mistrusts his

environment will tendto limit those self - extending activities which

could provide him with the experiences and positive reflectiqns of.

his performingself. The
.

limitations upon. his own activities limit

his weriencps and performances thus reinfocing the alreidy nega-.

tiye and perhaps unrealistic ,eelf-concept,acquired through his earlier \

psychological experiences which are theoretically responsible for

the limitation of self-extending activities in the first.place.

\The child who seekdSttis reflected image in the environment of
) Ab: .

the classroom ma)rnot.acceptthe teacher as a significant or salient

ether; but he will still find that teachers are the dominating influence

in his clssroom environment. Whatever the organizational format

,

may be in the clasdroom, it is the teacher's role to plan, to organize,

4 '7

L
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and to manage the Ane6 occurring in that enIlrironent, -The'teacher

also directs the .merges of the classrodm members toward attaining

curiculum goals as well as socializing goals, Whether the methods -*

42

-itplemented for attaining those goals-are deteMinea by the_ teacher

along or Withpdpiil participati9n. To innlkment any methodolOgy)either

teacher-dentered or pupil- centered, -the teacher must maininHand

moderate the learning situation, setting limits, offeri g opportunities,'
.

and enforcing the standards for classroom behaviors. Each pup e-
.

comes a part of the classroom environment, but eac pupil,even while

a part ofAhe.total environment, is making an individualistic 'contri-
.

butiowto ehe'classroan environment, and that contribution is a -.

product 4eeth pupil's individual self concept interacting .with the

teacher's influence in that environment: The influence of the
,

teacher thus becomes apart of the reflected image'of,self obtaine4

by

,

each pupil'Kom the totalclassroomenvironment.
. 9 . .4% A t
Questions as to whether teachers influence plip41*h s more

'-.-,

than pupif6 influence teacher behaviors a e best.conside din the-

\,/
,,,

COntekt of.the-behavicirakdiVogue betty en thel teacher an'd the pupils
. I

in the classroom. -The *nature of thi dialogue, its, dimensions and

ifs:impact upon-the participants, Depends upon the individual value

systei operating,within each dialogue member. We scan hypothesize

that/a te se basic psychological state is one of mistrust

would e fearful and Mistrusting int the classroom 'and.ta his refa--

tiodships With pupils, pa'rents, and associates within the school

4
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t.

environment. But basic feartandlmistrust ouldbe Manifested in

veral differenri.behavior patterns.. The fear, and 'mistrust initially

related to the significantother or' parental figures couldbe trans

ferred to a fear of all'aUthority figures. To cope with thifear,

the teacher might then identify with,the authority figures ai.theare

perceiled in their authoritarian roles and proceed to..adopt and kat-

. .

tate the role - empowered negative and controlling behaviors while at

the same time seekidgthe approval of. these authority figures and

internalizing a value for strong, 'authoritative control. On the
, e

other hand, the teacher might continue toidentiny'with the "victims"

.' of authority, whth. might lead to an inability to assume 4r perform .
. 4-- -

'anydIuthoritarian.behavl8rs or. night liossilddy lead to adapting an
.

. .,

intercessory role, using the teacher's authority in an intermediary
.

. . ...

capacity, between he'authority figures of the school system and the

pUpil victims. in the classroom in an effortto gain the approval and

acceptance of the victims as a champion of their causes.

43,

1

nie teacher who' adopts. the controlling, authoritative model Would

.., .

ming behavior of his-pupils
.

and would be threatened by noncOnforming'behaviors. However, perceived

be, theoretically, reinforced by the c

threats to control and authority might 411 provide occasions for
. .

'the teacher to draw in the authoritative support system, of the school.

.. .

environment; thus providing:additional psychological

,

experiinceS that

.gragify the teacher's need to identify with, and ,pin' thlk. approval of

the teaches salient authoritative.othets. 'Successful control of

pupils' threatening, 1;ehayior would continue to rein the teacher's

9.

0 4
JR

49 ,
N
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4

image of self, qs an authority figure and would' encourage the teacher

.

to d'-edtinue the acquisition and implementaifoh,of controlli4 and
4

power-based behaviors. Those pdpils for whom the controlling,

V .

authoritarian teacher functions as a.signifidant other would find

thdir teacher to be 4 source ofpositive'self-reflection when their

bthaviors were compliant and when they accepted.the teackerts.inter-

r z

'preeation of the pupil role s a reflection of the teacher's authority.

,However, those pupils fd w om the teacher does mot function as a sig -
)..

.

. \ nificant other 'or wh hot accept the teacher!s.interpretation'of

their pupil role as compliant subjects to authority and control 'would

.

. have to select other behavioLa1 options. Depending again on'the value

4
systemnd self-concept development of the individual pupil, sdme,pdpils

.might:exhibit withdpwing 'behaviors while others might` choose more

disrldptive, authoqiy -confronting behaViors. .0thers.might exhibit

some compliant- behaviors, defining and interpreting. their conforming

.b h o to_maintainthe integrity of their individual self-value and
?.

self-concept.' The .teache who his entered the classroom seeking
.4.

accdptance and approval froili his pupils at the expense'of assuming

his leadership role will not be likely to exert Control%or initiate.

authoritative behaviors. Theoretically, such teachers are more likely

tq, encodrage'dependedcy rather Chap conformity id their, pupils a)

are more indlined,to interpret the products and performances of pupils

*It

4

as acts.demonstrating a'personal appreciation of the feather. Dependent

a pupil who:Conform to the authoritarian teacher's demands for role '`

- performance respond to the overly don-authoritarian teacher by



r,

t

'ik

T -
abandoning. aff,mtfich of the responsibilityfOr their own_behavior As they

.cL:a, thus demonstrating the need role :interpretatIon'and direction

toward goals. The pupil is the 'rewarded by the teacher's attending,

behaviors and, ,being rei ced for d

..supplythe teacher with he eflecte

ehdent behaviors; continues
. . . .

ge of an accepted needed,

-45

And approved self. The pupil may also acquire the behavioral schema

and' effective manipulative skills-necessaiy

.in\he noire during this dialogue Pupils
# °

control who are .depended upon the constant

for,maintaining dependency

with an'external locus v.
application of external

' standards ana evaluation receive atte pt n and approvaDfrom.the teacher's

attending Behaviors that. reinforce a construct of an. external locus' of

control. However, pupils mho ekhibit
...

fairly autonomous and independent.

. ) .

,
, ..

. . .

.

..,

behaviors may threaten an insecure teacher's self-concept. The independent:

pupils may be viewed as pupils who cannot be "reached" at who therefore
-

. , .

receive. very little attention om the teacher, 'or they'may be viewed as

- ppsses'sing or at least refle tin some potent authoritative source, in

which case the teacher may respond to pupi

,

. exhibiting cOmpilig.ng or avoiding behaviorg
i

% \ 1.
. e

In both of, these' hypothetical circumstances the direation.of
.

. '.. .,
I . .

behavioral influence is determined by the source that initiates the
i

interactive behavior. The other participants in the..behaviorj.
.

,
.

.4 -' 4

dialdgue'assume a responsive role hy accepting the initiator's
, --

.
.

.4

interpretation of their role. With this concept o f behavioral in-

initiated behaviors by''

imshf.

fluence, the teacher who initiates controlling .behaviors also interrets

and limitsthe responding roles of the pupils.- The'completely

c-
al
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'V

)

4

S.

0

o

nonaUthoritarian teacher, however, creates:1 responding role for himSelf

. . 4

in an apparent, but not .actual;, reversal of the behavior-determining, :

initiating source, ne power to reverse the source of behavior initiation

-"

comes from the teacher's pOwer to determine the nature of thebehaviotal
s .

. .

,
.

. .

dialogue and the rolevof pupils."" Ir.(*eitherof.the two Atreme

"

. . -v
amples of teachet, behavior Prese ted here, the authoritarian and ,

.

controlling teacher, or the overly nonauthoritarian and noncontrolling
.

.

iteacher,,"itis,the teacher's behaV or, based upon thatedcheesself-

cohcePt and the teacher's interpretatidnorthe behavioral. dialogue

that determines the initiat ing and responding roles of the participants.

.

It is more realistic,-hOwever, to 'assume .that In an average clasfroom,-

the average, teacher will show tendencies toward controlling behaviors

,under certain conditions and responding behaviors unddr other conditiOns,

.
depending again UporAhe teacher's perception of the teacher's. and

pupils' roles in the 'b'ehavioral *dialogue. Under%general classroom

_conditions, teachersmay alter Some pupil behaviors and pupils may,

in turn, alter some teacher behaviors,.withopt either teachers or

'pupils demonstrating a discerilibie;'consisten dominance or influ4n
-)

upon.behavi:61 change. Kline (1971) has repOrted that, ..within her

sample, when pupils behaved positively toward the teachers, the

teachers responded 'with more, that is, .additional,, positive behaviors,

and that when pupils behavelinegatively, the teachers responded with .

negative behavior.

. :,
The teacher.'s interpretative and controlling Powers,in the

. .
behavioral dialogue between teacher and 41141 are such ad-tit 14

46
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,

diffic Eoddentifyiany.pupil classroom behaViorias autonomous, '''.
i ., s - . .

.

independent, and initiating unl the ehavio s exhibAted by .pup,1.1ss
.

are indirect.non-compliance with the overt or cover.direttives of the'

teacher. Pupil behavior designated as exhibiting e positive .attitude

toward the teacher is behav r ihat.evidences the acceptance-of teacher:.

interpreted rol&ti'for,-pupils while pupil designated ag
. .

.

evidencing a Live attit de toward the teacher may be the' result

of either non -`a ceptance or misunderstanding of_the'teaCher-interpreted

7 .

' e

7 role for pupils. But. It' is the 'teacher's interOretation of pupil.
. .

behavior, ,the teacher's perteptiolrof-the teaching role, and the `teacher's
4 .

standards and values for the performance of ,both teacher and pupil,
to P

roles that dominate the behaviorardialogueof the classroom.

'Tbeoreticaily then, while teachers may functiowas significant

, .

or sapient others for the puPifi in the' classroom in reflecting' tile

.
. .9K

Performing Selves of pupils es d etermfned by individual pupil need,

. 4
the teacher functions .as the 'controller of the environment and as the

socially_sanctioned interpreter of the, behavioral diaTogueln the

classroom or other learning situations; 'and performs these function in

accordance with'his" own perceptionand interpretation.* Pupil
,

.

.function both'coliectively and individually as salignt others in r.

refiecZThg t1 Performing Self of the teacher,and teachers 'may, use

. .

this pupil-reflected image, for Monitoring, ey4mating,

,

and modifying

. t . . .

the.performante of the teaming role in accordance with the teacher's
.

concept of the role.. The teacher is also in a position to choobe.
.

among the indiviciAl pupil- reflections h Performing, Self', and
.

.

st,

.

.

.
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;
-

.
, .

those pupils who bes e.inforce and affiirne the teacher's peroep
.-,, --

.T'
elfIn the teaching role' bevom his.va lued salient others: The

.._ -,_

.

,

ge of the 'Performing Self -.;
receivearby teacheis ik usually..

, . .

.
-- : , p

posite pupil-reflection's rather than from -one Single
, '' .. . 4,

d thus max have,both a positiVe and negative content at'the same

.time. Rroups.of students'ad individual students

achievers, under-achievers, cieativepUpils,male
4

, high7achiever,Alow-

pupils, femalelpupilSi

economically advantaged. or disadvantagedpupils, student: ders and

:, ..'"_,:__,-
. , y

classroom disruptors, for example, serve as reflectdispf the teacher's
. . . .

ffOrming.Self:and as reipforcers,or,challetigers of the teaciher's "values
_

\-

liefs-about himself andfabot

No.

a-A
hers,-

. -

significant other and as a eontrolher..of classrood edvironMent,

k 9--
the teacher's responding behaviorsaviors becobea part 8f :the

. o
, . . ..

:-.
-

psychologicalexperiencesof each-pupil.' The content ofd these ,

.

.
4

. a
1 oA

psychological experiences is largely determined by the teacher's

perception and.inierpretatt The teac er's perceptions 11(1 inter-
, L.-

a .

pretationsre the products ofthe'teacher's previbus'and present process

self
/

"The task of educators' and researchers inyesti gating the. relation-5
4.1

Ik

ship between teathe behaviors and self -codcept development in pupils

S.

is to identify'those.behaviorally expressed cOnceptd of self and

e

internalized systems of, valves and freliefs thatAti,t1lance.or impair '

the teacher' perception of self, of others, and o f'the teaching task,
. .

. and which can al; shown to improve orimpede theteachees
N

performance of his functions as 4 significant oehet.and as the

,controller of pupil environment..

A

54.
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litcher- SeIf-Zonce st

s
Self-concept, as. we have apted-and defined it, consists -of.tte

- t
.

'`psychological constructs ofselt that represent an individual's sense

:of BodilySelf, f-Identity,:Self-Esteem, Self-Extension;,and Self

Image. All of these senses of self are developed either adequately'or

'inrdequately, positivgly'or negatively,iri.accordance with the oppor-

tunity and variety of the psychological expArignces developifiit-

self and the positive or negativg reflections (4 self occurrin

-_____ -------,-
....._ - ,,

0 events id- of his behavioral dialogues. The
J -. .

self`' thus.

-43:tayiors

in the

senses of

acquired are expressed in the attitudeS,.values,-beliefs, And
J.

.

of the self and influence the individual's perception ofyhis'

objtctiVe self and of others.
.

-Theoretically, theirs, a trcher's.sense:of Bodily Self Self-

' Identity, Self-El maeem, Self-Extension, and Self-Ige willli expressed

inithe teacher's behaviors and will fluence the .teacher's perception

ofsale.self-as-teacher as well as his:perception of pupils and their

roles. The influence ofteacher self-concept on teachef percepo.on

and performanceigsof major concern to educatorS.and researchers,

. u

investigating. the relation;tiip'of teacher behavior to self4onCePt

development in pdbils. .To understand and interpret therelationship

of teacher behavior to self-concept development In pupils it is
.

necessa

/

49

. k

to identify the role that teachezuperception playa.s.tn enhancing.orNw.ft

I
C

1
4I

impairing. 61 teacher's pArformance :.leigntficantior ta ent other .

and as the controller of classroom'environment.

5
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p7'

A negatives inadequate sensesof self related tc any of the

-self-constructs will, theoretically, result in limitationsupq.the
;.

1 Teacher's. Performing Self and distort the teacher's perception of him-
;

selfaud his pupi The'limitations imposed upon itheperformance -

-

of behaviors can be-expressed:not only by omitting or rest acting certain
, .

. . ,._.
.

. , .

behtviors, bait, by 1lMiting the p
a

,performing self to certain behaviors

perceived as val4abIe'io.the self; A teacher.,. for example,'who'Se

.
I

'

personality assessment indicates a negative sense Ofhis Bodily Self

,..
related td his physical eppearance may choode to teach at lower grade_!.

. .-.. 4 t

''.

levels beCal4se'he believes that his'physical'aipearance.wauld be

0,1:less negatIvely refleCted bi young_pupils than, by body - conscious young
r

.

' adolescents,. Or, tb

1 aplieaignce may chO'ode

yle. at e
t

.

teachdrwith'a nAtative sense of. his phybical

4 .

t o teach at upper levels but may adopt a teaching',

He may alsoassume

.

for his negatively

to limit.his phYsA'al movement before the class.
'. .- .

- .- . ." .

teachii 'stations which afford some physical screening
- . .

-. .

valued body such as standing behind the teacher's
. ,.4

. ..-

desk or at the back.of_the room. Of course teachers with a positive sense
r. , . . .5

c

of their' physical 4pearence may also' choose to teach at lowet levels
., .

,

and may alsO eXhibit limited physital behaviors aswell,as desk-clinging

.

and back-of-the:-room teaching stations fberedsons,unyelated.to-their

, './ .

physical.appearances,.but perhaps related to other negatively.held
! -

.

'Values of the self.

0
4

Although imposed limitations Uporl, the Performing -Self miy'ptevent

a
.

full actualization of the teacher's performing potential, the

tations may, or may not,adverselyaffect the teacher's ability to function

r-

M 1`..),ec.
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,

any of the teaching rolein'accepeable level of competence. But self- .
-..

.,_ ..r

itpased'limitatigns on the teaCherLS Performing self which act.tO

decrease the value of wile behaviors 'and, increase the "value of others

may well become, the source f1 limiting. the psychological experiences'

of p4ils in the claisrqom. T e teacher with a negative
_

dense of his\physl .apPear, ncd may devalue, physical behavior's al

unduly increase the valUe of verbal behaViors. It is equally possible
' ,

.

that a teachei with a negative sense a hid own phYsidal appearance

or physical, abilities y place .undue value on physical appearance

/
,,,-

and erity and ,decr he value pf oth behaviors% The. psychological
...

i -. -. , .

experiences of pupi in classrooms Where teachers impose li4itations : .

. .

, and values are subject to limitations bf opportunity and variety. kAt
:01

:t .

the same time, pupils will` receive positive, and negative reflections of
.

,s. ...\--:---
. .

.

their Performing Selves based upon the teacher's limitations' dtl. ,
.,

, --1

ceptual distortions.' In every instance, however, it.is the teacher's

perceptual distor tlls that have the potential iff-7-c. negatively affecting
v

I

P . P ,
, n .0.

the teacher's behavior and his fugctibning as a ificant other, and as
. ,

a controller ofsclassroom environment. .

11.

. .

'Wecannot assume that teacher - reported pos4-ve or negative

, -
values of any one of the.psychological constructs of the self will,

by:Itself, predict, teacher behayior: We can, hypothesize, however,

that teachers with realistic self-concepts .evidenced by congruence

between their sell-reported concepts of.,self and objectively rated

observed behaviors will not only function more effectively as signif-

.icant others and en vironmentalocontrollers,whatever their other,capa-

bilities may be, b Mill also be.better able,Eo improve their functions



'1. .
.

:.1.4 ,.
A

'. ,

.

ip these two toles .as their understanding of the .rela1tionship between
.,

oz.

(their behavior Mad pupil self-concept development increases. 'A

realistic, rather'than.a positive or negative self - concept, provides

.

the.Vest basis for reflecting tfie Performing-S4ves of others, and .

a realistic perteRtion of one"s limitations can endourage the acquisition

of further skills. The open ackftowledgemeut of limitations may prevent

,
teachers-from imposing their distorted perceptions into their reflections

. ,

d .. A'

lof the.Perfording Selves' al others. 4 %.
., .

. .

. .

!..

Teachers with positive and realistic sesifancepts ire, theoretically, -

k.

in the best position to function effectivefrY asireflecto s Of the
.

.
Perfornin Selves of pupil6 aad,to.proiride them:with more accurate and

.

positive reflections of their Performing Selves. Self-contiderice that

is based upon a. realistic perception of one's capabilities and limitations

:
- :

.

e. also provides the ideal basis for interpreting and.accepting the tole

'/
of the pupil as an active partiCipant-in the behavioral digrogue of

__-_.t__
.

.

..p.

.

the classroom. As controllers of elassrooi environment, teachers
110

with positive and realistic' f-concepts Should have the perceptual

basis necessary . for creating an environment-in which pupils will

'.

find a variety, of experiences as well and the freed6m to explore and

take risks of'Se;f7extendionculder circumstances' that provide psycho:-
o .

o

logical slfetY for their developing, self- concepts.

Zrcqmtheir studies,;of teacher self-concept, Arthur Combs 41969)

and his colleagues found that,teschers who had been judged "Affective"'

had both pOsitive and realistic self-images and wde also decisive and

conelstent in their classroom b

ee 58

In this study by Combs et alt.,

..;
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4

. .

,.
.

f
-D.

.

it
awas .reported that a teacher's positive self-concept ,appeared to be

the necessary foundation for creating a supportive classroomenvironment.

Cadbs and Soper. (196S) /tiled found in an earlier study that 'self-confident

. .

teachers generally :ex ibited classroomAbehavior that fostered positive

self-:images 'in ..

-. .

. :
/

Fuller (1969) reported that proSpective teadhers'whoseself-reports

indicatredoa positiVe self-image and reasonable self-confidence also
. u

. exhibited the flexibility in teaching.behavior iConsidered as necessary,

It. .
for fostering 1$41.1 autonomy and accepting pupil ideas. After analyzing the

,. ,.

concerns and behavidrs of preservice teachers, Fuller further concluded
.....

, -.
. - ,

. .-

that ,Otudent-:teachers who were primarily. occupied with personal self-,
. 0

. .

concerns and those who were prOfessionally' cOncqp

achievemeneseriented authority figure-did not have sufficient- freedom

from self to allow them to perceive .or address 134i1 needs and concerns.

d with their image as an

In a Study_of. teachers'
-

relationship, to pupils'

and ideal self,

to Aiect those

characteri;ii'Es

self-reported characteristics and their

increased congruency 'between perceived' self

MgCallon (1966) found that whereas teachers .tende4

puliils who 'closely matched the teacher's self-reported

as the'triostc irablimphis to tqacti: those pupils.

400r
.

whpm the teachers selected 'Ile desirable to teacti'demonstrated
, 0 .

the most change toward their ideal self from pretest piAttest:

.

The investigator suggested as a possible dxplanation. that although
-

the, teachers in this study may have perceived pup ls unlike themselves
.

4

less, favorably they may also have perceived them more accurately, and,
ti

..

tJete', thetef pre,'better ablP -o meet those 'pupils' needs.

5 9
.14

.
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Studies relating the self-concepts-of pre-setvice teachers to

their success in practice teachidg,Apa-thetr.perceptions of,Self_ in

the -teaching rol ere-reporked'by Garvey, La4Z, and'Walberg.

Garvey (197 reported that the subjects of his sample who Were rated

highef on their practice teaching experienCe alsq geported higher

self- concepts, particularly on measures .1)fs...self-identity which
,

A

reflected the prospectivetteacher'S-perCepion of self-as-teacher.

Lantz (1965).eported that studentzteacbers Who Peiceived them-

, 54

vok

selves 'as ha4ing more skeptical anddritical attitudes and'as being-.
.

,:.- , ! .' ,

..

topT.a.autonom US in their beha4ior arso :received higher ratingeon

.
. : . .

a measure of Cla =room Emotional \Climate. This measure indicaeled,that these

student-teachers ha esi.4-b is.-d higher-degteei of rapport with

their ptipils and that the pUpil had shown very little hostile behavior

,

. --

ache*.durin .the practice teaching period. Walberg (1967) foutid.
.

ective teachers saw themselves' in dtiensions that differed

%
. ,_ -

.
'

om those is whi pupils usually perceive teachers and also differing.
.

from those dime:sions in which.the prospective teachers perceived
.

k
experienced teachers. -The prospective, teaChers in this sample appeated

to perceive? themselves on dimensions which combined the pupil-centered '

. .

dimensions ofempahy and competence and the teacher - based, dimensions

of emotional.reserve and intellectual cattron The investigator

'suggested that thpcombination of dimensions reflected the role

conflict beingexpertenced by these prospective teachers.
.

In these reported studies, the relationship betWeen the teacher's

positiVe self-concept, realistic self-cOncepto aneself-confidence,

".7-4..../

. -GO
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. 1 .

and the' teacher's performance' in the roles of" significant other and

classroom controller as reflected by measures of positive pupil

self-image, positive change toward congruence between pupils
. .-

perceived.and ideal selves, and by the acceptance of' the pupil's

Performing Self appears to be well supported.A .
;The studies pf, pre-service teachers suggest-the possibility

7 ..

that measures df prospective teachers' perception of self-asr.teacher .'

'', -
and self-concept could be useful indicators oOthe student-teacher?.s

I,

.progress toward per,ceiving and performing the roles of significant

* salient -other and controller.of_classroom'
.

environment.
ti

Teacher Attitudes and Beliefs'
.-

.

The teacher's performance as.a significant other and as controller

of classroom environment is 'strongly' affected,at least theoretically,

'

by, the teacher's, self-perception, role'percePtion, and pupil rception.

The teachers behavioral expression of his Nalues,,attitudesl'and
.

, .

beliefs will greatly affect the ature of the -psychological experiences

encountered by each puPil',,and the influence bf teacher perception
. 10

upon the teacher's reflection of.the-d=cloping self of eadh-PdPil

-;

maz.account in large measure,for the variations in the schooling
A

..

experiences =wg pupils of a single clasiro
,

. 6.

Perceptual distortions p.splayed by teachers in their behavior

toward groups of pupils having an identifiable characteristic are, .

.

usually described as,teacher-biases; a leis pejorative term than

.
teacher prejudice or percaptual distortion. But regardless of the"

a

61
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.

, if

. .

r 4
w . ,-_.

descriptive ter4.nologyithe effect of perceptual distortion upon

the teacher's ability to function as a significant other should-be

,

Seriously considered:
%

' Yranan.(1972), regorted a study, attempting to examine man's;
t

.

most negative experiences.as.gerceived and reported:by 150 college,

students of lower-to middle-class status, who were attending a small

private college-4Ocated in a7rural area.. Each subjecewas,asked to
_,:t

. . .. ..

write in detail his two most negative experiences.which .......

111

he felt had most'affected his personal "developmfnt. .- .4

. , . /
. .

The 300 responses obtained were divided into two categories:

IT#terpersonal and Nonpersonal. The majority of responses, '257 in a

fill in to the Interpersonal. catewry:and the largest categoyof

.negative'eiperiences involved interaction with teachers. This category

also indiCated that more negativeexperiences occurred in high'school

,hanin pollege, and more often'in elementary school than junior" high

school. Parents came in as a poor second in this Interpersonal category, and

.

while is recognized that some experts view teachilg'as'displaC

ment targets fdr hostility. toward parents, the incidants reporte
.

,

e aerual events, involving teachers Which had actually occurred in

lives of these subjects'. .The incidents described included

humiliation in, front bf the class unfairness in evaluation,

destriktion of self,4confidence,,pe sonality conflicts, and

Although the author- cautioned against generalizing these finding4

to other populations, these results suggest that teachers, and -

.62
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Particularly unperceptive and insensitive

which' s just astdeep and long lasting as

- 14,,AbI

sens e.ivteachers often eulogized in7rbe,

IMP

teachers ,, do ,have. an impact
;

that of those perceptive,

anecdotes o famous people.

. Nash (1972) obtained constructs froth eight primary 'school
.

i
.

teachers and had_lhem rate. their pupils (a. sample population of'236
.

.

.
overall) according to the constructs. The construceaere obtained

by having each teacher group 'two of. .three Cards bearing three pupils'

names to identify a similarity she perceived:hetweeti two pupils in .A41(A

41*' cher-perception of1triad. In this way,' Constructs based on te
,

/
4 &..

pupils.were developed. Following this procedure each teacher then

ranked her pupils along'the Obtained. dimensions using'a 4-pdint scale

.

Pupils recliving the lowest scores were the pupils most highly per- A.

:-.--..eceived by the teachers. The investitpr,correlated sdcial.c ass
, -

... . . .

data fo each student with teacher rank orders of pdai lity and

,
.

..

determined that there was no significant correlation, Ability data

f . ,.

::. Vas then correlated with the teacher, ranking for each pupil on the
.

.
4.4. ,1'

construct dimensions ,derived from teacher,perception, aad a signifi-
,

signifi-

cant correlation'wap obtained. from these data, the.
investigator concluded that; whereas social class 'bore a questionable

$ A

relationship to ability .and attainment within a class, teacher

perception bore a positive relationship to pupil ability. Sigh and:

low, ranked' pupils. were observe

:the,oitherved behaviors of t

of the pupil. The' investigators felt that the system tested in ?this

and an attempt was made to identify

pupil with the teacher's reported perception



I

studyofred cOnsidettle promise for determining if teacher. per- ,

. ,

. 0 ,

ceptions and attitudes do influence papil behavior.
,. .

.

Four attitudes'Obtained from an analysis "o£ teachers"descriptiopb
.

of-the -pupils were identified by Silberman (1969 in a study examin-

.

ing w etberteachers'
Ib

atti-Eudes toward, pupils were evident in their.

classr behavior with. pupils.-, The four attitudes identified were:..

*
Attachmien personal pleasure andaffection in relations with the

:pupil; Conc.rn, ympathy and support for the Pupili' problems;
/

Indifference, lackoof involvement with the upil; andiejettion,

refusing-to consider the pupil asworthy of teacher attention.
-

,
. - .

.

.Teacher subjects consisted of 10 third -grade teachers froufive
.

.'
.

suburban Communities of a large midwestern city.::Eath teacher had.

ecIass. of between 24 to 30 pupils, and had at least tt&ee years

of teaching experience. All 10 tea chers'werd` females. Each teacher

Was first asked in an interview situation- to select a pupil which the

. . . . ,

couldould place in one'of the four identified categories,
,

.

. .

To,bnsure that pupils'towatd whom the teacher was neutrally disposed

were obtained as controls, the teachers were asked to name two more

. 1r
. ..

choices for each of the four categories and the control pupils, one .

male and on= female.,.were then randomly stlecfed.from the remaining

pupil roster Following this.procedure, eacher behavior was obaeryed

'in the classro for a total of 20 hours. The six observed pupils

were intlerviewed, ascertain whether they were aware of the teadier's

attitude toward them. Each pupil was asked to compare himsdlf tqthe

other f ve according to the amount of specific teacher attention he

64
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vat

felt hp received. aThe categaries%of teacher'attention were: 'Contact,.
-

==Positive Evaluation, Negative Evaluation, and Acquiescence. ,The 'results

.

: ,i

of the study- indicated that pupils In the Attachment.oategory received
,

.
.

'more positive evaluation than .all other 'groups. Pupils in the Concern:.
,.-

.
..

, .

category received more of every kind of teacher attention: The

b
Indifference grdurteceived less contact Put did not,differ.from,the

.

control group on-other catdgories of. teacher Attention.. It'was als

59

' found at the Rejected ,group ;received similar amounts of all teacher

. I

attention and-that rejection Was primarily expressed through an increase.
in negative evaldatiOn.-__Interaction with pupils in the Indifference

grow' was characterized' as 4rief;-perfunctory,-and infrequent.' The'

anal sis of pupil perception indicated that sik,pupils were
.-'

le able:to predict the amount Of, contact, negative evaluatiom-an 4.

'acquiescence they received and alsothe amounCof negative, evaluation

and acquiescence their classmates received. They could not predict

the amount ofpositive evaluation for themselves or for their

'classmates, nor the 'amount of .contact for their classmates. 'The

imv'estigator commented that three main findings had emerged froth.
.

N \...
...

,

this study:.:(1)' teachers"atti eg are generally. revealed in their
V

actions. regardless of attempts to conceal them and circumstances which'

disguise them, (2) teachers express some attitudes more clearly than,

others and pupilsAre more inclined to accept attitudes of concern
. 4 ,

.

and indifference more readily than attitudes of attachment or 'rejection, and .

..

(3)pupils are aware of teachers' expressions of attitudes toward

"

"
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themselves and toward others which may influence,noeonly a pupil's

perception ef. himself in relation to a'significant adult but also'

his perception-of otherpuPils.

Good and ikoRIly (1972) replicated and extended the study by Silberman using

nine first-grade classrooms with .three each of upper middle -class white, lowe'r:=

class white and lower-class black student,populations. Data Ofi,sex and
.

.

achievement status of the :pupils- was also collected an analyzed,. Although

the dira.generally supported the findingS of Silberman, additional infor-

.
c

..

mtinnwas added throUgh the observational data. .The results
.,

....'... ..'.

of this study indicated that teachers nominated twice'as. many boys

as girls to the Rejection group ajidthat achievement status .was

.

related. to all four attitudes. The Attachment group contained mostly'

high achievement students, while low achievers were nominated for teacher

Cohcern, espeCially if they were 'girls and, if they were boys, especially

. fot teachen Rejection. The OBservational.data indicated

'moremore differentiation in teacher behavibr -toward this younger sample.

Ln.'accordance with iea01 atitudes. These' investigators noted

JP'

.that_whereasteachers-did n t express gross favoritism toward .

4

# ,
Attachment pupils, they did find many ways to provide additional.

*
support: ,Pupils in the Indifference group received little, contact.

and were seldom praised ok criticized for their performances, even

those that equated with the erformances of the other groups.

. .

Teachers in this sample evidenced more avoidance 'of rejected pupils,

often failed to give them feedback on ,their perfftdances,,and,charac-:%.

,
.,

. ".

,

;.

.4

,reedback did occur with negative criticism: 'These

66
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.

,

investigators raided several questions about the differentiated

N 'N
4 2,

tr tmeht received by pupils and 'the differences in teacher per-
.

'

. 4. .

cep tion that' cause them to become .concerned aboui some students and

,

rejecting of others whose. ba-a-VioralLcharaoteristics 'appear: sinner

\
.

to the obierver.
.

Yee (1969) investigated alelattitudinal patterns that gharacte
,z

- .

pupil perception 'of teachers wand teacher perception 'of pupils, using data

\
.

collected during a two year study which involved 112 teachers and over .
4 . .

. . . ...
o 4

.
.

. .

- 21000 pupils from,,pukic schools located in middle-class Section's. of

tw large, urban' centers, 'one 4 the sOUthwestand one on the' west coast.
4:, , .,

The results* of 't its study, indicate that tNchers of middle glass an
- . \. & ' .2;1 ..' ' .' /*

claps pupils show differept patte

me,

f interaction with their pupils. The

attitude Patterns of .middle-class teachers and lower-class pupi

.

greatly whilethe attitude pattern of teddhers and

.

middle-class children show compatib lity. The findings of eh

.

1 k

. ,
lend,support to the hypothesis that

on the ia1ile and. tehavior sydtems of

'by teachers i.iho model and elfaikce the 'e. values.

Using the extremes of the scores

ublic school syst,ems

the middle,clasOrand-

children in a larp

establiphed two cr.
. .!

25 girls in eac

study

e structured
A

re staifed*

4

rom 1,0 42 kindergarten

eastern schcdr dis, eixt, .0zehosky and Clark' (1970)

erlon groupq, of highs and lows with ,25 boys and .

these criterion groups. TeaCher ratings of

pupil self - concepts and selftreported self-Concept scores were obtained

'1
. .

in addition to achievethent data for these two groups. kialysis of

67
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.t

. *tr: I.

t
,.

. 45

'er. , ,

the'data'indicated that even, at this age level, self-concept,is rer

lated to.schievement", and, that teachers' judgments of pupil self

,00 .

,

, concept were predictive of kindergarten achievement. No significant

.aec diEferences were. indicated 'within. 'groups on any of the measures,.

rIA the investigator's hypothesis thatgirla'would b4 superior in both

achieveMent and self-perception over boy's at this age lev 'el was not

J . .

:,i''
supPorted.

0 . .

M.piss, Sales, and Bode (1970) investigated the Possibility that inter

%1

14

ti -
act n between t,:scher characteristics and pupil Characteristics were CQU

.

.

tr buting v the inconsistent results of studied investiptinveachers:

facilitatingbehaviors. Ten teachers and 36 students fram,a large west

,

coast high schcol volunteered' to partiapate in-this study., 'The student

population was:drawn from-upper-middle. class. families and.the.bubjects were

,
eurolledift accelerated third and fiCcUrth year English classes. `Student and

teacher subjects were given'tests for measuring authoritarianiss-ddd the
'

two teachers who scored highest,anCloWe'st on authoritarianism were `=

se. lecte-.:d %for fu rth er study. 'In addition, students' attitudes to443

.

their teachers were assessed and measures of academicperfqrmance

were obtained. Analysis of the data indidated that high and loco

achieling pupils perforTed better when taught by a teacher who hdd an.

authoritarian rating similar, to thats. of the pupil. .High suthotiWian pupils
1

achieved pooxedi under 1.ow.authoritartan 'teachers. Low

.

authoritarian pupils did not indicate wsignificant preference for

low authbriterian scores.

68
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Teachers' attitudes toward students expressed in interpersonal
. ,

relationshipswere examined and the teacher s increased positive

,

.
regard .was found to correlftepOgitrve d..signifiaantly ,with

pupil cognitive achievemeht in a st7:d..1:1:Aspy and Roebuck (1972).;"
)1.

. .

In this study, 40 female elementary teachers provided one-hour audio

. ,

taRes of their instruction with.a reading class, selected segments of

whichere

congrugnce

These same

then evaluated by trained raters on dimensiOnS of

, and positive.rlegatd, and With the Flanders' interac
. .

segments of tape, were then' evaluated, for pUpils' levels

.

athy,

tion categories.

.

of cognitive functioning.

\

.,
ith and Xleine (1969) derived thd construct dimensions used by.

eachers f& differentiating between pupils in their classroow . With

the,. assistance of elementary cla srdom bea&ers, five constructs. were

categories: (1) intelleCtual".identified As mutually exclusive
'\

diftnsionginokceinglbAhE-dull\and high-fow;. (2) motivationaf

dimansions .of hard-lazy, to capacit-Kot to pOtential; (3) personal-
.

.%
social: dimensions of'friendlyJUnfrieudly, bold - timid';. (4) task orientation

, .

dimensions of neat' work-sloppy` work, .completes assignments -never does

assignments; and Ks) physical dimensions of male-femfle,

Following their assumption that diffeun construct systems would lead

to differences in teaching behaviors; three measures of teacher awareness.

were obtained: ,math awareness, psycho-motor awareness, and 'popularity
-

. . .

awareness. Two measures of pupil_sentimentwere also. obtained which

were entitled Pupil Esteem and Pupil Endorsement. Correlations between

1

6

4
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A .

4

the construct dimen;ions and the awarenessmeasures were not siatis-

.tically significant although they main't fined a consistent and pre-
q

i
dicted relationship. Positive result's arising from this stay

indicated that teachers who emphaaize'p rsonal or socialconstructs

were held in, high esteem by pupils, while teachers emphasizing task-

orientation dimensions were held in low esteem by their pupils: The

.investigators §uggested_that pupil sentiment may be affected by grade

level and that Tifftlie research along these lines is needed to.deriVe-

the constructs pupili use for differentiating among teachers.
e

In addition to these reported studies; evidence exists

throughout the,studia reported in' other section's that teachers

differentiate betwee and among their pupili in accordance with the*,

beliefs'expressed as attitudes toward physical stereotypes; race And

ethnictirembershi'p,rsoaal class membershiP, sex intellectual- ..

:

.).4 .

ability, 'and personality.:

*

Teacifer Expectations and Pupil Parfowance

,A4./.
) . ."

1: Teachers are ne'cess'arily, concerned with 'the functionS of exact-,

ing:performance and prpduc s frbm their p ils in accordance with a
' e k

I . i

, planned educational curriculum.' They are also Concerned with evaluating the
,

.

. - ---: ._

.
, products ,and performance§ of pupils in accordance.with educational goals, %

'
'il :..

,A. a

. standards and values prescrtiKd by the educagbnal system of whicH "
;-

I
a& . I

,
the teacher is a part. All of these functions are products of

. .

the .Performing Self of the teacher,and as performance and pfoduct, they
,

reflect. the_tea-eiipiception Of'Self, of the teaching role, and

70
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o otheiS. Through this perceptive filter influenced_by_all the

. -
teacher's acquired standards and values, the Perforking Self of the

pupil it assessed and, evaluated, and on the basis of the teaChera

perception of,pupilperfOrmance and prOdutta:, expectations are .

-

65

on rmed by and for both pupil and teacher: The' expectations formed
...

.

______
, ----_ --;---------,

_

...
. .

re resent se of
,

perceptual acturacy and, as such; an:lnvest- 4
- . .

. .

ment of self-image. Expectations met are an affirmation of reptual
.

- .
',i, ,

accuracy, whether the expected results'have other positive qr Adgative
-, .. .. . .

. ', .
..

.
.. . . -

1.11,

connotations ,for the developing self Expeitations Onfulfilled

require re-evaluation and re- association which may result in positive

or negative changes in existing concepts:of the ,self, When there is

aCritical, amount. of 'self" investIment in retaining the construct
a) ,

. : k

or set that underliei.tbe r3redictet(outcome, the lack of confirmation

.i... . .'%

. for an expected result is often Met by either assuming some mit ing
.,

.

.
.

. .
t influences to be at workwliich make the results an excep'tiorr,.by .

: . ,
. .

. refusing.to accept the results' as information to be used in altering
,,

.

the construct formation, or in some Way devaluing the unexpected

t

. ,

results. In tither instances, the conditiOns leading to the unexpected

,

coKtclusion ard re- examined and new oryreviously unconsidered eVidencer
.... - .

. .
,

.
i is,dthised to acco unt for the error in prediction, which.can them be.

. *
. ,- , ..---

. , .
.

. %
,, .

.
.

-followed by a justification for and reaffirmation of the.self's ./^
,

. ,

, .

..

perceptual accuracy and the-v4lidity of existing self,,constructs!

.

, -

In addition to the possibility of adjusting.the:antecedent.
.-

1.

. . .

conditions retmcspec:tiveTy in order to accommodate and reinforce existing
.



.
, .....

, . t
-

. . .
...

.

constructs.; there is also the possibility that antecedent conditions:

".4.1tx '

may be influenced-before ale event insure the. expected ouuClomes.

.'4 . ... . .

.

.

.

When tht individual is an interzcting participafit in the event itself,,
. . ,

,..

he is in a position to influence por'Oactively. or responsively,'the
. (

,,

insureitinconditions preced,g the expected outcome' may.do'so Eo n
.

.
.

. ,. ..
.

.

.

. .

the reinforcement of his pre7existing'set of con8ttucts. :The exer-

cise of thisrtype of influence is commonly referred to as ,the "self-

..fulfilling prophecy," and the influende exerted may be totally un-

perceived by the :There are Indications that investigators %:.

and experimenters interacting. with their subjects -may be cueing them. .

toward responses expected by the invebtigators, thus proving the
.

- .

HYPotheses'beinetested or affirming the convictions of the,investi-
.

.gators. Rosenthal (1969) reported. that expectation influences are, not

limited to' human subjects, but that rats' are also influenced in their

.performance, by the APectatiOns - investigators even in,laboratory

conditions. In his reported §tudy, a. group of rats'having do discerkible

e .
".

. .
.

,

.

.

differences were divided'into two groups. One group was arbitrarily
.

designated by the in.estigators as bred foyast maze' learning,,
.

, 'and the

other group designated as brtd for slow:maze learning. The rat§ Ate

then assigned to researc hers'who had been informed 'of the rats' suppoSed
., .

.

breeding for maze learning: Rolsearchers who had been assigned the'.

designated fast maze learners reported supg.eior'maze learning perforMances
.

for theirrats,' while 'researchers with thdesignated slow rats found

their rats inferiorin maze learning performance'. The cri>4od for
4

fast maze learning is.objective and absolute, disallowing for any.
.

.. . . . .. -

.. .

subjective'interpretatiop of .performance scores.' Since, the animals

, .

N
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and' the maze conditions were ostehsibly the same, the results indicated-

that the interaction between experimenter and animal' was responsible

for the difference inperformance. !ibis interpretation of the results

r

relies upbn the correctness of. two assumptions: (1) that the two 4

'

rat' 'roups u in the research did, d,ndeedchaVe the same'maze

learning abilities an (2) the. the tiao 'raZgroups were'given tj4'

./saMe maze learninvtask.to perfo the assumP.tion of controlled

*

canditiopd cannot be so securg made when research "ia conducted with

. human subjects who haven, been given learning taaksto perfoim.p real
, .

clgssroom situations ,

J,

The hypothesis that teacher expectations can influence pupil

peri;Mance.ori learning tasks is founded upon the premise'qat

teachers' behairiors are a part, of the antetedent'cotditiohs for
.

,predicting pupil perforMance. The teacher'sexpectaeions of phpil

c, ,r s, ;:' .

,performance are reflectid of the teacher's operating hypotheses-,

With regard to the learning PrOcess:pupil characteristics, and

The hypothetical

nature of expectations is reflected in the use. standards or

A

the teacher's. function in .the learning situation.

antecedent conditiopi andIfoidttermining the effect of the results.

If%certain primary conditions

results can be expected. The

in a position ;to formulat'e an

beliefs, select'sandarda.for

as an interacting part Of the

the perfoTance of pupils and

.

are met, then certain characteristic

. "
teacher is,- at least 'theoretically;

- ,

hypothesis in accordance with his
. .

.

conditions,and,pertormanCet, and,

condition4,;to:control,or influence

ma ke the subsequent interpretation
..

.47
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of results. The teacher is apoSWon'to limit pupil per-
. ' P .

. i V .
&ormances by controlling partidipatIon,opportunities for learning,

:Rigit , ..
, N ,

attention to learning tasks, access to other information, and rein-

,

forcement.of learning behOviors. Theteacher is also'.in a poition

to increase pupil performance by expanding the positive condition to'en-

courage pupil perfornance. It can be logically assumed that teachers' ;
0

high expectations for pupil performanco. can only operate to Increase

performance when pupils' abilities can match the teacher's expectations.
.

Pupils who perceive their teacher's expectation's as too high or

unrealistic may react with darTessed performances and pupils who

perceive the'teacher's'expecratiods as.too low' or unchai*gii)g .May .

respond with just enough effot to meet the low. expectations, depress--

ing their petforMance in response :to feelings of personal.devaltlatiOn.

The teacher's actual ability to increase pbsitive pupil perfqrmance

. .
..

by. raised `expectations depends upon the discrepancy between pupil ,

perfopmeace and, pupil ability, and on the'te her's ability to
.-'

N ,
provide changes in learning. conditions that w 11 be perceived by the

...., ,

,

pupil arid_encourage.the pupif'to perform near at the optimum level'
. .

..

of his ability. In resea h situa ons. where prpils are already -.

. .

performing close to the optimum level of their ability dr where teachers

are =she to alter their teaching behaviors 'to provide observable

changes in learning. conditions in. accordance with changed expectatipns A
for pupils, it will be difficult to measure and,interpret the effect of

. . . ,

raised teacher expectancy upon pupil performa'nce. The effect of to her

eXpectanq upon pupil peitormance might be more reliably tested 'and

.

,



, .

K

e

I

interpreted ,in research

expectatiOns upon pupil

objectionable but might
.

studies measuring the effects of lowered ,teacher

performance. Sdch procedures would be ethically--
..

better reflect'the.prevailing role of teacher

expettancieS in the classroom.

Intheiryidely read, study, Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) at-. .

tributed increased IQ scores of pseudo -"late bloomers to. the effects

of false ',information on teacher expectations and subsequent pupil
.

;

, performance. 'In.this study randomly selected pupils-from the first

throdgh6th.grade classes had been described Ehei eachers as

;'special" pupils who could be e pected to blossom intellectually in the
A

next few months. When postte IQ scores were obtained 4E.the end of

the year Zliose pupils who head been arbitiarily designated "late blotmers"

showed e significant increase in their IQ,scores when compared to other
.

. pupils, This study became the focus, of a great deal ,offresearcE

. -attempting either to replicate or.disprove the tested 'hypothesis that

. . . ,

teacher epecations fnfluence4'the Performance responses of their

...

subjects. Claiboin (1969) examined the study and criticized the

interpretations made by Rosenthal and ,Jacobson 'on the gtounds that
,

. .

-... . . - i
'

. . ,
. q :.

theit data showed_no teacher expectancy effects for 2/3ra of the

I
grades used-in their study, and that the conclusions drawn by Roknthal

1 # .

and Jacobson were based upon, difference scores that were not corrected

for known pretest differendes and here partially attributable to

regression'effedts. 'It appeared to Claibornthat gai.. 'n IQ scores

. . .

cold be attributed Solely to the increase in scores on the vocabdiary
. .

-
. '

. .

\ ''

subtest contributed by.first grade subjects whb had igkzially scored

. .
.

.
N '

. 7 5

p,,
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. '

..very low on the subtest, and.thuscould not-be considered to'be, .

4
demonstration of either teacher expectancy effect or en overall

increase in pupil IQ. In, his own researdh.study Claiborn teste

the hypotheis that teacher expectanCy influenced pupil gain,in IQ

scores and also attempted to captuTe *the teacher -pupil interaction in

ordei to identify the teacher ehaviers that.might be related to

\
teacher expectation. Hi4study alsO included observer ratings, of

\ '

tea ers''classtoom interaction with "speciaill'pupils, with interactions'. ,

score as positiye, negative,:or neutral in theii effect on pupils.

First grade classesfrom threettsuburban schools provided the teacher

.

and pupil subiectS( 14ithin'each school, the classes were randomly

assigned to a Bias or No .Bias expehmental treatment condition '(With -.41

the exception of one class)..

Rated 9r Not Rated condition

pupilg, approximating 20%.o

"potential bloomers" aceord'

sex distribution in
.

The "special"

pretzest,A

20-minu

day

These classes were-then assigned to a

.

by the school ptincipal. Four.or five

.

each ciass,,were designateddas special
0

epresentation of the

e class, and by random selection with4eikg ups.

. .

s were drawn fr, the upper and lower ,distrib tions of the
:46

ores. GIasses,in the Rated condition were observed in

sessions for two weeks on` the pretest unit and seven school

for the posttest unit. The teacher's interaction with the'
, .

70

P.

4

special students was:sdoredby the observers. Teachers in the`Bias

classes were given the .test results an& the names-of:the special

"1
sses. Sift :class Observation was continuouspupils in theirc1

teacher behavior la

. i

.

s recorded both .before ana.after\the.in o

,

:



a. A

,b

was provided.- The total research proktam\ s instituted about one month

into-the second semester and 'potttests were administered .two months

after program initi The results of, this study did not support'

the. teache expectancy hypothesiovnor did it.capturesignificant

differences in':teacher behavior toward pupils as evidence that

teachers were influenced by the information provided.by the invests

gator.f. The investigator accepted the fact that teacherS'ih the Bias

C..

condition were able tarecall.the names of children w o had been

A .

designated "special". askevidence of dn operating teach bias. In the

discussion of thiS study the author acknowledged at had not

replicated t he cOnditiOns
A
of the Ros enthal and Jacobson tudy. in that

this,aproj ct began.well into the second semester of the school year after

teachers /had had an opportunity to develop stable impression's of their
4

pupilsfand that the duration of his study.was only approXimaiely two
e '

mont s,while the Rosenthal and Jacobson study covered afull school:year.

":

. q .

Cla born's study also a fera)markedly in the mefhodused for selecting'.

. N.; .

speill'students. The importance of these differences is disclaimed.

' by Claiborn on the basis that other studies have, in his opinion,

demonstrated that teacher set toward pdpil and timing or duration of the .

t

study are not critical factors in testing for expectancy effects. In .

4'

our opinion, we' 6-an accept Claiborntstudy
g

expectancy-hypothesis only if we accept the

tha-, teacher recall of specific pupil names

as ,a test of. the teacher

investigator's assumption

is sufficient evidence of

an existing and operating teachet expectancy bias.

Net

, . 77
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to .MeichenBaum, Bowers, and Ross (1969) were apparently successful iti

t

their efforts to bias, chers and thtir expectations, -Four teachers were

given biasing ."poten ial,for blooming" information on Es' of 14 adolescent

female offenders enrolled in a special unit of a training school complex.

Two groups of'girla were matched in accordince with three: obtained

measures.prior to the experimental treatment: The four teachers

who staffed theunit rated each girl for her expected academic.

potential, her level of appropriate classroom behavior, and the

amount of teacher attention received by eadh girl prior to the experimental

period. The subjects were diwided'Irito ''4(p classes, five girl's in

Class I whb worked at the remedial ninth-grade level and who

devoted most of thelr time to academic subjects, and nine

girls 'in Class.II who also worked at theninth-giadeaeliel, but

devoted 20% of their time to commercial subjects; typing and
a,

business rattices. The .four teachers, three female and one male,

'These teachers wereasked.by a member of th?taught both classes.

school .administration to ,evaluate the intellectual'potential'of the

girls ons, a 7 -point scale using the girls' previous examinatidns'and'

clgssroom behaviors as a basis. Inrating the. subjects, the teaLerS
.

were' asked to compare them with other pupils of the training school, rather
.

.
.

.

.

than a "nor mal" population of ninth -grade sirl is.There'was significant'
- ,

agreement in/the four teachers' ratings of.thegths. Measures

of gCadeMic performance on objectively and subjectively scored tests
- ,

were obtained one-month before classroom observation of, the subjects

'began. Teacher-pupil i4arattions had recorded pri6X to the .cime,

1

8

1

?

A



6

teachers were'given the biasing information, and atter:the biasing informa-
,.

*.
4

tion was given, teacher '-pupil interaction was again recorded for a A
fir

=-- period of five weeks. .The girls' total classroombehavior was recorded for

one week prior to the biasing information an d for a total of one week
j -

afEer.it had been given.duriqg the second and fifth weeks of the study,.
e

respectively. In'order to reduce possible,observer bias the observers were not

.informed of the purp e of the study and also were not informed that

the teachers had been given biasing infdtmation. The school psycholo-

gist informed the teachers o f the "potential for blooming" and in a

'communication to the teachers gave them a general description of the fficacy

of the sgppc3ed "late bloomer" test .foridentifying subjects whose
.

present perforalance d id not indicate their actual, potential. The

.school-psychologist suggested that present and past,performance9 might,

lead teacheA to, make error' eoui estimates of bloomer'"' actual

academic ,potential. Approaching the ;subject casually as a tter of.

possible interest to the teachetA, the school psychologist 'then identified

the girls in the two classaa who had been designs ed by the taseas

"potential bloomers." Six girls had,been dalgnated, three for. whom '

, . . I

,the teachers had previbusly.indicated high expectancy and three for :
I ,

whom these four teachers had indicated low expectancy. Thedames pf

the g.U1s,were arranged to reflect the four teachers' PreViousupotential"

rapings.of the girls in a sequence of 2-high, 2-low, 1-high, and 1-low.

0
.

in order to establish the teachers' confidence in the rest. The

. % ,.
.

. ,

investiiators 'reported that the teachers were' inieially very surprised
.

,

f

f
'

i A t

at the inclusion of the three low-'potential subjects, but after discus.lihg c
,

. .A ,
1 .

J



.

and.crelating to each other same past indicationa'of possible potential,
.

. .

the teachers changedifrom surprise to an attittideof.having;held the.

' suspicion all alotig that these three .girls had academic potential.

Analysis of the.obseryationa1 data revealed that these teachersaltered. .

their behavior. toward the expectancy subjectg differentially, however.'
. .

Teachers 1 and 2 did not increase their overall interactions with th'e
-

expectancy subjects, but did incroase the pcsitive content' of their.

communications with .then.' Teacher 2 alsoincreased the.amoust of

positive interaction with all pupils who had beeirated by, the teachers

ashaving potential. \Teacher 4 did not increaSe:the amount of.positive

interaction but did decrease the amount of negati4e interaction., .

par-ticulalyyith the "potential" subjects Who had received. prior high'
.:,

.
.

. _ .

expectaziy ratings b.ythe teachers. Teacher.3 sitnificantly decreased.

.
.

?, ...4. .

the pOsitive interaction with all I ofential".subjects and increased the.
. .

amount of positive interaction with the,riesignated control, pupils.

e
The control pupils of tea cher

.

3show significant improyement in academic

The 'civerall\results of thisand classroom behavior on the posttests

4.-

study indicated that teacher expectancy significantly 'influenCed the ,

. tr.).
..

academid and classroom behaiior.of the "potential" s 3e4eGth the
1 .

exceptioa of tedcher 3's subjects). The greategt gains were achiavtd

by the "subjects of teacher 4, who ad decreased.the amount of negative

, ,4

interaction with,.the teacher-rated high potential subjects. The teachers

who increased 'the amount(of ositive interaction, but did no't appreciably

.
.

reduce their negative interactions improved the performances'eroikances'of their
/ 0I.

subject pupils, but not as significantly as teacher A., li was particularly
1,

i.
. ..

A-

'8 0
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r.
.

Interesting to :note that` the indicated gains in academic achleyemeht were
. .i.

obtained from objectively scored tests, but.no gains were indicated on
.

. Z-o-°`9' :'

..

.

the subjectively,scared 'examinations. The significant improvement in
%

.

: . .

performance.occurred-in both the prior high-rated and-low-rated ambjects .
,.- .

.
i

In the 'light .of .other research on the effects 'of decreased negativeeffects

'feedBack), e.g::Crefidallv%Good, and Crad a-1 1-41964), we can speculate
4

that, for these girls already, labeled as jUvenile offenders, the'decrease

in negative 1.nteract4on with an adult may-have been ofkote value tothem
.

than adult.prase and Jkay hive pragided more psychologic9. safety for

:

self- extension and more-affirmation of their performing selveS.

:

The quality of teac her interaction was also, investigated by'Rubovite;
. .

7

75

. . ,

. '

and Maehr (197)), usingeftix classifications of 14eacher behavior: {1) attention,'

. >

.

.
,

- ... - .

evidenced through
.

requests fsr pupil statementsTaiia-l-ttendingCa spontaneous

pupil statements; (2). encouragement; (3) elgboration;*<0 ignoring;
/

(5) praise; and (0criticism, The subjects thstudy were 26

student teachers and:I04 sixtth= and seventh-grade pupils randomly'

selected from a piddle school' in a :large midwestern city. Measures :

of'teacher-pupil interaction werescoedby observers during'a

.micro-teaching session with fdur pupila:. Ptior po the beaching'
0

. .

experience, measures of dogmatism were obtained for thq student teachers
,

7 :

and each teacher was then rated as having high ,ne,low :levels of dogmatism
.' 0

. 4 t

'along a median split. The student teach used lesson Plan outlines pro7
, *

.

s

(3 Vided by the investigatord
.

for the micro- sessions, and jgst before the
.

,
, .

lesson periad,each.teabher was giyeta seating chart 6f her pupils: This.
.

.

S

.\\



a

p

%.

p

. .

. .

ry

chart included the names Of the pupils;' an ,score for each puPil,.andia

label indicating th'at the pupil was, trom'the "gifted" or average,

.

1

. ..

gifted .track. Teachert Were instructed to pay att ntion,to the
,

7. .

IQ scde..and label While directing the pupil to his seat. MD:servers,

!. .

non-

who recorded 40 minutes of teacher'-pupil interactixdid'not knOw any
.

of the, information given on the seating charts. Thd results of this

1

study indicated that tigdificantly more statements were requested of

.

"gifted" pupils across all teachers and that*the statements of "gifted"-

students were praised signi `scantly more than st'atements from Other
.

.

.

pupils ,by all teachers. diffetendes'were.foudd tor t air
.

he f

teacher%ehavior or for the,revel Ofremaffling categories of

dogmatism:

...Th'eSpo

'

V

,

'
'4'

sibilities'for further research stiggested try. this study .,

were iii'vest ated i'n 'another stUdy ay RubOviei. And Maehr 0.073).. ''''
,

) .'.,.

-

.

-%, .

The sample for this study included .66 white female student teachers C:e4
-

) .:%. ,

-

.
.

76

and 264 seventhtl. and eighth-gride, pupils randomly', se.k5;ated within

ability groupsfrom-three junior high chOol's in a midwest citY:
... .

. .

The teachers Were given a prApared psson plan 'to 'te;ent in, a
, .. .,

,o
micro.teaching situation. . Four students, were provided for each,teather,,,,

two white and two black..:These'pupils had.beeh.randlysele:qtei'

from within the same ability groups end had.been artibrarily, designate
... a ...

.1

by thesinve*igatoras gifted or non==gift'ed;.ohe oft each Lot each
It

a,

, . . . '
7 ),,,'

racial group:' Teachets were again given ratings for High:anaLow leyel*of
:6

'Dogmatism and the-same procedures for emphaSiiing the II) score and the

a.

la4gling

The
\
\salme

f each subject were employed as in the previous

tegories for teacher behaVior observation, were

cf

study.

also used.

.
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i.
2

. :

The-results of this study inaicated significant differences

a. .

behaviors on dimensions of race and dogmatism. as, well as giftedness and

' *
noft-giitddness. Againteachersshowed no difference in the amounc.

in teache

'
A

. of :attention, but did 'fferences in the quality of attention

4.

shown gifted no gifted pupils. Gifted pupils were called on

more aid criticized are,14 the increase in criticism was based'.

/
with gifted black students. Gifted white students,.on t interactio

were called', on, 'pr

iri subsequent int

students were t

'77 .

ed,.and criticized more than non- gifted;. and
; .

rviews with the 'student teachers; white gifted

ften'nemed as the most liked, the'brighEest,'and

.
. ,

the most probable leaders of their class.' Across all teachers, black students
,% ---

- e

.
.. ,

were given leSS,attention,

more thkthe white pupils,

--- 46 ' ,
i

, .

gifted pupil received more negative attention than his non-gifted
.

,

1

ignored more,

but even more

praisedless, and criticized.

importantly, the black

counterpart. Since all pupils, both black and white,had been

selected from the same ability group, these teachers' behaviorS were

P
not predicated on actual performec*.differendet.i The investigators

suggested that apossible observer bias m4 have intruded since ob-

1

4 servers iahq did.not know which studentswere labeled gifted or pon-

4g";.

gifted could easily tell which.pUpils:wete:white and, which were black:

, ; .

,

.

However, it was further noted-that,if observers had been biased id:'
)1, .,4- .- t.'t_

reporting behaviors'toward bleckpupilgri the pattern of interaction
.,r.

1

,

indicating that High Dogmatic teachers were more inclined toward

prejudiced behavior with blacks .than LAW Dogmatid teachers iJould have

beenobscured by rater bias. The.investigatorS suggested that the

8.3
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.

0 ,

lqckif teaching experience and 'the lack of experience in interacting
.

y /

with black students may, have contributed to the student teachers''

differdntial treatment cf black pupil's s well as a possible racial'
.

. r
prejudice. .kiertheless, bhe race by ce.tegoky of teacher. behaviors. '.

.analysis indi6ated thatteachers interacted.more positively with the

non-- gifted black than with tile gifted black subject, and this might

well be interpieted as an indication that blackd who did.not.fit
.

prejudiced racial stereotypes were least accepted by these Student

teachers.

Fleming and Anttonen (1971) included did ensions of'sex,and sacio-

economic status and measures of"teadher attitudes toward standardized

. . . .

tests in their study designed.to(exsmine the effects of teachei expectancy

,on pupil performance. The study was conducted with 39 classroomS 'of

5"
second-grade pupils and their teachers? local U in a large urban area

of the midwest. Twenty-one of the partieipa ing classrooms had

a high poverty ,index and 1:81/4classrooms had a to pave, y index. Four

treatmeht condit±ons were. established w e.ch classroom. At the

.beginning of the school term, teachers were given the test resui.ts from the

standard IQ' test regularly administered by the city ,school system for

one-fourth of their pupils. The results- of A mental abilities test
,e s

-

were given for another fourth of each class, and'IQ scores inflated .by
,.

16 points were given Xbr another foutth of each class. The teacher

received no IQ

The4liart ipa

project was

r test information on the remaining'fourth of the class.

achers were purpose of the research
1

ev ate the usefulness of Mari us kinds of ineelligencd



C)

A

. . . .)

test information to teacher's and were Asked to fill out a questionnaire'

regarding their

to supply other
A

further ,contact

attitudes toward sandardi;ed tests. They. were

infopation on theirbskground characteristics.

was made wih the teachers until the end of the

also asked

No

school

year when an IQ test wa's administered tcrall the pupils and teachers

' were asked again to cpiplete a shortened
.

form of the attipude quekionnaire

They were also asked to ,restate the purpose of the're4earch pioject and
.; .

4W.

. . .

to rate tile accuracy of the test i.e given for each pupil! at

--

thLbeginriin'$ of the school term in relation to perceived pupil

perforbande for the year. In their r sponse ,f:teacheis identified

the inflated IQ inZbraatian as the lea

Indicated ao sign ificant differences

information condition groups,and compari

ate information. The posttests

e gain between the four

Posttest IQ scores with

.1%

'those of .ion-participating second-grade pupiliscores showed that gains from

pre- to. posttest for the experimental sample were comparable with the

standard scores-for second-grade pupils-1n that school district. The.

authors reported that, while treatment'conditions did not indicate

significant effects, the teacher opinion dimension by itself and

interac ng with f5e---socioeconomit level. of pupils did show Significant
.

.-dIff ences...: However, the disproportionality of the distribution of

4

teaCR r opinion by-socioeconomiCstatus and the spal; teacher sample

.limi ed the interpretation of thete findings o a suggestion that 'these

dimension should be investigated. further.

Fr:m our point of vtew, there is aga

supply' ng'ini'ormation should be construe

85

n a question as to whether.

as creating a teacher expectancy

4
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4-

set. It is'further a qu e§tionwhethet or not supAlying,three pes of

.4.4.
test information and asking the teacher to compare the usefulness of these

,thretests would not force the teacher to a more objeEtive evaluation
.

.
..

of test ineorhation and result in a bias against'test information. The
-.

.
, ..

.
,

.1_,
---

.

1 e
t

,

'fact that InNestigators found a significant interaction baiween teacher

attitude toward tes5 information, pupil sex,.arld pupil'socioeconomiC
:

t

1

.
. .

,
1 ,

. .,.

status suggests that these .teachers may have had an Operating hypothesis
.,

..... or expedtanCy based an particular pZipA/-characterittics 'unrelated to
.

the test information.
. ;9 ,

Another study4at failed tro find suppOrt for altering teacher.

expectations by supplying informatipmwas reported by Haberran(1970).
:41

;One hundred and twenty student teachers weee randomly assigned to four
-

c N.

N

. -
.....-

.

. \ -

treatments prior to their student' teaching experiences.' Student teachers.

.

in Group i were told -'that they had been assigned t o n ne of the '!finese
.

teachey'in,the state. Members of Grodp II were not told anything, but

4
the cociperatindtea4hers to whom they were assigned were informed by a

letter and a follow-up; phone call that they were getting a student

teacher with very high teaching potential. .Ptudents.in Group III were' toldr
that they were getting an exceptionagy-filne cooperating teachsr',.and,the

. .

. -

cooperating teachers.for this goup were informed that they were getting .4

ceptionally good,-student teacheri. GrOdp-IV-and their-cooperating

.
. ,

eachers were told nothing about each Other. 'The data obtained from
1

.,..

the study indicated that,thterewee no,signficanC ifferences,in the
I

. It

ratings of cooperating ,teachPri iSfen
. sgudent.teachers.actoss all

graups,and,no differencein the ratings given stalan teache s by

,;
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a

* .
'

cooperating teachers
.

on the basis of any of the informatiotipovided..

(The author sug ted ta4 diese 'findings 'Show .that_... teachdrs-1-= peeceptdons-
... .

. -: ,

are not as readily influenced by information as may be ,popularly .believed.s.

. .

. , , ;
, . .

Fielder; Cohed, and-Yeeney (1971). attempted to repi ate the

r. .. , i
'I

4:,- findings of the Rosedthal and Jacobson study with 796 subj ect, from .

.

. .

3'6 classes iu three schools in the Southwest. TWo.,of .the _schools*
. .

!lada large number of Mexican-American studedts and were receiving
( .

f i 1

i

government funds.

,;,,<

The third schoOl was predodinantly Thiddle-cla'ss

and mA . used as ./. control .f or. social class and minority group dember-

, ship,
1 ...

.., .- .

indic4ting pupils 'who were "expected" .to make accelerated gains for

, ':: i-

4

. .

Teachers were again given a roster of randomly selected names

the -semesterC Here tlie r plication study varieb from the .model

in that 'the fall semest was used in the 9 igidal study' and

study took p ce in rhe sprin .8emester often teachers
vl.

<\had' already- had ode ;full semeste. in which, to ?serve and work with

the subjects. This study also failedto support the findings of the
r :\ '

,

.

Rosenthal and Jacobson' study. The authors: wnoted that they: no ay
r

of 'ascertaining whether or not teachers in t dy ever' communicated
.

or acted upon their subposej "expectancie
;

I' since, no observatimY

-if_teacher behavioi or othet measures were o4aided.

.. . , _ _ __

ancPalardy (1969) identified an sting. expecty among '63 first- .
.

1 L
,

Tedehers were asked to r ort their
i

A

i , beliefs about first-grade boys elilii.ties f or. learning . The

t

. grade teachers in a Midwest city.'

42 teachers' who responded to the questinnaire Were div ed into
; I

IS

ea
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.ParesorT

groups. Group-A consisted of teachers. a indicated that they believed'

.Joys learned to read at,an equalpace wit girls, Group 14 Consisted

of teachers who believed boys were conside bly Slower in learning to

read, and GroupiC consisted of teachers who indicated that they believed.

boys were somewhat slower:
o
Fo r .putpose o, f

...

s ea r ch,,.Group C

"...
-..: . .0 ..

wasdropped and. comparisons were made between. the two extreme, I ,

... ,
.

1

,

.

.

oUp. The pre - .reading, pupils Of bothr

t
.1

... , , . -

groups indicated d.ehae thereWerelno differences between them. The
. . .. t, - -.

e'reloults of the posttest, however, .indicated' that both stoups of 1.

- .

teachers wore. able to support theit.beliefs. lioys.of Croup 13-scored'

,

. 1 ..

. -
.

. .

significantly lacier than the other subjects indicating that when first-..,.
.

. v A

srade,teachers believed boys ulthild bedess successful in learning to
...

% .

.

read than g rls,.the. boys did, indeed achieve at a lower level, but

1whea.teacher balievedottiat boys and,girls would be equally successful'
. .

-..?in learning to read, they were.

Chaikin, Sigler.', and Qerlega (1974) examined, videotapes; Of 42

un4raduate "tutors, using equal numbers of mal and femaleS, as each

tutor interacted

the interaction.

done without,.tge

4h pupils who had been desciibed to the p'tor.before
. .

1 s'
as')eing either bright, or dull. The videotaping was

t . .

.

subject's knowledge and scored 'for don-verb:al ,

- ."

communications, that might. - indicate the tutor's like or dislike of

the pupil. the subjects were also' asked to rata the "bright," "dull,"

lowing the tutoring period. The tutors exhibi60

bal,bdtlaViors with 1tl bright.pupiideseril)ed

and control pupilb f

a different pgttern o ,n

IIt.

as leaning toward .the pupil,

. J

82

eye contact andaffirtative head nods
,

.

. \Jaw

,

c
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ff,

,

.- .;

and smiles.' No differences were found in the patterns of t;ehavicir ',
r

,
.

1 ..
k. - s

exhibited. by' tutors toward the low eRectancyror no expectancy (control)
,

pupils. On their, v.erbal report thAsubjects- did not indicate a special

liking for the bright pupil, and no differences' in prefe'renCe for any

of the t} tee types of.pupils were found on th tutors' verbal reports.,
s4.Kester and Letchworth (1972) also reporte'd that teachers who 'were given

information to lead them .to higher. expectations fo'r specific average

ability .pupils showed an iperease in pos 'itiVe interaction with Etese
. .

pupils, although .no significant gal. occurred in the pupils' achievement.

bira study cited,in detad.l'lat in thg homk, ,Rist (1970) reported the,

differential behaVior exhibitedtoward pupils by a kinde'fiarten teacher
.

in a ghetto area. The investigator rported' that.the teacher, placed
...

the children inability groups that reflected the social Class membership

espupils The teacher -seated: the high ability group closest to

the teacher, and th& low ability groups on the periphery of the class area.

The pattern of : interaction showed moxe contact, as well as pore positieft
. J

contact with the high ability group and negative., ignoring, and rejecting.
behavior that increasingly .characperiza the nature of the interactions in

kw., . . .4t .

accordance th the lower social and more distant position of the low ability

.pupils. .1 is pattern ekplacemetIt by ability persi6ted after the pupils left
. x .

.

this class.and .persisted thtatigh the early elenie.ntary school experienc.es of
. , . .. . / ..

these pupils-. The investigatOr Concludcd f-hdt the way the .teas.lter behaved
.... - . i" .

.

tow1-d the different groups influenced the pupils' achievements, an

indication that there w1s not only a self-fulfilling propheCy dt work,
. d 4

' . u'l , 1

.
1)14 also f.self-q)erp.etuating prophecy.
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yi

- Good 11970), reported tilat teachers consistently. gave high achievers

more opportunity to speak i the classroom,, and Brophy and Good (1970 ,

reported.that within their stud boys receiyed more direct questions
.0

/
.from' the teacher than girls and. w e more often praised for giving

ay

- idorrect answers. 'Boys also appeare to have more interactions with
. .

the teacher during t4is stpdy'and to receive more criticism aswelf-
. _

1 ,.'Most of the teacher-expectancy studies we have examined refblect

.
ihe investigators' general assumption that teachers have a value bias

in favor of high IQ,scores that is'also assumed to operate to the

excli)sion of otha teacher values in determining teachet bellavior.

4.
. libwevert the studies that haye reported success teacher .

behav r by supplying I Q information have been Succ ssfui. underthe*'.-
.

following conditions* (1) Teachers were supplied with rmation

7-.1

early In the .rst semester of the school year, before they had 'had an

. .

opportuhity tip make.their ownassessments,as in the Rosenthal and
1"

Jadobson study; .(2)' Student-teachers or tutor -.7eregiven,tke.biasin

It information immediately prior to their teaching or tutoring- experience,
, . , .

...

agairi without 4therAn.experienced background.in assessing pupils or
.

,......, , . .

. . .

the opportunity to assess pupil performance for theMselves-as in the

... .

Ruboktcana Maehr studies and the Chaikin, Bigler, and Derlega study;
....

.. . .
.

' .

-. . ... .

and (3) Teachers. were given IQ information along with reinforceMent'of

,

.

'its validityby personally known and trusted school psycholOgist as in

1
1 r

the Meichenba Bowers, and Ross study. 'Under these conditions it ..
i
1

1

,

p
!

appears to us that these investigatOrs Caere able to demonstrate that

.. .

... . .. ,
I

I. u h.
.

.
.

A ctese,teachere were biated in avor
4
of high IQ Scores and that this

- .. .,,
.

90
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"bias was operating to influence the .teache'r's differential behaviors

toward the subject pupils.:-'The teacher behaviors observed and documented
. .

in all of these studies (with the exception of the Rosenthal and
.

. .
.

Jacobson study) indicate that the teacher's,demonstrated bias did distort
. . .

.

1-

J'
.

. .-

the teacher's perceptibn of .the pupil, the pu perform ,. and
--1,.

the teacher's interpretation Of the pupil's role in the loom.
, .

. -
While it is trkie that studies

---..

of teacher behavior in,the classroom have
,

demonstrated rather consistently that teachers exhibit a favorable'

bias toward high-achigvers in their classrooms, this behavioral dgta
1

'has,dgmonstrated a positive correlation between pupil 'performance and

. . %

,positive teacher behavior. since not.all high achievers have high

, .
.

IQ's and not all pupils with.high T.Q.'s are high - achievers, this

V behavioral data does MA clearly. demonstrate .a teacher bias in favor of

high IQ scores unrelated to pupils achievement.
h

The:Rubdv4tz-and Maehr (1973) study, the Palardy'study, and the

.

,
. .

.Rist study also suggest circumstances in which other teacher biases,

'can be seen to ovei:ride, a presumed .teacher bias favoring hig2Ff Icores,..c

or even highly.- achieving pupils. he,Rubovitz3 a4d Maehr study, found

I.
that black pupils whO had been designated as.high T9 pupils

.

received the least and moot negative attention from their student teacher-
..

The Palgrdy study demonstrated a teacher bias based upon sex without

-'
reftrence to pupil IQ, and the Rise ,study demonstrated a socioeconomic

bias that persisted in the presence 'of ...both high IQ information and-4

pupils' high-achieving perfiacmpnces,
.

r.

85
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We.havetheoryed that teacher self-concept plays a-Zdtermining

.
role in the teacher's perception and performance ofthe telching'task.

We fave further theorized that the teacIps values, attitddes, and ,

beliefs are .the sourceor perceptual distortions that affect the

\
9'

teacher's performance of the' two ,through which teachers Can,

affect the se -concept' development of their pupils, ie., as salient

or signifitant others who r fleet-the developing selves of pupils)

and as contAllers of classrOom environment where the pupils role

in. the behaVioraldialogue of the classroom is,interpreted and where the

psychological experiences from'which the pupi3 develops,his concept of

Are largelytdetermIned by teacher behavior.-4,

Studies of teacher self-concept in relatirowto the effect of teacher

behavior on Opilsindicate that positive, realistic self - Concepts and

reasonabs -Onfidence id teachers have shoWn'a positive correlation

with those teacher behaviors believed to foster positive self- concepts
.

. .

inpupils and. with thoSe teacher behpiors thought tq'foster pupil' *

autonomy and acceptance of pupils. .Studies Loteachet4values, attitudes,
. 1

and,beliefs, which ibUude those ,inherent.in teacher expectations,demonstrate
.

that teachers are influenced by their perception of individual pupilS
.

.

and behave differently toward different pupils, thusvarying the nature,

,a the psychological experiences of individual pupils in the.same

.
ye,

classroom. Pupils whd reinforce the teachee.s value system and who give

posit Ve-rsflections of the teatht's Performing Self*eceive a

positiVe reflection of their erforming Selves. in return. The.' studies

1,

2

n

4,

9 2
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re-ported here offer Substantial support, in ouriopinion,forthe hypothesis
. f

that. teacher self=4"n-ad017612-UaCrr[Peiception colored. by the
-

.
.

1 . .

.
; % '

eacher's Values, attitudes,and beLiefs'directly affect the teacher's
.. .

. .

performance as a significant or salient other and as a controller4of.
. i, .. .

claOroom environment.

exception oftaisrodm observation studies designed to
.

identify differenta behavior toward pupils with specificlial teacher av

characteristics, most research, tc date has investigated teacher 'self-

, , 6.

concept and teacher behavior in 'reiationtto measures of effectiveness.
/

Effectiveness, is defined as the ability to produce pOsitive changes in 1

. 1 . . . .

pupil performance and levels of achievement. While we continue to search
t7-- al

, .

for those teacher behaviors and teacher characteristi é that enhance the

(\teacher's performance as, a significant other and controller of classroom.,_
1

- . ,- .

t;
.

environmen we might also pursue the iaettification teacher

behaviors that impair .te teacher's performance in the e two toles so
,

that this:intOrmation can k)e used in teacher pre-serviC and ia-service '

.training 'programs.

.

The research .on teacher behavior reflects .one of t blos per-
,

siste* of commonly held:beliefs in oursotiety-t-tLe-bal ef,that
, .

teachers have the ability to influence the character development of

. .

their pupils. For most methbes of our society,. personal memories

.
.

prOvide sufh.cient
*
suPport for continuing this belief, but teaches

. 4 .. I
)

,

i
/

4. .
,

; ,

shou14,..not continue to be charged with such a heavy responsibility if

, .

,. this belief -14i unfounded in fact, abbe pupils should por.,cod4nue. to
.

,

..,. v ------.... i .
1

,..

i I

.
! ,

,r
.
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.

be subjecte4 to arbitrary'teacher influence gt this belief irs indeed

founded in fact. In spite of the obstacles, and existing limitations

still to be overcome in this area, we belieVe that research to date

offers substantial evidence that eeachers, through their behavior,-have

a potent impact upon the developing seif-Concept, and therefore character,,

of their pupils, and that this reality carries with it a responsibilitY

to further research this relationhip and to'implement .the knowledge'

made available by research. .

r
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CHAPTER IV

The Bodily Self'

Teachers' behaviors and pupils' selficoncept

development related to pupil sex, size, age,
4

.

attractiveness,, ethnicity, socio - economic status

end the psychological factors of anxiety, aggxes-.

sion dependency, security.'

.
The sense ofthe bodily self, or self-continuance and amarei-

- . .

A

:ness of self as a physical entity is generally described as deriving

in4tially, from the physiological functions pf sensing and repord:ng%

Suliivan (1953) has, called this process the experiencing of 'one's .

Own body, the 9..rst step in perception that begins the process of

differentiating the bodily.self,from its environment. In the'process

drexperiencing itself, the.4body,in termsof'social-ps/chological
.

theory, performs the feedback functions of the significant other

and the_environmental .functioniof offering opportunity for experi7-

nces of exploration and limitation.: The sense of the bodily self,

that emerges from the experiencing of Self forms tie-basis of self-"
awareness that will remain with us the rest of our liyes, even'as

the body itself experiences changes through growth and development;

'aging traumatizing, sickness and 'health: As the process of differ-
.

,

ehttat/ng self from environment continues, the sources for the

sense of self extend to significant other's outside. of the,bodl.iy.

sell and to the environment existing outside of self. When the

4
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sources for the sense of self have been extended to the externalized

otheranCexternalized environment', the emetging sense of self

becomes'eware not only of feelings bUt of feelings about

the self, an awareness Of the response to one's self. -.It is from

't

the responses. to one's self that basic attitudes of trust -- bust in

the worth of self,, trust in Others and trust in the environment --

or mistrustare developed (Erikson, ,i963).

The response of the,emerging self to the attitudinal feedback

from significant otherS and the environment,' especially if .thOse

'attitudes conveyel are consistent in content, are described by

pschologists as resulting it generalstates ofleelin -- feelings
\

. .

1 of. security,, insecurity, comfort, anxiety, competence, dependence,
.

frustration and satisfaction. What becomer observable to Others

1

I.

are the coping behaviors of the self that express one or even

several of these states. These coping behaviors art described as

aggressive, passive, attention Peeking, withdrawing, exhibiting,

independence or dependence, but,' although the eelf-may.extabit one

of these behaviors more consistently and dominantly than others,

most indiyiduals will express all of these Coping behaviors at one

time br aricither .0ne difficulty in.researching self-concept

sdevelopment is iii6Zproblem of distinguishing between those behav-

iors and responses. reflecting the general state of the. self and 1,

thope behairiors that are merely responses to immediate and

specific stimuli. Through observable coping behaviors, the self ".

1UaO
O
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is seen to,begin, or at least attempt Eo control and manipulate the

.
,primary sources of the psychological experiences from which the

concepts of self derive, the significant other and the environment.

,Jersil4(1960) has.decribed this process as the-discdvery of, self as

performer.
.

There:are several physical characteristics of the boy that
0. 6

may evoke attitudinal responses from significant others and from

the environment and which may then have An effective and affective

impact on the fdrmation of self-concept-. These characteristics-

.

which might be termed.the "givens" are sex, siie, body 1;mild, rate,

.

physical attractiveness, defects or anomolies,*and age. Along with

. .

these characteristics, we have Included &stir others which might be

.considered as ."givens" for ''the child before he is able to exercise

any decisive. control over maintaining or changing them 74- his eth-

nieity, grooming, general health, and socio-economic status. 06

4

This category, drawing upon the work of pOtholdgiste and

,social psychologists, contains 'variables from the physical state

and psychdlogical variables which reflect both states and behaviors

attributed to (but not limited to) the early stages of self:

concept formation. The body and the bodily self-concept.cOntiuue

to change while remaining, through the existence of the individual,

fundamental contributors to the emerging global self-conceot.'-,
, .

When a child enters school, 'he has an operating concept of his

bodily self formed by the reflections of parental others. and his

-
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familial, environment. He may hive also developed Characteristic.

responses and coping behaviors that might, be' considered indiCative

of his feelings of trust or mistrust, If, the teacher perforia

chiai function as a source for' self-concept formation, does, or
.

perhaps we should ask, can the teacher affect the bodily self-

concept of the child-or in' any way alter his ' state of trust or.

mistrust? Do the teacher's behaviorally expressed.attitudes' toward

;

the physical attributes of a child or toward his particular

characteristic behavior affect the self-concept development of' the

chin? Since the body Is constantly changing and ,developing, should

be assumed that the opportunity for impact. on the bOdily self-
.

concept is always present? Should the. teactier 'anticipate that the

role of significant other may dipiinish as the age of the pupil in-
.

creases, 'or that it may be
4diminished by pupil race,, or sex, or J'

environmental influences? Are there specific teacher behaviors,

or clipsters of behaviors, that significantly relate to the 'veri-

ables in this category, either negatively or positively?°

Teacher Behavior and' Change in Pupil Self-COncpt

There is research evidence, that the pupil's sense of Bodily

.

Self is subject _Change through teacher behallior; Ludwig and

Maehr .1967) tested two hypotheses related to self-condept

developmerit: .
(1) self-concept change is a function of the read-

tion of significant others, and (2) .change in self -r incept results

0

in changes in peference, and choice To test these two hypotheses,

1 02
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65 junior high school students of comparable socio-economic 1;oack

:ground but diverse physical capacity and skill were asked to Per-

. 0

form various physical tasks in the presence of a physical develop-

ment
4

expert. Prior p'to the erformance, all of the subjects had

,responded to three instruments. at the beginning of the study.

One.instrument asked the subject to rate his physical adequacycne

items related to body Coordination, motor skills, general athletic

t
t. _ability and general physical fitness., IA second instrument was used

to assess general.self-esteem and a third asked the subjectta

rage his preferences for physical or non-physical. activity. Each

subject individually perforMed physicaltasks for a physical

development expert who then gave .the subjeck a pre-set positive:or.

negative evalUation'of his performance. Fallowing the performance,

0 .

::

6

both control and experimental subjeCts Were.retested and were then

givien follow-up tists one week and three weeks later. Analysis. of.

the data showed distiaCt changes in the self ratings.pi the

.treatment group, Subjects Who received approval for their per-

.

formance'showed an inCrease in positive self ratings which dimin-_

ished over time to the pretest level, and subjects who received'

.11

disapproval showed a decrease in self ratings which also diMinished

u

over time. On the preference. measures, approval treatment.subjects

showed an increase in preference for the activities related to the

97

treatment, and disapproved subjects showed a decrease in preference ,
. ,

.

.
. i.

for the e-phYsical activities. The significant difference% found in
, ,____,../-k"

a,.
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the test results of the two treatment *groups and the controls '

.

. !

satisfactorily supported'the hypotheses tested: and', in the/
,

opinion of,these investigators, the evidence of change in reported
.

preferences provides :a basis for Inferring
b

Phat change in self
concept is accompanied by change 'in the direction of behavior'.change; in

Cole, Oetting and Miskimins (l969)' investigated the effec-

iiyeness of a'group treatment program in producing self- concept

changes in a, sample of 22. female adolescents who had behaviordl

.
.

kV

problems. The ten-week.program focused on.physical'appearance and
'4. ,

.
- -

.
,

ipp,

sociar behavior "changes under the direction of apprelp4ate female
7

i

models. -The experimental gubj4cts were divided into two treatment'
I /
t

.

groups, oneled by professional counselors, the other ty volunteer-
.

. ., . .

lay people. Pre- and posttest measures ceself-concept indicated
,.. ,

.
. '.

that, all experimental subrects changed more positively and con.:.
. .

/A/.
sistbntly in their reparted.Self-conCepts than the control group,

who.were representative o

The Lud0i4.arid Maehr study had a sample limited. Or'adol`scent

,

a "normal" adolescent female population.

'boys, and the Cole, et al., study was limited tb'adcrles9'ent 3 rls %

. . '

, ,

with behavior-probleMs, which, limits the.genetalizabilipy.of the
, .. d - . .,

findings of these two studies: It dues appearnwever, that indi-

vid4ls functioning. in'roJes fulfilled by teadaersin day-tp-day

school ssituations were able to demonstrate a measurable effebt -!\

, ....-

,

r

. 'h'

on'the self- perceptions of the subject populations.
:
. t 4

. .

4

I
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Teacher Expectation, Pupil Bpdy Build and Appearance.

. . ...

Our society is not one that takes thebody_-and-bodily-aW-------E,---..7
1..;&

------,.---_
, .

ances lightly. ..Our cultOral'aspirations for the body beautiful.

inclilde.gro ng Straight and tall, being thePrighe, weight for
.

.

--ifeIght, developing the right muscles, hair condition; dental

-.----*- t ..
.-. ..

.

.

. ,...,( .

arrangement, looks, smells, or absences of the latter two if deemed,
.

o

either unsightly or offensive. We are admonished to have our

° clothes clean beyond the ultimate index, sUch'as cleaner than clean

, .

.and Whiter than white, and we are alWays assured that certain looks
fi-

.

really.do count if weare to have any entry intop,evenmundane
.

society. Anyone with ambition or desire for success in our culture .

...
._ .

knows that making a good first impression starts with the body and

its, adornments. Does the-teacher disregard the social'milieu and
.

, .

suspend all responses to the stimuli -of pupils/ body height, shape,

t
size, 'attractiveness, cleanliness, or physical habits?

'The.evidence popular professiohal publications is that.,

the teacher certainly does not suspend responses to physical or
.

4

body,stituIl'in the classroom.% The evidence from disciplines such

'as social-psychology, child development, Personality theory, and,

..krelevant research is equally assuring that the body image. and

. .
.

people'slresponse to..the body forM ansimportant part of the self.,

concept of'ehe child,.withIDarticular emphasis on ghe period of

:adolescence. .But.themajogity of reported teacher responses to'

pupils' physical chara4eristics are generally anecdotal rather,

4.

d
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.than research based and the research .studies from the Other disci-

.plines are focused On the development or acquisition qf.seXf-c ncept

. rather than a direct investigation of the relationship betweenz
teacher behavior and pupil body-concePt.

Our search has produced only three studies

/
iredtly related

'to teacher behavior and pupils' physical attabuteh: None of, iheie

studies included a measure Of pupil self concept. development. or.
`k

pupil perception of teacher. respons,/ o _their ph ysical character-..

is tics. ./

Does,, directdirect cueing from p ysical stimuli influence teacher
,

interaction, with pupils dur,. g the' first few days, of school? Adams and Cohen

'(1974) found that there 7/s an interaction between 'pupil facial

attractiveness, and the /frequency and type of teacher contact with

pupils., Kindergarten and fOurth grade pupils who we're rated helm....

, average in fdcial attractiveness b`Y, their teachers received more

(
'- .

. ,

supportive, and neu, ral contact than those' pupils rated as abo;le

,
.

,
average.

.

Adams suggested that these teachers, iri recognition' of .q,
4

our. cultural stereotype of attractiveness, may Have been giving.

cordpensatory. attention to those chiadrdn who were perceived as less'

attractive and therdforii less adequate, This interaction was not

.

observed for the seyenth grade. subjects. On the basis of this one
,

study, however, we cannot -view these teaches' compensatory behnyiors
.

,as a general practice. 'There are several limitations restricting

the ggneralizability of this finding. The extpnr of variance was not repprted

.4 6 106'
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for the sample teachers' ratings, although dichotomized categories - -of

above and below average facial attractiveness were established

from_a median split' of each teacher's. ratings... The study was
. .

, \ . .
.

seriously biased by sample and size (oniy three female teachers and
.

49 Upper Middle Class'Male'subjects in a private school setting)..
,

..
. . .

. . .

As the uncontrolledter indicated in this study, other
.

factors may haye been operating to produce the' reported results. ,

y

- Glifford(1975) foundthatteamhers reported.higher expecte-
.

tions for attractive pupils on variables.relatipg to academic

achievement such as I.Q., future educatipn, and the amount'of

intirest paients- Would show in a pupil's achievement. However, '( 4

.Y 4 4 .

the study also indicated-that teachers agree only moderately in

their judgments of pupil attractiveness, and,oalthough they may bp

.

initiellycinfluenaed by first impressions -of physical attradtiveness,

. the initial impression cides notneCessarily contribute to

predictions for pupils, long -term idemic.success.

.

1. The third study, conducted in a preschool setting; investigated
, .

the degree to which teachers perceptions of pupil behavior corre,'

.
lated with behavioralstereotypes for Sheldon's body tpg classifi-

.

.
.

.

. .-

.cationsations (Walker, 1962).
.

After the teachers of this study had clas-

,sifie 'their students' behaviors on dimensions 'drawn
.

from.Shgldon's

c\
.

.

...

hehavirral stereotypes, the teachers were asked to rate photographs-
.,

..* of.the\Ptiplls according to Sheldon's three bOdy types,, employing
- e

----

his raging system which allows for a MIX of 'typet. Tlie,experimentera,---
-

1 . A

1

+

,

1 a
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had also classifig the pupils' photographs according to, Sheldon's
.:

tyzes and had predicted behaviors for each pupil in accordance with

,Sheldon's behavioral ife-feotypes. The coeqicieud of reiiabilityr

.

obtained for the judges' raEiligs of body types for the. three major
0

groups (i.e., endomorphic, mesomorphiccsand ectomorphic), well as
.

those rom4subsamples of.chiidren rated At'more than one age,- wvre

. .

Within the range of .70.to

'.0k the 292 predictions made for the three body types, 73% of

,

these predictions were.confirmad in direction, 21% were confirmed
4

beyond, the .051evel,an113% were disconfirmed beyond the .05;level.

The success of pradictions.was heavily influenceby sex with over

33% of the.padictions made-for boys and less than 10% ot the pre-
.

dictions made'kdr girls significantly confirmed. There were also

...differences in prediction success related to the three'body types,

For boys classified as Mesomorphic, almost .half of e predictions

were significantly confirMed, as were the prediction' for boys

classified'as'ectmmorphic.. Pradiceiongthqse p ilsclaSSiTied.

\as endomorphic met with ftl-le better than chance uccess.for the

girls'and'a,..11 le less than chance success for 4he hoys.

The investigators of this study offered, several general

concluSions. (1) With specific,reference to. this preschool group':* an

important relatiohship mas fouhd between body type and behavior

1

characteristics.. The related.body types and behaviors had

.

considerable similarity to those relationships found by Sheldon

"- . %
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with i college.age.group of males, although it did,not replicate the

i

- strength found by Sheldon. (2) The authors found that the physique-

.

.
.

,behavioi relationship; has multiple determinants. Cerfainphysi cal
1 - I

factors e.g., largeor small size, strength,' energy, and sensory

thresh2 ds, influence the selection of behavioral modes such as

'aggressive-,or
*. s.1

. interpersonal

passive behaviors which are reinfo,rced by success,in

relationships. These factors are also influencedlby

the evaluations and expectations others may have which are based

upon the physique Of the individual under observation. Ireffect,

then,, a boy who is large for his age, with considerable strength

and energy and a toleiance for'physical c:ryact, might tdoive his

. ,

interpersonal problems'and characterize his relationships with

aggressive behavior. If this approach works for him, he will2hod-
.

'tinue to affect thi s behavior unless someone'with expectation's or

.

,.* ,,energies
"

ies i..h.1 to social activities while sdisomor:phic boys. enter 'into'

.. , .

valued_accompanied with the er to impress Seeks:to alter such'

behavior: (3)' Other factors which'are des, bed as "poqsibly

innat e" and factors which might be describedCds rising from cu.. uril

-..:
. , .. ,.. i

°"- patterns aIsoappear to influence physique-;:behavior. This

%/'-''''.'
illustrated by the finding thatmesomorphicgirls channel their

more physidal, gross-motor aCtivity. ..(q) The young. age of the

.

subjects suggests that the behaviors exhibited'are more the results
.

of physical factors and.direct learning than reputation or social

variables whidh appear to play an important role at later ages..:

1 0'

.4
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In conclusion, the authbr Itatedthat "In Varticular,,Variapions,

in physidal energy, in bodily effectiveness for assertive or

dominating behavior- and in bodily aenstivity appear'as important

mediading links between physique structure and general behavior."

A more specific role*for bodily self-concept was/Investigated

in a stud)p of pupils who had phintom handicaps (Keeve, 1967): These

pupils%ad,7at 43ne time, suffered trauma or had been correctly or

_
falsely. diagnosed as having a chronic disability which had resulted

in their being excused from physica2 l education classes. The
_

investigator examined the past documentatidn.and the present Physi-

cal condition' of selected subjects and found thl.'..they were, in,

reality,f11onger handiCapped-but;were perpetrating "'phantom"

. .

handicaPI. By Continuing to excuse .hese pupils from physical

..,

educationClais ses, the school administration sanctioned, and suPpOrted,
__

.

..... -

N
. .

,
.

.

the false bodvS -concek,of these pupils. It was the author's concern
.- .

.that the'school was, in. this mauner, reinforcing a MaIa'daptive

mechanism which coulci.perpetuat2 an inappropriate, response to stress

into the adult livesof these subjects. However, the author did
0

4. ./
acknowledge that the school system may accede 'to the desires of a

pupil's parents and therefore would not risk a conflict with them

.' ..

...

soVer.the presumed handicap:of their child.

The
.
bqdily self- concept of the school-aged child has been

.dev'Floped and fostered by the reflections of familial attitudes

4

towT-d handicaps,iillness and.health. :Teachers find that handicaps

,

lio

I)
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.

and illness, real or fanbied; ate pefsistent aspects-dCthe classroom,

. .

The teacher faced with a child who has...one--r a host cf allergies
-, .

.
... .

may.also be face-47Ath internal conflic s, The teacher...may not

1
/

"believe" in allergies and may refu e to acknowledge the rastrIc--

.\

4 -

tions,and restraints requested or may make exaggerated responses'

emphasizing compliance with the requests, neither of w#chattitudes

will reflect a positive self- mage for the child. Or, a teacher

may'overemp hathize and rely on the child's handicap to meet the

teacher's'need for a nurturing image. What is perhaps most impor-
,

.

tant isIthat pupils have limited experience and knowledge of illnesd,

.
or,physical disabilities and handicaps, and theattitudes of

teachers toward pupils become sources of credibility.(e.g., there is

or is not such a thing as an allergy) and model.; of behavior toward

handicapped 'children. The child who perceilks a teacher's attitude

toward handicapped children as megative may be as aff cted as well

as the handidapped child ire fears aqcss,of self - esteem through

an illness or, accident. Children who perceive handicapped children

as recipients of special attention and special valuing may imitate

.illness and trauma in order to obtain special treatment.

The apparent lack of research in this area of teacher behavior

and pupil self-concept ddrived through body Image might, under. other

circumstances, leave.us with nothing to discuss. The studieS re-

. .

,.,

potted are only related to one side of the total picture to be

i

cc 1.

I

investig#Ad,hut they do offer poi ssibilities for further research.

I

A

p
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Adams' hypothesis that teachets' initial contacts and interactions

with pupils are influenced by physical attributes of pupils rather

than interpersonal -characteristics, such as disruptive behavior or

verbal fluency, might offer a good deal more information with a

larger and more varied sample. And, 'there are additional questions

to be asked, such as: (1) Does the pupil perceive the teacher'S

initial (first days) ,contacts as related to the pupil's bodily

appearance? (2) Does the pupil perceive continued interaction with .

the teacher to be related to the pupil's physical appear ce?

.
/

(3) Do teachers base their interactions with particular pupils more
1

/
,

.,.s . ..

frequently on physital rather than interpersonal attributes, if.e.,

will a teacher' interaction ith a tall boy or girl lie dominated

by that characteristic of the pupil? (4) Do any particular teacher
. ,

behaviors alter or reinforce body concepts'Of.pupils? (5) Are .

children anfluenced to .al"EiTiitTiF-iffiTli-calTappearance by teacher modeling

0 behavior? .(6),Do significant numbers of pupils'base their concepts .

of an "ideal" body image onparticular teachers, i.e.; physical

education instructors, or on parents and other models, such as
.

sports heroes (orheroines)? (7) Is the importance of the teacher

as a physical model related to age or socioreconomic status of the

pupil?

The Walker study, while designed to further investigate,

Sheldon's physique-associated behavior categories, did indicate that

teachers who acted as'behavior Teri in This study reported more

/

, A
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variability' -in the range ofbehaviors fot boys; The study also

indicaied'that success ail predictions of behavior's associated with .

physiquetfere.largely determined by sex, and more particularly, the

male sex. This would seem to suggest thatlheldon's classifications

are perhaps not as much physique-based as Male physique- and

behavior-based, although the judges of body types did not seem to

encounter any difficulty applying the categories to females,. However,

the investigator reported that thev werel,problems with,attaining

interjudge reliability for the mesohotphic classifications of' both

males and fema0.es. dines the same scales were used to rate both.

males and females, it can,, safely bessaid that the raters did not,

observe as much variance in female behavior in the'categories

NS*,

provided by these scales. The apparent "channeling" of behaviors .

for the mesomorphic boys into more physical, gross7motor activities

.

. and vi mesomorphic girls into social behavlorS at these early ages

might bear further investikation.: For:example, do parents and

teachers stress different channels of behavior in accordance with

the child's body type? Does self-cOncepCdevelopment relac.e to.

Sheldon's body types? Do teacher, behaviors affect the selArconcept

development differentlyfor the-three classifications of body. tyPes?

Do the suggested mediating links, i.e;,.physical energy, bodily
4

*,
, % % ,?

effectiveness for assertive or dominating,bi`ehavior, and-561:11.1y-

N

sensitivity, function as predictors of body self-concept

vs
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development and do teacher behaviora*tend to modify the influence

of these mediatorS1
,

.The physical body has a decisive effect on, both, the quality and

quantity of an individual's life by.providingconditions for experi7

ences and conditions, which are reflected back to the indiiidual

,

the process Of self-concept development. Teachers are constantly

reflecting a body image toSach pupil, at times directly and at other.

A.

times:,: indirectly.. Shorepupils. who' spend considerably more of

their school life infrdnt'rows, tall pupils called upon to reach
1

, ..,i /

top shelves, hold up maps: pox
(

all to see,qcorate high hulletin'\:
T .,

;',.
,

..,,,J

boards, and pin up class. work displaYs,get the message -over and .

I. .t I.a ' , .

over. Heavy set girls who play.the.grandmother while tall girls

_play the.mothet in dramatizatiOns, and'heavy boy's whO are asked to
.1 - el

carry equipment kndw how othirs perceive their bOdies. The attrac-

tive and girls Who hi,e chosen to represent their classmates

or unattractive boys and' iris who struggle for a little of the :

attention their more attractive friends get without Apparent effort

know the advantages'and disadvantages of their bodily, selves;, and

may'come to rely upon or resent -their body image.

- .

,

Wolfgangadd Wolfgang (1968) examined the,responses.of 120

future teachers to five different typesof physical handicaps and

found that the responses formed three groupi: (1).temporaryt i.e,

broken arm, (2) permanent=uncontrollable, i.e., amputation, club

foot, and, 13) perceived by responder as controllable, i,e.,

114
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bad teeth. From measures of social distance and recordings

of verbal Comments, the investigators reported that the verbal

reactions to the handicapped stimuli were, discrepant with the

Subjects'. non-verbal distancing. behaviors. Four times as many state-

ments Concerning sympathy tr offers of help were given-cOmpared to
(

statements expressing rejection.. .Yet, the subjects indicated social

. . .

distance in direct relation to the three types of handicapS. Sub-.

jcts placed. themselves closest to temporary handicaps, then to

permanent-Uncontrollable handicaps, and farthest from what they per-

ceived to be a handicap which was Thin the individual's control.

4.
This study was madewith subjects who were in training to become

physical education instructors, physical therapists and 'special

:education 'teachers. -A-contrOl group of subjects from-27 other'

fields'were used for comparisons. Hypothesized differences in the

responses -of the three sample groups were"oot supported by the..

data.
N.

. ,

The non-verbal communication implied in seating choice,of stu-'

. . .

`dents was reported by Walberg (1969) uang a' sample of 486 boys` and
-

-
. .

.
i

331 -girls randomly selected from a larger sample of classes involved

in an experimental high school physics curriculum. On the basis of

atdtal of 54 significart associations for boys and '43 for girls
,

'(derived from separate analyses),-the author concluded that there
,

were non-accidental associations between seating position and self-
.

reported personality characteristics of pupild, as 'measured by a
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#biographical inventory instrument. Five groups were profiled by

seating preference, briefly described as (1) Up Front: 'idea-Oriented,

strivers, not overly dependent, z"lous and.affiliative; (2)' Anywhere:

idea-oriented, sdfficiently striving but not zealouq, similar to

Up Front group but.not.as eftreme; (3) Back of. Class: unhappy with

school, thing-oriented rather than idea, not affiliated. .4)-4inaows:

dislike school, non-affiliative; and-(- 5)-Wherever. Friends Ate Sitting;

__--------- '

.high affiliation, peop:11E-ciented"but,not academi a' success-yriented.
4.

* i? /
,. 4

The author comments on the relationshipsteachers can.infer.con-
...., .

sciously (and, sometimes unconscigUsly) between phyyal character-

istics of Pupils such as 'seating dhoice, dress, posture, pallor,.

and. pupil dialation and the psycholdgical,attitudes of pupils;.that

can help the teacher batter hnderstand his pupils. The investigator

!suggests that pupils may react. to similar signals from the teacher

rather than, to the teacher's verablized'communications: An awareness'

of these physical factOrs may help both teachers and pupils perceive

how 'the' other feels:

Teacherspay empathetically try to help pupils compensate for
. . y

an obvious physiOal defect, or they may also-fall victim to their own
t

feelings and ket!a child's grooming or cleanliness determine how
/

often and how near a pupil may a roach his teacher or ,touch the

teacher's posseOsions. .Without intent, teachers can communicate

unacceptability to a child by not allowing him to sit. in the :fron

4
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row o school pictures or by curtailing his handling of school

Proper and his sharing with other children..

The verbal behaviors.of teachers are equally important in the

.
\ . . . .

formation\of bodily self-Concept. Teachers who refer to a child's

'continual lumsineas or lack of coordination, or'who express prefer-
.

ences for p ticular physical characteristics are contributing to

the self-concept of pupils, sometimes positively, sometimes negatively.

\ a

The use of language in self- concept development wkll be considered

.

. \

.

idthe chapter on self,identity, but its importance in bodily self-
.

4
concept development should not be overlooked.

The classroom and. playground abound with the thrill Of victory

. 4

and the agony ofdeidat for pupil in the proceee,of seif-concep,

,. -
.

,

developmeht and particularly in the development of body-concep:
.

Playgrounds and classroom are supervised, by' adults and shared with,

0

peers'who participate in each pupils'' process of body - concept

development, as significant others or as membets of the ewqronment.

Educators have made physical hygiene and the developTent of Psycho-
.

.

motor skills a part of the educational goals, but how t44se goals,

,P
the environment, andlteacner behaviors affectpthe self and body-

,

concept'development in pupils are.still largely unanswered questions.

g.

Teacher Behavior and sen.-,gLio21111 A

The conditions under which each person'begins life have varying ,

degrees of long-term influence on self-concept development, but the

most prescriptive condition acquired at,bith is scx classification;

.117
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1

Physidlogically, the sex of an individual may be more truly xepresented

as a two-dmgnsional pharacteristicscombining.degrees of masculinity

-

02

and femininity. However, in the societal milieu, sex. is considered

an either/di condition. The designated sex label carries with it.a
.,

. %.
host of sex-14.aked, value-weighted prescriptions for all subsequent .

.

behaviors which include not only t'h'e 'behavior of the individual but

,

alsoltteattitudes of others toward the indiiiidual. Even those \
, .f. .,

behaviors which are considered to be appropriate for both sexes are

defined and,understood in exactly those terms -- appropriate for both

sexes. Since s-yping and behavior valuing-4re prOductioof-
\--t--

%. -,.i.,_ _

,'.,\Specific cultufesy and in societies where sub - cultures are maintained,.
.

. !,`

sex-appropriate-behaviors will not be generaiizable.within that

. .society. 'References to l!raditional sex roles'', in our'society

refei to a dichotpmy of male and female roles ,in which the roles
..*

emphasizell for. the female are those of homemaker, wife and mother,

,

and the emphasis On the role of father, and incidental emphasis on

-- the role of husband. Certain behavioral. characteristics are also

traditionally assigned.to males and femalesi Males are ,character-.

ized as dominant and aggressive, while females are characterized as

submissiveand passive. Actual sex roles and sex-appropriate

behaviois, hoWever, are riot determined by global descriptors:but

1,

are defined by cultui'e, class, and age-group'membership. Having

sex roles and behaviors bise d in culture and clasg does provide for

a certain amount of flexibility with which to meet pressing societal
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so-

needs, but it alio contributes to cultural conflicts and individual

confusion.

As institutional representations of traditional middle class
.

values, schools have come under increasing criticism: Generation

gaps and culture/class conflicts appear between teachers, parents,

1

and public administratOrs,'and bedome focused on the definition of
I

sex.roles, attitudes toward. sex, and sex-appropriate behaviors.

Parents, school boards, pupils, and teachers all agitate over sex

discrimination in curriculum content and activitprestrictions,' as

, well as, dress and behavioi codes, all of whidh reflect the less than

,

universal understanding of sex x-rolep and appropriate Sex behaviors.

'Concerns ,for the.self-conceptdevelopment of girls ar4.cur -

rently cocentrated-onsex role bias lin Curriculum content and

curriculum channeling identified'at'practices which limit the

; .development of females ascontributors to the cognitive life of the
, .

'
, ---

society: Concerns for the self-concept development-6f boys have
'--

.

concentrated on the apparent "feminization" of their early enyiron-
.

meet through the concentration of child rearing and teaching in the

hands of females. It has beet suggested that under the present

,circumstances, young males are deprived of male model's necessary'

.for proper acquisiticiri of the male role. The school environment

is assailed as "femininet," requiring confdrming, submissiYe, and

passive behaviors far more In keeping with traditional female than
. ...

male behavior. The assumption is, of course, that male teachers

, .

4-
.1

. .

1 j

wy

.
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would not exact the same. behaviors from 4hei.r Pupils. But these

"feminine" behaviors could be more aptly characterized as pupil "
f Y. 4.

behaviors teachers value in the teaching- learning situation

quite apart .from their sex-appropriate designation. Even more

.

telling fact that the behaviors usually 'described as "femi -,

nine" in the school setting (conformity, silence, obedience) are the

-

very behavior's exalted by the armed services as those-which "make a

,

man out of you"'during basic training. Perhaps we'are really dealing
A

with sex-biased attitudes toward womem as authority figures, a pre-

sumed !'masculine" prerogative.
k.

Trom .review ofthe research literature,Lahaderne (1975)

.
concluded that the evidence does not support the belief that male....

and female elemeritary teachers differ markedly in their treatment

,

of pupils on the basisof sex' group membership. 1..ahaderne reported

N

that male and female teacher's in the:studies reviewed did'not differ

significantly in their perceptions anti' treatments Of male and 'female'

PtPils, and,,. in the few cases where .treatment was varied, the evi-

,

dence suggested that women may discriminate less thanmen with

regard to pupil characteristiCs of sex and soc.o- economic status.

The author's conclusion,,bsed upon the examination Of Current

,

.
'research, was.that both male, and female teachers responded to the

social norms that impinge upon the' classroom,,.and.to the demands of

the teaching situation. The role, of teacher or pupil Sex appears

.

to be'irrelevant in meeting the dominant demands of the classroom,,

1 2 0



'What is of genuine concern,:to all of'us is that the schooling

expetiqnce eonco'mpasses the years In which children mature into young

men and women. A positive self-conCept as an individual isi

'vitally' impOrtaat for each'boy and girl, and the effect of teacher
'A

behaviors and teacher' controlled-enviroimente on the self-concept .

development of phpils in these important yearn- deserves our concern

and concentration.

. Although it is almost 'common 'practide for researchers to add

_teiCaS a variable in. all studiei of school related behaviors and to

report any findings of sex-related differences, there is a,paucity
T

'of'studies..that'actually address the questiOn of teacher affect on

.

.the'selfz-concept development of pupils sith regard -fo pupil'sex.and

,pupil attitudes toward sex.

The studies reported'here appear to lend considerable support

for the general assump0.6A that girls'are more culturally adammo-

:dated by school: environments and are more positively perceived by

ffieii.teachers:Meyer and Thompson (1956)

.;.
perceived a difference in the way teachdri

The children noted that teachers expressed greater approVal of girls

reported that children

treated boys and girls.

,kind greater disapproVal of boyb. In Jackson and Lahaderne's*

study (1967), it was observed that boys received eight to ten, times

%A many prohibitory,control 'messages as their girl classmates.

:also noted that when teachers criticized the boys they were

More Melly to use harsher and angrier-tones, than when criticizing

21
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.

A;alfrl for the same or equivalent misbehavior. Sears and Feldman
. .

..1

166). suggested that additibnal praise and disapproval inter-

'140, . faction with boys -may result.in increased indePendenceNand autono-

/ P
r

. mbus.behavior on their part. This interpretation does raise a -

question which is discusse4 more.thoioughly in the section devoted

to Locus of Control studies. The question concerns the possibility

that exhibiting more independent and autonomous behavior may-also'
.

r

esult ih\receiving thore teacher attention, more praise and more
4..

disapproval.

McNeil (1964) investigated the relationship between teacher
1.% ..

'behavior and subsequent readihg performancePf boys and girls:.
. - e, .

.

The-pupils in this study began reading instruction by auto-instruc-
.

,

1,16

tol-§ that gave identical .presentation and equal reinforcement to
'

both boys and girls. Tests of readi&g,readiness given at the end of

auto -instruction indicated a sligiit superiority in performance for

the (pale subjects. Th4e same pupils, then moved' into classroom
A

situations where they were taught reading by female teachers for

. one year. At the end of the year, the boys evidenced a significant
.

r
lowering of. perfo ance in comparison with their female peers.

Results of, furthe investigation in which pupils were asked to

respond to questions relating to their perception pf classroom

interaction, and teachers were asked to rate the reading yeadiness

and motivations ofeach pupil, suggested that the teachers treated

bOys an; d girls differently inthat boys received more negative
. .,

a

A
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comment and were given. fewer opportunities to perform in their read-:.

ing groups. It was-the author's condlusion that an association

existed between teacher behavior and pupil performance in begin-

'Ong reading. .

Davis and'Slotbdian (1967) did not find support for the hypo-

thesis that female teaChers'discriminate against s and favor

girls in first,grade readinginstruCtion in their study involving

a

ten first grade {teachers and their pupils. However,.Palardy (1969),

found that 1....thensteactiersexpressed a belief in girls' superior

ability to acquire reading skills, the male,pupils in these teach7
.

ers' reading classes achieved at a loVer'level.
. -

There was a time when pupils entered public school buildings
. .

...
. ,. .

i

through dbdrs marked."Boys" and."Girls." The labeled doors -s re no

longer in phyaical evidence, but it is quite apparent that the

school experience remains an experience of sex-related differentia-

Am. Contrary to a rather common opinion that the classroom,'

,

particularly the_primary-and elementary classroom, is the realm of

A
the female teacher intent 'a, feminizing the masculine population,

the research evidence indicates.that the classroom and its teachers

are devotees of middle-clas standards for sek-appiopriate behaviors.

and middle-tclass values'of sex roles, utilizing the controlling

teacher.behavivrs valued by both Middle- and lower -class Parents,

principals and school boards. There is a'possibility-that the

reinforcement of these cliss-oriented behaviors and roles might be

123
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1

we.

adversely affecting the learning of boys and .girls. and might be

incidentally curtailing and. truncating the dkVelopmelt,of poqential

in both boys and girls. But, ,the possibility th\at teacher behaviors

C

*. might be affecting the development, either.positively ornegatively,

of the self-concepts of future men and women is a possibility that

must be thoroughly investigated and the outcomes. thoroughly docu-

mented before we can anticipate a change in richer behaviors that

could increase.their.positive affect.bn pupil self-concept.
- .

. . '

I Teacher Expectations ancITILJEtaiEltyandsockatEconomic Status

Our societal self-image is one of people, who love and care for

children.' Childhood should be happy .and carefree, and each child
,

,

should pass through his childhood years withva good start in life,

.

so we say. Our ideals for children are perfect; it's the realities

o'f children's. lives that can stand improvement. The forces we have

marshalled forimproving the lives of our children are-generally

unleashed in our classrooms. We have depended updn education

to elevate tt;e lower-socio-economic classes, to enlighten the

ethnic groups in the American way of life, to.'correctracial

attitudes and destroy racial trejudice, and to*compensate for the

bad start some children get in life by.giving them skills and
*

knowledge with which to make their place in our society. What we

have discovered, of course, is that gducatioh dogs not stand above

our society but is very much part and parcel .of ,the sy6tem it hopes

to.tmprove.

4
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Our society produces the pupils,:the Teachers, the conditions
..,'

. , .- ,
. .

,into-whiCh-tfiey were born and the conditions under which they learn

and teach. Our society isalso the environment in which the psy-

chological experiences necessary for self-con_ cept_development

. .

occur. It iafortunate that our educational sySteM.does afford

some opportunity for withdrawing from the greater society to allow

the smaller society of the classroom to create an environalent,

that preserves the meals of our society and urges young pac,Ole.

to Achieve its still unrealized goals. Schools could provide

experiential le,arning in 'democratic prIbceases.ai well As planped

OppOrtunities for the ,development of'positive.self-concepts in

°children. It could 'and it should, but the realization 6f-a better
.5-

learning environment rests'in great part with the teacher'. How

do teacher 1ehaviors relate to the self-Concept development of

pupils add the ideals of a democratic society with respect to

thepupils' race,' ethnicity and socio- economic status?

The studies, reported in this section "ate united more `by'

Lfk
theory than purpose, . "None of the'se studies have directlyeddressed

the relationship between teacher behaviors and the self-concept

development of pupils with regard to pupil race; ethnicity .or
4

soCio-economic status. Several of these, studies, however, do

: -

examine' the role ofthe'teacher.as a reflector through -two

relevant. teacher beha4iors, perception and expectation, related

to:the topic variables of ethnicity andsocio-economic status.

12 :5
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Other studies report pupil's' perceptions and, in some cases, their

.'

response behaviors which project pupil "self" image. .

The remaining studies "give research findings =on pupil self-
t

concept related'to the three variables and additional findings which

provide further insights and inforthation on this topio'wh may%be

useful to educators and researchers.

Rist (1970) did an observational and longitudi61 study of a
".

kindergarten teacher and her 30 pupils in an all black, urban set-
.- ..

ting. He found that the "permanent" seating assignments made on

the eighth day of school placed pupili at three tables in accord-

ante With the social class of the upils, although the teacher had

,

inaicated that her intent was tq place the pupils according`to

their ability to "learn." 4The occupants of Table I were from fami-

lies+ of higher income,-higher levels of education; fewer siblings

and also had both parents present in the home. These children:were-,
.....

\_'' . t .6
,

better dressed, neater, cleaner, tnd conversed and intera,dted more
.... .

..-,,

easilywth thv teacher in what the ihveategator described as .

.*,

\

"Standard American English," in cotitraat-with the black dialect

r .

spoken by-children.at the other two tables. 'In short,...children
.

. -. .t .
,..

at Table T possessed,\ middke-class
,

characteristics similar to those
. .

.

, .

of the teacher,. Asthe School year progressed, children aeTable I
. . . :

interacted considerably more frevently with the teacher, received,
.

mcre.pbaitive responses fromher, and more privileges. Subject

content presentations were ade directly to Table I, while

1.2.6
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.

Tables It anceiTI were characterized by the teacher as hot having
''

0

any idea what was going on in the classroom." At the end of the :

-

,school year, the children were!,given an I.Q. test. Scores from

the.tegt indicated that some.childrem from' Tables II and 1W.

actually scored higher.than some children:a -able I. However,
..,

. .

.. . ' % e... . .r
, . when the pupils moved bn tiT the first grade retained the

,, A.

''o , - . ,

4 same "ability" grouping assign ed theM'ori the eigh4day of 'theirN

. . . ' . ) -, i,

kindergarten experience. The same:ability grOuping,,now rein-

forced by performance records, accompanied the pupil's into. the
., .i.,'..N.,"%

second giade. , The investigator concluded from observing theN
..1

. .,

teacher-pupil interactions that the experiences and opportuaitiee
r .

A.
.

to. learn functioned as reinforcers of the:original-grouping and

resulted in a "self-fulfilling prophecy" bised upon the kinder-

r

121

4

gar ten teachei's perception and classification of theseAmpils%.

This was ,a study of one teacher and her pupils ffom which We can

make no generalizations. We can, however, look at the factors

operating and examine them further. '4 a,. J..

Teacherjexpeptation,of pupil performance was investigated in

another study -by Mazer (1971), whogave 157 teachers, from various
0

backgroundd and teaching situations photographs of pupils with

descriptions o,f, their socio-economic status attached and asked them

to .estimate the, performance lever for each pupil on a five -point

scale covfing 12 variables. 'The, photographs of Male and, female,.
A

black and ;white pupils'were switched among the, SES descriptions' .

Ar

I
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without changing any of the SES fact,s supplied. The results indi-

dated that the socio- economic status of the pupil was the differ.:

.entiating factor for expected .pupil performance, rather than sex

or race. pifferentes in teacher backgroundi br experience were
.

: '

not found to contribute to the. results.

In another study, however, indications were that teache's

perception of pupils was inqUended by race. Rubovitz and Maehr

(1973).manipulated "gifted" and "not gifted': student labels and'

added a race factor. In addition, they used'a level of dogmitism,

measure' for the teachers. Results of this study . ,indicated, that,

white gifted pupils, received more attention than_white -non-gifted.

Bladk pupils, both the gifted and'nop-gifted, received less
. .

attdntion than the whitepupils. In their teacher 'contacts they

received the least praisebUtthe most critl.cism: In this latter

group, the gifted black pupils received the least attention and,'
.

'in the attention given them, they received the least praise and

the mostirtIcism of all sub - groups.

The remaining research is concerned with the differential.

.fesponses of pupils to teacher .behaviors. A study by'St. John

(1,971) indicated a difference in.the response of black pupils to

certath teacher characteristics measured on Ryans' Characteristics .

of'Toachers Scale (1960) from that of white pupils. White pupils'

scores on a measure of conduct correlated positively with "child

. oriented" teaching behaviors; school. attendance scores correlated
.
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negatively with the teacher-characteristic "fair." For the black

pupils, positive correlations.were found with a pupil measure

"teacher likes me" and a teacher measure "Child-orie:nted;" the;:pupil
-

.

measure ""conduct" correlated positively with teacher meadure'"fait,"

.

.

.

.
.

' and a readinvachievement measure also correlated poSitively with

e(
the."child oriented" scale for teachers. The author concluded that

growth 'was p sitive.for black pupils whell teachers possessed char- .

actertstics o ;tindliness, adapt4bility, and optimism. .Kleinfeld

(1972),.investi ated the relative importanceof parents'and teachers
r

in the kotmation of black and white students' academic self-concepts.

The parents and teachers of black and white pupils were asked to
. .

give.their-estimation of the pupil's academic abilities. Pupils

were asked to give self-reports on their own. academic ability,

White students strongly reflected-the ratings received from'their

?
parents while black students related more strongly'to the teacher's

estimate of their ability. to fadt, black females.) scores corre-
.

/lated significantly with those of the teacher rather than to parental

estimates. The suggestion was made by the investigator that teachers

could be trained to be more supportive in helping black pupils

develop better evaluatfons of their academic ability. A'study by

Steward and Steward (1973) examined the teaching and skill prepar-
.

ations given by mothers. to their three-year-old sons in.aSamPle
4 .r.

representing seven ethnic groups. These Mothers were videotaped

while teaching' their" children and the interactions filmed were

129
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then'coded using multiple variables of total time,'imput, and

pacing, and teaching variables ofalertness, format, child re-

sponse, and feedback. The result's of this study indicated that

$

ethnicity was the single best predictor of (1) child egponse

.
and.(2) maternal teaching:style. The authors. commented that the

children in this study experienced different home learning en,

vironments which may have.resulted in different skills and expec-

tations being brought by, them into the classroom. It may be the

---,misfortune of pupils from our many ethnic groups that the skills

'and lenrning prized in t'he, hame environment grenot those valued
, .

. ...,
. . .

.
.

or used in our classrooms, which creates a'break in the home, to

school continuum for the 4$.

ZirkeI arid Moses (1971) did an investigative Study,to deter-
,

mine if...differences existed in the self-condepts of black,

Pueito Rican,,,and_White elementary,pupils, and to examine the

.extent to which differences were influenced by the minority or

,

majority position of eacftof these groups within a single school.

system. Theresults of his study revealed interesting trends but

were, wj..thou.t statistical significance. In general, he reported

that black students tended to have higher self-concepts measured

on the Coopersmith Self..Esteem Inventory (1959),than white stu-

dents. Puerto Rican students scored lowest on the, scale and

patticularly when they we're in ,schools having a white majority.

Both black and white students had lower self-concept scores when
0

.$
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they comprised's majority of the student body. In another study '

'reported by Trowbridge (1972), similar investigations were made

..0

to determine if a measurable difference in self7concept existed

between children of different SES status (middle or lower class)

and on which. dimensions such differences occurred. Cordpared with

middle class subjects, lower SES childrPnhad higher self- concept

scores in general-and.tended to feelmore sure of themselves, more

"able "t6 teke care of themselves, to make up their qwd minds, and

make worthwhile contributions. They reported themselves asbeing

generally happy and not bothered: Middle-oliss pupils reported

an ability'to adjust to-new things, self2understendidg, and-felt.

o

they were not easily upset by scolding. Ih peer referenced bcales,
.

the lower SES pupils rated themselves' higher on individualistic

indices, while the middle -class pupils showed more social charac-

teristics. In school referenced itens, the middle -class pupil

reported that he was not doing "the best I,can," whilp his lower'

SES peer perceived himself adore positively in thi:eyes of his

teacher and the school situation: In the. discussion, the invee-
A

tigator suggested that log SES pupils may have lower 'aspirations. /

and therefore attain more satisfaction with their performance.

It was also suggested that the low SES pupila-did not blame them-

selves for their ba'd school' experiences. The middle-Class pupils
NV

.
may, On the other'hand, have reported themselves as not "doing'

my best" since, if they actually-were doing their best and the

els

0
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teacher. Alcin,:t think it was good enough, it would.'cGliage the

upil's self- concept. As the authors commented, under such

cumstances, tt is safer foryupilsota say they didn'l do their

best. On items that referenced parents and home, the middle -class

pupil was more positive and had higher ratings with the exception

.of the item "feeling pushed."
.

The study done by Richmond Sand Weiner (1973) is perhaps tan-
.,

gentiai to this area of self-concept, but t he interesting differ-
.

ences in the behavior of bladk pupils and White.pupila when they

,
ere, in group situations make-it worth mentioning in this context.

The study was designed to examine the influence of ethnic grouping,

_ grade, sex, and nature of reward Condition's on the cooperative and

.4, A/ -,

....

competitive-behavior a children. The results.indicated.that,

whereas individual reward produced more competition overall,
.

cooperatiOnWas affected by both age and ethnic grouping. When

cooperation increased the reward for all participants,: the black-

. black group had, the shortest problem solution time, indicating

the most cooperative behavior; the black-white group was next, and

the White-white group was the slowest. The black-white group was

neither as cooperative as.the black-blacicon task perfOYmefite nor

as. competitive as the. white - white. First graders were slightly

less cooperative in group reward conditions and slightly more

cooperative.under'individual reward conditions than second grade

pupils! The older puptls with more educational experience became
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T

less skilled at employing cooperative measures to achieve goals.

,

Most of the research Undertaken in school situations concerns

127.

itself with the impaCt of, teachers on the academid achievett of
. .

pupils rather than the impact ofteacher behaviors on the serf-
..

concept of pupils., there is, however, a drawing realization that -

the proceSsof learning also affects pupil self-concept. Children

arriving in the classrood have a self - concept developed in the

home. and parental environment and have only experienced the

teaching behaviors of thetr mothers and other:significant models .

in their environment. When they arrive -An the classroom, then,

the teacher is faced with pupils.having several different learning

stylestwhich incorporate the values and the beliefs already inter-
. ,

.nalized by his 'pupils. At the same time, pupils are confronted

with a teacher who also has certain values and beliefs and who

has developed a certain teaching style'. We have seen to 'areas of

possible conflict in these studies; (1) the area o4 values and

beliefs represented by both teacher and pupil-which may directly .

affect their perceptions of each other on the basis. of race;

ethnicity, and socio-economic status, and (i)Hhe area of ear9ing
. A*

-and teaching styles which may again be determined by the back,.

k.

grounds of teachers and4upils: The results of thes studies

emphasize the problems of interpretation when:me attempt to

measure and compare the,seff- concepts of pupils from different

social backgrounds, The fact that pupils from lower socio-economic
N6
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groups Can register a higher self-concept than those who are

considered to be culturally "advantaged!' is. an exampte of the. kind

of.situation-spetific repOrting.and measuring of self - constructs

that need ,theoretical frameworks to aia in the'interpretation of

results. It la quite possible that a pupil with a certain back:-

ground could report a positive self- concept when the measures used tap

the reference system of the pupil's genera19r overall self!-concept;
, .

Bait the items, referencing the academic self-concept may tap an area

in which the pupil does not-feel.as adeqUate and, herefore, reports a

less positive seli-conCept. The academic self-concept represents a concept

of self related only to ane aspect of self and may or may not influence the

P
general concept of self. This research alsoseems to .indicate

that the role of the teacher as a significant other should vary

toaccommodate changes in ithe cvntinuum.from home to school and

;49111 parent 0 teacher experienCed*by pupils of Other than middle
...- .

- - .'
,.

.
:..

. .

,
clasa-backgrounds. For those pupils whose parents do, not concern; .

. .

.

....

themselves with the values and standards for academic achievement; .

....-

, . . ,

the teacher'tibuld be aware of the'importance'of his role .as a
t

-significant or salient other.

Research has not provided a basis foeassuming that.any one
.: . f

teacher behavior has, the same predictable effec,t on

every pupil's' general self-concept or academic
k

self-concept. But,,,this reported research does

.

/
'indicate that tH re is a proper place in education I research.



.:Xor studies investigating the relationship between teacher. .behaviors-
.

and the self-concepts of pupils using race, ethnicity -and soci6-
., . 47,.

,economic status as dependent variables correlated with a measure oE

pupil reported self- concept which, references the Apils' Oneral
. .

state and, along with this a 'measure -specifically refe"renced to

the academic self7concipt.

The general statement that our schools reflect middle class

),

values and middleclass goals has a basis in 'fact. Teachers who

perceive middle-class pupils as having Tore academic potential are

'no doubt dealing with, a perceived reality. . 1e is the teacher

behavLor which ensues from this perception that must .be examined

for its affect on die Self-concept evelopment or all potential

learners;
. .

,

Teacher Controlled Environment ,and upil Self-Concept

litke all growing things, madirld is -capable.of adapting to an'

environment'as long' as basic survival needs are met% Unlike other

'growing things, mankind ti Ilso capable pf controlling and manipu-

'sating the. environment, adapting it to his needs, and purposes.

In our society,, the ,classrpom is the most controlled environment
.

adapted to the needs of our society and manipulated for the purpose

of shaping and nurturing societal.grhwth-. It is theeducational

system, the policy making bodies,. the adniinistrdtdirs, and ultimately

the classroom teacher who must turn societal: ideals and philosophies

into the desired product by effeCtive processes. ,HOwever, in a

1 3.5'
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democratic and diverse society'such as ours, statements purporting
.

to describe institutional goals and processes function like the

- 4
big-top teat of A circus -- they fo'iM a unifying coVer for the rings

of diverse interestS'and the individual acts- going on. within them.

.,,...
When we relate the teacher-controlled envkronment tnthe self-cnnt ;

.

.. ...D . '71., .

cept development of pupilsf, we are looking at a ring. in which many
, .

individual acts'are occurring.

The instttutional function of the school environment is to'

provide an arena containing npportdnities for the acquisition of

.

sociataliy valued beliefs, skills and tools. The ultimate product
, .

desired is a useful, 'contributing,

society. But the Glaritycf the s

4 S.
of interpretation and-disagreement

the desired ends. To_ some parents

.

is one of imprinting the correct a

.implanting the correct

and parti,cipating,citizen othe

tatedpurpose masks the conflicts
. .

over the means used to achieve

130

and educators, the proper process

cademic know edge and skill's and

values and beliefs upon groups of pupils in

appropriately modulated steps. For others, the proper process unit

oZs

is the individual pupil whose imprinting and implanting treatments

are referenced and modulated according to his progress and achieve-

ment. In either case,, the ptipil is the product, and the prohess is

one of continual pupil 'alteration and change. In every case, it is

the who must survive and adapt in the system on an indi'vid'ual

basis, whatever the appioach.
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. gor.those mils whose -preschool eriviromients contain values

and expectatidns similar-to those of the school environment, entry
.

-,
. . . 90 .

.

,
.

into the educational system doe f not have the same potential for

,,traumatiiing and disorienting psychological experiences as it has

for pupils who aie truly. transpinted. But even continuity of the

,continuum from hometozschdol.dods not insure the individual, pupil

against psychological stress and strain, or the anxieties inherent
.

in the press -of. change. Entry-into.the system may be a crisis

. experience.foi some pupils, but the continuing process of education

maybe a source for chronic anxiety as'well. ..,.

1-

,
We have' epreviously alluded to Erikson's.theory that the early

--, .

,:. .
. . .-. .,

self-concept of the individual is characterized, by two states, a
. .

ate of truss derived from psychological experiences of acceptance

and positive'refleCEion, and a state of mistrust derived from psydho-

.

logical experiences of rejection and negative. or inconsistent reflec-

tions of the self. These two states are based on beliefs about the

and values for the'self that are ttien expressed as attitudes

toward the self, toward others and toward the environment. But; to'

be truly representative of the state of elf-concept, these attitudes

must be consistent over time and persistent in behavioral expression..

Problems in Determining the state of an individual's self-concept

arise from the .limited forms of. physical expression that must, be

interpreted, as well as language and culture constraints that,.

color int-:pretations: Thebehadors through which the self-concept

187
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are expresset are not related to the state' of self on a one-b-one
s

basis. A state, of a nxiety may be expressed by aggressilie, passive,

. . .

dependent or ip ithdrawing behaviors, and anxiety' related to -specific /4

'situations and stimuli may be expressed with equal behavioral yari-

4y. For these reasons, ,it is the patterns of behavior.established

by the individual over time the.t make the most reliable indices of

.a pupil's selfconcepeand reflects'the degree of success or failure

the individual 'pupil has had in psychologically .surviving and adapt-

ing in the school' eavirbrunent. t
To achieve their professional goals andmeet the societal re-

sponsibilities placed upon them, teachers are required to control

and manipulate the classroom environment to create aad.foster the

learning and socialization of their pupils. No teacher just teaches

reading, or matnematics, or music, or any, other academic subjert., .

EVenthose school districts purportedly 'returning, to. the simple

fundamental approach to education by stressing the basic three.
.

"Vs" are concerned that theenvironn:Hent 'aid° teach respect of

.. ,
authority, obedience to rules and 'regulations,. and responsibility

. .

to electe(11societal norms and personal honesty. Whether these

affecstiVe objectives are describe'd as virtues or values, the

teacher's obligation to control and manipulate the environment to

help pupils achieve bOthicogniti've and affective Objectives re-

maths.

138
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.How the individual pupil adapts' to the environmen depends upon
, .

the state of his developing selficonceptthe nature of the psycho-

logical experiences provided EFithe environment, and -t-he-cencomitant

reflection of sell received fromhis environment and his significant

others. Children who experience a significant change in environment

may bebenefftted or harmed-by the change, but it can be comfortably

assumed that, in either case, a child will experience some stress

period simply due to change. On thebasis of psydhological theory,

it is also assumed that the adaptiye behaviors and/or coping styles

'133

will be 'primarily initiated to maintain the equilibrium of the ,

"self" and will be maintained and reinforced by their success in

...0.` ' . .

dealing with, new situations. Adaptive behaviors and/or coping

styles that,do not function in new situations but which still

operate successfully in other important environments may impede

the acquisition of more adaptive behaviors. In this hypothetical

situation, a pupil from a law socio- economic environment.fol5 whom

conflict'ischaracteristically a physical threat r equiting a physical

coping style, may in a middle-claSS gchOol environment be enfrohted with a

new experience of conflict with which he cannot cope, while a pupil

Of middle -class status who has learned to cope with conflict by using

:'
language and ideas rather'than physical behaviors has already acquired the

coping behaviors that are approved in the new environment.

Limited investigations of childrens experiences in the school
.

environment were made by Wolfson and Jackson= (1.970) and'Berk (1971).
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In the initial investigation of a three-part study; Wolfson and_
. J

Jackson obserVed 97 nursery schbol pupils limiting the observation

to events which could be interpreted.as having an intrusive impact

on the intended behavior of the child. The observed. events were

classified into seven.catagoried desi:ribing the child's .ritent
. . . .

.

(desire), and the intrusive source, with one acidition'al "catch -al L"

c.gtegofy for unclassified events. The observed pupils averaged

six incidents .of recorded- events per.child every 30 minutes. The ..

"first two categories representing a 'child'

with another child's desire, and a'child's desire conflicting with

. ,

desire .conflicting

a teacher demand accounted for 75% of the recordeevents. The
.

second study examined the out -of- school, environment and found that

the samatwo categories (substituting adult for teacher) accounted

for the majority out -of- school event's with only slightly less fre-

quency. In the third study, an 'analysis of the-data showed that,

.

children with.a high frequency of incidents maintained,their classi-
.

fication in 'both environments indicating that the frequency of en-

'\

counters had an individual baSis. In their summary of:these

studies) iheauthors pointed out that even for children of low
,\

idcident frequency (two incidents s-per 30 minutes), t4\le cumulative

totalwould result in about 2,000 such conflict encounters for a

nursery school child in one school year. Although the Wolfson and ;

Jackson study did not examine the effect of these encounters on'the

child's developing self-concept, they did speculate that the

1'40
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consistent response styles exhibited by pupils in these encounters

would contribute to his "social ieputation and thus influence his

relationships with his peers and with his teachers,- Berk's study

,

(1971) util d the event categories of the WoEfsory and Jadkson

study but_re!defined the event unit.as a.400nflict. environmental.
. .

force unit" in order to accommodate other negatively toned re-

spouses. The consequent response behaviors 'of pupils Were cater

gorized into four major Modes of AdaptationL.(!) UnrespOnsive-

.

Withdrawing, (II) Dependent-Compliant, (III),Thoughtful-Persistent,

-I!'

(TV) Offensive-Combative, and a fifth category of Other as noa n-

responses In this 'study, Berk found significant

differences related to sodio-economic status and sex- of pupil as

well as some general findings that are of interest. Middle-class

children did make far more verbal respOnses in conflict situations

than ,lower-.class children zk < .01). . Lower -class pupils' made more
.

physical attack responses to conflict situations( (a < .02). But,
-__......-

-.4..._ . .
.

1 there was no significant diff &rence in the ratio of verbal response
. ..

to number of conflict environmental force units between the two

.0

SES groups. As a roup, boys, had:-More Desire vs: Teacher -expecte-
,.

tion (Category 2 of 'Wolfson and Jackson) encounteesmeasured by

frequency andpercentage of all encounters < .01j. Boys had a

greater number of conflict encounters .in general" -than girls.

although the. author had hypothesized that girls wouA respond to
-'

conflict more frequently in the Dependence-Compliance Mode, boys
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actually had a greater percent of Dependent- Compliant adaptations
\I

.
. .

, . ,

than girli (.t. <,..01) and were not more OffenSitOM'bitiNjethan
.

girls. On a measure of high-frequency ofencoUnte, children with

Align frequencies hadmore Desire VsTeacher expectatIon encounters

than children of low frequencies. Children in the lolefrequency.
, - . - . l'

3

Category encountered more Desire vs. Ability conflict situations.

Children in the high-frequency encounter group also were more openly

Offensive - Combative adaptation.

often with persistent and with-

reactive, responding more often with

Low-frequency,scorers responded more

drawing adaptive Modes.

a source of psychological experiences affecting the devel-

'Opment of self-concept, the environmental continuum of home and

.

school is sufficiently recognized but insufficiently researched.

The research don& by Wolfson' and Jackson On the frequency of Con7

flict.situations in the environment of a child, and the subsequent

research by Berk on the'adaptive modet used by children in coping

.with'conflictsituations have provided abasis for continued re-

search and additional questions to be addressed to this topic.

.

The subjects ofthe Wolfson and Jackson study were three- and

four- year -old children about equally divided by s'eg, who were erv-

. rolled id a university-attached nursery school. The investigators

did not include socio-economic status at balckground,information and, \,

therefore,' could note report any comparative findings in ihis area.

They did, however, report that 'no age or se:c differences were found

S.
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in this sample with regard to'(1) frequency o.event, (2dominating

categories of events, and (3 the individual stability Of encounter
/

. , . .

frequencies.' Berk's' study included socio - economic status as a

variable and with a broader age range in the sample (two yeafs

eight months to five Years six months) reporpad:differences

adaptive modes by .SES, sex and age of the subjects. *The frequency

and category of event distribution.repOrted in WOlfsoa'and Jackson's

study were generally confirmed. by Berk, but the findings mahave

been influenced by the liMitation of original construction of

categories.

Although the reported findings of these studies are not general-
,

.

izable, the nature of thNinformation obtained from theseimbted

studies does emphasize' the importance of the environment as a

source.of psychological experidhces and reflections ofthe develop-

ing self. It also serves to further the argument that the nature of .

the experiences in the school environment is strongly influenced by

the.inieraction of pupil age, sex, and socio-economic, status with
o

the environment and Zhat, therefore,. these variables arecontribut-.

ing factors to the concept' of self developed by the pupil.

Teacher Behavior and Pupil Anxiety

Research deaiinewith pupil anxiety is generally concerned. with

the effects of anxiety on learning 'processes, and in the same vein,

research concerning teacher behavior and pupil anxiety, has concen-

trated on identifying teacher behaviors that increase or decrease

I
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pupil anxiety for the ultimate purposeofimpebving.the academfc

performance of pupils. The rel ationship between the research re...;

ported in this sedtion and the .self-concept. development of pupils

rests on she concept that the pupil receives ar. positive or negative

reflection of himself in the school environment based.in part on his

academic, performance. The impact of academic reflectiom.willYdepend

upon the pupil's immediate state:of.self, his values, and the needs

. of the developing. self.Lconcept. Pupils who are relying upon the. .

environmerwor upon the teacher as a significant other for affirma-

tion of thetelf are, theoretically, under more stress in the school

environment. These pupils will, therefore, manifest more state

anxiety and will respond with more intensity to threatening cues'

within the environment. For pupils whose self-concept is suffi-

ciently positive and developmentally'less reliant upon either the

,environment or the teacher ,as a significant other,_ threatening cues
.

.

fromtthe environment could result in raising"anxiety to a level
..* ,. .

sufficient br dealing with the present threat, and may be inter=

preted as.having,a.mptivational impact for better performance. 'A
C..

.

curvilinear relationshican be posited between the effects of .

' anxiety and performance in that a balance ratio of anxiety level

to degree of threat may, produce a-higher level of performance while

an imbalance between anxiety level and degree of threat may result

in reduced and impaired performances.

144.
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Most of the studies investigating teacher behaviors and pupil-:

Anxiety rely upbn Flanders' (1966), constructs of Direct and Indirect
.

Teacher, Behaviors for defining cluster-1 of behaviors constdered
. .

J-

relevant to pupil anxiety. Among Diredt behaviors are "lecturing.,"

"giving directions" and "criticizing orjustifying authority." In-.

diredt behaviors include "accepts pupil feeling," "praises or en-
,

courages,1! "accepts cruses ideas, of students" and "asks questions."

Direct behaviors are essentially those with which the teacher con-.

trols and manages the events and interactions in the classroom,

with the emphasis on teache'r-centeredness*and task orientation.

Indirect behaviors are often characteriied as pupil-centervl with

an emphasis on discussion, discovery, and democratic decision-making

processes. The classroom teacher should be able tomake appropriate

use of both DireCt and Indirect teaching behaviors. A ratio is used

in the Flanders system.to indicate whether Direct or Indirect

teacher behavior is characteristic of a teacher's general teaching ,'

style.

Dnffey'and Martin (1973) investigated the interactive effects

Of Direct and Indirect teaching behaviors with siates'of student

,trait- anxiety during an academic learning task. The results re-
.

ported from this studyindicated no significant main effects for

trait anxiety or teacher influence, but the anxiety-by-teacher-

influence interaction was significant (g< .01). Thqtinvestigators

donclude4.that the highly insecure trait-anxiety subject who is

t.,

.
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seuitive to threatening conditions will perform better under in

direct teacher influence than pupils with low trait-anxiety. It

was also suggested by the author that in the absence ofany actual

measure.ofanxiety levels aroused by the test conditions, further d7

research would be necessaryto support'his speculation that a

curvilinear relationship exists between performance and anxiety as

proPoSed.by Malmo (1966). research using more, subjects and a,

'wider range of anxiety leyels and performance levels migt demonstrate

- 4
the relationship.

.

C-
..

.
. , I.

A study by:Webb (1970 identified three groups of pupils_as

(1) insecure, (2) having school problems and (3)problem free.

After identification, the pupils were grouped by academic ability.

and taught by two alternatingteachers in'each course area. The

.
teachers had been rated oa a scale representing sensitivity to

pupils on a most-to-leastocontinuum. The results indfcated that

teachers of low sensitivity had.the greatest negative impact on

pupils of low average ability. The anxious, insecure students and

'the pupils with school problems were significantly mgre.negative.

on educational measures when taught by low sensitivity teachers.

Insecure pupili appeared to be more affected by teacher low sensi-
.

.tivity than pupilt with school -based problems. -The.problem ee,
-`

pupils did not respond with any significant difference to either

high orlow sensitivity teachers, but id general, the self-reports

. 146
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of these pupils indi ted improved attitudes toward-school, teachers

and academic subjects when placed with.a sensitive teacher;

Soar (1968) examined the possibility that there may be an

"optimal level of tescher%indirecEness and criticism that will vary
z,

by subject'matter.. He reported that, although both high and low

anxious pupils improved and advanced under indirect, teaching styles,-,

high anxious pupils showed less inCreaseunder direct teaching than
T*7

,low anxious pupils. The question of optimal levels of anxiety for

performances in different projects remained unresolve.

47

Using Flanders' system of obsezvation, Zimmerman (1970) inves-
.

tigateethe relitiohship between teacher rewarding and controlling

behaviors and student school anxiety. He found that the frequency

of controlling behaviors was sigilificantly related to student school

anxiety, Zimmerman suggested that his study held strong implications
.

. .

for teachers and their need to be aware of the effect of their

rewarding and controlling behaviors on the students. He suggested

that a systematiu approach toward. improving the positive reinforce-

ent behayiorsof teachers be undertaken.

. ,

The idea that 'the general anxiety level of teachers Inay influ-

ence, the test. anxiety levelfof their pupils was investigated by

Doyal and Forsyth (1973). .The correlation between the test anxiety

of feniale pupils 'and their female teachers' manifest- anxiety was

highly significant in this particular study. The results also

suggested, that a teacher's manifest anxiety had a general influence

1.4 7
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on his pupils test-anxiety levels. In the ligh of the strong

relationship demonstrated between female pupas est-anxiety and

female teachers' manifest anxiety,. the investigate suggested that

further research be done' to examine the effect of Male teachers'.
I

manifest anxiety on pupilEestanxiqty, swell as the relationship

.between opposite sexed pupils. and teachers on measures of anxiety.

. Teacher Behaviors and'Pupil.Dependency

Pupils will, of their ownabcOrd,'exhibit Varyingdegrees of
r

.dependent behavior in the classr6om Pupil; 'Alb need constant re-

assurance for their performances, whd need and want gtrong,teache'r

supervision andsupport are considered to be "dependency-proni."

In a study by Flanders, .Anderson, and Amidon (1061), the
,

authors states that the most significant factor in assessing the

,

incidence of dependent behavior within a blassroom-*as the pattern

of control used by the teacher: ,Teachers who exert more control
.

than. the "average" teacher exact dependent and compliant behayior

from their pupils.' The purpose of this study was to.develop an ,

instrument to measure depehdncy-prodeness in_pupils and to report

the findings of rela'ted studies applying measures of deAndeqCy, as

well as'theresulitsorthe developed test. Adderson (19'60)' had re-
.

ported that high dependent prone pupils preferred a less directive

.teacher compared to lower scori.,1g students, and that 'girls pre-

ferred less directive teachers in comparison with boy' prefer-

ences. The investigators reported that their. instrument identified
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pupfis who espon4 difZerently to teacher corOol.mathods and.cbald
, . .

1
1, .7 ,

be helpful in providing control for studies, of various teaching'

methods. The investigators suggested that there may be a relation-

ship betWeen dependency-proneneis and creativity in that high

.1k
- 'dependency recpbnses m: be geared to approlial rather than to, pupil

expression
.7'

teachers wtio are more controlling and m

creativity. It might also be hypothesized that

behavior may aversely affect the creativity of their pupils.

e ex cting of dependent

.

..The interactions of dependent behavior with.parental response

was studied by Osofsky'and,O'Connell (1972) Niho reported that when

five-year-old girls exhibited dependent behayiors, their mothers and '.

fathers increased both verbal and physical interactions with them

',and 'displayed more, Controlling behavior toward them. This study

might suggest further investigatfon of the relationship between the

supportive, "parenting" teacher and the behavior of dependency-
;

prone pupils and their effect in eliciting'dependency supporting'

behaviors from teachers,. The study reported that mothers were more
4

often, inclined to encourage the efforts of their children while

fathers more.often' helped them perform. .the assigned task. These

two forms of attending behavior might,be indicative'of a teacher's

dependency supp'ortive behaviors in the classroom:

The relationship between indirect teacher behavior and elemen-

tary pupils' changes in attitude and their academic, gains as ,reported

by Soar, and in the Duffey and Martin (1973) and Webb.(1971) studies

. 1 4
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l . 1.using junior high schoo pupilp were not replicated in a study by

Mason. ,(1970) with h igh scnota juniors nil seniors. Masbn offers,

several possible conditions that maY"-have contributed to his

lure to replicate: (1) the relationship between' the quality,' of

teacher-student interpersonal relations and teach ing style may
. . .

. .

decrease as student age increases, (2) high schbol students do no

144

-
.6

remain with one teacher as long as elementary students .do' con-

sequently come -to expect 'different behavio.r..from dif nt teachers,

`and (3) the difference in academic climate of hi: tsch ol and _

elementary school leads to a different quality in the r fationship
.b tween pupil and teacher. The investigator suggests fur

0

S. pursuit of this relationship .using academic ubject arculs r ther
....

& \ . :
than total ,school

.
experience as the data ,sour .\

Teacher Be.haviOr and Tu ressiv.e .Behavior
.
sNone, of the tudie's reported 1..ri t

this sect,gen have:been' con-

ducted in scOol settigngs. gowever, the aggressive behaviors
-...

examined are often exhibited in school settihgs'by pupils. These... - .,.. .

stadie.s investigated conditions that appeared to encourage or
, 9. 1

'discourage' aggressive 'child behavior and m" ay provide information
) c .' . ,
. . ,.. ; ..

. tise"ful to teachers in their e fforts Ito create positiye.classroom .

,

climates. .

.

Studies by Hicks (1965), Madsen (1968), Dtkbanoski andParton

- (1971) all reported- the effects of,observed aggressive' behavior on

subsequent imitative aggressive behavior by ehildreri, and

ti
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. . , .

.

...

. Parti,Cularly,by boys. Aggressive behaviors modeled by adults seem.

f
:,...

.,
.

.
.

to cue childrerP-to .increase aggressive behaviors and. to extend the,..
e . .

limi,40 for their own aggressive.behavior.-

Siegal, and Kohn.(1959) found that adult behavior had two

important effects on the aggressive behavior of children. When 4ft

adult Ispresent,- children appear to release the responsibility for

their behavior to the adult and permit the advlt to mediate their

behavior, setting and maintaining the limits. In the'absence of

adint- supervision,, children tended to implement their own
.

of.aggressive behavior.' The amount of time it takes children

ed impl.,,,nt 'imitations on' aggressive behaviors is considered to be
)

a funbtiori of maturity. This research study idgntifies one role

that adult,control can Play in encouraging or discouraging aggressive

behayiar, and also suggestq that pupils shodfa:be giyen opportuniti
" .

_

exercise their self-contror.

Adjustment and Developmental Problems and Programs

Cowen, Dorr, Tzzo. Madonia and Trost (1971) report a series of

'studies initiated -in 1958 in which they developed methods for early

identification of pupils withuljustment problems and began pro-
:

grams aimed at early secondary prevention. Pupils. entering the

first grade of the experimental sc'h'ool were screened for possible
'

*school dysfunction problems. Approximately 30%.of the entering

pupils were identified for the preventive program, and were given

additional.help and attention from housewife aides who'had been

1 5 i
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trained for six weeks to work directly with the children under the

supervision of the school psychologist._ -A full-time school 'Psychol-
,

. ogistoand a School ,social worker had been hired for the program.

The authors repot:ted that pupils with ,potential .school dysfunctio n

can be detected earLy in their school career pnd that teachers and

-0
aides. rated the program, aff ective in .tedubing pupils' acting out;

under-socialization behaviors and learning disability problems.

IIn .a previous report of this study, Cowen, Zax, 'zzo and Trost

(1966). reported tWt identified experimenta1 pupils were rated as .

better ad juAked by teachers, had obtained lower scores on ,measures

of pupil anxiety and lying, had achieved. higher, on a standardized

test, had been referred less to the school nurse, and had received
. .. . ,. .

better grades than the identified ,control 'students. The authors. .,
commented that by the end 'of the third, school. year it was quite

..--,

clear that pupils with early identifiable emotional disorders had

suffered serious impairment in the academic, achievemen.t,. adjust-

ment and behavioral spheres.. Continuing studies on this program

Were reported by Cpwen, Leibowitz and Leibowitz (l968) in which

six non-professionals Attended to, teacher-referred problem pupils
.

for specific time periods- each week (about three and a half .days

Air. week) ,. varying treatment with the needs of the pupils.' Im-

provement was again reported by aides and teachers, but, th4 study

,as not designed to offer generalizable results. Cowan (1971)- re-
.,

. .

re-

ported another study of this.-program in which the . effects of

.4'

.111
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housewife aides and college student aides were Compared. The mean
44 .o . .**

improvement 'Scores .of' the two experimental groups combined were

signilicaRtlyreater than the control mean, .but the difference
4

was mainly due to the housewife aide. effect. A simple t=test shoved

that pupils of the college aide group scored higher. than the con-%

trols, but not significantly. The gains made by pupils of the

housewife aides over those of college aides could be explained. in

4.

several ways: (I) housewives had been selected for 'their warmth and

rapport with children while the college aides were not screened,

(2) the housewives had two ,yers of experience in the schools while

the college aides were new at the job, and (3) the housewives ,were

familiar with school personnel, were available more often ,and had

4. .
, more flexible *hours than ,the college aides. These studies which

extend over a period fioni 1958 to 197.1 have consistently reported

$

.a positive impac.t on the experimental pupils in the aide-treatment

program; but Cowen et al., offer the following criticisms and sug-

gestions. The study had been restricted t4 a single experimental

.school and two control schools and; therefore, fdctors unrelated to

the theoretical content of the program could have affected the out-
.

comes. It must' also ,be noted that the evaluative criteria were

tied to the value judgments of investig tors in 'some cases (i.e.,

behavioral ratings were made by teacher who knew which cHildren

were. identified with Specific treatmen groups) . In gOition, a

long-range folio-W.:up 'study is needed (a ld has been undertaken) to
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-find out if the effects...demonstrated so far are (1) enduring over

time, and (2) related to other indicators of mental health distur-

bances which are more of the face-valid type.. The authors concluded

that the,high incidence (30%) of early pathology And the already.

.4.*

serious consequences occurring within the first three yeais of

SchoOl suggest a need for intense exploTation_af early secondary

preventive measures, and of treatment interventions which could be
,.

implemented in the classroom situation.

Studies by Newton and Brawn (1967) and Rubin, Simson and

Betwee (1966) reported similar successes in treating.adaptive,

adjustment and development probleRs of children in the school

setting. Newton and Brown explored the usefulness of a crisis

intervention model and employed four different treatnlents aimed.at,

. .7

.reducing the stress and problems (disorientation, perception,
..-

speech, and social-interaction deficits)
,

of individual mils who

had been diagnosed and treated in a.summer program prior to entry .

into 'school. Although their study awaits the application of re-
.:

search methodology and data analysis, 'Newton and Brown reported

genefal and tentative findings indicating that the crisis model

used Appeared 'to be an ,effective concept for managing the :stress

experienced by pupils in the schobl setting. They suggested that

the 'spontaneous behavior occurring.in natural stress situations

of the school environment may have more reality and learning signf-

licanCe than methods of conventional treatment or Yearning models

4.
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designed to develop ins]. into problems --and behaviors. Rubin et
.. , .

.

. -
al. (1966) used a "psycho - educational" treattnent.dgscribed as

e .

utilizing the "content approach to teaching," and "the total
.

classroom aEmosph re" in a program which was designed to correct

the'greatest obs acles .to progress in pupil school performance and
.

' to offer beneficial experiences. They reported that the greatest

overall gdins were not academic performances but -were made on
. .

measd #es of behavior adjustment. Pupils described as .!!.dispriented"

%- ."

and "unassertive" appeared to benekit the most when they Were e-r

moved frohi the stressful situation of the regular cladt.. These

pupils responded with a reduction in their maladaptive. behaviors

after they were offered a less complicated environment, more struc-

ture,' and more4,teacher -pupil interaction, during which the teacher

could correct the pupil's misinterpretations of surroundings or

perceptions.

S tof-fer (1970) ,* Glavin, Quay, and Werry (1.971) and Quarter and

Laxer (1970) all reported studies desrgned to reduce the deviant

and basically dggressive,behaviors of problem students. Glavin
.

et al., reported positive academio_and behavior changes after two

years of an individualized "psycho-educatiorial" program. Thtoffer's

study using warm and empathetic mothers as aides in three monthS of

one-to-one counseling reported ,more success,with Shy, withdrawn

children than with aggressive children, although improvement oc-

curred across groups,. Quarter and Laxer found that a.treatment

1 5 ,5:
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program of small group counseling along with an indirectapproach
.

ointroducing material on aggression and frustration in seminars

gli0 not reduce problem behaviors in their subjects. They suggested

that the treatment may well have served instead as. a reinforcement

of'a self-image as a "trouble maker;" an image valued by these

junior high Subjects.-

The more serious maladaptive behavior desc'ribed as "school

phobia" has beefs investigated by LevIntharand Sills (1964 who

..see this extreme problem as, deriving from a child's 'unrealistic

self-image. An extensive review .af theories and treatments for.

school phobia has been compiledby Goldenberg and Goldenberg

(1970). It'is of importance for teachers and educators to note

that there is-universal agreement among theorists that. children

with this problem should bliEitained to the classroqm as soon as

possible. Once in the classroom,.the,treatment of a school phobic',

.

child becomes one requiring considerable-cooperation among therapist,
..

parents, teachers and school administrators. Early.identification

by theacher and early intervention with treatment is reported

as significant in returning school phobic pupils to their regular

classrooms. Loth teachers and administrators' should be alerted to

thenecessity of differentiating the school phobic child from

children with other maladaptive behavior Problems and should be-
.

come more familiar with the early behavioral indices of school

phobia.'
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Specific Teacher Behaviors Addressing Pupil Anxiety, Aggression and

Dependency,
#

Muller and Madsen (1970) reported positive resUlts in using

de'sensitization techniques to, reduce pupil anxiety in test situa-

tions and reading performahces; respectively. Felker, Stanwyck,

and Kay (1971) reported the success of.r.cultivating self-reward

behavior in children -to enhance their self-concept and reduce their
.

anxiety. In the Felker, .et al., study, a significant reductionin

mean scores of anxiety from pre- toposttest '(P' .005) was re-

ported, although there was no significant difference between the

experimental and control groups. The' authors attributed the lack

ofdifference in experimental and control groups'. pdsttests to the

teacher enthusiasm for the program which spread from experimental

teachers to dontrols during the, treatment period.

Meathenia D.971)...reported the success of a program implemented

.

with kindergarten pupils to alleviate recurring fear and anxiety

after a traumatic event in the lives of the children. Although no

evaluatiVe methods were used, Meathenia reports that after experi-

encing a severely damaging tornado in which the pupils had suffered

'personal loss and ihjury, pupils were able to work out their anxiety

and fear of storms through a program encouraging physical and verbal

expression:and exploration of their feelings.'

The results of alternative methods of dealing with dependent

behavior Have been reported by several investigatorS. Since
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dependent behavior Is characterized by approval seeking, approval

can be construed as nurturant and reinforcing of- dependent behavior.

Ha'rtup (1958) found that nurturance-withdrawal was significantly re-

lated to faster, More adcurate'learning for girls and also imOoved

the.perforMance. dependent boys. Low- dependent boys, however,

. worked better under 'consistent nurturance. Speer, Briggs and

Gavalas (1969),, in examining the possibility that lack:of rein-
.

forcement for competerice (initiating behaviors) might be more '

potent in encouraging-dependent responses than actual nurturance of
r.

dependent behavior% found that dependent and competent. behavior

did not appear to be mutually exclusive. Using a. ratio of depen-

dent,to competent behavior, they reported that pre-school girls had

a higher ratio of dependent to competent behaviors than boys and. that
0

bpsexhibited* more competent than dependent behaviors, ,suggesting

a possible sex difference at this age level. They found that

dependent-reward pupils had mo
?
e dependent than competent behavior

when compared with Competent-re and or no- reward pupils. However,

since the amount of dependent behavior was not appreciably.dif-
.

'ferent between the groups, they suggested that simple reinforcement
. .

of behavior as a change agent may be over-rated. 'Parke (1967)

reported only mild- support for the theory that.ndr_turance with-

..drawal has a positive effect for producing greater resistance.to

deviant behavior in young children. Parke found that nurturance

had a great-dr impact, for increasing resistance behaviors for girls,

4.-
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especially when the source of approval was female. Burt-On,

smith and Macpoby (1966) have investigated the effects of sex of ex-. ..
perimenter and sex of subject in .a similar study. They found th.at

girls did not conform to.\rules more than boys, and that, in general;

all the children appeared to be more conformed to rules when with

an. adult of the opposite sex. Boys 'did' exhibit more deviant

(cheating) behavior than girls when 'adult attention was withdrawn,

but the. authors suggested that their findidgs were subject to

several inerpretations and were not conclusive. Gentry (1970)

.

examined the interruption of positive 'reinforcement opportunities

as an antecedent of 'aggressiue behavior in children and found that,

while it did not, increase aggressive behavior for children in gen-.

C z

eral, interruption of positive reInforcethent ;did produce. an increase

in the overall activity of the young femalelsubjects. However, it

is suggested by the authors that this reported sex difference may
7

have resulted from using .play apparatus in the. test that was more
.

familiar to five-year-old girls than to boys. of this age.,

Teacher Behaviors Suggested by Research' on Child-Rearing and Family

Influence

Baumrind .(1967) studied the. social competence behaviors of pre-

school children in relation to parental child-rearing that influence

the social. competence of children. Pattern I children, identified,

" as the most mature and competent boys and girls, had parents. who

were essentially -firm, loving; demanding, and understanding. in their

157
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relationships with the child. Pattern II children were described as '

discontent, withdrawn, and distrustful (dysphoric.and disaffiliative,

inBaumrind's terms) and had-parents who were firm, punitive and un-

affectiopage. Pattern III children were desctibed as immature,r.
dependent,' with little self-control, and a tendency to withdraw

from novel experiences, Mothers of Pattern IIIthildren were

moderately loving and lacking in.control, while the fathers were

ambivalent and lax in theirjarent role.
!

0

The parenting behaviors Of Pattern I (Mature) children reflected

a balance of high nurturance with- high control chara'cterized by

giving reasons and encouraging verbal give and take. These parents

made high demands, had clear communication, used power openly and

non - manipulatively, and exhibited- an ability to, maintain a guiding

control without inviting rebellion or passivity from their children.
...

.

The author commented that restrictiveness and. control were-not

synonomous and that the "interacting effects of restrictiveness and
.

warmth clearly differ from the interacting effects of control and

warmth." In Baumrind's interpretation, control interacts with Warmth to

encourage mature behavior in children, while restrictiveness le'adi to

inhibiting, dependent, and submissive 'behaviors.

,
.

'Santrock (1970) investigated the social behaviors of nhilAren
. '

.whose fathers were absent from the home and found that father ab:

sence may be related to compenSatory aggressive behaviors or depen-
4

dency behavior as a result of more feminine/maternal influence.

Biller .(1970) makes a similar interpretation of the role of

1 G0
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aggression as a
.

compensatory behavior .and suggests that aggressive

behavtor'may alsO be .used by father-absent boys in order'to gain'

'peer acceptance.

An apparently, developmental difference in boys' frustration-

. aggression relations has been reported by Cohen (1971) who investi-

gated frustration-aggrkssion experiences of males at fourth'and

sixth gra,de level's. Cohen defined the experience in terms of puni.

tive, restrictive, and rejection encounters with parents, teachers

. and peers, correlated .with measures of overt aggression. Fourth

,

grade subjects showeoLfrustration correlated significantly with

aggression in a negative direction. Sixth grade boys' showed.
.

frustration associated with peers to be correlated with aggression.

Cohen concluded that fourth grade boys suppressed agates ye behavior

when frustrated and suggested that this behavior may have been

related to the tendenOy of younger boys to generalize frustration

experiences and to continue to use the adult world as their frame

of reference, while the sixth grade students appeared to dilfer-,

entiate between frustration experiences, using both-peer and .

adult referenCes to become free of.adult control. Shantz and,

Voydanoff (1973) also found an age difference in young boys'

abilities to differentiate between intentional and accidental

provocation of,aggressive response. Boys aged nine to twelve

years differentiated and responded less aggressively to accidental

over intentional provocation, while seven-year-olds failed to

4. 1
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e
' differentiate between the two circumstancei.'pwelve-year-old boys

6
. responded. leis aggressively to intentional verbal provocatibn than

intentionalphysical provocation, but nine- and seven - year -old bogs

. did not make this differentiation. Subjects across age groups who

were asked to recall the circumstances of provbc,ittpn could dif-

ferentiate between intentional apd accidental provocation but did

not distinguish between:verbal and physical provocation.

Deur and Parke (1970) examined the role of punishment' as an

inhibitor of aggressive behavior and reported ,that, with their

second and third grade subjects, punishment consistently applied

had. a suppressive effect on the strength and pprsistenceof agres-

sive response in boys. The authors also'reported that a previous.

.

°history of inconsistent punishment and reward of aggressive beha;dor 4

resulted in. more resistance tQ the' use of consistently applied '

punishment and more resistahce to extinction of aggressive behavior.

By pEtrapoldtion, teachers may find the parenting behaviors

.

described for Pattern I of Baumrind's groups to be an.effective

model for helping children developmature social behaViors. The

studies of aggressive behaVior should give some insight into

possible sources of aggressive behavior:as well as problems chil-

dren have in differentiating provocations in order to make more

Appropriate responses. Teachers might help children make these

differentiations and help them handle aggressive behaviors more

'1.62*
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acceptably, while at the same time, correcting unacceptable aggres-

'1

sioh in a consistent and firm .manner.
. -4

.
.

RObertspn and Dotson (19EI9) examined students' manifeStations
. .

of affiliative behavior in relation topexceived parental Wxpresc-
. . _

, .

siyity :and subjects' anxiety or stress. The reported results

4. .4

i1pd.tcated that first-born subjects who. react to stress with anxiety.
. .

. . .. .

. . .

and who perceive their parents as affectionate and indulgent are

likely to exhibit affiliative bdhaviors under stress, while 0.rst-
.

.- . . .

'horns Wild verbally express.high.anxiety will, not exhibit as much
A ,

. afliliatipn. Thegendral.reactions of seeking association and

support and' of discussing feelings and events should'be.retognized
... ,

by teachers as methods pupils to cope with stress and anxiety

in situations such as. testing.

A study by Wolman (1970) undertaken with a population of
' .

,

'delinquent boys and-girls dealt with what might be con-
.

.

sidered-more extreme behavior but still offers'some insight into
1

nOrmal:adolescent behaViors as well. . Wolman investigate the re-
.

lationship between early recollections of childhood and the objec-
.

A

.tive perception of significant others during addlescence. He re-
._

ported that early, memories chLracteiized,as simcorant and.need-

:
fulfilling combineewith early memories of abasement and abnegation

.

. . .

impaired his subjects' objectivity in their perceptions of signifi-

cant others, while memories 6f.ihdependent activity and confronlal

tion improved the objectivity and maturity of subjects' perceptions,
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The investigator suggested that part of the conflict inherentin

theadblescent "process is the need "to 'mourn the loss, of and resist

,the passive wish fox one's parents," and to attempt to establish an

:identity and mature relatiOn4ips. these contflicts must be resolved

at least.in part before the adolescent is cap4ble of more objective

. 1 -

,end mature perception' and realiStic appraisal .of their significant

others. Teacherswho are constantly made aware of the.confIicting

attitudes And behaviors of adolescents might be of assistance to pupils

(

l

in hetping them press for.T5solutions by reduCing demands "for .1-
1

dependent behivioxs and by supporting thtir pupils' struggles ,for

, .

mature identities.

Strategies Anxiety

The traditional setting. for "public .education has 'changed con-

iderably in the past two decades. WhA was innovative one year
. .

"becomes iristitutionalized in the next five as desks are detached'

from their moorings and the single. teacher itanding'at the front:of

A rectangular world moves into a team teaching or-differentiatold

staffing approach to teaching. New methods, new curriculum, and 1

.new organizational strategies have all .been introduced for as.tenr.
.sibly only one purptise -- improving education. Although the

ultimate criterion is the academitachievemedt of pupils, Utter-

.
ent organizational strategies may improvethe:educational system

.bS, offering more environmental.opportunities.for pOsitive self-
,e.

concept development, Improving pupil self-concept may not raise'

0'
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tfte mean of academic achievement, but it may increase the number of
:

pupils achieving az the mean, Cr reduce the number of pupils who
..

ftil in 'school, or the number who drop out- of school.

These strategies should be examined in the light of, their

efficacty in reducing the stress and anxiety of pupils. Through

supportive and responsive . enviroriments teachers may reduce' the

negative 'impact of, the school experience on some pupils' developing
s. .

self-conc

The following three studies offer some research resulti tnt
.

. .. -

apply to this section,,, if only peripherally.
. ,

Berk (1971)' reported that ,in- he, research on nursery schOol
. ,

etivl.rOnnients and children's adaptation modes the single et-IA/iron-

mental characteristic affecting. the incidence of stress was the struc-
.

Sure of the nursery school program. Using the' Wolfson and Jacksdn

conflict da tegory 'system reported earlier in this chapter, cc:n.,-

paiisgns .re made 'between a 'Montessori instructional program and
- --.

a university nursery free-play program. The comparison showed signi-
. ' .,

4 .
. .. . . . .. ,ficAnt differences in the frequency and type of s tress incidents found.

in these two instructional environments. Th4 Montessori program
.

had a .greatet incidence o total stress events with the category

representing teacher interruption of pupil 's desire contributing the

greatest number of stress incidents. The author suggested that the

instructional nature of ,the Montessori program was re-sponsible for

the concentration of 'events in . this category. The 1tontessori
. ,

t
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program is designed to control for conflict between children Ilnd
,

conflict OT stress arising from a discrepancy between a child's

.desire and his ability. There were greater numbers of incidents, of

one child's desire vs.another childs desire; child desire vs.

clutter-crowds, and also more frequent use of verbal adaptation

strategies in the free-play nursery school environment. The author

folesupport in this study. for acknowledging the impOrtanCe of"

the interdependency of environmental and behavioral phehOmenon in

that the environmental chgracteris4cs becOme the conditions that

determine the type of stress and prescribe the appropriate behavioral

responses to stress.

Id a study based on a survey of a Mexican-American and Anglo-

American sample of 160 first graders and 382 sixth graders,. Schmidt

and Gallessich (1971) reported that team teaching yielded lorr

anxiety levels in gederal for all first grade girls and for Mexican-

.

American pupils at the first and sixth grade levels when compared

to the anxiety levels of subjects in a self-contained clissroom

situation. The investigators suggested that the availability of.

M
more than one female model in the team situation'ireased. the

.
. ,

.

.. pupils! chances for obtaining teacher approval and that perhaps k
' ?

,-,,*
.

.`4
.

the presence of colleagues motivated team teaCh'ers to maintain a

t

mere positive relationship with their pupils.

Ruedi and West (1923)Jouna_that intermediate pupils in an open,

classroom siuation.viewed their school as more friendly and less

116.6
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threatening than .pupils in a traditional, self- contained setting.

However, the authors cautioned that this finding may have been due

to chance, since _only this 'one correlation out of the 20 examined
-

attained statistical significance. The. 19non-significant carrels-

tions were obtained with variables from a global self-concept

instrument which.may not have been sufficiently discriminating as

---

a measure.of self-concept related to the school experience. In

addition, the. sample was of insufficient size for the number of
ti

correlations sought in this study. The author suggested that

. .

multiple' criteria for self-concept measures should be used'in

futurestudies examining the effect of open classroom and tradi-.
.

tional tchool.settings.

The studies on the psychological construct of the sense of.
. .

Bodily Self, cited this.chapter have been placed in a theoretical

odhtext and have been considered from a perspective,, which, with very

r'-

few exceptions, bears little relation'slfip to the reporting investi-
, .

'gator's original purpose in conducting his study 'and interpreting
-
, . -

-

.his results. The theoretical context in which we are viewing these.

studies .presents thepsychologicalconstruCts of self as products
. .

of the individual's' psychological experiences. We haveconsiderect

these studies in the light of the informatilim...and.insight they can

contribute toward understanding the effect of certain teacher behav-

iors as psychological experiences from which the pupil derives the

senses of self.

A 167
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The initial dense of self described as the Sense of Bodily

Self includes a sense of self as a physical,entity that has boundaries

and pOsSetses physiological and psychological characteristics.

These characteristics define the .self ,as an object and as a_ stimulus
. .

to others. The sense of Bodily Self also includes a sense. of self

continuity as the sense of self that persists through psychological

and physical events of change across time. It includes as welh. a

bas.ic sense of trust or mistrust as the initialpsychologital state

mac-»
arising from the first interactions of the self in relation to others -

b

and the environment. the psychological experiences from whith the

.senses of self are formed occur in relationship, with. significant

others and the environment. The' interaction between the developing

self, his significant others, and his environment cOnstitutds the

. behavioral dialogue ,n which self-concept developMent occhrs.,

The behavioral dialogue Of the clattioom consists of the
\

\

interaction between the pupil' as 'a developing self, the teacher .as. a.

tignificanE or salient other, ,and all other per sons including the

physical setting at the interacting environment. The reflectiens,

responses, and interpretations provided by the significant "'others

and the environment form the psychological expe riences from whiCh

the developing self derives a concept of self-as-Object, and through

which he perceives the nature of his impact upon significant others
.

and the environment. Within this theoretical context, theno the

teacher's behaviors as a significant other and the. teacher's

'1 6

way.
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behaviors as an organizer and ,controller of the interacting environ-

ment can be peiceived as' having a direct influence on the formation

of the senses of self for each pupil in the classroom.

The efforts of research have been concentrated upon the task

of 'identifying teacher behaviors and rev osses to -pupil characteris-

tics that have an effect ort> the academic achievement of pupils. Since

the value for aca,dem- ic achievement dominates all areas of educational

.. . . _
.

research, most stt lies of self-concept development in pupils are
.

undertaken to determine 'if improved self-concepts in pupils will.

effect an improvement in pupil academic achievement. Research on

teacher responses to the physiological and environmental Character-
..

istfcs of pupils and the relationship of teacher .response to pupil's.

-
sense of Bodily Self is very sparse. There is some evidence in the

I.

present body of research that teachers do respond to pupil charac-

,
teristics' of sex, race, and socio- economic status and there are of

.

some suggestions that differential teacher responses to these pupil

characteristics may, affect the acidemc performances of, pupils.

Teachers' responses to pupil ch'aracteristic also appear to re-

flect the values and standards of middle-class sOelety and empha-

size t6e 'teacher 's function as a model and purveyor and reinforcer

of middle -class norms and beliefs.

Perhaps the greatest benefit. that could be derived from the

present research would be for each teacher to achieve or increase

. .

his objective awareness of his own style of response to the
.
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physiological and psychological characteristics of his pupils and

to give more attention tothe nature of the psychological and

physical environment he is creating in his:,,o-Lassroomi.

There are indications in the 'present research literature that

tie role of the teacher as a.purveyor'and reinforcer of middle-Class

,
values and standards influences the teacher's performance as a

signific'ant other and affects the images of the Bodily Self reflected

to each pupil. The differential responses of teachers to physio-

logical aulpsychological charaCteristics of pupils presently reported

in researctstudies suggests that middle-class values and.standards

are not implemented as valuesstandards, and goals to be achieved

by pupils,'but as the basis of judgnients that determine the nature

and extent of .the behavioral dialogue that will exist between the

teacher and the pupil: Teachers may communicate their responses to .

pupil characteristics both verbally'and nod-verbally. They can

express their judgments and'impose limitations on the behavioral

dialogue by the organization of seating arrangements or by the

amount and/ nature of the contact they initiate with individual

pupils or help pupils initiate with. other pupils:

With increased awareness and. sensitivity to thelevel of

anxiety, response to frustration, and need for approval expressed

by each pupil and the trust or mistrust pupils'-exhibit toward

their school situation and those they must relate to in the :school,

teachers can help each pupil acquire a more positive image of his

. 1 7
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Bodily Self and to experience the acceptance and approval essential

.
for revisinghis constructs of social behavior.

.

1. 7 1'
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CHAPTER
t.,

Self Identity
.

Teachers'" behaviors and pupils' concept of
*/

self-identity/related to social roles, acceptance,

hostility, self-awareness, independenc6authority,
4

4 'openness .and :theacquisi:iOn of.langnage.

... .The psychollgical construct Of,"Self-iden&ity",.represenis the
. .

. .

.
.

sense of se/f ac'quirdd in relation to significant others. and the

environment. -The sense of self-identity is the sense of self de-

'

veloped in reference tothe external environment and from the
, , 1

reflection and response to self made by diternal sourCes. The be-
, . .

ha-iiora.l . dialogue betweenthesdeveloping self and the 'external

. ,

enVironment.begins with the first 'impact of the developing self
'..

upon his environment. In this initial impact the interpretive

roles of the ;salient 'and, significant others can be observed as they

respond to the. presence of the deveroping.self'and take cues for, NS

0

their own interacting behaviors from their interpretation of the

physiological state, the physical movements, and, the sounds of the

. developing. self. Arl'of the interpretations made by the.salient

. , r
and significant Qthers bear the imprint of their unique psy,ch6logi-.

cal, experiences as well as their individual socioecono it and cul-

0

tural backgrounds. The developing self, the co oiling salient
i

t 4

1

and significant others,', and the physical A vironment comprise thd
1

1

%. '..-'
,

elements of the behaViorai dialogue but of which the senses of self
,

. ,

.

,,, 0
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evolve:

'174'

The seise of the Bodily Self,.of physical entity and self-
.

continuity emerge from the behavioral dialdgue as the cognitive and,

affective,procePses of, the self-experiencing-the-self and the self-(

°

differentiating-the-self-frOm-others, continue to occur. The initial

flow of varying sensations experienced by the, developing self be-

comes marked by repeated phy.sical sensations from the daily bio-

logical cycle, e.g., hunger, rest% etc., and the psychological ex-''

periences from the constant and consistent interpretation and re-

sponse of significant others to the, events in the behavioral dialogue.
:0

The repetition of sensations within the flowof experienced sensa-

. tiOns provides-a basis for the formition of cognitivd constructs

and behavioral schema through the cognitive processes of association

and differentiation.

The constructs formed by thy developing self are prod is repre-

v

senting the behaviors of ,both sides of the beha-Viore ialogue--the

behaviors of the developing self and the behaviors o others. Uhen

significant others interpret the behavior of the developing self as

cues for fOod, for rest, for cleansing, or for fondling and atten-

tion, the significant other is, in a sense, participating on both

sides of the dialogue. This process of dialogue interpretation, by

its, constancy and consistency, serves to strengthen the associations

made and reinforces behaviors of, both participants ih the

'1ogue. .For example, certain physical cues of the developing self

180
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which have been initially interpretedby the significant other'as

indicating aneed for rest can become the behavioral language f .

* *

through which the developing self communicates a need for rest.
. .

. By their differential responses to the behavioral cues of the.
, . .

developing self, the significant and salient 'others in the behavioral,
_....

dialogue reflect the developing self as a stimulus for their behavior'

Az,

and provide the psychological events in which the developing self

can experience his impact upon Others and the,eivirondexii. 'In the

reflections' and responses of others, then, the.developing self ac4,

quires a sense of self as object 6d reinforcement of his subjective

sense of self as an initiator ari4erforier.

By accepting the interpretations' placed-upon. his behavior by.

the significant andAsalieneothers in hiS environment, events tithin

the behavioral dialogue become mutually understood experiences for

the participants in the dialogue. These mutual experiences from

which he developing. self has acquired associations and interprets-

tions form. the foundations of a communication systgm. The communi7

cation established through physical. motor behaviors forms the basis

.
for acquiring a system of\symbolic communication but body language

remains as aneffective means of,Communication throughodt life.

As the byMbolic system of communication is acquired, the senses

.

of self discovered in'the.precdding psychological experiences- can be
1 * I

cognitiVelir organized, identified', and described to cbmmunicate thd

-'

sense of .seg-in-relatioti-to-others not only to the self as a part.
,

I

tie



of 'the self-concept,' but to ot rs as ,the self's perceived identity.

The emphasis placed pn/the dynamics of reAtionships 'com-

munication when defining the Psychological.cbnstruct Of self-identity

alSo introduces and underscores the importance oflthe role that cul:
-,-

,

tural values play,in the formation of_self-identd.tyand in the operating,
',. .

self-concept of,each-individual. The initial cobetnication-df-ield-

. ,

tiOnship is, sEtiksonAescribeS it, a message of acceptance or.

rejection ,,, of friendliness or hostility,toward the developing self, .

.1

'The pets sten8e of ti., initial message results,in."an internalited

.

"set!' _in ,the attitude of the developing self, not only toward his

objectified self, but in his subjective attitude toward all Others

and the environment. As an understanding and'interpretation of self-

(including .the environment), an'attitude Of

tust.or mistrust influences the interpretation of succeeding psy-

chological.experiences from wh ich self-cOncept derives, but theper-

sistence of the. initial attitude must be considered in the light of

the many opportunities for change offered in.the.context bf rela-
u.

. . .

tionships. The process-of sel1f- identification through awareness of

self-in-relation-to-others is an expanding'and incorporating process e
. ,

.:
.

i ?

as well as a disaffiliating and discarding prOcess.

The role of the significant other in the process of establishing
--4--Lre

self- identity is difficult to over-emphasizethe-content-of-the

t._,

...

message' sent td the developing self may or may not 'be consciously

,. ,, ,

!

known to the sender. The image reflected 'to the developing'self and

, .
It

cw ,
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the content of .the behAvioral didloguebetween the developing self
.-

and the significant/othei ate, in large part, Aetermined by' the se

concept and selfvcOneerhs of the-Vignificant others.' Persistentand
.

. .

..
,

, ,

;
4 ,

behaviorally expressed self-conern s-that are grounded in fears, such
. .-

. .. . ,

as a fear of responsibilita fear.of incompetence, or a fear of

inadequacy, can Op'troy or reduce the-behavioral dialogue to a mono-
,

-

logue delivered.by the significant other. The abSdnce pf the necessary

. .

dialogue and the intrusion ofthe'self-concerms- of significant others

into the reflected image of the developing serf can affect the
.

processof self-fdentity. formation iWa variety of Ways. The sense
. .

. , .

of self-identity is influenced by'the varianpe'in behavior and the

characteristics of *both the significant other and the developing self.

However, at this point, we aredoncerne4,only with:the theoretical:-

s of the significant other that facilitate the processfunptio

self -aw

If

role of

reness and the formation' of self-identity.

of--

the significant other only allows the developing- self .the

a negative stimulus in the behayioral dialagne,:the perception

and awareness of se will be that of the sdlf as negatively related

to others and the e vironment.. If,' in addition, the events in this

primarily monologica 'relationship have been kept to a minimum, thus
.

providing only veiylimited as well as-negative psychological ek-
.

.periences, the d ,pveloping self may thereafter seek'm teintatt a low

frequency of flteractive events with Others:anO, the environment,

,

'Iwithdrawing from,

?
avoiding, and curtailing t'hose additional psycho-

;1 4"
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'

logical experiences which Fight-otherwise have helped him acquire a

,
positive reflection of self.

The self- concerns of significant others often intrude upon the

reflected image of the developing self and have a determining effect
. cT-. .

on the emerging awareness, of self and the developing sense of self=
i. . 1.

. -,

identity. When the relatiofiShiv tO-the developing self Is-perceive&
!-

as a test or evaluation of .the adequacies and capabilities of the
. .1

,
.1 .)

significant.other, the developing'Self is reflected as a prodUct or
.

.

'extension of the significant other; a product only conditionally

(

acceptable to the significant other when it exhibits prescribed and

conforming behaviors. The eiiAfiCant other who is.concerned to be

seen as completely adequate and totally responsible in his relation-
.

ship to the'develOping self'can produce a behavioral monologue by

-1
.

anticipating, providing; and.completing both sides of the behavioral

dialogue. The, monologue of the significant other totally obscurqs

\

'
the.reflected image of the developing self, negating both'the process

and the prodtict of self-identification. The developing self who

experiences repeated rejection, frustration,' And non-recogni4onas

an active and participating member-in the behavioral dialogue 'cannot

acquire a concept of':self as related to, or having impact upon others

r-
and his environment. Infantile autism is thought to b-r condition

,reflecting the extreme -result of d disruption- in the process "seg."

*elopment and the.fail.ure to form..a concept of self-identity, whether

- ,
, ,

the\ cause of the condition is considez'ed to be of phydiological and/or

181
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psychological origin. The theoret.ical implications for treating an

autistic cbndition by, establishing a behaviorAl dialogue ih which
. r,.

opstant and consistent therapiSts function as significant.others in

an environment that provides remedial psychological experiences for
. -a.

differentiating the self from others and the environment appear to*

be-substantiated,imtheLreports Of LOvaask_Koegel Simmons, and

Long (1973).
. . ,

A.

The intrusion of cultural values into the formation of self-

,concept occurs through the reflecting role o_f_the_significaht other

and the environment. Just as the. reflecting properties of a common.

looking :glass are determined by the idiosyncratic characteristics of

1.79

the glass surface, with its perfections and distortions and the

equally essential presence and characteristics of the metallic backing

on the glass, so the reflected image of the developing self de-

termined ,by the.idlo*Icracies'of significant others as a reflecting:.

. .

surface and by, the 'presence and. characteristics of the cultural

milieu as the reflectille base.

The value of "individualism" so strongly .emphasized in Oft.

society is an individualism defined by the dominant cultureof

society. Tile. "self- identity" to be achieved in our society is one

that relates the individual to Our cultural norms and mores. The

concept and category systems developed by the self in the prbcess of

differentiating selfProm others will contain the values and inter-

pretations derived from the culture but re-i4terpreted and .reflected

183
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.11

.

by significant other's ia the.immediate environment. The continuum

between home and school 'environments represents a comparison of the

two value systemS. It compares' the value systed, concept and cate-
.

gories, symbol systems, and icheMas of'goal-directed behaviors ac-

quired'by. each pupil in-his familial setting W ith the systems and
.

concepts defined and institutionalized by the dominant culture.
.

Broad labels such as i'deficient" androi-Ntiaadvantagedl do not'da.-

-criminate ambag those pupils Who have a limited Sbilityto organize and

4.4
cOnceptualiZe, those pupils who lack the opportuhity and experience

necessary.fordevt.lop\ ing and organizing constructs, and.those

pupils who have developed symbol systMs;lconcept4, and organizational

schema apart from the cOre-cultare.,

.

Tor'each:ofthe PupilS labeled as.deficient or disadvantaged,
%

the label becomes a reflection of self- in the school environment' and

serves as a psyChologlCal experience from which a part of the concept

of self -in- relation -to- others, or self-ideptity, is derived.

. . "

Teacher Behavior. and Pupil Self- Awareness
'

,.

Minuchin (1971) reported a pilot study designed to investigate'
a. \ .

. . s

curiosity and exploratory behaviors in preschool,'black, disadvantaged'

children.in an Urban Bead Start program and to relate these behaviors ,

to developmental dimensions. Children with more exploratory behavior

were found' to. exhibit a greater degree of self-differentiati:on.'

also exhibited stronger expectations

facilitation from their.e vironmant,
.

.

. '
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'mastery. Examinati8n of the data obtained in this pilot Study lead

research:Minuchin tomake the following suggestions for further
.

-
. .

,

.
.

.
,

(1)A study should be made.toexamine the link between children's
.

.

.

responses o n dimensions used in this study and vaiia s In family.
,

background;' (2)_ this. Pilot study should. be replicated and extender

to- middle- class.
N

samples; and (3) on the premise. thatcuriosity and

active exploratory behavior are-imPbrtant.to early learning, pre.

schodl models should be: examined to determine the-extent to which
.

. ,.......-

.
.

their programa.and teackiing methodologies encourage -exploratory y be-

I

..
.

bavior... In _considering, the development theories that hypothesize a

dissonance.oi imhalancebetweenrorganized schemata and new expgrieAces

as a condition for further exploratory behavior and growth,the

Author fur.ther suggested that a simple schemata Or organizationMay

'he at ssumed precgAdition and that children who have not acquired

a simple schemata would' m..1 to achieve this initial, step before

being subjected to a more stimulating and dissonance-inducing envi:ron -

t

ment. Thiivdry modest study', while not contributing. generalizable

. .

information; takes a singularly explordtiv e'approach to research on

self-awareness that warrants further investigation.

In an earlier' study Dyk and fi.tkin (1965) investigated the link

'betweenjamilial.background experienoea and children's-self-

...

differentiation development% Using an initial group of 21 mother-
.

and2=10-year,,o,Id-soriLpairsthe_investig_apors found that the children

,

Of mothers whose behaviors' were believed to foster differenliation
. ,,

:

9



.

4

/t

rT

I "
."\gave evidence of a, more developed concept of differentiation} on

measures Of articulation, of experience,. differentiation of self, and

_.both the specialization and structure of defenses. Childienls*self-
. 1 .

differentiation ratings were found to correlate withthose of their

Mothers, lending support to the.assumOtion that a link exists between
' 4

.family background and children's respbnses on psychological dimen7

measuring,the development of self-identity.

The ,more common approach to research on teacher.behavior and

pupil.self-awareness has been through the evaluation of theory-based

_ .

programs implementedtin a variety of school situations.

The Human Development Program (Bessell and Paloriares, 1973,, Reva,.,
, .

a program reflecting Horney's personality development' theory, ,

. .,. . .

'concentrates its 'curriculum on three themes: awareness,.defined as

"knowing what your thoughts, feelings'and actions really are;"maStery,

477"'
.

"knowing what your abilitied are and hoW
y

to usethem;" and, social-
1-

interaction, "knowing other people." The curriculum has been'developed

.

for use at kindergarten through high school levels.. The Human

Development 'Supplementary Guide (1972) reported fie minor evaluation

studies of the program at kindergarten, first, fow:th,'fifth, and

remedial high school curriculum levels. betailed descriptions Of

measures, operational definitions, and statistical methodologies f.Tere______

not available in the reports. The variables described in the repqrts

included language, vocabulary and comprehension,' awareness,

personal relation-6 peer relations, and affective performance (the

18 3
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"

,

ability to verbalize feelings). After pre- and podttests, and control

group comparisons, the five studies all reported positiv.e., results 'of

a- the prOgram's effectiveness as measured by the 'selected variables,'

regardless of program level and variations in program implementation.

Several other programs designed to help pupils develop
. ,

awareness'reflece the,tr4Odlation of developmental and behavioral'

t

theories, into-ieducational programs, ,These programs emphasize the

intuitive acceptance by educators of the need for developing pupil
;

self-awareness ag an integral part of the educating process. The

programs desi:gmed,'however, do not often include any formal plans

for program research or evaluition in order to monitor the implemen-r

tation, oar measure the success in achieving program objedtiVes.

,

Long and Wolsk (1971) described an experimerital eiementary

program, that ut.lized the theoretical role of dissonant experience
N

and equilibrium-seeking as a motivation toward growth and self-
,

.
understanding. .Using each pupil as a unique source, the program

provides stimuli and information to each pupil to be used individually

for achieving personal goals of self-awareness and anxiety reduction.

Piestrofesa (1969) has designed a curriculum for self- understanding

at the high, school level. This program use a more cognitive approach

to pupil self- understanding and prOvides a series-of topical units

dealing with theories of development, t,hepsy ology of adolescents;'

adolescent behavior, and problem solving techniques. 'Hiner (1964)

has 4veloped a unit on self-awareness for use with exceptional



children. This program encourages self- differentiation, pOncept.

formation, and the organization of behavioral schema through a variety

Of program activities and a Variety of media.

A review of recent literature supplies, ample evidence that, .in

the area.of affective research and program development, intuition

continues to outdistance investigation and evaluation. Most.educa-'

tional programs aimed at self-awareness are reported as, having at

4,
least satisfactory if not completely successful outcomes. The re-

.

ported successes may be cases of self-fulfilling prophecies, or of

publiAing policies, or, yerhaps an indication that schobls suf-
,

ficiently interested and oriented towara programs of tits kind pro-
,

duce a phenomenon not entirely attributable to the program itself.

In .order to truly benefit amathe insight and intuition of prograd

developers, further evaluation, validation, and research is needed

to, bridge the distance now, existing between theory, program,'and

reported success.

There are two directionvindicated for teacher behaviors by tha

current research on pupil self-awareness: (1) Teachers can,become,

sensitive to the various levels of onaePt formation exhibited by

pupils, and'aware Of the Organizational schema for goal - directed
1 ;

f

behavior evidenced by individual pupils. Teachers shaild be aware:

that, pupils"' ^levels of concept formation can,be related to. the lack

of lbility, the lack of opportunity, or to culturally dictated

dif erenoeS, and (2) Teachers should consider a'reduction of stimuli
a .

--.

190



as a posSible means of helping children with poor differentiatiori.

processes and.poor concept'development to make the initial steps.for

improvement. In addition, teachers should explore the,premise that

concept development. emerges from psychological experiences that are

. .

constant, Consistent, and manageable.

Teacher Behavior and the Pupils',Role-Identity

The psychological experiences from which the concept of Self and

.allother conceits derive occur in thd interaction betjedn the
!

developing self; his iignificantOthes, and his environment. The

185.

L

initial mode of communication. and-ritid-ories-t hatendures 'throughout
/

. ,

life is that of concrete, experienced, and observable .Physical. be-

havior. Constant and consistent physical behaviors, experienced and

observed in the/behavioral dialogue produce patternsthat become

interpretable and predictable by both partitipants and thus form the

basis of communication. The mutual categories oi.'behaviOr and the

Mutual concepts of the roles of both the developing self and the

significant other characterize the behavioral dialogue. In this

dialogue, hdi.lever, the significant other initially interprets, pre-:
.

- )
and .communicates all hehayiors according to his already

developed and culturally referenCed:concepts of,his role and the role
. , .

ox the developing self. Thus, the image reflected to the developing

se contains a cultural concept of his role as interpreted and.modi-

the significant other and further modified by tide perception

of theadeve oping self. Through the continuing processes of dif- '

1 191
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. .

ferentiation and association, t...e behaviors experienced and inter-

V

I *

preted in the behavioral dialogue are gpuped according to their

'functio ns,
. .

then acq

cepts of dther ro

. ,

thus forming concepts of roles. The developing selfdcan

a self- identity related to his roles and develop.con-,
. .)

es for de Afying others::

The pupilwhOse preschool Self-identity. is based on the roles

defined and prescribed by the dominant .culture can move into the

school exp4rience and acquire 'the necessary new toles.with a mini--
.2.

num-of adjustment time and with rw psychic cost. But for those'

- pupils whose phYsiological conditions or earlier environments have
\

not provided_ he means or opportunities for deVeloping a self-

identityidentity related to the role definitions of the dominant culture,

the new experiences encountered in thescho4 environment can be,

both debilitating end developmentally destructive. But there are
;

ways which new roles and 'concepts of identity can,Se acquired
.m,

o without painful confronter. ,

The realization

the-legitimate work..

4

1

e

that What'
.
had once been called "pley!1 is actually

f the developing self is now reflected `in the
, .

literature and ptog ams concerned with child-developtent.

plenentation of this realization intothe4'O'ractic'e of organizing and

.

structuring, play experiences to.achievedesirel and spedified'gpals

is apparent in pre-school prOgrais. In the laht two decades develop-

','

N
. .

* .*
N :

ment of equipment, materials, and techniques designe11pPfOr the express
.

. ,'

purpose of structuring 4n

. ,4s

simulating behavioral dialogues predicted

19'2'
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to enhance both intra-jand interpersonal relationships has become a

pfofitable and proliferating industry.
. . -. .

. .

Two of the most popilIar techniques adapted to the school dn-
.

vironment and teacher-leaderehip are the use of simulated experiences

such as role-play and the use of structured experiences as programs

designed for organized groups. Both of,these techniques can be used

broad range of affective objectives.

implementing these techniques, haw-

evaluation in reporting the of

with a var4ety Of materials foi.a

The majority of repOrted programs

aver,.have relied upon subjective
a

, . 4
fectiveness Of these techniques In achieving- program goals: and the

. 0. . . ,

reports of successful results lack thg ev idence of
. -

with only ajeW exCeptiOns.

4(oval and Hales (l972),,, using four'subtests of
.

Test. of 'Persamali, evaluated the Duso (Developing

b
objective measures)

the California

Understanding 'o f

1 Self and.*Others) Guidance Program. this program is aimed'at helping

children develop adequate self concepts, techniques of self-assessment

for identification'of personal strengths and the acceptance of self-

limitations, all to be achievdd through the Use of guided group ex- ,

periences, role- playing, and othei. media. At the end of,a ten -week

experimental period,

ported reeling more.

directing., and more

control group. Th%

pupils who participated in the Duso Program,re-

capable of independent achievement, more

accepted by others than the non - participating

authors reported that independeht of the program,
. . . ,

a'sense of persional freedbm tended to increase with grade level and

1'9 3
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concluded that both the program-and grade level appeared to affect

the self - concepts of primary-aged children in this Appalachian sample.

,Programs that offer opportunities and provide arenas for parti-

cipants to take an objective view of self and of self -in- relation-

to- others by guiding the examination of'underlying concepts and,values,

'expressed in behavior and attitude have good theoretical and staff

support. Materials and techniques used in school adapted programs

are werally coordinated with theories of developmental levels for

various age groups. .lettleheta (1972) gives theoretical suppOrt for

utilizing games by adding guidance and purpose. Gilpatridk (1969)

.

has examined the picture book as a tool for helping children identify

with othets while developing_more useful and broader concepts of

self and' others. Mende and Kauffman' i'97 +1) the use of

videotaped sessions in which program participants were givers the

opportunity to actually view themselves and their interactive be-

haviors and from which greater awareness of self and'self-behavior

is intended to develop and then. be guided toward further self-control

and socialization. For'thOse pupils whose cognitive development and

concept formation allow for more symbolic representations of behavior

there'is a great number and variety of innovative programs and tech-

niques. A comprehensive review and description of varied programs

and techniques designed to_increase self-knowledge has been compiled.

by Crist (1972).

In' this area of affective research we are again Caught in the
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position of presumingto "know" more than we can "show." We can ,

.

1 . .

..

produce .far more evidence of the faith we have in developmental

theories than of the facts presumed to be inherent in these theories.

There is as'yet.no research evidence- the use of simulated or

structured experiences expressly desUned to objectify the self and

allow examination of the roles of self and of self-in-relationto-

others actually produces generalizeable knowledge that facilitates

the development of individual self-identity apart from the Immediate.

program environment. The lack of such evidence does not invalidate

this approach, but neither does it offer any basis whatsoever'frOm

which to propose the use of theSe techniques for. the

tating self-awareness and self-identity .development..

purpose of

Given these

fonditions, there is no basis from which to examine or claim the

superiority of any one technique, a'particular set oe materials, or

one program over another in producing desired results. In. order to 1

,

4

r

.:establish a basis for decision making, a great deal of ,research and

evaluation is yet to be done. 4

However, since programdevelopment.and'implementation have, and

probabl will continue to proliferate on the Premise that it puts.'

.

theory into practice, it might be of some benefit to state.eomietheorr

based cautions. Programs which, at this time, can only purport to

',/'
,

. .

.

help apupil develop self-awareness and assist pupils in developing

concepts and skills considered to be essential for improving intra-
.

and,interRersonal relationships must necessarily have a cultural.

195
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perspective. This perspective, to be appropriate for public school
-

.

contexts, must reflect theyalues and concepts of the dominant culture.

As 'an. expression of the educational objective.of achieving the sociali-,

zation of individual pupils and to bring them into the cultural main-
.

stream, suchprograms may-not prOvide the means by which pupild'of

subcultures or differefit cultures can relate their previous experience

and-present concept dexeloPment to the events occurring in.the program.

On a more individualized basis, the process of objectifying the

self and examining the roles of self -in- `elation -to- ethers Can be a

confronting and threatening experience,lagain with debilitating and

) demoralizing effects on self-development (Winter,\Griff th & Kolb,

3
1968; Brehuv& Cohen, 1962; and Erikson; 1959). The circumstances

, .
.

.

uLder which delf-confrontation and self-:revelation occur should be
,

.
. . ,

those which always insure'psyEhOlogicar safety for the individual

.
,

(Miles, 1959), a condition not insured by good intent.

,Language Behavior and Self-Identity ,

Language behavior isalso a\process-product achieved-through
. \ : , .

. ---

the same two cognitive processes;; differentiation and association,

--- .\

so essential to the-formation of a sense of self-identity. The
_.-

,developing.self acquires language beh4vior within the same relation-
.

ships and under the same cdnditionsin which self-identity develops,

and, in theory, language behaVior is assumed to be a parallel and 1

interacting product of both'physiological and. psychological develop-

;lent.

11
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The.physiologidal condition Of the developing self dictates the
. .

level of physical and intellectual.abilities for receiving and.pp-

cessing the experiences essential for acquiring language. behavior.

The contittiOn affecting significant others and the, environment dic-

tate the content and frequency of those' experiences made available

to the developing self for receiving-and processing.

From the inception of the behavioral, .dialogue until the developing

self acquires formal verbal language, behaviors, the dominating function .

of significant 'others in the behavioral dialogue id that of inter-e.. 0

preter. .The significant other interprets the behaviorsf the

developing self and associates these behaviors with both physical
. d

and language behavior experiences,as they occur.withinfthe behavioral

dialogue.- The language behaviors and their interpretations contain

the same lamination of idiosyncratic and cultural components found
,1 0

in the image of the developing self reflected by significant pther§.'

Interpretations that are constant and consistent can be differentiated, '

associated, classified,.and organized into a conceptual framework to

provide for the ucquisition and execution of language behaviors. mutual

:to'the participants in the' ehavioral dialogue.

Tie efficacy with which the significant Other pe'rform's his in-
:

terpretivefunctions isosubject to the same influences that affect

.

4lis performance as a reflector. However, the developingbell,must

initially accept as his reality the interpretations.made by signifi-

cant otherg of all his behaviors, his role, his relationships, and

-i97
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his environment until he acquires a basis for discriminatidn, testing,

and judging.' T he construct of reality .projected to the developing

self-muses egtarected -to -testing-through-ehe-c ont-inualprocessing --

of additional psychological experiences. In this processing, those

4
interpretations and associated behaViors reinforced by positive

attention or lack of negative attention can become the basis for.con-
0

cept formation and for organizing behaviors directed toward both the

satisfaction of needs and achievement of goals. The interpretation

and reinforcement of particular behaviors, together with the oppor-

tunities and limitations of the environment, combine to form the con-
.

cepts and behaviors that become characteristic of social groups, and

become a'part'of group and self-identity. The communicating behavior

of a grodp.is one of'ita most identifying characteristics and the

symbolic language behavior forms a partial model of the social systems

operatigg within a group, giving expression to its concepts, values,

and role definitions. The verbal language behavior of an individual

't ,

also forms a partial model of his group memberships and the status.

of his physiological and psychological development in reference to

,his group memberships.

In the 'past four decades the relationship between language use

and socioeconomic and ethnic group membership has been under increasing
o

investigatipn. In the past two decades sociolinguists and sociOlo-

.

gists, notally Bernstein (1961), have formulatedtheories relating

4
social factors to language 1.1qe and have undertaken a respectable

1

I 98

A
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number of studies testing the hypothesized -relationship. Studies that

have confiried the relationship between Language use and social, economic,

O o n

or ethnic groups,' documenting significant differences in language

usage between such groUps, have also served to emphasize the role of

middle-class 'values in our concept of public education and its pur-

poses. Differences discerned' by the various measures and methods

used in these studies were initially defined as deficits' and ,disad-

vantages
, 4. . . .

vantages Elat required remedial programs for the children of the
, . .

"culturally deprived" before they could. enter the puling school system.

The more ecent trend toward preparatory programs and individualized

instruction has acknowledged differences in cul!ural.heritage and '.

language use as such and has also shown.a more pragmatic trend toward

completenting rather than supplanting the cultural herltage and lan-

guage of minority groups,with the culture'and language of the,middle-

class, majority .

By the time a child reaches primary school age, his_sense of

self-identity is an interfusion of the sense of bodily self, the self

.differentiated from others and the self-in-relation-to-others and

his experienced environment. His concept Toriation and organizational,

0
schema for goal-directed behaviors have been Initiated and developed

0

to function within this, experienced, developmental milieu and have

enabled him to assume some responsibility for interpreting the events."
o

in his.ongoing behavioral dialogue with significant qthers and his

1,
environment. His interpretations of events are expressed in verbal,

Or

199
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4.

A a .

and non-verbalbehavior that represent his repertoire of acquired

social behaviors. The appropriateness and adequacof concepts-and

behaviors acquired in the preschool, familial environtent must now
/./

be tried and tested in the school environment.

,Pupils whose previousexperiences have prepared themwith coil-

cepts and hehaviors appropriate. and adequate fois,functioning in the

school environment, those who encounter only minor and minimal al-
/

terations in the environmental continuum of home and. schopl, can main-.
. e

Lain and increasetliteiesense of-self-identity with another group

membership andfeelings of belongin. For other pup45ls,the sense
=,

. of self-identity must be maintained in whole or in part through those

//
previously formed concepts and,behaviors that prove to be appropriate

4

'and, If not completely adequate, at least serviceable fhthe new

environment. The break in the continuum can be so acute far some
% -

pupils that a sense of self-i4eptity must be maintained by rejecting
I

the new environment and intensifying the concepts and behaviOrs'that .
r . \

reinforce membership and sense of belonging tc'the famIlial4environ-
..

0
.

- . ,0\ ,.

'went. For .those pupils, those experience in the school elvirOntt (
.

allows for only marginal membership in that community, `the need\fOr
4 \

self - identify through grOup affi1311tion- may belmet through the creation

, \
, , = .

1

of small groups and/or thrOugh behaviors that es,tailish a grouRa d

self-Idehtity by deliberately reversing the behavioral standards a d
t..

. values of-the dominant grcitip.

The classroom teacher as controIlev

260.

'the. environment and as

a

4
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Ri .

.

a significant other is most opportunely positioned to,assiet each

.

pupil in maintaining and establishing a senrfleal="076TIIIty .n
-------

. ___----- . . .

. .

the school situation. Alit-Well positioned though they may be,..J

tdacherd.a rm always well prep ared to `function as interpreters.
,

the behavioral. dialogue for those pupils whose exp eriential develop-,

ment has occurred in environments dissimilar to their own. Being

partially prepared.with an ability to assess and, evaluate pupils as

a sorting and culling process without the ability to provide.those

,pUpils, who vary from the normwith needed experiences and interpre-
.

tations may only result,in a labeling process that does not servc,
06

the teacher or.the pupil advattageOusly. Such labels may, on'the con-

. erary, cause pupils to devalue their membership in-the school com-

.

munity;

The, role of theteadheE. as the otherwhose inter-

pretatidns must, be circumstantially accepted appears to have the.

potential for considerable impact on a pupa's sense of self-identity.

- The classroom, teacher sholild have additional potential for impact as

a 'Controller' of the environment in which the behavioral dialogue takes.

place, However, studies.of the impact of teachers' Verbal and non-

vilrbalbehaviors have been chiefly concerned with the teacher be=

.

. haviors that appear to be related to pupil achievement of.cognitive

godls and. gains and. only peripherally concerned with the impactAon

pupil selftconcept.

'There are several studies from Which suggestive information can
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be 'gained that have examined Pupils' dultdral and language differences

in the school environtent. Fisher (1974). cotparedtheresults of a

first-grade bilingual - biculture program Stressing individual'atten-
.

. .

tion and freedom with a non-program control group having the same

instructional.approach. 0n three measures, Self-concept, self-

.

description, and stimulus- seeking activity, the prdgram subject's re-
..

ported significant differences.. It appeared that the program

nificantly enhanced the'selfconcept of both Anglo and Chicano girls,

.but not that of the boys. In fact, the program appeared have a

lowering.effecton, the self-concept of Anglo boys and had no:sig-

nificat4 effect on that of Chicano boys.
-*

'Sel'f- description measures°

.

showed a reduction in negative feelings among the experimental Chicano
.

subjects, unlike 'the'Chicano,subjects of the control group, and also'

reported that Chicano pupils in the program .feit. themselves to be'

important Members of their class, unlike their control counterparts.

Stimulus seeking behaviors increase among.the girls in the prcigram,

. but not among,the boys, which led the author to suggest, that this

behavior may be related `to self-concept andtherefore may change as'

self-conceptchanges.. In another study (Harris & Stockton, 1973)

forial dateoindicatedthat bilingual instruction of physical educa-

tion fourth -i and fifth-grlde integrated Chicano and'Anglo classes

produced a significallt difference' only' on a measure cd Spanish vo-

cabulary. 'However, tile authors felt that other informal evidence,

such aS,pupils becoming less Hesitant, and in somecases actually

2u2
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4 % .

omo
.i4i44

doom
,

I
a fear of ridicule or rejection, may, lead. ,to

4

l ow verbal

.

eager to identif themselves as Chicanos, demonstrated significant

/

success for the ilingual approach.

, T/o groups f Indian pupils were'Compared:ina study b) Lefley

. 4),
1

(1974). _One group was involved in a'special cultural program,, the . .

other was .not. e Investigator took great care to make all instrii-

merits applicable to the subjects and their background'. With these

instruments thr e gnificant,changes'in the culture program group ..4

' I t

. .

were found: (1 'they had reduced distance between present sell 'and
. %

idealself,.2) they demonstrated increased valuing of Indian ,

symboWstimu And (a) 'there was an increased correlation between
(

ethnic:iand personal self-perteption.. The author felt that' the re-
I.

ported neg 4 te results
.

in many'studies'of.ethnic,programs may, be.

due to tte n4ed for multi-dimensional approach8s to self-xconceptk and

'culturally appropriate instruments.

.

einf ld (1973) reported a relationship between Indian and

Ultimo pUp ls/ perceptions of their.iritegrated claSsroom climates

1
.t

an teache st ratings of these pupils/ verbal participation in class.-

e relationship suggested that'a negative perception of'the class-

participation. The verbal participation of pupils was found to be

relate/ to peer nominations for good srhOlarship;.leaderphiP,' and

arity by Ahlbrand and Hudgins (1970). This study.4so indicated

'girls received mord'nominations as.top scholars independent of

<

ayual,grades or participating performanCe. For the authors of this

I .

2J3

. 1
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study the guestiorik causality remained to be addressed: Furthei

rescaech:is needed to' deterMine if participation` in class creates a- ,

social visibility resulting in-increased peer mominations,tor whetWer .

. .

.. ..

the pupill.s status among peers 'encourages him to participate more.
cp

vocally-in the cIads..
.

In'eadiOf these it studies, the investigators have offere&

their results as tentative findings with an apprOpriate caution

against generalized application to other situations., They have also

made°a number of warranted suggestiOhs for tnproying their designs

and methods in furtherandi similar research of this,area. These'

studied', however, with all their limitations and confounds are

. A
generally, typical of the research that has been done to, ate on this

difficult subject: Although such Studies may ,snot contributR.,to a

large body of generalizeable knowledge, they do contribute to a

broader understanding of the research problems. to be faced and, point

. ..

,.---------1. .
,

.

other researchers toward:mnre
1

productive 'quest ng-and directions,

!

There are' several questions t a- could be considered with regard.

9 the findings reporte

the effects o tie bilingtta

indicate a general increase

' subjects and a general dec

he six studies cited. In Fisher's study,

0.
/biculture program'at,the first grade level

on .self-cqncept measures for Chicano

ease on the same measuresfor Anglo sub-

;)ects,-wftka statistical' 'signilicant decrease for .Anglo boys.

Other sex differences in program effect were

/

female subjects. Lefley't study, which also

20:1.

also reported as favoring

included'subjects o
,
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priinaty age level as well as bilingual'and bicultural program cont.-

1
-

.

. . .

.. . -

p9nents\(Miccosukee and Anglo cultures, Mikasuka and English lam-

' i .

i

. .
.

, .

4gmages),t reported no sex differences'in program effect related. to
.

)
.

4. increase' self-concept scores, and the author 'suggests that the im-

\
....,, may be a demonstration of greater 'satisfaction with self

y
1 .

. ;

through renewed appreciation of Indian identity. Harris and Stockton

;

also informally,reported the increase in Chicano pupils' willingness

to be identified as Chicanes after the bilingual program began.

These studies and, others report thatthinoriZ members appear to gain

in self- concept when.- programs that relate minority culture and lam-

guage to the, learning environment are offer d in the school setting.

The adverse effects of the bilingual/bicultural prograM on male

-

Anglo participants in Finer's:studTraises seVerpl interesting

questions. The first tion,is whether this effect was unique to

that particular program. Sincethe- ects of the study were.first
I

graders and the mat, qhieano samPle'as Weil as Anglo subjects

., !

showed no..appreciable increase in selfLconcept, the efieet---might be

''.."w

the result of beginning schbol.and responding on the pretest of sal--

coneept.with unrealistic enthusiasm. The posttest may reflect more
4 .

. .

experience and a subsequently lowered but more realistic response on

Self-concept measures. this study also differs from the other studies

cited with regard to circumstances and setting. The program included

'a presentation of both the language and culture of a niinority group

to members of the majority and minority, culture. We Might also ask

205.
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Whether the content of the progAm failed to offer opportunities for

positive self-identificationfor males, and.pariicularly fpr Anglo

4

males. In this'same vein, it may be POseible that the Anglo.boys,were

0

exhibiting the effects of alienation and irrelevance u/sually hypothe-

.

sized for member-s of minority groups who have been forced into non-

supportive.core culturevermironments.
-...

'.

.1;
4When we speak orthe teacher as the controller of the environ-

,

dqne with full recognition isat the''teacher functions in

the role as .it is defined by the larger society outside the class- .

room door: It is also with the full recognition ghat the, conflicts

).

and problems of that laige; society come through the clasiroom door. ." .
As more and more minorities seek to exercise-influence over the

policy decisions of local school boards, and as schools become UT,-

.
volved in the efforts of the natidnal community, the

role of the teacher as controller and%.contributor:to the minitociety

4. of the local school and claisroam becomes more demanding: 'A value

for individual rights creates a conflict with custom ana curriculum

at classroom levels that have become not only philosophical but Per-:

son4.problems for many administrators and teachers.

The acquisition of. elf-identity is a continuing process for

tea hers as well aspupils. tipw, the school environment reflects the
A

indi idual and how the school environment defines the role and inter-
.

Aprets the, behaviors of pupils is a very real part of a personal process.
h ,

To' acquire. self-identity it is necessary.to relate either posifively

a
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r'negatively to .a 'reference group. The co: itive processes' of

differentiation and-association are-U-sed developing concepts such
P.

,

as alike and unlike, "inclusive or exc and ,same or dafferent.

,
Concept development in the-classr m should mit be confounded with

value jud:!..ents of good-bad-,- superior-inferior, right and wrong.
.g.

.. i

---

-It is difficult but possible fOr the teacher to. reate a Classroom

.'
. environment where the reference group of.the classroom and the teacher

. ,
.

as a significant other reflect the occupants with positive affect

and all class members can work to establish a behavioral dialOgue in

\ .1

which every member can'successfully participate. To achieve Such a

classroom environment, most teachers will need the assistance of well-

researched and evaluated culture - oriented programs and materials

along_with_training_for their proper_ implementation and use.

Teachers' Interpretative and Language Behaviors

.The teacher helps pupils acquire the sees of concepts and be-.

haviors appropriate to the learning environment, and also has a crucial

'\ role in determining which concepts and behaviors will be appropriate

in the classrpotai. The teacher defines the roles of both parties in

.the behavioral dialogue of the classroom and by interpreting the di-,

verse behaviors of many plipils helpS to form a functional and mutual'

r

,:,language in the environment that becomes characteristic of this small
, I

society. In astudy that examined he teacher-imitating behay.ior of

white advantgged and black disadvanitaged pupils at the fourth-grade level,

Portuges and Feshback (1972) found that the advantaged pupils in general,

2 7
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and particularly the girls, imitated the behaviors of the positive

and reinforcing teacher model significantly more than the black-dis-

advantaged pupils. Differences in imitating behavior were also sig-

raficant between girls and boys; in. the choice of the negative and

positive teacher models, and 14-the interaction between positive and

negative teacher models withadvaged and disadvantaged pupils .

' Foethe "advantaged" boys in.this sample, measures of pupil depen-

dency demonstrated a positive relationship'with imitative behavior..

. The advantaged boys were also the only group to demonstrate a re-

lationship between preference for a positive reinforcing teacher and

/ ..
-

imitative behaviors. The disadvantaged boys showed the least imita-

tive behavior for either ;teacher model, and disadvantaged girls did

net. discriminate between teacher models. The authors commented that

the next task for research will be to determine the kinds and range

of teacher 'behaviors that would facilitate /earning when imitated,

and to identify' the pupil population most likely to 'benefit from an

imitative style of learning.' Friedman (1973) also found thht
-

grade pupils of an integrated classinitated the verbal behavior of

highly reinforcing teachers, but that pupils who received infrequent
41. .

,

reinforcement did not significantly discriminate between imitation
A

of high or low reinforcing teachers. The author cohmented,that, con-

sidering the population of a clasardoli, reinforcement effects were

'probably perceived as cumulative, since the amount of reinforceme nt

received by one pupil in:the classroom would hardly be sufficient to

2 0 3
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allow accuiate'discrimination between high and low reinforcing

teachers;

The interactive patterns of imitative behavior., dependency, and

preference reported in ,these two studies may be indicative of the

states of self-concept development for subject groups, and the in-

fluence of the teacher as a significant other. The significantly

greater amount of imitative behaviot measured by the imitation of

peripheral and incidental behaviors of teacher models suggests that

the perceived similarities in the reinforcing behaviots of both models

moved pupils to discriminate on 'other chatacteristics of the models.

For the dependent white boys who imitated and preferred the positive

reinforcement model, teachers may function fully as significant others,
,

.
.

providing needed,fself reflection and prescribed role ,behaviors,

but f6r the dependent black girls, the funOtion of the significant',.

. . -
. .

other
.

may.not have been appropriately'filled by either of these models,
. ,

. 4
particularly by models supplied_oefour mintites offilm. The imita-

tive behaviors of the black disadvantaged groups may have been.affected.

by the subject content of the lesson: (a geography lesson on'Africa
/-

using.a map and pictures of African animals): This subject5imay have

had an inhibitingeffect in that third- and fourth -grade children
I

are not ignorant of the.association between "blacks" and,"Africa."
C

The pictures of innocuous animals and the maps used in the lesson pay

not hd've replaced the native villages of Tarzan films as the tecurring

image of Africa.

-2-023----
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Friedman reported that'puPils receiving low 'reinforcement showed
.

higher imitative behavior than pupils receiving. more frequent rein-

forcement. PupilsOreceiving loW reinforcement also demonstrated'less

discrimination between the two- typeS'of teaching models: The author
, -_

. ,

'suggests that the frequently reinforced.pupilS were able to exercise

more control over when and how they gainedreinforcement, while other

pupils with higher anxiety identified with theteacher and imitated

her verbal behavior in an effort-to reduce their classroom anxiety.

Theoretically, infrequently reinforced pupils may not yet have at-

tained a sense bf positive selfridentity and may bereflecting the

!,:1*

limited interpretation of 'eheir,role and tbeit ree'ed'for the'functior6 4
. . 0

.

of an effective significant other.

,Herrmann reports .(1972) that a Study. made with upper elementary

students established a significant ccirrelatiton between teacher-ap-

proval and peer-ascribed status for pupils but did not establish the

relationship between teacher disapproval and pupil status. The

correlation between teacher approvai'and three pupil status variables,
.

. ,:i

acceptance, competence, and poviet, were higher for girls than for .

bbys. The author reported that thefirst two variables appeared to

have a similar base,for both-sexes, but the power variable. indicated
.

---
afferent :sources for boys and girisiThepower item °right" corre-

lafed .93 with total power for 'boys,, .45 for'girls;4thepower.item

.

"nice" correlated .$8 with total power for girls, but only .34 for

-boys. For the pupil'sof this study, it appears thbt girls acquired

)

, ,
,

2

t
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influence over others by being "nice," while the .boys acquired their

influence by fighting. the dathor4commented that these findings
_

tight be explained by the socio-ecOnomic status of the sample] which

he described as between true middle class and lawei class, suburban,

and white, with fathers in skilled or semi-skilled occupations. It

is not difficult to understand why teacher approval was more often
..

. .

gained from competence, acceptance; and "niceness," but the lack of

a.correlation between teacher disapproval and these status variables

4.

may indicate the teacher's ability to roperlY interpret the be-

t
havioral dialogue according to the behavioral norms of the community,

reinforcing those behaviOrs that were socially approved for girls

and boys.

Direct and Indirect Teacher Behavior and Lan a e Behavior of Pu ils

The teacher's rola as significant oter with its functions of

Leflection and interpretation can be expected to diminish in 'importance

as pupil age and deyelopment adyanees. One afea where the importance .f

of the role-can be expected to remain, althaugh.the style of,func-

tioning may change, is in helping pupils understand, express, and

interpret their feelings. Early language'behaviors are generally

self-referent and selt-beiving. A child communicates what he Wants

and feels and discusses matters of interest to him. When the young .,

child enters tha classroom his languagebehaviors are curtailed and.

controlled for other parposes.
-.

Direct teachers exhibit more controlling behaviors and .do most

Dr 211
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of -the talking; whether it's instruOtional.or,corrective. 'Indirect

teachers do less talking, and allow more pupil talk. They lecture_

less when presenting material or giving instructions. There are, of

a
course, limits to everything and who exhibit excessive con-

.trolling behaviors drastically liMit the behavioral dialogue, while

teachers who exercise too little controlling behavior leave pupils

without,proper interpretation of their rolg_and-t5ei21:17cenecessary

for deyelOping behaviors f -.Cgai;lishing-assigned tasks.

"It is difficult for pupils to find the necessaiself-reflection

for selfp,idetity when they become simply reflections of a teacher's.

demands, it is.also difficult to differentiatethe self in the

. limited and focsed world' of convergent answers and repeated phraseg.

A study (Anandam, Davis, & Poppen, 1971) in which third-grade

students were encouraged to verbalize their feelings produced tw

distinct classroom. environments., In Group I, pupils' were given the'

opportimity to express feelings and were' reinforced by the teathei

when they shared their feelings with the class. Group II was in-

volved in a more intensive program of interiersonal skill development

with both teachet and peer reinforcement. Measures,of

,social dependency, and "individuation" (defined in the

self-concept,

study as dik-

ferentiating the self from...others) showed a trend in favor of Group, II, :

but withdut statistical gignif, cance. .However, there were significant

.
differences in the two Class oom environments which evolved during,-

the course of the twb progr The teacher with Group I used rein-
.
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foci behaviors but gradually limited the occasions for student

expression of fee ling to a particular tithe of the class day. 'Group II

pursued 'the program plans with enthusiastic support from both teacher

and pupils..

volvement

At the end of the two programs, measures of pupil in-

the lesson, measures of teacher-pupil-b.nd pupil -pupil

ipteraction, and the amount of individual desk work assigned showed

that Gidup 'Iliad significantly increased.onthe first two measures

and decreased in the amount of individual desk work when compared

with Group I.. Earlier doubts that third - :grade pupils would be capable

of expressing their feelings verbally were diaspeled by the results

in both classrooms at the authors also concluded that teachers could

havethe kind of classrooth environment theywanted;

Creating environments and opportunities for children to express

their feelings about themselves and others in the classroom is pre=

suted to be an effective way to help pupils. develop more positive ,

and realistic self-concepts. Sharing feelings helps identify tfle

self with others and dealing with negative.feelings is presumed to

be helpful in removing blocks to cognitive and affective processes.

Amato, Ziegler, and Emans (1973) invest gated the effectiveness :

of two methods, storytelling and creative dramatics, as approaches

for improVing children's interest in reading arid'reading achievement.

Although neitherpethod was found to effect such changes, self-concept

and creativity measures taken during the investigation gave some

evidence that storytelling , may have mo;Anfluence as a method for .

2 J. 3
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impAving pupils'. self-image and empathy. 'In this' situation, story-,

telling rather*than creative dramatics also appeared to influence
.

creatiyity. In another study (Carlton & goore,1966), a method de-
.

scribedas self-directive dramatization of stories was compared with --

the more traditional method.of teaching reading using basal readers.

The subjects were predominantly blaCk, culturdlly disadvAntaged ele7

,

mentary school, children enrolled in .the program for three and one-

half months. The reported results indicated a significant gain in

readiiagand favorable chpnges in self-Candept for-the pupils_in the

self- directive dramatization program. In both of ;these studies, the

_

reportedly more successful technique empliasized'the role of the pupil

A

rather than the teacher in selecting and interpreting the content'
4P.

. material of each program.

Teacher Behaviors and Pupil Acceptance of Others

Pupils entering the classroom have an operating sense of self-

identity that becgmes evident in the pupilsb behaviors'in the class-

room. Pupils whose self-in-relation-to-others processes have ie-..

sulted-in very small reference groups "like me" and very large reference,
.

groups ."unlike me, ", with value judgments applied to the categories,

.

may find the school'environment and schodexperiences.traumatizing.

%W.ithin'the school environment certain self - %identity reference groups,

reflecting associations with age and sex, already exist. In the
. .

coursd of a pupiV6 days, other .referencing groups will,evolve by-

administrative design or by chance. There are many olipo.rtunities in

214
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the school'enVironment-for experiencing both negative and positive
.

changes in self-concept, through development of individual and .group

identity, but measures of such changes are difficult to make and the

causal circumstances and events are difficult to identify and describe..

Tie argument that placing children ;in ability groups produces an

identifiable "dummy" group With understaliciably negative affect on the

self-concepts of its members is countered by the argument that pupils

o

know who's dumb and who's smartanyway. But do pupils really know

who is-dumb and who is smart unless pupil behaviors have been inter-
..

preted and communicated by teacher behaviors ?. As a classroom communi-

cator and interpreter,.teachers can Work Co; change pupilSv toneepts

of self-identity and the acceptance of pupils as "like"-or mutliken-

'without labels that reflect value judgments. A necessary,antecedent
. 44,

to'such an.undertaking T,7ould be the development of perceptual and

interper'sonal skills on the part of the teacher. The Rpssibilities

for improving bath knoWledgp and skills ofteaehers Lin this area are,,.

discussed in the chapter dealing with teacher self-concept (Bullner,

1972).

The question as to whethei teacher behaviors could have any 0

,appreciable effect on pupils' attitudes and acceptance of others

receives encouraging affirmation from' two sources. Yirst'of ally the

concept of self and others, "we" ana. "th4y," are learned. In a study

of international scope, Lambert and Klineberg (1969) investigated the

manner in which children.acquire their views of'"foreign" peoples.'

21.5.
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A

C% .The evidence of their study suggested that children first develop a

stereotyped concept of their own group. This concept is formed from
,

broad generalizations of the .characteristics of their' own group that

are used as a comparative base for differentiating other groups. At-

cording to,these authors, it is not until the age\of ten or,Ater

that children begin forming stereotypes"OE'foreign peoples, but they

)

also fourid that, in. general, children at the ten-year. oid level were

more' inqu isitive and friendly toward foreign peoples compared to the

six-year-old and fourteen- year -old sample groups. The variations in

children's, attitudes across nations indicated that, parents and edit-
.

cators used different ways of teaching their children Eo differentiAte

their own group from others according to their culture aid,withsig-
,

nifitant effect. in .a review of the Lambert; et al., and other

studies of this subject, Yerxa.(1970) supplied several inferences

.drdwv,from the evidence that may-be helpful to teachers and parents

who are interested in developing an acpeptance and tolerance of 'other
t '

groups in future citizens. Yerxa suggests that developing the ability
. ',

to empathize and to objectively examine accepted stereotypes and pre-
,

formed opinions and attituaeg are the two most viable means of in-

creasing acceptahce and tolerance among young pupils;..

In a study reported by Griggs and Bonney (1970) children from

fourth- and fifthfrgrade.classes in two communities were placed in a

program designed to teach an understanding of behaviors through

!!causalunderstanding." The investigators 'tested three hypotheses:

216
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(1) Pupils trained with. causal. understanding would be more accepting
. ;.

. . /
of others, (2) they would reduce the discrepancy between'self-ideal/.

1

and self, and 0) they would show improved mental health: scores. Ahe
. .

ten,
results of the tests indicated that. pupils receiving-the causal Uridei:-

standing training were significantly more accepting of each other

(at thA .001 'level in one community and at the .02 level in the other

community). In general,. test results of the other two hypotheses

- were not significant, but did indicate a direction favorable to the

experimental group on all measures. The authors commented.t at this

program was used .for only one semester and suggested that i tegrating

the ,program materials throughout the school curriculum and increasing

,

the program duration:Might bring about more conclusive And /positive
.

results.

Helping children develop and exercise the process of differentiating

other-group faces was found.to be the most effective way of reducing

the prejudice scores of second- 'and sixth-grade children from an

integrated' public school in a large urban setting (Katz, 1973).

Children who had received high prejudice scores on two racial attitude

measures were.randomay assigned to'iAle of 'three different training

conditions: (1) learning distinctive names for photographs'of children'

. of different races, (f2) making comparisons of two facial-pair photo-

graphs as sameor different, and (3) ob5erving faces without labels.
1 .

The investigator found that there, was. an interaction be4'ween age and
gti

2.1.7
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exyprimenter's race that affected the.prejudice test scores. The
/1

trea
4nt effects were'significant when younger children were tested)

.

if by a black experimenter and when older children tested by a

,white experimenter. The author suggested that for the younger children
,

who were accustomed tovWhite teachers, the hlick tester gave emphasis

to the awareness of racial issues. Although the perseverance Of the

treatment effects were no,t tested, the investigator felt that the.

application of learning theory to social ptoblems might be beneficial.

In a large\itudy involving pupils of several races, St. John

. ,

(1971) reported that those teachers rated high on fairness, which in-
.

cfuded ratings of 'acially fair," "generally fair," and "systematic"

S.

contributed to responses. Of better pupil conduct overall and increased

friendliness from white pupils toward other -race classmates.

Blau and Rafferty (1970 reported the results of reinforcement

strategies in changing the friendship status of children engaged in

cooperative tasks.,-The effect of the program was to successfully

ocA

demonstrate that friendships:can be developed fromAases other than

personality ch aracteristics, similarities, and proxiMity. The 1.11-

vestigator suggested that thiS 'technique 'might, prove helpful `in

classes having minority pupils with peer-acceptance difficulties. A.

similar technique was reported,by Lilly (1971) .where low sociometric
A

Status and low-achieving pupils were paired with popular.peers and

others in a number of variations to.test the effects of such treatment

on improving social acceptance. The-sesults reported were positive

A
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and significant in immediate gain, but a followup test indicated that

the effects did not endure over a six-week period. The investigators

suggested that efforts should be made to identify those behavioral

variables that lead to unpopularity in Order to design more effective'

° ,

treatment.

Pupils who express hostility'taward others and who exhibit deviant

behavior in the classroom present acceptance problems fbr teachers.

The antecedents for" hostile and antisocial behav,ior are generally

found in the*PupillsPreviods relationships and represent coping #yres

acquired in their previous behavioral dialogues. When the psychological

experiences of the developing self are characterized by rejection,
.

1.

"lack of understanding, and acceptance so rigidly construed that only

minimal and conditional-acceptance are ever experienced, the child's

self-concept is generally -negative and inadequate and social behaviors

are generally defensive and socially inadequate. It is difficult for

teachers to establish a behavioral dialogue with pupils who bring this

concept of self into classrdom.

I 4,

.a symbol of continuing and pervasive

position of authority and the role as

The teacher may be perceived as

threat because of the teacher's

an effective significant other

may be difficult to attain:and perform.'

Heil and Washburne (1962) classified teachers and pupils into

behavioral'typesand investigated the effects pf teacher types on

pupil types. These investigators concluded from their study that

. -

the orderly,self-contollinq teacher type helped all four types of

2 1. 9



pupils, ."conformers," "upposers, waverers " and "strivers,".

)
tO

develop more positive feelings and to perceive the aathOrity figures

as accepting. -This teacher type also helped pupils, reduce their

anxiety and display more friendly.behavior toward their classmates.

f

es, they were particularly true

The authors commented that, while these effects were true or.all

four of their classified pupil typ

far pupils who were more negative and hostile.

)

Teachers cannot change the previouspsychological experiences
.

nor control the home and parental envirthlient in which children de-
.

velop; but there is some evidence that they can provide au alterna-

tive interpretation of previous psycholOgical events and an environ-

ment
-

with alternative interpretations_of the pupil's rble.which may

.

help to alter the behavior of hostile pupils. -Pupils in the class-

are under the constant observation and supervision of /a teacher

or classmates, or both. Such constant observation may intensify

. antisocial feelings and behaviors, but these conditions also offer

more frequent opportunities for constant and consistent reinforcement

of acceptable behaviors. Most teachers, like most parenks; find

themSelVesattending more tp deviant than acceptable behavior since

deviant behavior generally intrudes on their planned purposes. When.,

teaCherS remind offending pupils that their behavior has intruded

..

{Ton the "rights" of other pupils to.learn.in a peaceful environment

o to gain a privilege, they may wela.be positively reinforcing
. ,.

.deviant behavior by interpreting a broader-than-intedded impact upon
,

,
.,

0
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the environment, and the attempt to enlist student support may only (

. a

serve, to. give stronger dimensions to the role of "class trouble-
_,..

maker:" ,Quarter and Laxer (1970).reported the failure,of a program

treatment in which experimental subjects with-conduct problems, ciraWn

from three suburban. junior high Schools,.were partioipants in 16

seminar sessions intended to give subjects insight into their own

behaviot through knowledge of.frustration and aggression theorieS.
, k

The leaders of the sessions assumed,a dual teacher-counselor rble.

Results of the study indicated that this particular program failed

7
to obtain predicted changes. The authors commented that the ex-

.

Rerimental subjects appeared to enjoy being singled out for the treat-
.

inent, and that this.they*have strengthened theirpself-images as

troublemakers and reinforced their teachers' impressions of them,in

that role% Glavin, Quay,, and Werry,(1971) reported the successful

use of positive reinforcement techniques with problem children placed

ip a special program. The program extended over a twp-year period

and emphasized positive behavior'changes and increased academic

achievement. These two objectives were divided between the two years
f .

of the prbgram. Results indicate that while both progran made-sig-

nificant changes in pupil's' behavior, the program emphasizing more
.

academic achievement also resulted in more behavioral change. The

authors suggested that since the purpose of.remedial prograns is to
,,

return pupils to the regular classroom, programs with dual emphases

of academic and behavioral remediation deserve further attention. .

21
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It may also be,hypothesized that programs in which-pupils peiceiVe

-changesin their behavior as a means of gaining new roles that pro-, '

Vide increaSed;Impact for themselves rather than fulfill adult-

assigned roles will be most 'effective in producing desired behavioral

changes.

In another study reported-by Stoffer (1970), 35 pupils'from

grades one through six who were having behavioral problems .in the

classrooM ware:paired with 35 adult female volunteers in a program

designed tincrease attention and individual help for the purpose

of improving pupil behavidr. Measures of "helper" characteristics

and pupil perception of the relationship were made and the results

indicated that characteristics of non-possessive warmth'and accurate

empathy related to the pupils! positive perceptioh of the relation-

.ship and ,positive behavioral changes. The author suggested that in

-order to obtain therapeutic resu3.ts with any predictability, it would

%

be.neceS-sary to train and perhaps screen volunteer helpers,,Since

.

all Volunteers do not_gbsAgss these characteristics of 'min-possessive

warmth and accurate,empathy. .

Several other programs for classroom use have been reported

1

suggest other methods for helping chidren deal with their hostile

N
0

feelings, and f6r helping them resolve the conflicts arising in their

that

personal lives and in their roles as 'student's. In a review of program

innovatiOns focused on teacher-student relationships and

`group dynamics, Crist (1972) reported the use of several
' .

2'2.2

therapeutic

teChniques

4
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.

and'their outcomes considered successful by the program innovators.
. 9 0

Encounter,voup techniques modified afar the classroom were reported.
- .- ,

as successful in decreasing discipline problems and increasing pupil
,.

.

.,,:.

4.*
a_participation.in class activities as welllas increasing pUpikkAelf-

. j
-

..'

confidence. The use of role-playing, sociodr "and simulation

.5 .".
o.-,

games reportedly' increased pupilS4 insight into': eir interpersonal
;,

.

relationships, reduced their prejudices, and%irdreased\communication
.

. ..

.

among students and with teachers. Probably most. significantly, the
.

,. ) , I 7 ,o..,..

most often reported positive program effect of these three techniques

. ,

.., ;;,,\

was an increase in nteachevinsight into. pupils." /. -.,

In concluding this chapter, it will probably be most helpful.iti
:

t

A.

the reader if we briefly review the definition for the psyehologiceI.!'
_

.

construct of Self-Identity before we offer any Summary concluSions.

Briefly stated, the sense of self-identity develops as the'seIf

,.
1

an-quirds-an-awareness_pf.self-differentiated-frothrothers._aconcept
. .

A ... .
:,

of self-in-relation-to-tothers, and a system of interpreting and
I

:2l7

'communicating the events in his behavioral dialogue. The sense of

the bodily self and. the cognitive.processes of differentiating and.

. associating'. contribute to the formation of categories from which the

concepts and the schema necedgery-for goal-directed behaviors can

. develop.. The role of the 'Significant other is essentially one of

interpreting the event in the behavioral dialogue, defining.rples

and relationships, and shaping responses. The interpretations of the

,. .

significant other are products pf his idiosyncratic culturally.
. :e )

,

4.
. .

'

.-
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influenced personal experiences. The'perceptions of the significant

other are contained in the image reflected to the developing self and
4

thus beCome a part of the'develdping self's concept of self-identity.

.

Through the interpretations and associations of tehavioral events'

supplied to him, ,the developing self acquires, the verbal language.

system of his significant others and his social environment. This

language system acquired by_the developing self forms a parti4?

model of'his social system and may not function in other social

. .

systems unless additional interpretations and definitions are supplied

that relate the events in thenew'behavioral dialogue and the Changed

. .

social environment to the existing construct, language, and
.

socialsystems. In relating to others, the initial experiences, of the

developing' self that influence the trust-mistrust psychological set-
_

are manifested on a continuum of.behavior registering prevailing

acoeptanee to-prewailifig host itty.

Present research on the subject of teacher behavior and self-
.

'identity deVelopjnent of pupils as we have defined it is not directly

approached as such, but is represented.in measures of.self-concept.

,

In our current system of education there'are many conditions which

emphasize the' importance of the teacher's role as a contributor' and

,1>
controller of the educational environment and as an interpreter of .

.'.. the behavioral events that 'occur in that environment. The functions

f:!'.-

.

V . of the significant other, while undoubtedly important to the continued.

psychological development of certain pupils appear to be even-more

224
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important for pupils wiii-language and culture conflicts.

The limited, sometimes peripheri ki-and admittedly scattered
.

evidence supplied by the cite& research studies ,does not offer a

-

highway paled.with teacher behaviors.identiTied as having d--positiVe

effect on Ai.pupil'ssense.of self-identity, but these studies can

still provide some signposts for teachers.',There is evidence that

eachers can help children Acquire an improved sense of self-
,

219
I

1'

awareness and selfridentity. With increased perception aid proficiency

in asses§ment, teachers can help pupils whOse previous experiences

have limited the development of necessary concepts, or those whose

concept development, is different from that of the core culture.
. . .

. . _

Teachers can.inciease pupils' opportunities for experiencing'positive,'
.

psychological eventsvand hell) them form more adequate conceptual

systems. By modeling accepting and fair behaviors, teacher's can .

supply the needed interpretation and affiimation of the many pupil

"selves" in the immediate behavioral dialogue. By exercising proper

caution against cultural value judgments, they can also help, children

relate to others and 'broaden the reference groups available to them

for. self-identification.

increasing the opportunity for pupil self-expression in the

classroom, teachers can more adequately perceive the individual pupil

,,l-

and reflects more total and realistic self-image to each pupil. By

applying a sense of appropriate balance, teachers can create a'be-
. . .

,

havioral dialogue allowing .pupils to assume more responsibility, for

w

2 25,
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interpreting and initiating behavior in the dialogue and, in tJe

proceff, help them to perceive themselves in broader roles and rela-

tionships.*By.providing a classroom atmosphere of trust and

ceptance, they can help pupils share, te$t, and assess their'individual

psychological experiences to acquire more helpful and realistic

interpretations.

By attending more systematically to'positive social behaviors
,

and by helping pupils alter their behavior to achieve mutually deter -

mined rather than teacher-assigned roles, the f,:eachet can make a

. .

positive contribution to the sense of selfridentity'prerequisite.
".

, .

to the sense of self-esteem, which is the next self construct to be

cnnsidered.

A

t.
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CHAPTER yl

Self-Esteem

Teacher Behavior and Pupil Self-Esteem,Self-

Evaluation, Self-Reward, Self- Criticism,

Cooperation, Competitibn, StatUs, and Autonomy

Self-Esteem is the psychological construct 'representing the

application of value judgments to all the other senses of the

the sense of Bodily Self, Self-Identity, Self-Extension,

and Self-Image. This sense of self, which isalso called the

sense 02 Self-Value 'Or Self-Worth, could.'.be described as the

self's sum of all the recognition andaffirmabiori so.far experi-,

enced in relationship with ,others and the eaVirOnment,.with each

experien,pe measured by the self's internalized system of varues

and with his internalized standards. *Through the psychologictil

experiences of recognition, the self geceives confirmation of his

existence and impact, while the psychological experiences of

affirmation add a positive or negative quality to the meaning of

his existence and the nature of his impact upon others and the,

'etivi.ronment. The sense of Self-Este'em begins with the value-

reflection and interpretation of the developing' self by the

significant others. According to Erikson,,,the fitst experirces

are characterized by either acceptance ot rejection. 'With'initial

acce.Otance, the developing self acquires a sense of worthiness

and value.'and with initial rejection,'the developing self acquires

a
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a sense of,unworthiness and lack'of value. The earliest events

of the behavioral dialogue described as "the self experiencing

the self" provide the sensatien.sof hdnger,'pain, discomfort,

226.

satiation, ease, comfort, and stimuli from whfah the senses of
__

:-.),-

. .
,

_ ,1--"y

a for feelings about the self as the concept of the objective .

...

self begin to emerge. The feelings of the self ,become the founda.

tio

..

.

.

self, the self as'a stimuli, develops.

In the process of acquiring a sense of Self-Identity, the

developing eelf accepts the interpretations of the behavioral
.J

. dialogue made by the significant others, and in the process of

-developing a sense of Self-Esteem, the values, standards,' and

judgments used by the significant other are also indiscriminantly
.

accepted as ap art of the interpretation. The interpretationesof

the significadt other and the cognitive processes of association
.

-.-

and differentiation enable theAeveloping self to acquire the

ingariing-of certain' behaviors as valued by others. This encourages

.

him to acqukre and retat these behaviors. Most of the early be-

s..
haviors valued by the significant others can be characterized as

"how to" behaviors.that reflect the social and cultural values

'and standards of the significadt other. As the developing se -

acquires andviMitates the prescribed "how to" behaviors, the

reception and reflection of his performance becOmes the sourceeof'

recognition and affirmation from which he derives a sense of

Self-Esteem as'Oell as Self-Identity. The behaviois prescribed for

232. -1"
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serving tbdily functions and needs or the social relationships of

the home environment are usuall well internalized habits and

lrvalueaby the time a child'reaches school age. The child'

generally enters school with a' sense ol Self- Esteem ,Belated to

e

'his past experiences and Unrelated to -his new situation. The

already 'acquired sense of Self-Esteem is alnerable to the experi-

ences of recognition, confirmation, and affirmation offered. in

the new environment. The vulnerabitity of the sense of Self-Esteem

offers the most pOsitive and fortuitous circumstances for altering

the Pupil's sense of Self-Esteem andaffecting the pupil's self-

.

concept,development through the teache'r's functions assignificant

Other and as controller of the classroom environment.

Theoretically, the self as'stimulus Can be considered a

passive 'source of impact but behaxiiors and producE-i" of the Per-
,

forming Self (Jersild, 1960) are the primary active sources for

achieving impact upon the significant other and the environment.t.

Through the acquisition. and Mastery of behaviors and skills that

have the impact upon the significant other and the environment:,

the developing self gains a means of acquiring self:-esteem. Both

the significant other and the environment function in the develop-'

ment of self-esteem as they function in the development of the

other senses ofself. As previously described, two sources

l

need not be in concert in order zor the performing self to acquitta-
_
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positive self-esteem --, Aley can offer alternative and even opposing

psychological experiences.

. The. rejected self who receives both a'negative reflection Of

his value and a negative' interpretation of his impact upon signifi
A.

cant others acquires a negative value of self.and low self-esteem.
. -

If the environment is hostile as'well,.the combination of these
4

initial psychological experiences may inhibit the development of

the Performing Self and reduce his efforts toward mastering the

_environment., But, the environment may offer opportunities for the

Peforming Self to master behaviors and skills that have a positive

impact on others and would contribute to a positive sqnse of self-

esteem:

The circumstances ofthe child born into extreme poverty and

deprivation can illustraI te the alternatives for experiences offered

by the environment.' His birth maybe unwelcome and his presence

rejected by the significant others, in h4 behavioral dialogue, and

his developing self may be negatively reflected and interpreted.

But physical survival and maturation-can place him in an environ-

ment Where he quickly acquires those behaviors and skills from

which he can derive a positive self-iMage and positile selfJesteem.

.06 very primary but sufficing levels he may be ablelito obtain
0

0 4.

shelter and ood, and be able to dress and care for himself. He

might curl up in a corner for sleep, grab a piece of bread for

food, and pull on the sinsie pair of pants allotted to him., His

234
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expldratiqns and assaults upon his environment may be judged as

successful or unsuccessful by a jury of his peers with whom he can

cooperate_or against whom he can compete in order -to achieve fur-
__

,ther impact upon and mastery of his environment. The values'ac-

quired from his environment require very, little interpretation and

the standards exacted stay within his abilities and performance

level. By his acquired standards aid valUes he 'is noi"disadvan-

taged' nor is he "underkiveleged.". He.ts able to perfOrm, to

compete,to achieve, to behave independently, and to acquire status.

°

His self-rewards reinforce his behavior, and from the environmental

reflection of this ppsitiye impact,_he gains a sense of self-esteem.

On the other hand, a%
1

child born into accepting and welcoming

circumstances with security and advantages may. well receive a

positive reflection and interpretation of himself and his impact

from his' significant others, but the environment may prove to be

the source of prolqnged dependence, frustration, and hostility for

the developing self. 'Tbe'behaviors,and skills to be acquired as

"how to" processes from which the Performing Self derives a sense

of self-esteem can be very complicated in this environment. Eating

may require tools and precise behaviors, dressing may be complicated .

by'matching, selecting, buttoning, tying, right and Wrong sides,

back and front sides, and in addition, all efforts to perform may

.
be subject to the judgment and appraisal of significant:others;

4

Investigation and exploration of the environment may be restricted

2 3
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and supervised, and many interesting or'exciting moments may be

subject, to interruption, and a daily agenda may be imposed upon

,the developing self by significant others. The prolonged period

required for attaining mastery of behaviors and skills to meet

simple and basic needs can contribute to an extended period of

dependence, delayed autonomy, a sense.of.inadeqUacy, and a nega-

tive reflection of the impact of the Performing Self upon the

---.=27,1
environment, resulting ":"-inlOwself-esteem.

Studies that have

.

encountered the'dilemma of explaining higher self-esteem in
P

culturally "disadvantaged children than in culturally "advantaged"

subjects have offered similar explanations (Soares & Soares,.

1969).

Behaviors that express the recognftion, 'confirmation, and

affirmation of others confer a sense of positive worth and Value

essential to a sense of positive self-esteem.. The teacher is in

_apposition to express all of these behaviors tOward each pupil,

regardless of his personal characteristics and academic potential'.

As a controller of the classroom environment, the'teachSr is in a

posItion to create a psychologically safe arena that offers experi-

---ences of positive impact and opportunities for constuctive,and

productive selfLevaluation.. Of all the self - construct's, pUpil

self-esteem derived from the.psychological experiences occurring

in the'behavioral dialogue of the learning situation, and dependent

236.
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upon the value judgments .and.interpretitions of the teacher, is the

most amenable-tothe positive imila-dt74and influence of the teacher.

Teacher Behavior and Pupil'Self-Evaluation

,Self-esteeth is acquired by a process ofsilf-evaltption during

which the-self judges the effeys of his impact upon significant
o

others and the environment according to his acquired values and

standards, The process of self-evaluation begins long before a

pupil reaches the school room, and the evidences of high or low

self-esteem that appear in the school environment generally have

their origins in previous psychological experiences. The change

in environment and the extension of the ,pupil's behavioral dialogue,

however, offer possibilities for new psychological experiences-

which will'ultimately.affectthe level of self-esteem existing at

the time the school experience began. Pupils who have successfully

-en4ineered their way through life to that point may encounter

problems in the school' situation because their previous experiences

have not equipped them with the concapts, values and behavioral .

. .

ichemas.that 'ate necessary for successin the classroom.

The most dominant-yalue operi,ting in the educational system is,

the value for academic achievemesi. In the behavioral dialogue of

.

.

the classroom, the sWificant
.1,

or saLient other gives a daily inter-

pretatioa of this value to the other participants in the dialogue.
.

.P...:4

The standards of academic performance are applied to measure the

.

. c237
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pupil's potential for academic acievemenE 'as well as his daily

academic performance and academic products of each pupil: The

reflected image of self and the measure of sOccessfulippact upon

significant others and the,enyironment are permeate4ith the

values and standards of academic achievement.

The possibilities for'acrquiring.self-esteem within this

operating' value system depend'Upon the pupil's ability to relate

to-the value system and "the teacher!s ability toore-ate psycho-
P.t

logical experiences within thia- environment that willhelp.each

developing self recognize and affirm--himself as an achiever. When

achievement and.achieVing is situationally'definedas the acquisi -.

. 0

tion of academic behaviors and'skills, it is difficult for the

developing self to evaluate his impact on this environment unless

he accepts the value judgmentsof the' significant other in the

situation. It is also essential that the developing self acquire'.

academic behaviors and skills in order to be reflected as an

achiever, and when standards for achievement are applied as well,
. .

it becomes necessary to perfori at defined levels of mastery to

be adjudged and reflectedas an achiever.

There will be pupils in the classroom who have a low potential
,

for academic achievement. They may acquire a strong value for the \

approval obtained by Making arduous and continuous eff rt. There

are Also pupils who have a good potential for academic achievement,

- >

but may, have conflicting values and concepts that exclude AcaLlemic
A
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performance as a means of deriving self-:esteem. The pupil jai() is
, .

..-
. .

unable to continue iis previously successful impact upon E-1-; en-

vironment in accordance with his internalized system-of values .may

. \

,suffer a reversal of his self-esteeM in the new situation. Other
.s

pupils may have had so few experiences affirming their abilities as

achievers with positive impact on their dnvironment that, in spite

Of potential, they simply.cannot,risk the continual evaluation and

judgment constantly operating in the new situation.

Hig h achievers, those who have good potential and match their
-

potential to-their performance, or those who have less potential,
, 1

t ,, .
.

but.excel through performance, are rewarded by the value system

:'. .

operating in the classroom. Low achievers, those who have low
.

potential and make. little effort, or those who makea great deal of

effort, are either not rewarded or rewarded for performances other

than academic achievement.' It is the underachiever who is most

disconcerting to teachersand educators, and it is the underachiever

'who is. usually the subject, of research that seeks to examine the

relationship between a pupil's academic. performance and his self-
.

esteem.

Theoretically,, the first step in acquiring a value for academic

achievement.as a source of self-esteem is to acquire recognition and

affirm.ation of the self as an achiever with positive impact upon

. significant others and the environment. In order to make this first

step, pupils may need to be given p4choloiical experiences from
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which they can, acquire a new basis for.self-evaluation and experi-

ences in which the values and standards operating are .clearly under-

stood so that they can be used by .the pupil to evaluate his own

performance. The second step is to help pupils acquire the skills

1--.,
for evaluating their own performances so that they can acquire

confirmation and affirmation from their achievements, and self-

esteem from the impact of their performances upon the environment.

Recognition of the self as an achiever and as one having

positive impact upon the environment may be only a matter4of

, ...,

.$
allowing pupls to,express their feeling's and examine their per-

.,

'formances.in the presence of attentive and supportive others. To

acquire affirmation ofthe self as an achiever, pupils need to

perform under the guidance and application of understood standards,

and to receive clear, evaluating, but non-judgmental, feedback.

Although the study undertaken by Stimps6n.and Pedersen (1970) .

contains a sample too small for generalizeable results, it is our

opinion that the program treatment designed for this studycould

be(,applied to a 'larger sample with perhaps more substantial results.

In this study,.a group of eight underachieving high school males

were given a three -week survival training experience in relation to

their counseling program. The survival experience was designed to

focus directly on the .evaluation of the subjects' relationships

with their parents, their.peers, and their seif-aSsessments.

-,.-
Pretests aad posttests on these three relationships were made.

240
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analysis of the test results indicated a significant and positive

increase in self and parent evaluation, although the scores for peer

evaluation did not alter significantly from test to test, Under-

lying the designof this treatment was the hypothesis that failure

in school, conflict in family relat'Eoriships, and poor peer relation-

ships are major contributing factors to the. underachieving syndrome.

A survival training program such as this would appear to have

potential for operationalizing psy'chosocial theories of.self-
..

concept development. The stated purpose, of. the program expresses

an unconditional value'for,each- individual in the program, and the

structure of the program can be made to replicate the conditions of

a behavioral dialogue in order to facilitate positive self-concept

development. The events of the training program can. be arranged to

provide the psychological experiences that still foster a realistic .

and positive sense of the bodily self, of self-identity, and of

self-esteem. The counselor or trainer in_the prOgrarecan perform

the functions of the significant other in the behavioral dialogue,

and would be in a position to demonstrate the value of guidance

and interpretation, as well as the need .to acquire skills and

gol-directed behayiors, the rewardsof mastery, and the,essential
.

role realistic evaluation and feedback from the self and others

play in achieving a positive impact upon the environment.

On the basis of theory, we could predict that'a .grogram

structured to replicate the behavioral dialogue would produce

241, ,.
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changes in the evaluation of parental roles and ,relationships and-

id self- evaluation measures. .-HO'weyer,'unless the program was also

structured to extend the roles of the participators into salient

others who also performed guiding, interpteting, evaluating, and

feedback roles for each other.,. no: changes in peer relationships

could be predict d. It would remain tobe seen if constructs and

behaviors acquired under such a program could be generalized to

the classroom environment. would also be a question whether

pupils in such programs could develop a perception of the teacher

; as a significant other With., like the counselor, guides and evalu-

ates the pupil's acquisition'of knowledge and mastery of skills.

to explore the possibilities of such programs, teachers and school

administrators might work in conjunction with the many organizations.

that offer camping-experiences for school-aged young people..

School-associated organizations and:physical education prograiis

might also devise several ways of incorporating* these theoretical

concepts into their activities an programs. If a program, its

/ implementation process, and the execution of planned treatments

were carefully observed and recorded 'along with appropriaite pretest

and posttest measures, the data thus obtained could contribute to

)-educational rppearch and educational programming in the affe ive

domain.

Catroa (1966) reported the success bf educational-vocational

counseling in bringing about more positive self-evaluation

2.42
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(Self-Pei'ception) measured by a Q-soft technique; -The pupils in--

volved in the study were normal high school students interested in
.

college and career counseling. In conjunction'with a counselor '

training program, the ,experimental subjects were placed sin small

?

groups and participated in fourteen counseling sessions. Control

subjects were selected from students attending regular summer

:school courses atthe local high.schools which.-were also attended

by the experimental subjects.. Experimental and control subjects

were matched by sex,.grade, age, and 'SCAT (School and Collegelobil-

ity Test) total scores... The author's...suggested that the process of
...

. .

., talking through problems and-concerns allowed the .experimental

1
.

-- pupils first to identify with the group,and attain conforming

security, and subsequently to leave the security of the group with

a more poS'itive sense of self-differentiated-from-others at the
,

end of the counselilg sessions.

A similar program of discussion seminars offered to under-

achievers with above-average intelligence was reported'to have had

pasitive.results in that participating pupils obtained higher

grades than pupils in the established control groups (Freeman &

:Craig, 1967), The program's success was also indicated by the

fact that more of the seminar members continued their education

afterhigh 'school. According to the authors, the purpose of the

discussion groups was to help pupils gain a positive ,concept of

their self -worth and to help them had sagisfaction in purposeful

243 d
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and meaningful activities through the opPbrtunity td air their

problems Sand grieVances in a non-jUdgmenta 'non-graded situation.,.

Werblo and TOrrance (1966) investigated th effects of using

an historical resear* :1 technique to improve the self -evaluation

accuracy of high achieving pupils with alaove-average intelligence.\
Torrance reported that on pre.rmeasures of self-evaluation these\

pupils showed a tendency to .undervalue their -abilities. The sub-N
.

jects ,were taught the concept of 'histotical research and were

,given experiences in collecting, data. and then.4ihterpreting, evalu-

ating, and using the data to make projections.. On the. posttest,
*

these pupils reflected a greater accuracy in their self-evaluations

of their abilities on three'varia les: 'reading 'speed, size of

vocabulary, and curiosity. 4

Whether the pupil's problem is one of achievement in.* aca
t

demic , physical, or ,social areas, it appears thi't all pupils haVe

problems with accurate and positive self-evaluation in general.

The geported successes of various program treatments .offer several

:238\
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theoretically consistent cues. All successful treatments contained

an overt focus on the acquisition of skills for the evaluating

processes, tne use of adult leadership with an emphasis on sympathetic.

and non - judgmental attention to pupils, and provisions for positive

and objective feedback to the pupils using criteria that were under-

stood-and accepted by pupils'and leaders.

2,4 .
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- I
e,Teacher Evaluation of Pupils and Pupil Self-E,Luation

I

The teaclker's.role as an evaluator is Usually, considered only

in the light of his "grading" function, And students often charac-

terize teachers as "hard" or "easy" graders. Students also comment

on what,they 'perceive t be' the biases teachers exhibit .rather that.

the. criteria ahers use in grading the work of pupils. Most re-..
=

`

iv

29

search on the teacher's role as an ,eval related to comparing

the, accuracy of- .,teachers' assessments of pupil potential with

a 4)upirs' actual petformancep on standardized achievement tests. In
. < ,

addition to reporting a pupil!soacaciemic achievement, pupil report
a Ie,

.
.

cards- often include the teacher's evaluation of 'the pupil in corn-,.
.0 *

ments such as "is working to capacity," "works'well with others,",,

"does neat work," or "shows initiative." A study b'y Willis (1972),

reported by Biophy and GOod, identified the criteria

most Commonly,'used by teachers in assessing pupil potential for

academic aphievement and fciund that "attention to the teacher,"

"level: of maturity as assessed by the teacher," "self- confidence,"

anao"ability to work without supervision" had the highest sorrela-

tion with the teacher's ability to assess pupil performance accu-
. .

rately.

From the data supplied by the Willis study, Brophy and Good
.

concluded that teachers' demonstrated ability to assess or evalu-

ate pupil potential for academic performance with an impressive

degree of accuracy is due to their use of relevant, that is,

ow
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reliable and appropriate, criteria.' A teacherks initial assessment .

Of pupil potential. made before.the teacher has had access- bp other

informe_ion, or, time tO observe and ,Interact with- the' student,

"r
ppears to be more strongly related to the four criteria for.

.

asse sing pupil Academic achievement identified-by Willis. Teacher

assessments made later, during the study_ indicated that certain

personality Characteristics ct pupils not directly related ea
4

academic achieyement were -being included by these teachers as

assessment criteria. As the school year progreSsed and the teachers

were reifarced.in their earlier assessments,.they also showed a

endency to perceive their successful pupils more positively -and

. :
thei unsuccessful pupils more negatively.

The researchstudy reported by Gordon4and Wood-(1963)
.

tigated the congruence between pupils' self-ratings,on a fifteen-
.

item, school related self-perdeptionlscale, and teachers' ratings.

'of.the sample subjects onthe same s ale. Each pupil also esti-
,

mated his own performance score on a standard achievement test for

comparison with the teacher's predicted score" for each pupil. .A

240

..., . -
.$. .tositive correlation was found between teacher-pupil agreement on .

.

.''

/the self-perception instrument and a .pdioils accuracy in estimating'
,v .

.

his achievement test score, although 4number of subjects who
.

.
0

.

were actually accurate in their estimates wasvery small. The

direction of the scores toward over-estimating dr underestimating. .

, s

were consistent for both pupps and teachers on both instruments.".
N .
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Teachers were, however, more accurate in their estimates of pupil.

performance, but were not able to predict the way their pupils would

perceive themselves or estimate thelr own ability with much success.

The data did not indicate.any sex differences in pupil test scores

for teacher-pupil congruendy on the self-perception measures or

pupil. estimate of ability scores.

The authors commented that there appeared to be an tit over-,

reaction" operating in, that when a teacher overestimated a pupil a
4

------1-i-t-tte,thatpupriT:teThimselk, but to a' greater

extent. .Teacher-pupil ditagreeMent appeared to be related to per-
.

ce'ptual distortion, but in the 'same direction fbrboth teacher

and pupil: In general, the pupil subjects .exhibited no more ten-
,

dency to overestimate, than underestimate theirabiLities.

. .

In further consideration of the "over-reaction" demonstrated by

these pupils, the authors suggested that this might 'reflect the.pu-

pil's exaggerated self-perception'acquired from theteacher's communi-'

cated perception of the pupil. We, might also consider tile

`of an."over-reaction" in teacher responses. The possibility exists

that:a teacher's objectivity in perceiving and evaluatirig.pupils may ,

be sharpened when the teacher's performance is to be examined by an

b
outside agent. Such conditions may also have a"tempering" effect

on teacher responses so that teacher and pupil ratings would main -

Lain the same direction but increased objectivity or tempering in

teacher scores would increase the variance beiWeen pupil ratings

247.
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( and teacher ratings, with pupil ratings reflecting the more extreme

r
scores.

Neichenhaum, BOwers, and Ross (1969) 'reported in their study,

investigating the effect of teacher- expectations on pupil academic

performance that gains in academic improvement were indicated on

objective tests scored by the teacher3, but that when subjective

tests were scored by theSe teachers there was no indication of

improvement in the academic performances of the target pupils.

In other words, if obiective tests had not been used to assess

change in the academic performance.of the sample subjects, there

would not have been a positive and significant correlation between

the observeXd changes in teacher behavior toward these target pupils
rN

and the pupils' increased achievement.

These studies, when considered together, suggest that teacher

experience and the use of appropriate criteria are two important
.

factors zontributini to teacher accuracy in assessing the academic

potential of pupils, particularly when referenced to measures of

specific learnirig tasks An objective and/or standardized tests. On

4,
the other hand, pupil judgments for predicting their performance

br
scores must be referenced to their past performances in particular

subject areas and'their percaLved academic rank in the clissroom.

Both of thevd pupil reference criteria have been products. of the
-

teacher's evaluation of pupil performance. It seems -likely that

pupils who significantly overestimate or underestimate their

. 248
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. .

performance may be reflectitig the teacher's more ctive evalu-
.

.

,

.

ation: of their performanCes experienced on a day-to-day 'basis in

the Classroom:

to

Assessing and evaluating pupilroduct's and pupil performandes

represent a large part of the teacher's functions. The quality 'Of-

the teacher's performance of these two functions contributeg appre-

ciably to the teacer%s professional standing and the teacher's.

1^

self -esteem. ,But even more importantly, the quality of these two

-, .,

functions determinesin a large part how the teacher peiforms as a

4

s ignifidant other, and, therefore, how the teacher affects the

self-esteem of his pupils.' The criteria identified as significant

and appropriate in predicting' pupil performance are assessments of-
.,

pupil behavior an level of maturation. These criteria are useful,

to the significant other, not as the image of sdlf to be reflected

to the pupil, but as an indication as to where the behavioral

'dialogue betWeen teacher and pupil is beginning. Assessment is an

evalubtion process that should be used by teachers to determine

*hat experiences must be offered and what interpretations must

still' be 11pplied"to the developing self.

Teachers who'reflect.pupil attention to the tdacher With

teacher attention, and lack of pupil attention With lack of
. .

teacher attention, or teachers who reflect pupil self-confidence 4

by placihg confidence, only in confident pupil.g, and pupils' lack

of self- confidence by not placing confidence fn those pupils,'are

249
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-not 'functioning as adequate significant others. teacheis who

reinforce and perpetuate immature behaviors by reflecting the

pupil's lack of maturity encl:inability to wort without supervision

cannot function as adequate and facilitating signifidant others.'

There is no disguising the fact that academic achievement is

offered ashe prime goal of the classrooin, and achieving behavior

is the most valued behavior. To maintain or enhance pupil self-,

esteem in the 'classroom the teacher's evaluative skills should be

directed toward diagnosis rather than prognosis. Theteadher's

ability to&estimate the academic potentialof a pupil should be a

means for helping pupils set real stic goals and deter4ning what

skills and information the pupil needs to attain his geals. upil

self-esteem can then be derived from the positive.impa t,of. the. .' .

. ,
.

.

-pupiloiress and achievement and the value placed .by the

v 'significant other upon the pupil's products and performances.

Teacher Behavior as a Model for Pupil Self-Criticism add Self-Reward .

Most pupils 'think of evaluation as synonomous with "test" or

.

"criticism)" an understanding also prevalent amongthe general

population. Pupili are also likely to consider "self-evaluation" as

.synonomous with "self - Criticism" without the more positiVe aspects

of "self-reward" which should also arise from constructive self-

-evaluation. With this,misunderstandingof the, term,, those pupils

who stand to, gain the most from proper self-evaluation are most a

fear and avoid it. Pupils who have acquired their

. .
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concepts of sociallroleS and social ,behaviors in environments
4

.

differing from the' middle -class school environment may need help
, :,....

.

,---
. -- .

in acquiring the concepts and behayiors necessary for maintaining

self-esteem. in th¢ new nvironment. Not :mowing what to dor how

t

ito do t, not understandin the bagis for'Pright" or "wed*"

decisions in a,specific situation, an keep some pupils from inter-,

acting and' gaining selfresteet feo spcce sful social experiencei;-

, Pupils'who proceed to interact with what aee co idered improper and

unacceptable behaviors are often forced to pay the to in redticed

self-esteem. Self-evaluation .should not be considered a static

jndgmentS1 proces's, but a:formative process through which pupils

can acquire concepts and behaviors necessary for enhancing.self-

esteem. Techniques that are considered effective in assisting

pupils to acquire concepts and_behaviors through self-evaluation

have been'the subject of research studies for several years.

Lie1ert and Ora (1968) tested the hypothesis that pupils trained

either by direct or modeling procedures reward themselves on the

basis pf their'performande according to the standard they have been

taught and will still retain that standard as, a reference point

even when they reward themselves for substandard performances., The
o

investigators also hypothesized that the value of the reward to

be obtained will influence the degree to which subjects adhere to

prescribed standards for behavior...The study provided conditions

for comparing direct training, modeling procedures, and no,-training

23 1
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behaviors in high and low reward incentive circumstances. Seventy -

two pupils, 36 boys and 36..girls, 8 to 10 years of age, were drawn

frqm an elementary achooldn a large urban area. Experimental

pupild were taught either directly or by modelinglorocedures,to re-

ward themselves with a plastic token for.pbtaining a score of 20

on a small bowling'gmne. The low reward incentive group simply

played for tokens; but the high incentive:group .Were informed that
,

-

they would be able to exchange their tokens for some desirable prizes

shown to them Prior to testing. Bothhe direct training and model-
,

ing procedure groups were given verbal cues of the standards for

performance reward, but the control group simply obgerved a demon-
=

tration of how _to play the game without being verbally cued to

standards for reward, After training, all-Subjects were allowed to

play the game without apparent supervision. The results of the

investigation supported the hypothesis that pupils trained either

'directly or by modeling procedures would demondtrate an adherence

to:reward standards significantly'more often than ihe Control

group. The high incentive group alSo demonstrated significantly

more frequent self-reward for substandard performance\ As an

application of their findings, the authors 'suggested that, the basis

for predicting individual behavior acCbr" ing to self- imposed

standards prescribed by society hould also i;Clu -a consideration

of the. reward incentiv onditions in which the behaViorW14 occur.

,

, highly moral people can encounter situations where

252
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they are overwhelmed tq temptation and temporarily reduce their

moral standards. In an extension of this study, Liebert, Hanratty,

)
and.Hill (1969) examined the effettiveness.of oral 'communication in,

helping pupils acquire and internalize standards. They found that

subjects who had been given the strongest statement of the standard,

including'axpressions of "deservingness" and approval, maintained

4 significantly-stronger adherende to the rules for self- rewarding.

in the absence of, observers. authors suggested that these

results. provide strong evidence of the effectiveness of verbal

communication in, helping children adopt self-imposed standards.

There is a distinctdifference between self=reward and

self - indulgent' behaviors.. Self-reward behaviors are contingent upon
. .

a performance standard. As a technique for acquiring and rein-
,

forcing desirable behaviors, it is logidal that self-reward will

only be effective when,the standards are understood and the required

performance is possible. Examining performance in relation to a

standard is evaluative and examining a performance to deterMine how

to bring it up to,the standard isproductive,positive,and formative

self7criticiSm. The classroom supplies a Surfeit of.performances

that pupils can use to develop productive self- evaluation and

positive self-criticism. However, since pupils' acquaintance with'

.self-criticism has generally been construed as taking responsibility

in the form of "blame," most teachers will be left with the task

of"placing a positive meaning on self-criticism. Pupils who can

29,--
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acquire a feeling Of.masteryby ntrolling and directing their

6,7
performandes toward achieving desired goals also have an oppor-

I

tunity to increase their self-esteem and acquire t1 e' highly valued

attribute of responsibility. The 'problems of instilling a poiitive.,

form of, self-criticism in subjects have; only, been lightly touched

by research, but there have been reporteon this subject from

investigators that may encourage interested teachers to attempt

to teach and tiplementthe skills of self-reward and Self-criticism

in their classrooms..

Herbert, Gelfand, and Hartmann (1969) investigated the effects

of modeling behavior on the self-critical behavior of pupils.

.

Fourth-grade students, 20 boys and 20 girls, were drawn from a

middle-class public school and were given two pretest measures of

self-ssteem and self-concept. Tile subjects were also given an

instrument on which they predicted the score each felt he would

make on the experimental bowling game to be played. Each subject

assigned to the modeling condition viewed- a .same-sex model who

relinquished a token for each score of 0 and 5 and made Self--

critical comments about his low score. No-model subjects were

simply instructed,on,how toplay the game. Scoring on the game

was controlled by 'the experimenter and.all players-made the same

score on the same pre-set sequence of points. SUbje'cts who vere

in themodeling condition did imitate the model and relinquished

tokens for low scores. Their imitation of the modea's
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self-critical commenting was also found to be statistically. signi-

ficant. On the basis, of the pretests, subjects had been divided
4

into high and low self-esteem groups. None of the threemeasures

`/ of self-esteem differentiated the subjects on their token relin,

quishing hehavidr, and no significant relaAonshiPwas found between

the sdlf-Critical behavior and seff7egteen. The authors reported

that the internal consistency of the self-concept inventory measure_

and the low, but reliable, intercorrelations between performance

ratings and scores on the inventory test compared with behavior on

the bowling task. The other self- esteem measure used did not

relate to the dependent variables or to thg other self-esteem tests.

Thelen (1970) investigated the retention of acquired imitative
,

verbal responses to failure,after a lapse of seven months. The first

testing situation involved 56 Subjects; the second, or follow-up,.

testing involved 38 subjects,, 10, 11, and 12 years of age from two

4
denominational elementary schools. The subjects of the first test

were placed in four model situations: positive consequences (the

experimenter would say "Ohl you're doing fine," in response to

models' self7blame statements), no consequences (noexperimenter

response to self-blame statements), negative consequences (experimenter

would agree with self-blame statements), and control. Experimental

subjects viewed a model sorting cards under timed conditions.

Incompletion of the task was planned for specific trials and at these

particular tines, the model would make self-blame statements in

accordance with the modeling conditions. The.investigator would

'5r



respond to the model's staeements.with positive, negative, or np

response in accordance with the research design, ,L'Ich subject then

sorted cards under the conditions of his model set. The reported
. .

results of the first test showed'significant differences between the.

four groups and the self-blame response frequency, and demonstrated

that the three experimental groups made significantly more self-
,.

game responses than the controls. In the follow-up study, Subjects

...,

were asked to play the-game again, but the model conditions for the .

positive and negative model groups were not repeated. The N6 Comment
. / <

group.and the controls were actually performing'.under the same responSe

conditions provided .for them in the first test. The follow-up results

showed no overall differences between the four,groupsin the number of

self-blame comments. However, two of the experimental groups', the

No Consequence group and the Negative Co/sequence group, made signifi-
.

cantly more selfAblame'comments (24.025 and 1141..05, respectively) than

the control group. The three experimental groups also maintained.the
. 4

ranking established in the first test On frequency, of seifrblame

comments. The most self-blame comments wercl obtained ,:rot the Negative

,Consequences group followed by the No Consequenbes group and last by

the Positive ConsequenCes group, althbugh as we,have already noted,

the differences between the treatment-groups dienot attain 'Sip-

nificance in the follow-up testing.

These studies, together with two other studies from NhiOh

similar results can be extrapolated (Grusec and,Ezrin, 1972;

a56



Aronfreed, Cutick and Fagen, 1963) indicate that pupils are influ.-

enced by and do .imitate specific behaviors as a result df both

modeling and verbalizing procedures. From our perspective, however,

. these studies more dramatically demonstrate the'potential for

.

abuse'inherent in the power of modeling and verbalizing in shaping

the behaviors,of pupils, and most particularly when shaping the

self-evaluative and self-criticizing behaviors of'pupils. The

potential-for abuse can be clearly seen.if we consider the results

and events _occurring In the following studies of the acquisition Gf

self-:criticizing behaviors and not the, investigators' interpreta-
--,

tions of the events and resurts,___

Grusec and Ezrin (1972) prepared an experimental treatment for

8b kindergarten and lirstrgrade pupils to inyespigate-the_effects

of different punishing .behaviors on the .development of "self-

.

criticism." The subjects were evenly and randomly' assigned to four

.251

treatment conditions: (1) "High Warmth," in which the experimenter

$

, ,

established rapport With the subject, (2) "Low Warmth," In which the*.
,

.

experimentei remained aloof from subjects, (3) "High Value,".in

which subjects were allowed to exchange the tokens remaining after

the game for a prize, and (4) "Low Valpe," in which subjectS were

told that the tokens would be used in playing the game, but it would

not matter how -'many tokens were still held at the end of the game.

The game consistedlof 91 small closed box fitted with three flats

on which it1riature evergreen trees were attached, and a rod with

.
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a toy bulldozer, attached. The experimenter coula'alternite the

three flats to give' different, or the-impression of different;
..

tree arrangementi. The subject was.told to nush the bulldozer through

the box, trying not to hit any, trees. "IfYou:bump into too many
9. *.

trees, you'will hear a buzzer.' That buzzer means that you are a

'bumper' and that's the worst thing you can be in this games'

(p.- 1278-79). The subject was required to push the bulldozer

through the box 18 times without ever seeing what he was doing..

The experimenter applied the buzzer to eight preselected trials,
o

, 2, 4, 5, 7,.8, 9, 12, and, I4, With the firs.t punished trial,

(25,.the experimenter implemented the punishment.mode and elicited

"self-criticizing" statements from the subject as f.cillovA: For

puniihment in Ihe "Withdrawal of LoVe-Induction"condition

. .
1

(translationexperimenter ceases to behave genially toward alp'

:subject and gives a reason for the change in.the behavior)? the

experimenter called the subject a "bumper" and announced that she

was not happy with the performance of the subject, lowered her

head and,lookedat the subject with a "distressed" faciai expres-

sion. If the subject did, not respond, within 15 seconds, he was .,

,asked what had happened and asked to explain why the experimenter

was. unhappy. If these questions failed to elicit a respon;e, two

more attempts were made to, get the subject to admit being a

"bumper."' Ifhe still didn't make the proper response, he was

reminded that he was a "bumper" and the trials continued, :In

.
°
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the "Withdrawal of Material Reward" condition, the experimenter .

emanded the return of chips and asked the question, "Can you tell

me 'h the chipW yin the "Self- Criticism Reinforced"

condition the punishing treatment ended-as scion, as the subject

called himself a7biamper," and the experimenter then added ,comments

.

about how happy it made her that the subject had admitted ; "bumping.".
.

In the comments the investigator made references to the length of

time it tookthe subjecto respond prolierly.- In the material
,

reward condition, the investigator' returned chips along with the
A

reinforcing statedents'...-The condition for. "Self- Criticism' Not.

lUtinforced"' required the experimenter to wait after the, subject

,made self-critical comments, wait for, saVeral%seconds after

!7

each trial and if.no'comment was forthcoming; the experimenter

looked unhappy, did not retlirn'any-chips'gnd told the subject to
. .

resume play. After trials that were not punished, the experimenter
.

r would praise the subjects performance.

As' a final condition) all subjects were left to_tinish the

last eight trials in the absence of the experimenter, Tho went next
'

door toobserve the subjects through a one -way Mirror and Continued.
, -4 .

to manipulate the, buzzer by an extenSiOnwireC.- After four or five

more trials, the experimenter returned and ended the game by Wing.
.

. s
.

'
prizes'ta all the sUbjects.

'
.

The results of this study indicated that all subject's who had

.

been reinforced for. thgir "self-criticizing" behavior, increased this' .

2 5
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behavior with each trial and continued this behavior in the
-

"absence" of the observer, The difference in the behavior of the

reinforced, subjects and the non-reinforced subjects was statistically

Significant. This stucly, and those f Herbert, "et al., Thelen,

and Aronfreed; et al., are not foc uSed on self-criticism as a'

positive and formative process, but as
t

an inculcation or assumption

of guilt.. The subjects" had no :way of relating their performance

to .the resaltsi i.e,, the same performance-achieved two'opposing
...

. ,
'

(

.

results. In addition, subjeCts had no way oevaluating or improv-

ing their performance, i.e., they could not stop "hitting boo many'

trees,'; nor could any subject establish,a-reasoned basis for

assuming.responsibilityfor his behaviors t Yet, these subjects

could. be coerced intoaccepEing a.labeland exhibiting a behavior

on the basis of a "significant Other's" (the experimenter, in this

instance) interpretation of their role, and performances, Reinfo.rce-

went is a form of underscoring the interpretation of the behavior.

These experimentPrs'had only brief and unique relationship with

the subjects. Teachers, who have stro n'ger an d longer relationships

with pupils', w4P.also are in We signifiCant other'S position of

s...

interpreting-behaviors, providing standardq, and reinfoicing'both.
- ..

their inteipretations of pupil behavior and thesstandards imposed,.

. ,

"
. .

-4,

--need .to be' alert to the power and potential of their roles and the
,

.
. ,

possible misuse of their power.

260
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Although. the teacher generally atsumes'4e role of pdsitiVe

reinforcer in thedlassroom, there i*..5 some ,research evidence that

pupils can be tauiht'to assume part of this function for, themselves

through programs that help them acquire self-rewarding behaviors
o _

and through aspecific technique called self-talk.

Half of theteacheis of grades 1 through 6 frok 8 inner-city,
. .

. .

predominantly black schools were given ,12. weeks of training to

. . .

help them help.pupiis'to'develop adequate bases forudging their.

own 'behavior. The program also trained teachers to model behaviors

and to help pupils implement self-rewarding behaviors (Felker,

Stanwyck, and Kay, 1973). The remaining first- thrOugh sixth-grade

teachers were used as controls to test the effects of this program

on the pupils. Pretests were given in 59 classes and posttests

were given in 102classes.. The'results indicated that pupil self-=

concept was efihanced in'the experimental classei,and that pupil
""

anxiety was also.reduced in program participants. According to

the invAstigaiori, program results were confounded by the enthu-

Aastic exchange of ideas betweenparticiiants and non-participants,

which resulted in less than ideal, control circumstances for isolating

the effects of the program. The investigators feltthat the pro-

gram was actually more effective than the measur es indicated. In.

.

another study by Felker and Stanwyck (197E, 88'fourth-grade

pupils of a middle-class, predominantly white vchool,were given a

'general measure of self-concept and a test measuring specific
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self-evaluation after subjects performed an academic task. This

hest asked children. to identify the etatements.they would make'to

themselves. after performing an academic task. Ead:statement was

coded for its positive content. Pupils who had higher self-concept

scores'oti the global measure,alio scored higher on positive self-

'talk.- The relation between global self-concept and positive self-

talk. was established on these measures: butno.relationship was

.
. .

. 4.
. , .

established between actual performance scores on the academic task
.

and the self-concept measure. The 'investigators suggested that

pupils could be trained for Positive self-talk as a self-reinforcing

behavior, but suggested that additional, study is needed to under-

stand the relationship of self -salk techniques to self-concept

development.

A great deal -of additional study is needed before we can

acquire an adequate understanding of the effects' of self-reward, self-

criticism,

, .

mddeling, self-talk, and self - evaluation, in the class-
,

room. But the classroom, the gymnasium, and, the school play geound

are logical places to implement programs that teach children to
. .

evaluate, criticize, and reward their own behaviors and products

as a means of improving performances and enhancing their sense of

self- esteem.-

Teacher Behaviors and Pu il Status Related to Self-Esteem

. ,As a source of continual personal measurement and rank-ordering,

the school WironMint is pretty well without a rival inter society.

2 2
.1%
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The pupil lives in constant awareness of his standing--with- teachers

and peerstderived.from daily feedback on the impact of his Performing

Self on the academic and social system of the school world. Some

positions acquired in the two systems,remain fairly staple, others

are subject to wide fluctuations.. It is usually assuthed_that_all

standing§-Contribute'to the p'upil's sense of self - esteem and his

,broader construct of self-concept, but measures of self-esteem

related to status within a particular reference group reqiIire

careful interpretation. The interaction between status.and self-

esteem is only relevant when status is desired and the reference

group or standard is valued by the self. Low economic status and

low academic status do not necessarily predict low self-esteem for,

the individual pupil.

It is the business of the educational system to inculcate

values for academic'achievement and social status as a reward for

Achievement in the school population, ar-1 when pupils acquire

values without status, or more properly, squire low statusthe

interaction can affect the pupil's self-esteem. As a practical

matter, then, if desired status cannot be achieved, it is best not

to acquire the value. But if high status can be achieved or

ascribed, it is safe to acquire the value or standards to which it

is referenced. 1

The pupil who enters schobl with already developed values fbr

educacion.and socialization is, theoretically, prbvi d with the
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motivation to achieve status. Webster (1965) found support in his

study for a significant and positive elationship between experi-

mental subject's reports of their mother's academically supportive

behaviors on their behalf when they were between the ages of six

and ten and the scores or these subjects related to physical and
. .

intellectual self-esteem measures when-they we're high school

adolescents. The Telationship.was higher for girls than boys, but

was significant and positive for both seXes The subjects for

this study were 311 black adolescents from three integrated high
-- ---- .

A .

schools of a large urban area. The source of information for

maternal behaviors was the remembered experience of the.subjects.

The investigator, suspecting a possible bias of ocial desirability

in remembered experiendes, correlated the reported maternal behaviors

with the socioeconomic level 'f the subject on the *general assumption
\

that higher socioeconomic status families do exhibit more concern

and support for their children's academic achievement...,(The coef-

ficients for the maternal behavior 'variAble,.father's occupation,

and parental levels of education all attained leVels of statistical

significance greater than the .01 level of confidence. Although

maternal behaviors and measures of self-perception were positively

related for both boys and girls, maternal behaviors and the future

aspirations of the.subjects were related significantly only for

. boys. The inves tigator,suggested that the cultural expectations

for the girls as future wives and mothers,may have influenced

a

0
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the loss of significance, while the supportive behaviors of the

mothers produced higher aspirations for the future in their sons.

'In a study reported by. Wechslee (1971) a program of group

counseling for the mothers of underachievers was implemented as a

means of improving the self - concepts of underachievers, Twenty

mothers with sons in the fourth and fifth grade who were considered

underachievers were involvedin grOup counseling sessions' endwere

matched with twenty mothers of underachieving.sons in the same

grades who were not receiving the_counseling. There were no dif-

ferences in the two groups indicated by pretest measures of

concept, ideal' self, self-icceptance, perceiVed maternal attitude,

and perceived maternal-acceptadce. Posttest measures indicated a

_significant difference betWeen the experimental and control pupils

on measures of self-acceptance and measures of the reduction of

discrepancy between the idealself and perceived self. Fbllowup

i

measures made three weeks later and six weeks later revealed a

sustained improvement in the self - acceptance scores and peiceived

:maternal acceptance among the boys whose moth rs had received the

group counseling..' The author-suggested'that group counseling would

be an effective means of raising the self-concept levels of under-

achieving pupils. It would also appear to be a gossible program

goal for school-supporting organizations working in cooperation with

school administrators and teachers.

a
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Attempts ro enhance pupil status, through direct program inter-
.

vention have been reported as.successful by a number of investi-

gators. Halpin, Halpin, and-Hartley (1972) reported the effects

of guidance programs on the status of second-grade pupils. The

study was made using a sample of 95 second,gfede students randothly

Selected from five second-grade classes in five rural communities

the southeast. The subjects of this predominantly white sample

population were divided into, five groups. Four groups received

varying treatments and one group was retained as a control. On

the basis of:socidmetric testing, two.of the treatment groups

were reseated in accordance with their reported preferences, the

other two treatment groups were not reseated. Two guidance

activities 4 week were given to one reseated group and to one

group without seating change. One guidance activity a week was

given to the remaining two groups. At the beginning of the study,

a choice-rejection status score was obtained for each pupil. 0

This score represented the 'difference between the number of choices

and the number of.rejectiOns each pupil received from his class7

mates. Post treatment scores indicated that thefe was a significant

'difference in the choice - rejection gain of the 'four treatment groups.

The groups receiving two guidance activities each week showed

significantly more gain than the control group.. The gains of the

two groups receiving only one guidance activity a week were not

significantly different from the gain of the control group. The
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significance of the reseating process was lost when teachers felt

compelled to change the seating again due to excessive student talk-

ing and some additional confounding occurred as a result of counselor

and guidance activity variables. The results, however, deMonitrated

.

the positive effect of two guidance activities per week on the

sociometric status of second grade pupils,in this situation.

related study by Blain and Ramirez .(1968) found that sociometric

rank could be altered by interaction and reinforcement. Data from

177 fourth- and fifth -grade pupils indicated that When. children ,

were giyen the opportunity to interact with'classmates who were ranked

as social "isolates," the pupils ranked the isolates higher on

/

postteSt measures. However,*pupil awareness of the'isolates

measured by the number of associations made with their names

increased only when interactions with the isolates had been

accompanied by.reinforcementfrom the experimenter.

Finney and Van Dalsem(1969) found that group counseling with

gifted but underachieving pupils during, their sophOmore and junior

years resulted in significant and positive changes in these.glfted

subjects on measures of particular personality and psycho-social

characteristics. However, the counseling pro!..ram did not appear

to affect the grade-point average'of the subjects. Pupils showed

improvement on measures bf social poise and particularly on measures

of Independent thought and action. The investigatoft ir'erpreted

the measure of independent action as representing a quality that

2(7
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would bring success in .a number of human activities. It. is-inter:.

es to pote that these subjects did not' improve on measures of

.,

social conformi . The investigators emphasized that these,.changes

were brought about under circumstances and with resources' that are

.commonly available in theechool situation. data also suggested

that the long-term counseling period is imperative for effec

262

. oharige in the high.school age group; and, while these reported

changes'may be described as modest, the investigators considered them

to be changes "that would enhance, the lives of these subjects.in the

future as well.

A study which investigatecrthe effects of age-group membership

oa-socio tric nominations based on scholarship, leadership, and

popularity, found that teachers a umptions about classroom' status

structures can be erroneous (Ahlbrand and Reynolds, 37972)7,Alirrity-

grouping across'grade levels often produces'a wide range of student
.

ages within grouPs; creating more distance between the designated,

"younger" and "older" group's. Using 162 pupils frot a classroom

combiningsote fourth-and sixth-grade pupils with the fifth grade,

the investJ.gators examined the effects of this, grade and age mix

upon the.sociometric nominations received by the pupils in the

classroom. The Older pupils and younger pupils gave a considerably

larger number .of positivd nominations to the olde pupils on leader-

. L.
Ship, scholarship, and popularity. The authors reported that the

teachers in thi situation felt that the yOunger pupils resented. the
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older pupils, but the analysis of .the Sociometric data proved this

assumption to be erroneous. The authors suggested that grouping

across age levels might be an appropriate means for meeting pupils''

social needs by Placing.pupils in statusconducive arrangements that

would serve'ecademic needs as well.

The interesting interplay of values ancl-performante, Standards

and achievement is in constant,view of teachers in every classroom.

The practice of ascribing status to a pupil by making him "feel

:114diartant" has long been a technique of teachers who are sensitive

to the status nee. pupils. Buswell (1953) found a relationship

between'. social structure of t ssroom andadademic success of

pupils and reported that, in general, those pupi, 'ho succeeded .in

their chool work were also successful in their` social relaticinsh p

The nvestigator noted that at the kindergarten. level, before

rankings by academic achievement became apparent, future achievers

wire not chosen in social relationships any more frequently than

future nonachievers, but that from the first grade on,' after academic

:achievement ranking beCame evident, academic achievers were alio the

most socially acceptable. Theauthor suggested that in view of 'the

relationship between pupil 'IQ, and academic achievement, and the rather

permanent natiure of IQ levelp., teachers might be able to improve

pupil achievement on an individualized basis because the teacher

can control in some measure the opportunities a pupil'has for

achievement ando\acceptance by the way classroom worlt is planned and

implemented:

26:3 . . .
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Teacher Behavior and Pupil Cooperation. and Competition-

Cooperation and'competition as goal-:directed behaviors are

neither culture-free, valud-fred, nor'free from developmental in-

fluences. There is research evidence, however, thathe classtoom

environment.and-specific teacher behaviors can create a situation in

which the appropriate use of either cooperation or competition for

achieving goals can also encourage pupil performance and enhance

pupil self-esteem.

In a study of'nursery schocil pupils of mixed ethnicity,

Altman (1971) examined the extent to which cooperative responses

acquired by the 'subjects in.a laboratorY situation were generalized

. to a free-play. situation and the extent to which the acquired behav-

iors influenced other measured social-interaction behaviors of the

subjects. -Altian found that "Learning" subjects" whorhad acquired-the

cooperative responses signifidantly increased the frequency of.these .

responses in-ih free-play situation and that they also significantly

increased the behavior catego ed as Friendly Approach and reduced
. ,

the frequency of Hostile behavior. Another mea social behavior
. .

.

,-.
.

___

entitled Conversation, which proved torbe unrelated to goal achi e-

ment in the laboratory training situation and therefore received

no reinforcement, remained unchanged in frequency from pre- to post-.

treatment measures.for both the Learning and No-Learning groups..

The author suggested that further research on other'types of re-

spOilses would help isolate those responses that generalize

270
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effectively as well as any age-level factors that appear to influence
,

the acquisition andgeneralization.of responses.

Nelson. and Madsen. (1969) found that the four - year -old subjects,

of their study' responded to _cites for cooperative and competitive
I

behaviors in accordance w5.4:h a reward schema. However, cooperative
e

behavior emerged only when the situation as structured so that the

reward to be shared by the group could only.be obtained by coopera-'

tiVe behavior. The initial behavior in both reward situations was

competitive, and in the limited reward' situation where only one of

a dyad could receive the reward; the competitive behavior was sus-

tained. Certain subjects appeared to initiate cues for:reciprocal

.

behavior, but
.

the result was a dominant-submissive pattern of

.0k;

behavior rather than one of taking turns fc.r the reward`. The au-

thors suggested that these subjects had a very weak concept of

. .

mutual assistance' that would influence them to equalize ,or share

the rewards in the limited reward situation. These subjects were

able to cooperate for shared reward in the groUp-reward situation,.

however. The authors indicate that a tendency to focus on'the

mechanics of the task and the immediate reward affected these sub-.

jects' ability to perceive and assess the possibilities of alterna-

tive ibebaviors for gaining more reviards.. The subjects of this

gtUdy we-4-d of_mixed racial 'sand socio= economic backgrounds, but the

authors found no significant behavioral differences between'

Caucasians and Blacks or middlg-inpome and low-income groups. In
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1

a

a'larger study using ,older.subjects (first- and second -grade pupils
'

Richmond and Weiner (1973)_found_sigaificant differences in compe-
.

titive-cooperatiye behaviors on thbasis of reward conditions,

.

ethnicity, and dge. :Ondhundred and *eightpairs of subjects were

each placed in two reward conditions. In the condition where both

subjects could receive a prize on every.trialethe interaction was

cooperative, but when only one child could win a prize the inter-
: .%

.

action was competitive. The authors .reported that pair6 of black

>//

children were more cooperative arid less competitive than pairs of

whites, and that the behavior of white and black paired subjects,

was lesscoOperative than black pairs, but less competitive than

white pairs. Second-gradeis were more competitive than first
-

graders, but no significant sex differences were found. Although

subjects represented'twn ethnic groups, "Sample was drawn'from

one .socio-economic rural population.and,the authors suggest that

other ethnic, socioeconomic, and geographically defined groups

should be investigated for differences'in competitive-cooperative.

behavicr.

Wilson and Williams (1973)-reported the effect of rewarding

groups of first-grade pupils with free time afterthey had

actteved the stipulated program goals of(1)completing the assigned

task, and (2) reducing or minimizing disruptive adtivitie8 within

their group.. The investigators worked with 4 first-grade teachers

and 100 first-grade pupils in an open 'classroom, team teaching

situation, and implemented two program treatment phases of---t ree

)

rs272
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/

weeks each.with a two-week period between,treatments in which the

,
classroom was returned to pre-treatment conditions. The behaviors

of the pupils and groups were observed and recorded using target

subjects and observation periods outside of contingency group

treatment times. The behavior of the.teachers was also' observed,

but the program'Was exPlicitly designetto require teachers to

alter their behaVior. The repotted results indicated that the
14:

program significantly increased the amount of work_ achieved and

-significantly reduced the amount of 'disruptive activities. A

follow up on the participarita showed that teachers were continuing

with .the program one year after the, study ended.

Based'upon the knowledge of five- pear -olds' grodp behavior

previously obtained in experihental studies, Torrange (1971) devised

two structuring' procedures in order to study the effects of the two

procedures on the subjects' coopeiative and planning behaviors.

One procedure structured the askand one procedure structured- the

group. The subjects.were randomly asaignedin groups of six (sug-

gested as the most effective size allowing maximum group interac-

tion at this age level). The subjects forboth studies were from

a preprimary program near a large university. Two ethnic groups

were represented by a majority of Caucasians and a minority of

Orientalg, ranging from moderately disadvantaged to moderately

advantaged by socioeconomic classification. In the first study,

144 subjects were randomly assigned to groups by sex with equal'

27.3
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tt,
. r

I - t .

.. 4
representation of boys ane. girls within groups.. There.were 12'eiperi-

4,

(.4

mental and 12 control groups. The experimental group was instructed
4 .

to draw and color a castle, and select one castle oracomposite.of"

the castles drawn as the model to be built from blocks by the giagp:
,

The author reported that the preience of castle selection required

the aid of the observer in 'some groups. Controls 'were instructed

to plan and build a.dream castle as a group: The behaviors of'grouP

members were observed and recorded on five behavioral dimensions:

(1) planning, C2) cooperation, (3) verbal aggressiveneSs, (4),

physical aggressiveness, and (5), withdrawidg bkavior: Re$Ults

indidated-that the task,Structuring procedures had:significantly

increased the amount of planning and-cooperating behavior and re-
.

duced the amount of aggtesiiv e behaviors. Withdrawing, behavior Was-

4

unaffeoted. in the second Study1.72subjeAs were similArly

signed to grOups and observed.; In this-study a groupleaar was

r
designated'in each experimental group and members were instructed

to help, their "captain" build a football ftadium. Control groups

were instructed to cooperate in building sd footbll stadium without

any designated leadership. The results of this'study indicated

that the designation of leader produced more planning'behthior,

but the experimental groups with appointed leaders also evidenced
.- .

. a stronger tendency toward more physical aggressiveness ana less

cooperative behavior than the control group. The author commented

that structuring the task rather than the group appeared 'Co be
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a more effectiVe way to increase cooperative behavior with this.age

group. In another comment, the author reported that the castle '
c

produded by the experimental group of the first study was adjudged.

/ ., .

to be more elaborate and original than that produced by the control
so;

- group.

It is possible that the designation of a leader in' the experi-..
;

.

mental groups of the second study may have introduced,an element Of

status reward and a reduction of. group, reward and reinforcement by

having the task achievement ascribed to the leadership of one group

member. If there were docriteria such as expertise, or an air

. established leadership status for the designated leader, it might

also be,possible that the designatedgroup task mar have been

y

subverted by_the individualil task, of acquiring and, competing

for,group leaderihip Or "deposing. the king." The author also

reported that selection of the castle model from the drawings required

the aid of an obserVer since each spbject wanted his castle selected

and a comprqmise choice had to be made. Our comment of these two

studies is that it appears that wherever competitive behavior

. .

the effectiveness of structuring a task
. ! .

.

contingency rewards) to achieve, cooperative

could arise, it.did, but

(even without the use of

.

behavior seems well demonstrated.

..

Besides rewarding,.reinforcing, and structuring. group situa-

tions and tasl:s to achieve cooperative and/or competitive behavior

a study by Kagan and Madsen (1971) reported an additionll technique
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desciibed as "I/We" orientation designed to influence th'e behavior

of pupils. Using a game, to measure the.cooptrative and competitive

behaviors of Anglo- and Mexican-Americans in the four- and five-year

age group and AngloAmericans, Mexican-Americans, and Mexicans in

the seven- to nine-year group, same-ethnicity subjects were paired

for testing in two test situations: In one situation, cooperative

play brought both pair members a reward, but the competitive play

situation was structured so that no one Fouid gain a reward. The

behaviorgl patterns were similar to those and in the Richmond.and

me

Weiner Study reported earlier in this section. Among the Seven-

to nine-year-old subjects, dexicanS were most cooperative, Mdkican-

Americans neat, and Anglo-Americans least cooperative.. Age differ-
,

ences also appeared in that the f'our-tO-five:-year-olds exhibited
.f

more coopetative behavior than the seven-to-nine-year age group.

The influgnce'of the pre-test orientation was- significant with the

older group. The set stressing a "we" orientation iz.creased coopera-

tive behavior (2. e, .001) while the "I" orientation increased'compe-

titive behavior. Preschool children who evidenced the most coopera-
.

tive behavior did not appear to'be influenced by set orientation,

In a neutral set in which subjects were allowed to structure the

reward situation in harmony with their preference, Mexican rld"Mexican-

American subjects struptbred the neutral set much as they structured .

the "ve",set,.while Anglo-Americans performed under the neutral set

much as they had under the "I" set. The authors suggested that

developmental differences accounted for thelmore cooperative behavior

4.
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of the lower age group and that cultural differences w re demonstrated

by the behaviors of the older group.

A bi-cultural study (McClintock.and Nuttin, Jr., 1969), in which

male subjects of above- average IQ were paired in dyads and presented

with circumstances that allowed a choice between cooperative and

competitli.vebehaViors indicated that across these two cultures,

-t.nildren tended to develop more competitive behavior as they grew
,.,

older. The subjects were 168 Flemish and 168 American-children dis-
i

tributed equally across second-, fourth-, and sixth-grade levels, who*

were paired in dyads and divided into two treatment groups. One -half

of the dyads received information concerning only their own score

made in the game (Single Display);the other half received information

.

on both their own and the other player's. cuiplative score (Double

Display). The game offered three choices for maximizing gains:

(1) maximizing individualgain'score, (2) maximizing the joint or

*team score, and (3) maximizing relative gain scores, dr winning as
a

much (conversely, losing as little) as posSible relative to the other

player. The pattern .of choices made indicated that knowledge of

one s own and an66-er s score increased competitive rather than .

cooperative choices, in keeping with the expectation that comparison

between players leads to more, competitive behavior. Cultural differences

that appeared in .the early age groups did hot reach significance in

the older age groups And the authors suggest that in both cultural

milieus, childr/n are taught to compare and compete for gains.
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Although the purpose pf their study was not to examine pupils'

competitive-cooperative behavior it relation to teacher behaviors,

Harvey, Prather, White, and 'HoffmOster (19,68) found significant

positive' correlation between teaches resourcefulness (four behavioral

items: utilizatiln'of physical resources, diversity of silnultaneous

activities, encouragement of, creativity, and ingenuity in improving

teaching and-play materials)

significant negative-correlat

and punitiveness with Pupil c

for the two negatively correl

items:
.

refusing to entourage. free expression of feelings, teacher determina-

and, pupils' cooperative behaviors, and a
1

ion between teacher dictatorialness
A %.

ooperaiia. 'The behavioral descriptors

ated teachetbehaviors contained ten

a'need for structure, lack'of flexibility, rule orientation,

tion of clasiroom procedures, theuse of unexplained rules, lack of

,

warmth 'toward children, imperceptiveness of children's needs and

wishes, and punitiveness toward pupils. Subjects were 118 pupils;

92 from kindergarten and 26 from first-grade classes, and 90 teachers

It is not difficult.to raise a visual image of the cIassroominteraction.

and'the nature of'the behavioral dialogue existing where the teacher's

behaviors are dominated by the described dictatorialness and punitiveness.

The behavioral dialogue is essentialT the teacher's behavioral monologue,

and the situation isone.which presents very limited possibilities

for pupil affirmationtorrecognition, and extremely limited access to
1 - .

reward.

a

2.7(3
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Calonico and Calonico (1972) investigated the classroom'environ-
.,

ment, hypothesizing that it contained an internal system and :external

system unrelated to each other.. The'internal system consistsof the

sentiments held and expressed.by membets of the class and the exter-

(

nal systen.is described as theiim, posed structure of mandatory.t schooling, ige grouping, work conformity output, demands; task demands,

and organizations set up by the school ,syStem. Internal sygtems are

chatacterized by individual like and dislike for other pupils,.an4___

friendly, helping, and copying aCtivitieSof a voluntarynature that

indicate the existence of,a student-ordered society iridependent,of

the external system. The study substantiated three hypotheses, that

the authors consider important to educators.' These hypotheses are:

, \

(1) More frequent interactioncwill,result in stronger sentiments of

1

friends ip between the interactors (also. supported by the data re-

ported by Blain .45e Ramirez, 1968)i (2) People who like each other

will express that liking insactivitips beyond those Provided by

.

the external system with thecorollarythat individuals who expre s

negative sentiments will also receive negative sentiment in the

Internal system; and (3) People that rank higher within a 'group

engage in activities that conform to the norms of the group. Th

authors further suggested that teacher behaviors that are ciodu ive to

pupi Cootier4tion and learning behaviors are thole which,.(1) en outage
,

fiiendliness and interaction among pupils, ,(2).take the interna
,

1

I

structure of the classic.= into considefation, (3)all w fk- helping

\! I

.;
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relationships (including "copying" when it is used as A learning

and not ,a cheating aid), and (4).encourage ppsitive.sentiments in the

group.

Anderson (1970) investigated the effects of class properties

(climate) upon individual' learning, using a sample of 800 pupils .

randomly selected from 113 classd distributed over grades 10, 11,
t

andx12 in the United States and Canada.. .Samples were divided by Pei.
, .

,

and Classified according to four learning criteria related to

academic subject content. When the results of the study were inter-
.

preted in relation -to the cooperative and competitive behaviors

exhibited, competition appeared to facilitate learning in high-

ability females and gooperation appeared to facilitate learning in

''low-ability females.

Mauer (1968) has reported that a

learning was highly effective as well

by teachers in junior and senior high

to his report, pupil teaming results

program implementing team

.as enthusiastically supported

school situations. According

in stimulatign, motivatioh,
.

involvement, and self-discipline, as well as cooperative befiavior.

He suggested that this technique should be used only with material

, and subjects that are not effectively taught by the more traditional

' methods; The author also pointed out that there are a number of

hazards in pupil, teaming that should be seriously considered. Forl.

example, there are some pupils,who'are not sufficiently mature to

work.in pairs. We take this 'to mean 'that they 'will socialize ant

.2 8 0
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fritter away the time,in pleasant companO inship rather than n task-

oriented cooperation.' Structuring the taskmight be helpful in such

,
cases. There are else pupils who become dependent upon their

4 partner, a condition that-could reinforce undesirably'bminant

behavior and undesirably submissive behavior. Again, structuring the
.

1

task for cooperative behavior and reward Might be of'help:' The last ..

;,..'t ,

, 4" hazard is one that all adults will r1 ecognize as the ,occasional
i

.

) ,

,

plague Ofheir own committee and team work where the illembers of the
4. .

team settle for reinforcing each ether's ignorande rather than actively

pursuing neSar,inforMtion'and formulating new questions:

The self-esteem a the,developing self is acquired when he

,

perceives his impact upon Significant others and the environment.

When impact can be increased through mastery of a skill et the unique-

ness of petsonal performance' and 'contribution, the acquired self- -
a

I

esteem will be positive. Although we speak of "losing" self-esteem,

we are actually speaking of not quantity but quality, and perhaps

the expressions "low self-esteem" or "loss" of self-esteem actually
- .

describe the effect.of reduced impact upon others and the environment
4 9;

that characterize the attitudes of persons with negative, self-

N.
esteem.

The .roles of cooperation. and, are particularly
. e

important in the acquisition and maintenance oz; sell esteem
,., 4..i . .

through competition, Which is A overt comparison of, one's,

and performance against bthers, the impact is clearly seen in

281
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winning. lheloss Of impact through losing,.thougfi'often./ets

'clearly percelved'in close outcomes, is utually more keenly felt,
-

* The old adage that we learn by our failures and mistakes probably

reflects the common practice of examining our performances to find ,

. ...

some clues to our failures, thereas our winning is'utually acc4ted.

without a close second,look. But in those areas whexe-faiiure

'is.almost complete and almost constant, the clues to failure.

4

generally lie Outside of'the performance in conditions' involving

missing knowledge and/orlunmastered skills. Neither of these

conditions lend themselves to winning, and without a hope of winning,

it is useless to compete. The ciasirOom is sometimes the .scene

of force& competition. The competitors have not entered the race ,

.
N

voluntarily, they have been drafted.' Xhe ever-present bell-shaped

curve Of normal'distribution has for some pupils the peal of
. .

.constant victory and got other pupils 'the constant boiling of doom

and failure.

. . .

Cooperation is also not a mode that servt. Ill pupils, To be .

., .

. .
. .

.. . .

able to cooperate requires,.if not confidence, at least the. necessary

self-esteemto consider the contribution one makes to the total

effort as having someWorth. tor puiis with negative self-esteem,

even,demands for, small. contributions can'appeartoo -riSkY, .Pupils

4
1. .

. .
.

with low self- esteem for their academic competence may need first
i , r

to acquire mastery before they enter tasks, and should be, encouraged
.,..

to cooperatean.othert'non-acadeMic areas of classroom life so that
1! . ,

282.



their contributions can'be perceived positively: Even if the non-
-

academic tasks achieved are successful simply because a pupil is tall

.enough to reach the top of the-bul4tio.board'or has hands stall

enough to wash out paste jars performance can be recognized as a,

worthwhile contributionto the grOup.
1

. Teacher Behavior and Pupil Autonomy

Autonomy is acquired and increased by the Performing Self through

the mastery of behiViors and skills; that reduce his dependence on
.

.

others and gnable.him to achieve his desires and goal on Iris own:

Tileacquired behaviors and skills that lead to autonomy are those

which have been first interpreted and reinforced by significant__

. others as goak-achieving behavior. The direction and extent. of

early autonomous behavior is.determined.by the interpretation of

thgroleof the developing. self and the extent to which that inter-.

pretation'fostera the concepts'and values'that form a behayioral

schema for goal-directed behaviors anCutilizes his acquired

.
skills. The limitations of the.bodily self, of psychological

.

expertendes, and role interpretation all interact to determine

..the autonomous behdvior ofthe developing_ and the level of
.

autonomy he will achieve in the,uture.
. .

The_effectaof parental traits and'practices on the behaviOrs

or: preschool children were extensively investigated and reported in

. .1 .

a'Aeries of studies by atiumrind(1966, 196/, 10.1., 1972) and

i ,

. , ;

.

Baumrind and Black (1967)% In the 1967 study of 32 threel- anti four-
, ;

.

2 8 3.
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\
year-old nursery pupils and their parents., three pupil behavior patterns

were identified and rethed to the parental traits and praCtices in- ).

flnencing the behavior patterns of the spbjects. Children with alipropri-
.

J

ately mature behaviors (Pattern I were (described as independent-ba social,

:self-reliant, explorative, realist ,c, competent, affiliative., and content.

Parents of)these children were described as exhibiting strong and
.-

consistent guidance,, but with respect for the independent decisions of

the child. They were directive, but accompanied* directions with reason.

.They demanded a good deal of their children,.bdtAgere supportive and

nurturant, loving, conscientious, and self.vassured in their,, roles as

parents. Pattern II children were less secure and more appreheniive

than Pattern I children, and were more likelyto become hostile or,

'regressive under.stress. .Their behavior could be described as more

conforming, y.s.s.,autonomous,'and less social than Pattern I children.,

The parents ot-thesechildren were less nurturant and less involved

with their children.' They were firm and used power freely and did
. .

not offer reasons with their directives nor encourage disagreement.

Mothers Of,these children tended to. use fright as a controlling

device.and to exhibit less sympathy toward and approval of their

children. Pattern III children Were immature and dependent compared

with Pattern I and II children. They did not exert as much self-control
. .

.. .. ,

or elf-teliance.in. comp4rison with the other two. groups. The pArents
,

I

,

, -
1

1
1

.

;

I

.

he, Pattern III chUldren were undemanding, babied the childrea
1

1

of

/
A mot and were much less tottrolling than parents of the other twis

284
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groups.. The fathers of these children were lax disciplinarians and

the mothers used love more manipulatively. The author pointsout

that "control" and "restrictiveness" refer to .quite distinct and

4

different parental behaviors that have .differing effects upon children's

self-assertive and self-reliant behaviors.

From our'perspealpe, controlexercisecithough the interpreatiOn
.

of the chilcf's,role does not automatically "restrict" the child' '

opportunity to acquire the.skills and behaviors that lead to his

future autonomy and competence. A further inquiry into the parental

use of control and its effects on child behavior was reported in

Baumrind's 1971 study. This inquiry was prompted by the interesting

pattern. of child7rearing behavior found in Baumrind's earlier study.

In this Pattern, parents were described by observers as apparently

"having cont.rol," but not having to exercise control over their

children. The ,children seemed to behavb according to the parents

wishes without the obiious exercise of.parental power. The behayior

of these parents is described as harmonious and equalitarian, creating

-an atmosphere allowing each family member to participate, at his, level'

f understanding and development. They did not reverse roles, accord-
-

f-ng to the author, as permislive and nonconforming parents nay do

with their children, but focused upon developing ways of.resolving

differences and maintaining haFmonieus teilationahips.' Their

behavior exhibited the valuesiOf-honesharmony, .justice, and

.rationality instead of power, control, Order, and achievement.

285
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The author further stated that in parent-child interactions these

parents "brought" the thud up to their level. In this very

limited and restricted sample of 8 children, the prcifile-of _the_

.parents obtaihed on parent behavior ratings'showed that both

parents' scored, very high on measures of encouraging independence

and individuality, enrichment of the child's'environment, and their

own passive acceptance. They were low on ratings of rejection,

Fathers were high on promoting non - conformity. and low.on authori-

tarianism. The families vere from the highest educational levels

and socioeconomic backgrounds. These' particular parent traits and

rearing practices showedlsex,differendes in their effect on the

behavior of the children: The.girls were rated as'extraordinarily

competent, achievement - oriented, friendly, and independent. In

contrast, the two boys in.-the sample were repoited as notably

'submissive, aimless, nOt achievement-oriented, and dependent.

Baumrind and Black (196.7) reported the relationships ;foUnd between

. parental behaviars and their sex-related effects in a sample of 95

white families, all frOm middle-class backgrounds and all highly,

. educated. ThIs sample population is'highly limited and the behav-

iors described cannot be considered as representative of the full

variance Of behavior that could occur within each variable. For-

example,.the ratings on the variable "warmth" or."rejectiann are,

at their lowest and highest, still describing parents sufficiently

involved With their children to participate in a study involving
1
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their own time and the intrusions of observers into their humes.

Parental warmth variables were related positively to autonomous

behavior for boys and negatively for girls. Paternal.punitiveness

attitudta were associated With nonconforming and defiant behavior

in girls, unlikeable behavior in boys. Maternal punitiveness was

.

associated with friendly, outgoing, sociable behavior toward others
a 1.

. for girls. Paternal punitiveness was associated with independent

. .

behavior.for girls. Paternal consistent discipline wasassociated

with assertiveness and independence for bOys, affilfativeness for

girls. Maturitydemand's correIated-:positively-with-independence and-

assertiveness *Iv boys. Autonomous behavior for girls associated

. ,. 1
. .

, .

positively with socialization demands. Competent behavior fnr both

seces was. associated -with parents' willingness to o,fer reasons

for directivertess and to listen to the child.

The data .on thse 16 black children'and their families were drawgfrom

the data acquired for the sample population of the Baumrind (1967) sttdy

then separately analyzed and reported by Baumrihd (172). Analysis

. .

was done 111 comparison with the White sample, and the black families

were assigned to one of eight established patterns of chid rearing

to compare differences in the effects of parental practices on bladk

boys and-black dirlS. Only one of the: leven families of theblack

ys' fitted into the category system devised for white families and

th4t one black familyappeared in Pattern I,Authoritarlan( Not Rej\ecting).

However, ve of the nine families of black girls fell into the category
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of Pattern III, Authoritarian-Rejecting. On the'children's behaviors,

there were few differences between black boys'and white boys' behayiorg.
.

'Black boys were expected to behave more maturely and their fathers
. .

,were more likely to encourage independent behavior. 'Black boys appeared

.)
.. , . $

.. 1 .

.
to be less achiev'ement-oriented and mote aggressive than white boys..

1J .

. . i
.

Black girls Were not encouraged toward independence and individoalit.

%-

Mothers, were not passive-acceptant and exercised firmenforcement. -

Black girls were expectedtope More mature' and conforming They

00. -

were dominant and lesi achi vement-oriented than white girls,

but not to a statistically significant degrece. By comparison;

\
black_ daughters of Authoritarian parents yere:mbre domineering and

independent, and.in general, black girls displayed more social maturity

.

and more adaptiVe'behayiors than white girls. The author`added
.

important' cautions: authoritarian child-rearing practices were not

. £ouno be relted to intelleCtual achievenlent in the young child,:

.

black or Authoritarian:Rractices accompanied by reason,

with Clear directives fro

expression were associated,

, k
iv white girls.

parents who also encouraged:individual,

.

with intellectual achievements and independence

Daughters of blackaut-horitarian parents appeared more domineering

with peers and resistive.yitladults, while also appearing more socially

competent.

In a study of adolescent autonomy., ,Elder.(196*Ifound that parent

-
who were cfemoL.atiO and gave verbal explanations for their directives

.

,
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ti

csstered apil6

parents'foste
d

autonomous and

parents who exercised a needed amount of control (interpreting'

4

-"
riate -independence- in their children. These

: è .. ,..--.

_. .
.

op
.

d independent behavior, by offering portunities fdr
1

ind4endent behavior under the guidance of interested-

limits);_by fu

based on love

rthering the, child's identification with parents

A'
anti' respect; and'by'modeling reasonable independent

ts

and autonomous behaviors whidh their children 'could imitate 'and..

emulate.

Pupils may perceive the teacher's role in the classroom as'ipne
a

of autocratic authority. Tey.may perceive teachers as demanding

only

have

conforming and compliant behavior's 'and may expect teach6rs to

-

a Punititre attitude toward any demonstration ,a pupil indePen-

dance or autonomy. So many a the behaviors exacted from pupils in

%.%

'the classroff ar3pear to be. interpretations. of their role .in the.

sclassrwm as puppets on a string. "Open your books to page 63..".
,0

"Close your books and begin writing." "Put your things away and

go quietly,to the lunch room." But these kinds of verbal behavirs,

while directive and regulatoky, are,not necessarily viewed as

either arbittaryor.incomprehensible by pupils. Pupils understand

the reasons, whether verbalized or not, formally of the directives

given in. the classroom, and compliance made with understanding of

. r . a s

the need does. not lead to blind obedience and unquestioning con-
.

formity.

2 8 .)
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The most difficult problem, for the teacher is to foster the

development of independence and autonomy in his pupils by appropriately

assessing the "Performing Self" of each pupil and interpreting the

pupil's role inthe classroom so that the-pupil may assume as much:

responsibility for self- direction, self-control, self-criticism, and

independence as his level of maturation will allow. At the same

time,: the goal of the teacher'is.also to continue to ecitilp the

.

Performing Self with additionarskills and behaviors with which to
.

continue his growth toward independence and autonomy-
.

,
Spaulding (1964) categorized teacher behaviors from data 'collected

in 21, fourth- aild sixth-grade .classrooms from 9 middle-class suburban

elementary schools: In this study; he found that the level of self-

esteem'in.pupils was related positively' to the teacher behaviors

categorized as "socially integrative," d"cribed as using a calm

.
and accepting interactive style with the class, individualizing

instruction, having a concern for divergency (_ncouraging indi-

viduality),.attention to task, and using task-appropriate proce-

dures.'

A study to determine the effects of two forms of school en&iron-

ment, the open-style school and the traditional school, upon the

self-concepts of fourth-, fifth,, and sixth-grade pupils in which

self-concept factors Of Interpersonal Adequacy, Autonomy, and

Academic Adequacy were used revealed no signyicant differences .

between these two school environments and their effects on the

2O
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self-concept measures (Ruedi and West, 1973). The Authors did
t .

repott that the comparisOns generally favored the,open environment

but thatAcademic Adequacy measures for the sixth-grade subjects

'favored the traditional setting. The factor, Teache -School, also

demonstrated a significant differenCe and indicated that pupils in

the open classrOom environment were more positive in their attitudes

toward school and teachers. The authots suggested that the study,
41.

.was limitedby the size.sf the sample .(.24 pupils from each environ-

ment) and the use of, a single criterion, self-.-concept. .

An. 4*;estigation by igodtke and Wallen

the generalization that creative children

directive teachers. Two hih-controlling

(1945) failed to support

ork better undeA,

and two low-controlling

teachers for grades four and. five were observed:together17-12

pupils who were selected for their high and lo* scores ofi a

creativity test and an intelligence test. .One of the main effects

having borderline _significance showed that high' creativity pupils

..

initiated less verbal behavior than loci- creativity. pupils and thit

. .

all, the pupils of high - control teachers initiated less-verbal

behavior than the pupils of low-control teacheri."The investiga.-

tors referred to a previous study by Wodtke in 'which significant

gains were made in the verbal creativity (divergency) by pupils of

.

.low-conttolling teachers at the fourth-grade level. It.was also

suggested that further research investigating- the changes over time,

or the effects of teachers, peers, and other influences, on the.

291
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self-initiated verbal behavior in the classroom should under-
]

taken.//:/
Teacher'behavior has also been investigated in relation to the

development or reinforcement of conformity and dependence in pupils.

Five groups oi'fdur-year-o d children were ptetrained and ranked on

the bcasis of their indepen ent or'slePendent tespofises to a'probleM "

in a'pretre/ning'session: In the experimental testing situation,

subjects were praised for every other dependent and competent're-

sponse: From the.results of this study the .investigators concluded

that competence and dependence are not mutually exclusive behaviors.

Children can

reinforcement

be both dependent and competent, but the absence of

for iompetence is possibly more potent 'in determining

more dependent responses than rewarding for dependent behavior

itself. Busch and DeRidder (1973) investigated the conforming

behaviSpiof 96 disadvantaged, rural children in a preschoG1 program.

GirlS were 'found to respond significantly more than boys to 'verbal

reinforcement fibm a male experimenter who encouraged thet to reduce

their level of conforming, behavior. Since all the experimenters

in this study were male, the possibility that the sex of the experi-

menter was -a contributing factor in the differential responses of

the male and female subjects could not' be-examined. In this

particular sample the responses were not found to. be related to

cognitive field dependence-independence measures, either, but.the

authorsalso drew attention to the limitations of their sample with. .

22
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.1

regard to this finding. In the-opinion of these investigators, the

failure
)1

to'find overall sex differenceS'in the conforming behavior
. . .

of the subjects or- to find a relationship between field-dependent and

confoiing behaviors may have been due,to4the'early age of the sample

subjects'.
!

Studies of conformity in children indicate a atrong developmental

aspect reflecting the change in the source for conforming standards

from parents, to peers, and to ideals. The role of the teacher as

a significant or salient other requires the ability to relate con-

forming behaviors of pupils to their developmental level and to belp

pupils with dependent conforming behaviors acquire behaviors that

,.---- . . .

, promote emotional maturity aneindependent, autonomous behgriors.

In the earlier section on competition' and cooperation as goal-
'

achieving 'behaviors we drew attention to the hazards invOlved when

one or the other of these two forms of behaviox is ,stressed without

regard to, the pupil's performing ability or his =Value of the goal to

be achieved. At this point, we' would also like to emphasize that

autonomous and competent behaviors do not exclude conforming and

dependent behaviors from ghe roster of goal-achieving behaviors: Con-

forming behaviorS car' be the foundation for the mastery of behaviors

and skills that give rise to competence' and increased self-esteem,

while dependent behaviors can be the'foundatiOn fOr future role inter-
.

pretation leading tO autonomy and competence that enhance elf-esteem.
_ .
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The basis for value judgments made by significant others with
0. ,

. ,

,regard to pupil behaviors is found in.'the aocietaI standards' for

appropriate behavior in accordance Witrith-e-chronetagi-calage-of---the
.

pupil. 'These standards are applied'. to the nature of the task and

4

the level of performance Competency exhibited by the pupil. The

recognition that a difference exists between. the chronological age

and the mentalor cognitive a of a pupil has provided a useful and

valuable concept in setting individUal academic goals for'pupils.

The recognition that differences alSo exist between the cognitive age,

the chronological age, and theniotional age of pupils is evident in

prictice, but operates on,a much more informal and ill-informed basis

in Mn.le classroom, dnd in practice shows a tendency to accommodate

levels of maturity and immaturity through teaching styles rather

than efforts to promote emotional maturity by setting individual

effective &els for pupils.

In the introduction to this chapter we have described the sense

of Self-Esteem'as the self's totai.of self-affirming experiences.which,

to 4.4.self-affirming, must be experiences that define the self, his

performance, and his products in accordance with the self's acquired

system of 'values. When a child enters school, he may or may not

have acquired a value for acadeinic achievement. The acquired

behaviorsband skills that have served as a source for self-

esteem L. his familial setting may or may not serve him in the new

0 S.

'social setting.- SOurces self=esteeril derived from his sense of the

294
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todily Seit, his sex, physical. characteristics, and motor abilities;

'or from his sense of Self-IdentitY,"fils ethnic group, lnguage,

'and.statto within the family- -all of these.as well as others may

continue to'function as sources for positiveself-esteem in the new

situation, but they may also cease to function or becaMe sources of
. .

negative psychological experiences that not only,do not affirm, but'

actually damage the pupil `s existing sense of self-esteem: A child

I

'may-also enter the school situation haVing had such limited experiences

of self-affirmation that his lack of self-value and hig lbw measure

ofself=esteem appear obvious in all his behavior,'

Regardless of the state of self-esteem with which each pupil .

enters the school system, is possible for the teacher as a'siznifi-

_cant or salient other and for the environment of the school to provide

psychological' experiences from which, the pupil can deriVe a sense

ofpositive elf-esteem. Pupilg who indicate. by their behavior that

they lack a positive sense of self-esteem or a sense of self- esteem

1

related to 'behaviors and skills that do not function'in the new

situation, .require a-structuring of the behavioral dialogue that

will provide them with new interpretations and reflections of their

Performing'Selves. Theoreticallyr_then, the first objective of the
. u .

behavioral dialogue should be.to provide experiences through' which

each developing self c4n be reflected, recognized, and affirmed as

an achieving performer with a positive impact upon the significant

, '44

other. and 01,2 environment. The demonstrated ability of experienced
-
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. teachers:to assess and evaluate the academic pOtential of,their

- o .

pupils should be utilized' as a diagnoitic tool.for/PIanhing/both

, , 290

,

the cognitive and affective experiences-of'each

b

The second objective of the behavioral dialogue is to help

pupils acquire and internalize the value for academic achievement and

the skills of evaluation to.be used as a creativeana corrective

means for assessment of the Performing Self and its products andmeans

3

as a source of self-esteem: . 4

. , : . e ---^°--':

The present research, suggests that teachers who clearly commu-

. lv, .,
a

nicate"and interpret the standards being used fOr elfalnation of Pupil
s, ..

. performance are most effective in helping ,pupils adopt and impose

standards on their own performances. Pupils who learn to apply ap--

proprite,standards to their performances and products not only increase

__the 4gd7pracy of their self-evaluatibn, but also acquire a measure of
. .

/ /.
independence in judgment froM'Alich a. sense Of positive self-esteem ,
, ..,,

pan be derived. The present research alSo appears to LindratOre the

. \'
. .

, power and effectiveness inherent in the teacher's role%t.s a Model, and

'as an interpretet of standards. As models, teachers-ca ''demon tiate
. .

' the proper use of self - criticism and self-reward but as ipt'erPFeters
, .

of, sta dards for pupil b'ehavio'r and interpreters pupil behavOr

the re in a position to commnnicate biases detrimental to.th'et
* .

..

self-evaluating abilities
,
of their pupils, and to reinforce ' i

.
-

,

behdviors detrimental to the self-esteem of pupils. ,The approprie
... '!.

t

I,

and creative use of self-criticism requires that pupils clearly

--



perceive the. relationship between their performance' and their

products in order to identify those .elements -df their performance
-;

tkat require correc ion-Or alteration. Unless this relationship

can bees a lished for the pupil, the positilie aspects of criticism
.

....--- . .

,,--- and self-evaluation can be obscured by a sense of guilts and the
,

.
.

. --,
. .

- % reduction of self-esteem through the perceived negative impact of
-----

the Performing -Self.

- There is a suggestion in present'researCh that'uself-talle"can
,

be used as a technique for helping pdpilsassuMe a more objeclive ,

stance in perceiving their performance's and products and may also

\
be a successful means.for implementing' processes of self - reward,

self-criticism, and self-evaluation. However the effects of all 1

of these processes, as well as techniques for implementing.
./:

require more investigationbefore-tbeir effectiveness;, can be Sub-
.

stantiated rather than suggested4

As a"-repository and interpreter of values and standards for the

learning Situation, teachers can affect the status of individual pupils

or groups. of. pupils. Teachers are in' a position.to effectively impose

.a status system within the classroom that reflects and reinforces the

, .

o.teacher
,

s status hierarchy with either positive or negative effects 1

.1

,

.

,
.

. on .pupil self-esteem. By ascribing.;value to the products and performance's
. .

i

of individual pupils or by providing circumstances where the teacher

I

can give a positive,inteipretation and direction to pupil-pupil

interaction, teachers,cdn affect the.nhture of the psychological
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experiences Of pupils in the classrbbm. By utilizing teaching

methods such ascross-age tutoring, group activities, and ,classrodm

activities directed toward poSitive social interaction forall

members of the'class,'the teacher can increase the environmental

sources of:positive imliact and affirmation for the pupils in the.

classroom.

The teacher's position acontrollerof the classroom environ-'

ment also provides conditions for utilizing the,cotletitive and

cooperative situations that can be organized for achieving planned

affective objectives. 'In general, the findings of current. research

studids tend to support the belief that we lia.Ve produced a,competiv
r

tive society.
\-If,

for any reason'teacherwould like to ,increase

the competitivenest among the pupils in the classroom, the techniqUe

of.offering limited rewards for performance deems effective in '

producing more highly competitive,behavior. It has, also been

demonstrated in research studies
Iinvestigating the adoption of

Standards that highly valued rewards can, stimulate an increase in

deviant behaviorand less rigid applicatibn of behavioral standards.

From the findings of Harvey et al.,(1968) we can infer that. teachers

may through, their dictatoxial, 'controlling, and punitive behaviors

towalta pupils, create aiclassrooin situation in which the teacher

becomes the source of limited rewards, thereby incr&asing the cote-

petitiveftess among pupils striving for the reward of teacher

apptoval. The presence.of culture-based spontaneous dompetitive

A
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behav

.

rs underscores the: need for 'directly taught-Taludeand

'standaids for cooperative behavior among students. Researchers

have"demonAtated the success of ,task-structuring and. the 'success

of makifig rewards contingent upon cooperative behaviors.in producing,

cooperative behaviors among'school-age subjeCts.

0
A

The teacher's. purpose for implementing cooperative or competitive

behaviors should be to create Conditions in which pupils can acquire`

mastery of skills and behaviors and to provide psichologicL experiences

in which, pupils, pare able to perceive themseIii',as having a positive

impact up6itheir envi,ronment.. Teachers sho*Ild recognise that 3ust

as all pupils do not have the same ability to achieve, academically,
*

all pupils do not have.the same abilities to compete :or cooperate.

It is equallY important to recognize.the affeftive results that

.

will accompany the use of cooperative and competitiye techniques

whether or not they have been planned. The self-esteem developel from

being a "good lbser" may haye to suffice for some Tupia.s who constantly ,

experience failure,i)ut the classroom should be able to offer'

' alternatives to failure for every pupil.

Teachers may also help pupils acquire a.senSd 'of positive self-

esteem by fostering the development of self-directing,,self-controlling,

and self-evaluating behaviors that iAcrease pupil independence and

autonomy. To be self-directing, the pupil must know what to do, how.

to.d6-it, andwhat constitutes successful completion. To be self-

1

controlling a pupil must: know what behavior are_app_r_Op.riate-and--

2 9
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-
i

goil-directed and at behaviors are inappropriate and unproductive.
. - .

To be ff-evaluative the pupil must know which/elements of his per-
.

- !,.

iformanice, present or lacking,-relate to the successful outcome of his

performance or products. When.teachers evaluate a pupil as "able to
.

work with a Minimum of supervision,' regardless of the'grade level
.

cwage,-.1eve1 of the pupil, the implications are clear that the yupil

exhibits autonomous and independent behavior appropriately mature

for hisage Or grade

Willis (1972) identified the ability to work without,'
e

G.
supervision as'one of. the most commonly used teacher criteria for

estimating the potential_ academic achievement level of pupils. Pupils
1

.

who evidende this behavior have,at least theoretical*, a source' for
:

positive self-esteem in their positive impact upon the sigqificant
A, #

. .
.."

I I

other and their environment. PgpilS who do not evidence this' behavior
1

.4

, .

deed' the assistance of- their teacher as a'significant and salj.ent
\_____---------)

,

other to help them acquire the necessary skills biHnvior, .

------ ,. .

values, and standards and theY'neeci-the experiences that reflect die.

Pupil's Performing Self

environment.

41.

" .

an achiever with positive impact on his

11*
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'CHAPTER VII

Self- Extension

Teacher 40haviors and pupils' concept of Self as

. Performer, pupil motivation;' role development,-

support, response to incentives, performandes,

creativity, goal-setting and decision-:Making

The psychological self-construct descrit,ed as Self-Extension

emphasizes the sense of self as a performer of behaviors and as a pro-

ducer of products. This construct is related to all other existing

concepts of self. which serve the performing Self as motivaters, interpreters,

and controllerS of the 'behav,iors expressed through the actionsof the

10; .
Performing Self. 'Thebasic attitude of,trust or

mistrust, established with the sense of Bodily Self,, and the character-
4 ,

''''' * . -.,'
...

istically negative of positive perception of the self's initial-impact
.. .

. ,

uponothers and the environment color the developing self's per-

ceptign of the risks and consequenceS Inherent in every event-cf his

behavioral dpi blue. Theense of self-extension expressed through performance will

OT

.be determined by the self'kassgsgment of thg psychological safety for

all of his existing concepts of self. Through the activity of the Performing Self-

behaviors are acqdired,and skills are mastered, but the amount of

effort and the level of each performance will'be,affected by the limits

imposeu by the sense of'Self-Extension and the perception of Self as

Performer. The amount of contact initiated by the developing self

and the naturd of the'relationship with tignificanttothers and the

environment is also affected by the sense of Self-Extension and.the

.7-

limits imposed on the Performing Self in order to maintain psychological

safety:

3 0 o'
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Efforts of the developing self to acquire behaviors:and skills

or to exploreand tent the environment are behaviors of the Performing

Self which are usually. observed by others. The, perforMances and

products of the Performing Self are consistently subjected to

the judgment and'evaluation of significant others.and the environment

and it isthe performing Selves of pupils and teachersthat are
. .

constantly interacting inAhe classroom.

In acquiring the behaviors and skills that gain approval and

acceptance from others, the developing self alsb acquires the standard's. .

by which his Verformance is fildted in order to make his performance
4

acceptable. As behaviors become valued as a source of reward and

approval they can also'become,valuea a's self-rewarding sources of

autonomy and independence. When behaviors become valued by-the

individual as d means of attaining self-dpection and independence,

1

they are no longer performed just for approval. Behaviors and skills

- ,

valued by the developing self are acquired through intrinsic;totivation.

Whether the motivation is based on a value fdr approval or a.value of

autonomy and independence. Skills and behaviOrs which do not appear

to the developing sel to hold any promise for rewards .of approval or autonomy

need interpretation Kthat their usefulness can be understood. When the
SAC 1

,.

developing self feels that some skills and behaviors are too diffiC0t-for

.

him
.

to acquire and perform, the significant other can offer guidance, help,

....

and encouragement. The addition of rewards valued for themselves and uni.elated-

;.

to behavior performed to acquire them provides extrinsic motivation for

the Performing Self. It is only when the developing self has acquired
or.*



a value for his performance as a means ofachiaving his

desired positive impact that the success or.failure'of his

performances has any effect on his concepts of self. The impact

A

of success or failure on the self-concepta 'of the performer

is determined by the value system of the performer and not by the value

system of external judges. .:The assumption that all pup'ils, are deeply

affected by faildre in academic performance_is-usTily.made by those

who value education for its triirfac rewards. Pupils may acquire

JV

neg4tive self-c9cepts from academic faildies not bqtause they failed

to achieve, but becausethey failed to please. fIf academic achievement

is not valued as a means of acquiring approval or as a means of acquiring,
,

.

autonothy and independence, success or failure in-the performance of

academic tasks will have little or no effetton the self-concept

development, of the individual.

, .

During his early years, the role of the developing self in the

behavioral dialogue is dominated by and 'directed toward the sociali-
!

zation process.

prescribed behaviors of his society that mark his membership, and to

The role of the developing self is to acquire the

perform these behaviors in accordance with the values and standards

of his society. Behaviors prescribed by each society have

established purposes'which are to be accepted by each member of the

group. These behaviors form a basis not only for social identity,

but also serve to enhance the self's concepts Of. the

Self-Identity, Self-mgsteen, and Self- Image. For the

the acquisition and performande of prescriptive "how

ti

Bodily Self,

Performing Self,

to" behaviors.

vX
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becom the source for approval and disapproval in his early dialogue

.4.-

with s, nificant others and the environment. The impact of the

%
.

Performi g Self reflected in the praise and pleasure of significant
. .

others introduces thesdeveloping self to the rewards of conforming
\

.behaviors nd convergent thinking as affirmations of his identity
.

and a measure his esteem.

IfthecUlture ofthe society is highly traditial it becomes

highly prescrilitive, or if- the society is highly technological and

complicated it May also be highly prescriptive. In either situation,

the dekreloping self must commit a considerable amount of his early

, .

years to acquiring tI)e escribed social and cognitive behaviors of

CZa

his society in order to be rewarded with acceptance and apprOval.

The prescriptive "how to behaviors and skills ofa given society
.

and the extent,to which they dominate the content of the behavioral

-r dialoguehave, a strong influence on.;the development of the Pexforming

Self and the sense of Self-Extension. As

experience and knowledge and as codifiers

,

behaviors and skills can simplify'the acquisition procesa and increase

-the availability of certain: societal tools thatg enhance.theparticipa-

tion of the Performing Self. But the temptation to condense and codify

)03

condensors of groilp

of behaviors, these "how to"-

for pragmatic performance purposes, reducing the acquisition processes'
A

to association and imitation, can e ert a controlling influence on other

cognitive processes, restricting the evelopment of concepts and the

discovery of principles. It. may serve a pragmatic performance goal .

300
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to learn that "a minus times a minus equals a plus, why(this is we

.

need not discuss," but without the discussion, it serves to limit

and control behavior and performance.
a

There are certainly many instances where condensations and codes

serve the Performing Self more efficiently than experiential. learning.

One important role of the teacher as,/a significant other 'and as

controller of the environment is to differentiate between the con .

densations and codes that control and limit the. development of the

Performing Self and those which aid and assist performance. Teachers

who use controlling standards. and-limited goads aneinculcate values-
.

iri pupils thattdiscourage'questioding will libit pupil perfortance and

.development. V, additional function of the teacher and the classroom
e

'environment is to provide a climate of Vsychelogical safety for each pupil

0, .

that encourages his questions and. acknowledges his right to examine standards,

values, and.societal goals.

By Acquiring oertain tehavia:s and skills valued by the-significant

.

ether, the Performing Self can alter the nature of his impact on others.

In this manner he can alter the subsequent reflection of his image from

. .

,one of negativity and rejection to one o conditional but positive

acceptance. Under these conditions, the Performing Self theconcen,-

trates upon those performances that produce positive and accepting

responsesfrom the significant other. The developing self may find,

however, that the acquisition of skills and behaviorsthat-reduce his
se),

dependency upon the significant other may alter the relationship and,
, .
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resultin rejec tion and a negative reflection, of the self. To main-

tain a positive relationship with the significant other, the .

PerfOrming Self'may then limit his performance and subsequent atqui-

sition of behaviors and skills to thosethav insure his acceptance

and approval by the significant other , sacrificing autonomy for approval.

/

In the acquisition .ofIskills and behaviors the significant other's,
i

use,of praise that is unrelated to
.
behavioral goals or standards.

e ..

can leave the developing self without the proper cognitive informadtion
. . . ,

.:. .

necessary . for differentiating his behavior and developing constructs

for goal-directed behavior.. The performance of rewarded behaViois

may then be used by the. developing selfto gain attention, and approval

without, regard to the appropriateness or other goal-related ;value of
,

- -
. 11(..

the behavior. Indiscriminate criticism ftam significant others
I

without
. .

% . .
,

accompanying approval for properly performed and associated goal- ,

. 4

directed Ilehaviors,can-makerhe-process of acquiring skialS.and

behaviors a lengthy and negativeexperience for the-developing self. '

It may also result in limited performances through the effect of continuous

negative reflection on the sense of Self7Extension and the. concept of the
2

Performing Self. Performances .4f the developing self that are unrelated to

iris internalized value system and are totally unacknowledged by significdnt

others may produce perforTances that reach minimum gdals at miniv

.standards performed'at a Level only sufficient)to avoid criticism and

negative reflections. of the self.

The psychological' xperiences from which each pupil has derived

his present, concepts of.self before entering the classroom

are going to be present in the perhrming behavior of each student.

. 7
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The Performing Self.of each pupil in the clissroom offers the.concerned
15 e

/
teacher an opportunity to re-interpret

the previous psychological. experiences
I.

Viand alter the effett of some. of

in the newbehavioral dtalogue

of the classroot./ It is less important in this context how .the

teacher ratesthe performance.and products of each pupil in comparison

- -

with other pupils and other standardSthin'how the teacher interprets

the perfOrmance-and products of each pupil to each pupil. Motivating

pupils to perform, to produce, and to'aChieve behavioral goals that

may not be valued by the.p.upil, and to exact performances of such

behaviors in accordance with external standards requires an under:-
c;

standing .of each pupil's Performing, Self and a knowledge-of the

conditions which will enable pupil's to acquire both the values and

the behaviors necessary for a successful performance.

Teadfier Behavior'an&Pupil Motivations

Teevan and McGhee (1972) investigated the influence of certain,,..

interaction variables on the acquired fear of failure. Forty-one
A

'mare.high school juniors and their mothers comprised the sample.'

The's:late acquired substantiated the investigators' first hypothedis

that male subjects who indicated a high fear offallure had mothers

whO had earlier expectations for independence and achievement behaviors

frOm their sons: Mi7thers of low- fear -of- failure subjects had reported

much later expectation for both behaviors. This sample also confirmed'
-,.

the investigators' hypothesis that'high fear of failure subjects would

have experienced more frequent neutral responses and less rewarding

responses to their independent and achieving behaviors. The hypothesis

thathigh fear of failure subjects, would have also experienced. more
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1

f

1 .
. .......

punishment and less aequent neutral responses;, than low fear of failure
. . /

subjects was not statistically substantiated,althongh the difference's
/

.
:

were in the sredicted,direction. ,The conclusions offered from this
erp

1
, --0.- -, .

Study are that a mother's early expectations for independent and
.t 1

achieving behaviorS'contribute to the development of fear of failure
, ''s

/ .

.

,- .

motivation.in the child but are not related to the positive or negativeA.

attitude toward achieVAment develtped by the child. The reinforcement .

/
pattern practiced by, the mother influencesthe child!s attitude toward

achieving and independent behaviors and» also the child's response to motivation
,

by either fear of fa ei lure or hop,of success. If the'mother's pattern of response
/

) '
/

is neutral toward satisfactory behavior and onnitive toward unsatisfactory

' .behavior,-'the child's attitude toward achievement and.. independent

behaviors is likely to be negativeand behavior on both of these
. . .

dimensions will, be motivated by the fear of negative consequences for

ffailhre. If ,the mother rewatds'satisfactOry behavior, the child is

'more likely to develop a positive attitude and be motivated by the

anticipati9n of positive.responses to his success.

Another study (Murray, Seagull and Geisingert 1969) matched

20 maladjusted boys "and their parents with 20 adjusted boys and their *"--..

parents in order to compare the motivational patterns of the two

.sets of parents. '.The maladjusted boys were described by the investi-
.

)4

gators as typical of the neurotic-level problem pupils usuallyreferred

to trgatment from elementary sChools..4 All maladjusted subjects had

_normal ihtelligence but problems classified as academic failure,
V

anxiety symptoms, rebellion, and social rejection. Objective measures

3.13
\



w5kr made of selected motivation sources considered as typical of

P
,,R the Malives underlyins"fmnily interaction in the literature of clinical

/1! studies. These sources were.(1) Motivation for acplevement,

(2) affiliation, (3) power, and (4) aggresthion. Anadditional,measure of
,

'Iexperience balance" was included, which indicatedthe'amount of /

external compared with internal sources of motivation for each subject.

Interviews were also obtained from the subjects. DifferencA found
. ,

in the motivational patterns qf the two sees of parnts in the Murray

et al. study were neither as urny nor as strong as expected. The parents

of the maladjusted boys scored 'higher in paternal aggression and those

maternal behaviorsthat indicated the mothers' difficulties in expressing

and reacting to internal feelings. Maladjusted boys and their fathrs

",

' appeared to exhibit more overt hostility.' Maladjusted boys described

their mothers. as being distant and not given to overt aggressive behaviors.

A significant difference was found in the distribution of controlling~

techniques used by the mothers. Mothers of the adjusted subjects

appeared to use.more verbal,aggressive techniques, while mothers of

maladjusted boys used mdre subtle and less overtly aggressive techniques

of restriction and deprivation.. In the adjusted families, results of

correlational analyses did not establish any relationship between family

members with regard,to motives. The sources of motivation, affiliation; .,

power, and aggression for maladjusted boys, however, tended to be negatively

related to parental measures of these sources, particularly to those of

the mothers.

although these 'two studies are limited to male samples and to

specific variables of the parent=child relationship, the reported findings

33.4
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lend credence to the theoretical iMportance of the role of significant

others in the development of'the Performing Self and the impact of

response patterns used by significant others on'the motivations

and attitudes of the developing..self. The process of acquiring

specified behaviors and skills forms a part of the continuum between

familial and school environments, and the attitudes and motivational

sOurcs acquired in .one environment can be reasonably. expected to

appear-in the behavior of the Performing Self.in response to similar

psychological experienceiin,another environment. The impact of

the.Performing Self upon significant others and the environment reflected

in their responses to performances supply the developing self with the

psychological experiences:that influence the formation of attitud,is and

motives. the cognitive content of the response made by significant

others and the environment
.
Is Processed to form the constructs foegoal-

.

directed behaviors. In the first study cited above, the use of positive

responses to satisfactory behavior influenced the developfnent of hope-for-
.

success motivation.. Neutral responses and punitive responses fostered a fear-
.

-

of-failure motivation. The p6slibility that teachers' use of Similar response

patterns' may produce similar effects on pupils' attitudes and motivations in

the school environment should be seriously considered. Theauthors of the

second study commented that the boys in the two groups behaved differently,

but did nOt appear'to be very different on measures of motivation. The

significant difference in the controlling techniques used by

the two gfOupsof mothers might, beef further investigation for
4

their relationship to the acquisition of goal - directed behaviors.

315
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The(:mothers of adjusted /Joys were described as using techniques that included

scolding and yelling with at least the #plication that fhe content in

their responses. was related to the behavioral perforTances of their

sons. Ifothers of maladjusted boys were described as using restriction

and deprivatio --practices which may convey positive or negative

.

attitudes towa d the behaviors of their sons, but which may :not have
I.

prOvided thei sons with sufficient information for associating and

differentiati g their4behaviors in order to identify and reinforce

'behaviors that would have achieved desired goals.
.

Differential Pupil Responses to Teacher. Motivation

A study reported by Goldberg (1968) wasbased upon the pfemise

that different, pupils may respond differently to the same teacher

behaviors because already-developed attitudes cause them to perceive

behaviorg differently and to respond and perform academically in

accordance with their individual perceptions. Another premise used

.was that the dimension of personality defined as authoritarian versus

non-authoritArian is A significant determinant of teacher behavior

and that the attitude toward authority, influenceq pupil perception

of teaching behaviors. A study was conducted with an all-male sample

of 254 eighth; and ninth-grade pupils and their 12 male social studies

tcachers. in 3 schools of a laige eastern suburb.' Variables underlying

the Galifornia.F. &Cale (Adorn°, FrenEel7Brunswik, Levinson, &. Sanford,

1950) were translated into items referenced 'to specific

teacher_beheviors and formed the basis ror 25 items identifying

.

...1-21(1EIIREIIIIiAntezebers_and-25 items identifying
/
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non-authoritarian teachers. Three scales measuring pupils' attitudei

toward authority, pupil flexibility, and pupil compulsivity were ob-
'

tained along'with pupirepgrts of required and self - initiated work

Tone. Neither pupil attl.tude toward authority nor pupa-flexibiiity

as measured in this study 'appeared to be related to-Pupil perception

of teachetbehaviors on the authority dimension.' But pupil measures

on the scale of corapulsivity,whichuerestrouily related to the.school

situation and to traits characterized as authoritarian,did show-a

significant statistical relationship to pupil perception of teaching

behaviors. Pupils scoring 'high in,compulsivity perceived their

teachers as less authoritarian, while pupils scoring low in compulsivity.
,

.
.. .

perceived their teachers as more authoritarian.

These findings substantiate that pupils report different views

of teacher behivior in accordance with their compulsivity rating, but

without an objective measure of the referent teacher as authoritarian

or non-:authoritarian, it is difficult to ascertain whether the two views

are the results of influenced perCeption or differential treatment

received by the pupils due to their compulsive characteristics. Our

. difficulty in'interpretingthese findings is also due in part to the

r, way items intended to differentiate between authoritarian and non-

authoritarian teachers were.phrased for reference. The sample item

given in the report. indicated that'these items, were phrased for."Our"
-

teacher and the class as "we" 'and "us," If all pupils did respond to

a collective experience of teacher behavior, rather than an individual'

experience, it could be safely assumed that high-

317.
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and low-compulsivity pupils were perceiving their teachers differentially.

However.,/since the author also suggests that the.reported views may

be the result 'of differential treatment and actual experience, we cannot

be too comfortable with that' assumption. The criterion variables "work

. required" and "self-initiated work" did not attain a statistically

'significant relationship to either pupil compulsivity ratings or pupil

4 perception ofteacher behaviors as authoritarian 'or non-autlroritarian..

The author reported'evidence of a trend for pupils with high compulsivity

to report doing less work,while pupils with low compulsivity reported

doing more work when the teacher was perceived. by the pupil as non-

authoritarian. No differentiation between "self-initated" or "required

work" was indicated in the report.

The effectiveness of the= compulsivity measure in this study suggests-
.

that further investigation using an objective rating on.theauthoritarian

dimension for the teachers involved and a self-referenced instrument

for,perception of teacher behavior might offer more substantive findings.

.

b/on the relationship between pupil perception of teaching behavior and pupil

work response:

Teachers' useof four motivating cues and their effedr,in producing

either facilitating or debilitating anxiety in underachieving, achieving,

and overachieving, high school mathematics students was examined by

White and Aaron (1967). The sample population included 9.0 boys and

96 girls- who were junior and senior mathematics students in a large

outhern and urban high school: The subjects were given a standardized
/

.\ti

mathematics aptitude test and an objective mid-term math test.

31i.
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Combinations of the quartile ranking of each student op,these two",

.tests were*used to classify subjects,as underdchievers, overachievers,

or ackevers. A measure of achievement anxiety. was also obtained' for

each-subject and pupil responses to classrao characteristice-ca the

ntifying four
_

teachers were also obtained from 50 statements
. t

motivational categories of achievement, aff iliac

test and feedback. Results of this study. indices ed.'

orderliness, and

that girls were
% 1. . 1

,

generally more perceptive of motivating cues provided'by:the .teacher
\

i

arid reacted more-positively to;,-..anx-iety--t-hanthe-boys-in--thi.4.Sample.

.
Girls did indicate more debilitating fear-of-failure arixiety, :h0e;er

,
On the motivating cues, both sex and group differences were noted.;

.....

A,.

'4

The achievement motivation variable indicated a significant difference

among groups and between sexes in perceiving teacher cues,-but the inter-

action was not significant. ,Across all groups, the mean scores for

girls were consistently lower than for boys on this ,variable.

There were no significant 'differences between the three achieving

groups on affiliation,, but underachieving girls were significantly

higher in perception .of taffiliatiyecues than anderachievirig-boys,.and-

achieving, boys were higher in perception of cues than

achieving girls. On both thetbrderliness cues and the test and feedback
-

cues, girls showed higher perception across all groups. Group membership

J,^

by sex was qUite evenly; distributed. In the achieving group, there

were,45 boys and 52 girls who, .by;definition,were performing to capacity;,

23 boys and 23 girls Who.were not working at their potential level and were

'classified as underachievers; and 22 boys and 20 girls who were considered to be

3 19
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overachievers performing abolre their predicted levels. The author

reported that the motivating cues of teachers eieVated the anxiety
4

level in.a114the subjects.

The :investigatos discussed' the sex differences obtained in this

study in terms that relate cultural influences to the acquirion-of

skills and behaviors prescribed by the society. The aUthorsisuggested T

that the lower means obtained for girls on perception of motivation

for achieyement cues may have been due to girls' already having had more

. _

_thotiVatiPn_for academic_achievement and therefore_baving_no need for additional

.

cues. Thegirls' higher perception of test and feedbaCk motivation cues

was related to their more frequent perception of the teacher as evaldative

and reinforcing and as higher on extrinsic rewards and punishment.

Girl's were reported as more sensitive to correction. by the teacher'
. ;

,

and to announcement's of tests and immediate feedback results. Girls

were also reported to have more.fear-of-failure anxiety. The

.investigator suggested that girls, having weaker intrinsic motives .

for academie,achievement,may,require more extrinsic rewards and punish-

. ments from their teachers; while bdys may have been more perceptive

and responsive to intrinsic motivation in,learning mathematics. Boys'

failure to respond to orderliness cues was, in theopinion -of these investi-

1

'gators, not surprising, since boys in this culture are encouraged in their
1:.

,

.

.,. r'indepeRdent and divergent behaviors and do not readily respond to confordingl

,I `-'-'.
,

.

*.' f,and controlling cues. The authors further, commented that it was

difficult to interpret the results of this study and

pointedont that most achievement motivation studies have been

..
.

%.

.

limitedto.males (a fact which we can confirm). Studies.
,. f

. .
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--------- .--of achievement motivation in females have not yet produced substantial
-----*__/4.

and conclusive results. We can aaly suggest that further research is
-_,...,

,. ,. . , -,

needed to examine theprocessloy which prescribebehaviors and skills-,_
.

-,
. . .

are acquired,. therole.of respcinse patterns of significant-Others;

and the effect o5 cultural values upon the perceived impact of the

PerforMing Self.

The Development of Pupil kole ThroutTeasher
/
Indirect Behaviors

. 315.

The, teacher a,ssignificant other and ,at controller of the classroom .

environment provides boththe interpretation of the pupir role and'

the environment in which the developing self cari perform. The extent

ta which the teacher controls the direction and limits of role behaviors

and the. extent to which the teacher confines or expands the opportunities

for performance. are dirOt points at which the teacher contributes-to

. the. pupil's sense of (11f-Extension and aids in the acquisition of

required behaviors and skills.
.

:,

N k .

The interpretation of the pupil role and the extent of'perforMance

are part of the ideology investigated by Dobson, Goldenberg? and

ElsorC(1972). The purpose of their study was to determine whether

teacher ideology of pupil control was expressed in classroom behaviors.

An instrument designed to'identify teacher ideology ranging.from very

controlling, or "custodial;' to very non - directive, or "humanistic ", was

given tO'260, elementary school teachers in suburban schools ,in 'a large
4

southern metropolis. From;-this group the two extremes were selected,

and observers using the Flanders Interaction Analysis Scale (Flanders,

1966) recorded the classroom verbal interaction of each teacher in

. 331
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the two'groups. Significant differences were found between the

groups on three variables. There was'no significant difference

in the proportions- of indirect teacher statements betwden the two

groups, but humanistic teachers accepted and deyeloped pupil ideas

significantly more than custodial teachers. Similarly, there was no

significant difference in the proportion of direct verbal teacher

--, statements, but custodial teachers lectured signifiCantly more than-
.,

did humanistic teachers: There was no significant difference in the

dimension of total pupil talk between the \two groups, but the amount
-

of'pupil-initiated talk was significantly:higher for the pupils of

,humanistic teachers. The investigators cOncluded that the ideblogy of

pupil control held by, the teacher is expressed in teacher classroom

behavior and although there were no significant differencesin the
1 - .

.

propOrtionNof verbal. behaviors either by teachers or pupils in both

groups, humanistic teachers employed significantly more indirect

teaching.behavlors than teachers classified as custodial.

On the premise that the structure of the traditional learning

situation operates against achievement motivation, pupil initiative

and pupil responsibility, Alschuler (1969) restructured the learning

protess in several classrooms (with the help of the teachers) from
ti ,.

what he termed as power-oriented games to achievement-oriented s,
....

..

, .

within the classroom. The first study whS conduCted in a tenth-grade typing
,,,

clas'S, with a control class :that had been taught by the same teacher uSinv,

the same teat material the previous year. Restructuring was introduced

4
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after both classes achieved an identical average in net words typed

per minute which occurred after three weeks of the first school

quarter' Pupils in the restructured class helped set their own goals

and,with the teacher's assistance, established the grades to be given

for various typing speeds. Pupils kept records of their own progress

and determined the length and difficulty of the test to be taken each

day for himself. The practice of having each pupil solve' particular problems he,

_
was encountering was.also stressed in the restructured group. The control class

took tests chosen by the teacher and administered inithe traditional fashion.

At the end of the third quarter, the restructured class had achieved
No

a class average typing speed 54'% higher than'the control class,witti

the lowest individual score of the restructured class tied with the

highest score of the control.class at 50 net, words peiminute. The .

second study was conducted with 15 students in a fifth -grade mathematics

class. Work done by.theexperimental group was Compared with their previous year's

achievement under the same teacher but in the "power" oriented setting, and with

the work of another fifth, grade class taught in the traditional style

by a "very competent and kind teachei." life restructured ,classroom

used a contract' system with the standard textbook used in all fifth-'

.grade classes oE the school. Students contracted to produce t certain

i. .

number of correct answers for each chapter of the book. The contracts

, .,. .

required a fee to be paid for revised due dates and a deduction of a
.

,
. .

certain, ercentage of their "government" money for_each incorrect
. .-

'answer. Pupils alSo deposited a fee for materials and franchise.

The fee, earned by the ,pupil., on contract was' directly proportional to



the goal he set= -the higher he bid and produced, the more he earned. .

=

Pupils were in charge of their own assignments, getting help'when it

was needed and working through the book themselves. At-the end of
a

the year students in, this restructured class showed a gain of 2.85,

years 'onthe Stantord.Achievement Test. Pupils in the traditional

' class sh6wed a gain, of .36 on ,the same measure for that yea Vi. The

-

'

.

teacher's comments indicated that pupils who had notshown any interest

n math the previous year began taking their books home voluntarily.
, , ....

Many pupils began to reassess their abilities more optimistically
; .

and performed up to their own set standards. Theteacheralso.reported

that very few deadlines were missed. As may be expected on the basis of

.

the behaviors reported by teachers, pupils also reported that

they liked mathematics much better than they had previously. The

investigator reported that further work had been done on this type

of restructuring and there were indications that.'sbme pupils preferred

the 'power- structured classroom. For these pupils, the author su&gested
41.

motivation training to help them acquire those motives appropriate

, . -..

and necessary for using achievement motivation. The author had
.

prefaced his report with the comment that restructuring was

done to help put.pupils in charge of their own learning and in

the hope that achievement motivation' brought to the 'school by entering

pupils would survive and flourish.,

,

buffey and Martin (1973) investigated the interaction between-

direct andtindirect teaching style as defined by the Flanders Inter-

action Analysis. instrument, and the trait anxietiof pupils me'a'sured''

byrthe State -Trait Anxiety Inventoryof Spielberger, Gnrsuch,.and

3 2 4
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Lushene (1968). High and. low trait anxiety measures are indicative

of the individUalls general tendency to respond with anxiety to cues of

threat. High trait anxious persons respond to minimal cues °Threat

with anxiety and become highly anxious under more threatening or stressful

circumstances.. Low trait anxious persons exhibit less anxiety in

fib
response to cues of threat or- conditions of stress. Trait anxiety

might be, considered as a general an&-characteristic response set, while

state anxiety refers to the specific response of anxiety to a specific threat

stimulus. The investigators considered the often-hypothesized

relationship between.the ability to leariF.--orto perform and,..the anxiety

engendered by the learning or performing situation, and hypothesized

further that pupils with high trait anxiety would demonstrate Signifi-

cantly greater recall of academic material under indirect teacher

influence when compared to low trait anxious pupils under indirect

teacher influence,.and that subjedtswitelow trait anxiety would
,

a.

demonstrate better recall under direct teacher influence than subjects.

with high trait anxiety. The anxiety inventory was administered to , 4:

. . ,

62 ,fatherless sixth-grade boys attending a privateoschool. The 26
. , , *. .

.

highest scoring and 26 lowest scoring subjects were selected from this
, -

group for the academic treatment and were then assigned randomly

to either a direct or indir,act teacher influence group. A pre- and

posttest measure of achievement wes.admifiisteredIto all four groups

covering the material presented in a 10-minute..taped,lesson. The
,

i,,.-------
. ,

. 1 - .

material was.novel and locally interesting for the pdpils. The .
. . n

I

44.

direct group received a 10-minute followup discussion in an indirect
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style. Both discussions were taped and scored according to the

-

Flanders system by an independent expert to veriv thaedifferenA
. .

classroom climates were created inthe two discussion sessions in

accordance with the Flanders definition. Results of the analYSis

of covariance did not produce significant main effects for either

anxiety or'teacher style, but the interaction between trait anxiety

and teacher style was statistically significant. High trait anxiety.

subjects performed, significantly better under indirect teacher influence

than direct influence. The investigators concluded that high trait

anxiety pupils-who are sensitive to threat and criticism will perform

better in a classroom situation where teachers are ;more accepting of .

Pupil feelings, use praise and encouragementmoie frequently and control.pupils.

less' directly.. In a Study on deviant behavior, Noffsinger.(1971) found

that anxious, withdrawn subjAts were able to perform better when they

,

were,str4ne:,rewarded and given more feedback about their performance,

and notedthat his control subjects performed better with less feedback.
.

He suggested that teachers should be aware when reinforcing students

. for certain behaViors that a balance needs to be maintained between

" .

pupil anxiety and reduction of anxiety through rewards. The; relation

ship betWeen anxiety and academic performance
e 4

appears to *btiai

4trongly curvilinear as, the relationship of anxiety and performance.in

athletics--both too much and too little anxiety inhibit performance,

...

but aOroper balance enhances Performance.
.

Pupil Support Through Teacher Response and Feedback

By responding to pupils and providing feedback/ on Tuoil performances the

teacher can provide a positive reflection on the impact of pupil performance.



Positive responses help pupils acquire motivation and,along with relevant

feedbadlc, help pupils acquire goal=directed behaviors and mastery in

:perfdrmince; A study by Christensen (1960) was designed .to:investigate
.

the effects of teacher warmth as an affective.,. Motivating factor,

teacher permissiveness-direciiveness as a guidance factor, aid

pupil affect-need as a response modifier. 'These were all Used as

independent variables, with-pupil achievement,as the dependent Variable

in the ten'fifth-grade classes and 10 fourth-grade teachers and

their 10 classes from a suburban school in'the northeast comprised the sample

population. The.fifth -grade teachers were not included. Measures of teacher,

warmth and permissiveness were obtained from an instrument incorporating items

of existing scales with"items devised by the investigator. A definitive

description of, this variable is not given in the inveStigator's .

report, but sample.itemS giVen indicate that permissiveness includes

at least some elements of tlander's indirectness. Measures of pupil . A

affect -need' were olitained,from existing scales and, achievement data

was compiled from a stanolardiZed achievement test having five subtest

categories. The achievement test had been administered to .the present

fifth7grade Ambjectsin the beginninrof their fourth -grade year and

again at the beginning of the fifth-grade year. These subjects were

grouped according to their fourth-grade teachers and the.data analyzed-
for growth in,achievement. Eight of the ten teacheis* with the most

extreme scores were classified into lour groups; "two teachers to/a

group: High Permissiveness-High Warinth; High Warmth-Low Permissiveness;

Low Warmth-High Permissiveness; and Low Warmth-Low Permissiveness.

32 7 es
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Pupils were divided into High and:Low Affect-Need group and ten of

each group were selected fOr each teacher. The results of thisstudy

indicated only two significant relatioUships. Achievement growth

in vocabulary and arithmetic were significantly greater for teachers

of high warmth: No significant relationships- or interactions were

found for the remaining variables. The author concluded that the

3122..

results of this study support the contention that affective response (warmth) is

more important for.growth in achievement than permissiveness,

A simple buE effective study. 'reported by Page'(1958),

.investigated the effects of teacher comment on pupil performance.
- .

Random selection was made of 74 secondary teachers from three school-'

districts; and each teacher chose one classrom among his available

classes as subjects for the experiment, for a ..total of 2,139 pupil .

.

subjects. Teachers gave their regularly scheduled objective test ins

their own subject area, math, English, social studies, etc. These'

tests were corrected in the usual way and letter.grades assigned in

accordance with the tel5her's

then placed in numerical rank

individual practice. Test papers were

order with the best paper on toil' By

the roll of a special die indicating one of three categories, "No

Comment," "Free, Comment," or "Special'Comment," the top gaper as

assigned to one' of the groups,. The second ,paper was assigned to a

category by another roll of the die and the third paper went torthe

remaining unused category. Papers were distributed in this mannett

until all were eaeegorized. The No Comment group received only the

letter grade, Free Comment papers received comments made at the

3 2 8
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A

teacher's 'discretion and inspiration, and Special Comment papers received,

comments deviSed by the investigator that were considered to be supportive and

relevant to the'letter grade received: The papers were returned without

attention being drawn to teacher comment or lack of it, and students
:

remained unaware of the experiment in which they were involved. Scores

obtained ffom the next objective` test taken by the pupil subjects were

used as the basig.for Ideasuring change in pupil performance after

required statistical ptocedures pioduced scores appropriate for such

analysis. The statistically significant results indicated that on

the second test the Fee Comment Group made the most improveAnt,.

the Specified Comment Group were second 'and the No Comment Group.
made the least improvement. Thus, teacher comments:on returned test

papers had a beneficial effect upon the subsequent. performance of

. .

pupils. FUrther analysis revealed no significant differences of

comment-effect between schools and no significant or conclusive

'differences of comment-effect appeared by grade levels, although

there were indications that pupils in higher grades were more

responsive than those atthe lowest (7th) grade level. Tedchers

had been asked to predict the effect of their comments on their pupil's

by giving a numerical ranking. From this ranking, it could be con-

cluded that teachers felt their better performing pupils would.be more

responsive to their comments. Among the "F" students, however, the

response to teacher comments proved to be most effective.

Teacher use of praise and criticism and its effect on nunkl-initiated

responses, and an added factor of racial, integration was investigated .

1
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in a study by Brown, Payne,'Lankewich, and Cornell (1970). These

investigators hypothesized that teachers.of one race who face a
' "

classroom 9f,pupils of another race might be in,elined to inhibit their

.324'

I

behaVibrs and Incr.-ease the amount Of praise in classroom 'interaction.
/

A totarOiJaVe teachers fxom tipper elementary grades
IA.

were selected for the

experiment: three white teachers with black students,, three black teachers with

white students, and six teachers at the same grade levels, with pupils of the

same race as'the teacher. Class sizes were comparable

among all twelve teachers. A 20-minute discussion

. period was taped in each class. and an observer recorded the pupil-
:

. initiated responses occurring during the 20-minute period. Pupils

who raised their hands in respodse to teach er questions, and pupils

who tried, to respond without raising their hands were counted as having

Pupils responding fox the second time to's.

repeated question were not counted, nor were responses made at the

or"forced"'responses,.counted. The recorded

initiated responses.
.

demand of the teacher,

, _-
discussions were analyzed and divided into four praise categories and

three criticism categories. The results indicated that teachers of

one race facing pupils of another used significantly,More prais in

classroom interaction than teachers with pupils of the:saMe-race.

Differences in teacher use of criticism .ere not statistically
N . ,

: .

significant for the two groups, but the trend indicated less criticism

being used in the classrooms where teacher, race differed from that of

pupils.. Measures of pupil initiated response also indicated that

pupils in 'mixed" cIassrooins initiated significantly more responses
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than pRtils whose teachers were of the same race. Althoue the racial

factor cannot be said to conclusively inhibit critical behaviors, in
a.

. .

this sample praise behaviors and pupil initiated responses appeared

-.to be enhanced by the racial circumstances; In a study reported

earlier, however, Rubovitz and Maehr (1973) -had reported that in a

classroom 'where pupils were mixed 6y race, black pupils received more

criticism, less, attention, and-less praise than their white counterparts,

I

whiciloAggests that the use of praise and criticism may have other

dimensions -to be investigated with regard to race and racial integration.

Pupil Response to Specific Motivational and Incentive Techniques

In the.Extgnsion of Self construct we are interested in the

motives supplied to the developing self twhich could be termed "extrinsic"

and the incentives used to, help the developing self acquire values

and standards that rela him to his society and culture. In acquiring

behaviors and skills, both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations interact

to produce performance, but the relationship between values, intrinsic

and extrinaiomotivations,and performance are not self-evident.

Clifford (1972) investigated the effects of the two forms of

competition, reward-competition and game-competition, on the performance,

.

interest, and retention of 66 classes of fifth-grade pupils in a northern

city. The task required for the study was presented as routine and

consisted of a. two-week vocabulary learnj.ng task developed. by the

inVestigator. Classes remained intact and classroom teachers acted

as the experimenters. Pupils were advised that their performance

on this task would.not be a part of their regular evaluation.
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The investigator felt that this ,would remove the report card as a -

dominant motivating factor. (It would also, in our opinion, remove

326

the learning task from the-.Prodtine category.) Control for the4,,

experiment was supplied by classes engaged in the task in a non-competitive

situation. Fpr the res/ard condition, score comparisons were made daily

among "relatively homogeneous students or students of like abilities,

and high scorers were rewarded with Life-Savers. The classes were

organized into four - groups on the basis of reading_Aility for' these

comparisons and group membership remained - constant. .Subjects in thik

game treatment were also divided into homogeneous groups by reading

ability and,after scores were obtained, markers were moved ona large

board to repreSent rank order of performance for each individual within

his group. The two high scoringplayers'from tech group received a

black tab to be attached to his marker. These winners were alsO given

the option of identifying another vocabulary word which earned another

lack tab if the answermas correct and the loSs of a tab if the
\ ,

answer was incorrect: The object of the game Wa'to get as many tabs

as possible.
.

The results of. comparisons between the competition treatment groups

--7--an --the. control groups indicated that interest was sigWicantly higher

in the competition groups, but competition had not positively influenced either

performance or retention. Comparison between the two competition treatment groups

indicated that there were no significant differences in the effects of

the two forms on any of the three variables. Further analysis indicated

a vegy low 'correlation between the ,three dspendent variables and:sex,

and a relatively high correlation between IQ, perforMance, and retention.

\
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HoweVer, IQ was negatively related. with interest. The investigator's

examination of the data, theories of motivation, and the general model
.

of motivation, lead to a revision of the Model to suggestthat.

(1)intrinsic motivation becomes increasingly impohant as task complexity

increases; (2)- extrinsic motivation becomes decreasingly important as/. ' , .

task complexity increases; and (3)ihat extrinsic motivation becomes

increasingly important as intrinsic motivation becomes decreasingly

important. The author commented further that in the classroom situation

where students encounter problem--solving tasks; the emphasig should

lr

be upon intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation, and suggests
.'

that the possibilities for manipulating intrinsic motivation should
: .

,
be investigated further.

.

.

,

According to Mohan (1971) One of the teacher's major PrObfems in-the

classroom is the lack of motivation for learning among pupils at 1,

all levels, and this problem is further compauhded by the lack of

knowledge about,4motivation and complicated by the fact that teachers

mist approach the problem on a group Lasis...In a study reported by

Mohan, peer tutoring was triedas a technique foriricreasing the moti-

vation of underachieving pupils. Tutors, were selected from under-

achievers in the seventh and eighth grades, and 'paired with underachievers

from the secondand third grades. The evaluation of theprogramwas

based upon statements made by the teaChers who reported the effects upon

pupil performance and motivation, and the comments of the subjects.

According to thee reports, all but one of the subjects reported

that they liked the program and their teachers reported that they had ,
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d.A

Shown increased_performance and responsibility,as a result of the program.
.

;.?

The one subject who did not benefit,wasreported to be considerably

emotionally disturbed, with learning problems beyond the, limits the

tutoring program could address!
*%.

Wasik (1970) reported the success of manipulating acdPss.to a'
417.

fre e-choice activity time i.increaging the appropriate behavior of

second-grade pupils in^a culturally deprived area. in

Benowitz and Busse (1970), fourth - }grade boys and girls

scores when offered ,a. box of crayons. The

a study reported by

"both increased spelling

subjects of the study were bladk students from low socioeconomic backgrounds ,-,

who were asked to learn_spelling wordt during, a two-week program. Test

scores were compared for diffeences between-materially rewarded and

socially rewarded (grade score) achievement. The authors commented-that

the:pupil who achieved the least,under'social-reward conditions' made

the most gain(when given a material reward. The investigators suggested,

1 that there are possibilities for improving the perfqrmance of lower

socioeconomic .pupils by the use of "meaningful" rewards, .and suggested that

further research on the effects of 'continuing material,rewarcfreinforcemenE

over a period of time in the classroom situation.Shodld be'done.

Cartwright (1970) reported that elementary school itudentstested.under

.-conditioni of high-preference reward and low-preference reward on two

1

school-related tasks, one requiring association and the other persev, ranee,

revealed no significant difference between the performance of loW- versus high-.

preference rewarded subjects on either task. The investigator, noted that

the pupils tended to perform in accordance with their. already' established



performance histories. 'The ifivestigatoralso reported that

, .
.

.
. .

several of the subjects rewarded_with their low-preference reward refused
I

to accept the'reward, and the author concluded that care should be

exercised when group or Individual incentives, are being offered as.

motivation, for performance. There is also perhaps some discreparity

between an adult experimenter's interpretation of "preference and

that of elementary children. Children asked to choose between two exhibited

"rewards" may oblige by choosing. without attaching the significance of

"preference" to the process.

Teachers spend a good deal of time presenting.anddemonstrating

behaviors and skills prescribed for pupil mastery. This is followed by

the teacher's obligation to elicit performance demonstrating the extent
.

of mastery and evaluating the quality of the performance.
. ,

Every phase

of this process presents probleds for teachers.and for pupils. Mastery

of skills and behaviors can be motivatedby valuing the behavior or,

skill as a means of serving the values and needs of the developing self.
.

,

The extension of self depends upon the developihg self's perception
o

of the impact of his performancen relation to his existing self-concept

and the service his performance will rendet to the maintenance of his

self-,concept.

Teacher Behaviors and Pupil Performance

Theoretically,'the objectiveof the Performing Self is to achieve'

a reflection of self from significant others and the environment

.

through the impact of hiS performance. In a school situation the teacher

and peers of a pupil are significant Others and, along with the applied

goals, standards, and demands of the docial and academic events in the

school situation, become the reflecting environment for the developing self.
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The initial expenditure of effort and energy use impact
-----------

.

-

on this environment will be determined by the value system of the ---------- 1----,
. . .

developing self and the state of self-concept already acquired. The

degree of self-extension in each psychological event is governed by the

estimation of risk, threat, or affirmation inherent in the event for

the existing self- concept, and, the performance ,of the developing self

will be in accordwith this anticipated impact. The perlormance

that receives a more positive reflection than anticipated modifies

the subsequent estimation of risk and reward inherent in similar .situations.

encountered lacer. Performance that achieves a less positive or,a..

negative reflection inhibits the extension of self and alters the:

subsequent performance of self in future similar situations. When

performance' is ignored, or neutrally reflected, the previous experience

Of the developing self influences the interpretation of the perceived

impact. If in the previous experience of the 'developing self only,

verrors of performance and not correct performance are acknowledged, a
. .

neutral response may be interpreted as positive, but if correct pet-
eq.

formance received acknowledgement in past experiences, the neutrality

may be interpreted as a negative impact. The importance of these two

. possibilities of interpretation becomes increasingly evident in'the

. behavior of the developing self with respect to the acquisition of

internalized standards, self-conttol,and self-direction. When, by

extreme example; only negative or incorrect behavior receive attention

from significant ,others, only the negative behaViots observed by the

significant other will be attended to. All. other negative and positive

3 3
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behaviors may then be indiAcriminately grouped and perceived by

the developing serf as permissable behaviors.- If, on the other hand,

only correct performances, again confined tothose observed, -are

attended by the significant others; all other positive and negative

,
, behaviors may-be indiscriminately grOupedas not permissable. In

-___ .....4.... -..

either extreme, the pr---ocesaes -of association and.differentiation leadingassociation

:----___
.

to'concept,development and the formation of-- behavioral schema .

,
. --------- .

for goal-directed behaviora are severely curtailed ---.-
.

---.. .

.
.

. .

and the consequences may either self-dmnaging,asocial,non-con----forming
---......

.

.

,------,_ .

behavior or exaggerated conformity. When previous experience has not ------

been characterized by the two described extremes, but has been a

reasonable balance of affirmation and formative criticism, neutrally

reflected performances may be, interpreted in.the lightof the value -

-__

system held by the developing self. The valueof a particular behavior

as an effective producer of reflected impact is reduced by neutral -'

response and reflection. If the behavior has no other purpose of value,

other than that derived from impact, the behavior may be discarded.

If other .needs of the developing self are met through the prticular

behavidr, it may well.be retained.

'Whether behaviors and skills are acquired through conditioning;

modeling, or cognitive structuring and-restructuring, the extent of

a

acquisition. and the subsequent level of performance are psychologically
.

dependent upon the value. system of the developing self 4nd the reflection

and evaluationf his performaffCes. TheoretiCally, then, those' conditions

which maximize both the opportunity to confront new experiences and to
- --.
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perform with the benefits of formatiVe evaluation and feedback,

proyide the developing self with a positive ieflaction of his Impact

upon his environment. Such experiences are ideal for the development of
..

the Performing Self and will have_a positive influence on the sense

of Self-Extension,increasing the level of participation, motivating

achievement, and encouraging the developing self to make positive _

contribUtiOnS tothe.supporting society.

There are many obstacles in the path, of the teacher who would

like to create a more ideal environment in the:classroom for maxi-

mizing the opportunities and experiencesnecessary to, the many

Performing Selves of the classrmoM. The teacher as prime xefiector

and evaluator is at a great disadvantage both for time and the physical

limitation of one pair of eyes, even when experience has produced the-

often described pair of eyes. in the bask. of the head. But even more

disabling S-the concept of,the teacher as the only reflector and

evaluator in the Classroom. Although much has been dont towarda

individualizing the academic work prasentedto pupils, the problem of

individualizing the relationship between teacher and pupil remains,

and a part of that problem will continue to be the orientation of

the teacher toward pupils:- In a program designed to help teachers

assume a "therapeutie tole (Kranz, 1972), teachers reported si

problems, all of which relate to the teacher's attitude toward pupils:"

(1) the expectation of'instant, positive results for their efforts;

(2).an eagerness to direct thechild along prescribed edutational

routes rather than a child-paced route; (3) a difficulty in tolerating

;-
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silence andknon-,verbal periods; (4) problems with focusing on the

"

child's feelings; (5) confusing the functions of the therapist role with that

of the teacher; and (6) resistance in accepting the child as he presents himSelf

in the situation. Each on.eof these attitudes contains the potential

. for limiting the performance of the pupil's developing self, but each one of

'these attitudeS is also highly amenable to change.

In a study of.76 camping subjects and their parents, Friedman (1969)

found that in this 7- 13- year -gold age group, the children who Were

selected as leaders and who exhibited leadership qualities were children

whose parents agreed in their perception of the_childas an autonomous

(

',individual. While all children cannot be leaders, thereiS a sense

in which they should each be encouraged to be "leaders" in",their own

educating processes', even when their constituency consists of only one,

. .

themselves. Encouragement toward participation and contribution in

the classroom appears to be facilitated by the conditions Lathe

classroom brought about by several types of teacher behavior. White

and Howard (1970) examined the effects of two forms of instructional

treatment on two groups of seventh-grade boys in a science course.

The boys were divided into groups designated as "internally controlled,"

and "externally controlled. ", The 32 students were then randomly

assigned to two types of instructional treatment designated as pupil-

directed and.teacher-directed for a period of 16 weeks. Difference in the two

treatment conditions was determined by the amount of control exercised

by the teacher. Subjects were pretested and posttested on. a standard

science test which covered the objectives of the experimental unit and

in the analysis, pupil IQ was also used as control variable. The achievement

4
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of the boys clasdified as internally directed was not significantly'

4 . ,

affected by, the two forms of instructional
4

treatment, but the achievement

ofthe externally controlled boys was significantly greater under the

0.nstructional system that allowed them more participation in aild.contri-

bution to the structuring of the learning -Situation. In a study primarily.,

aimed .at examining differences in teachers' use of criticism and blame

in situations where the eacher's race was different from that of

the pupils (Brown, Payne, Lankewich andCOrnell, 1970), it was reported

that in those classrooms where praise was used a,great deal observers record

a significantly higher number of'pupil-initiated responses.

In a study repotted by Tardiff :(1971) teachers trained to'analyze

and modify theirown verbal teaching behaviors toward improving theo
. level of critical thinking and participation in their pupils were

compared with.a matched control group.of teachers without training.

Twelve intermediate teachers and their clsses were randomly assigned

to either a training or control group. The teachers were videotaped

conducting their social science classes prior, to the special training

and their pup ils were pretested and posttested on a published test

for critical thinking at the beginning and end of the l3-week experimental

period. The participating teachers were videotaped at least four times .

during the experimental period and the first and last videotapes became

th e source for data to best the hypothesis that training would

differentiate between these two groups of teachers. Teachers who were

trained showed significant improvement over.the control teacheis

in their ability to increase the level of pupil participation and,
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,,

contribUtio'n in the-Iverbal activity of the class oth and' to reduCeAhe-
5

level of trivial responses and teacher directives, The author commented

that the altered behavior'of the pupils under the experimental condition

no doubt contributed to the increased alteration of teacher behavior.

Fatnham-Diggory and/Ramsey (1971) examined pupil pISy-persistance

following a peribd.of play which had been constantly interrupted by the.

expirimenter.. The 56 five 7year-olddis dvanta ed girls who were the

experimental subjects in this study showed, significantly less persiatance

in performing a subsequent task when compared with a non-interrupted,

matched control group. Interrupting bchavIcr can bc rclatied by theory

to attitudes of disrespect for individuals andto the arbitrary use of

.the power to dominate. This studysuggest \that pupils' ability to

concentrate on tasks may be_negatively influenced by teachers' interrupting

behavior.

// ,-

4," study incorporating the.conceptnf pupil values and per-
/ \ ,

,
/ a

deption of self -impact' upon others and the environment(Epperson ,1963)

investigated the effects of 'classrodth environthent,and teacher behavior
,

upon the level of pupilacademiC performance. The investigation was

conducted with,753 pupils'in grades three through twelve and their respectivd

teachers. The 27. classrooms involved represented a:broAd part of

the socioeconomic spectrum of this country. Forty per cent of ehe pupil

. sample were from piddle -class or professional hothes and the total sample

had a mean IQ slightly above the.average. Epperson hypothesized that

pupils seeleto control their environment and.to influence others so

that they may be. seen by .their peers as capable perfdrmers in the academic and
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social area's of the -School environment. It was further hypothesizad '

that pupils who. do not achieve control and influence become alienAed

from their peers ,and teachers. Two forms .of alienation were'identified

by the investigator. Iicgation was ckefined as the pupil's designation

a low reward value to behaviors he perceives as highly valued ,by ; .

his ass peers: _Powerlessness. was defined as the pupil's negative

estimation of his abil ity to influenza the occurrence of rewards.

by his own behavior. A dimensiOn of exclusion was measured a the

4

number of nominations for each pupil as one -of four, "most liked"

in order of- preference, ,and one of four "least liked" in oide.r.of

nonpreference. Instruments measuring the alienation, exclusion, and

ac ualization.(potential vs.' actual performance -level for each-pupil)
. 4.

were a alyze for relationships. Although it was not. described in
,

.

the report, teachers .apparently also rated Pupils ow the dimension
. .

. . \ .
. . .

.
4

of exclusion. The author reported that the teacher' exclusion variable'
. . ,

,

:

was significantly related to the' pupil's feelings of isolation from 1 ..
.

the teacher, but that exclusion by pee s was not significantly.related.
0 .

to feelings of isolation from peers. A pupil's ability toperform

t'aski was more highly related to peer exclusion stban.to the dimension of
/

.

,

.4/ 4 ' . t

pupil social powerlessness. The author suggested that pupils are

made more aware of each'other's failures'and, successes on acadeiic

tasks. than on social or leadership tasks in the school situation.

In this study pupils were more often seen as possessihg.botA social powers and

.
'

expertise in classroom tasks rather than as havir% social poser without .

expertise in clasSrcaom tasks,\but pupils were also. often seen, as

having classroom task power without social power, Both task and

.

3 12
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social powerlessness were positively relattd tolow actualization

of academic potential. The investigator concluded that pupils who

are excluded by the teacher feel alienated` from the teacher and the

. teacher's values, Epperson also suggested that teachers exclude deviates

in the classroom, whereas pupils do not, and therefore deviates feel

sure of their status with the teacher, but not as sure of their status

with. their peers. For the general population, the. impTications,of this

study are that high pupil isolation and high pupil powerlessness are
,

Alath_related tolow---a-ctliglization of a pupil's academic performance

potential. Glick (1970) al6o found thgt attitudes .toward school were

not influeficed by the extent of friendship involvement in his study'with

a sample of-sixth-grade'classtooms._ Peerrelationships appeared to be formed

in accordance with existing attitudes toward school, but pupils who

were given high status in the classroom 'functioned as models of

favorable attitudes toward their Beers without a.social

relationship.

tilerney and Flumen (1970) reported that"taachers were able to

raise the assertive behavior of withdrawn" pupils significantly in their

relationships withpeers. The teachers in this study had been instructed in

play therapy techniques and had devoted 45 minutes weekly for 14 weeks

to 91.oE the most withdrawn pupils in their elementarTclassrooms.

Both Fleming (1969) and Mohan (1971) have reported the positive

effects ofprograms involving cross-peer tutoring. Pupils who were

designated as under-achievers in the seventh and eighth grades were

asked to tutor pupils alUo seen as underachievers in the second and
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third grades resulting in increased participation and' achievement from both.

tutors and tutees as reported by their respective teachers. Fleming

reported the use of tutoring, not simply for special grOups, but as:

a part of the program for a total eighth-grade class who prepared

lessons to be taught,to pupils in primary and elementary grades% Thig

program-also reported positive responses'frOm all pupils and

beneficial effects on education for pupils at all levels.

Thelsimple'operation of including personal feedback-and evaluation

comments on the test papers returned to pupils was found by Page*(1558)

to produce a'significant difference in the subsequent"test performance

of pupils. This study, reported earlier, effectively demonstrates

,.
the possibilities inherent in the classroom for altering teacher

behavior and pupil behavior toward increasing the performance, participation,

and contriblitions of the'Performing Self and further developing a positive

sense of Self-Extensign.

, .

, Teacher -Behavior and Pupil Creativity ,

The most highly valued characteristic of the Performing Self is

vested in the wordsucreati/e." To be creative implies a direct and

recognized relatiodship between a Performing, Self and a valued process or

'product. It imputes a quality of uniqueness' and originality to a contribution

of the Performing Self or implies the potential to make a unique and original

contribution. In this light,, it 'might .also

be considered as reflecting a particularly new or fresh approach; or

an open attitude that'provides new associations;new concepts; or

restructuring of concepts. Creativity appears to be a dimension

quite4ndependent of those cognitive dimensions generally measured by
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achievement tests and IQ tests, which more often represent individudl

cognitive acceleration and accretion in relation to a chronological

norm. Creativity might be thought of a '~depth" 'dimension, related

. -

to, but independent of, the"height" and "breadth" dimensions measured

by IQ and achieyemen.t..testing.

Creativity can also be considered apart from two other exceptional

characteristics of the Performing Self, talent and giftedness, although

a combination of talent and giftedness with creativity is usually the
.

source of highest honor and value bestowed upon the Performing Self

by the benefitting culture.

Considering creativity as another cognitive dimension suggests

that, like'intelligence, creativity appears in the general populaLon

and could be scaled along a continuum from "low" to "high"'rather

than as a simple dichotomy of absence and presence. Such a concept

does not preclude the use of "creative".as a quality or characteristic

of behaviors or products any more than the concept of intelligence

as a cognitive dimension has prevented certain behaviors or products

from being categorized as unintelligent or highly intelligent.The
N

concept of creativity as a separate domain was given prominence when

it was advocated by J. P. Guilford in his presidential address to

the American Psychological Association in 1950 (Getzels and)Allion,

1973). Efforts to identify, define, and design measures for factors

at'

that comprise the domain of creativity have been undertaken by a great

number of psychologists in the last two decades. An adequate and

helpful review of the concepts of creativity, the questions and problems

345
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formulated, the research reported and the progresp Made to date can

be found in the Second Handbook of Research on Teaching (Getzels & Dillon,

19731:-

One component of creativity that has been identified and extensively

researched is divergent thinking, a cognitive process defined as

producing additional information from given information with an emphasis

on variety and quality. It also includes an ability to adapt and

modify information and requires a facile and flexible intellect.

Products of this process are called, divergent products,..and:tests

designed to measure divergent thinking elicit divergent-product responses.

The defined opposite if divergent thinking is convergent thinking,

characterized as a cognitive process where information is used to derive

a single best answer or a correct response. Present literature of

creativity associatea divergent'thinking with creativity, and convergent

thinking with achievement orientation. Although these two categories

are now used to indicate a style or preference for cogni* viors,,

the categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

The-possibility. that the development and preference for either

df these two modes of- thinking might be the result of environmental

influence has also been considered (Eisenman & Schussel, 1970; Getzels

& Jackson, 1961,'1962). When we consider the theoretical importance

of the significant other and the environment, and the influence wielded
.

0 these two sources of information and approval, it seems logical that

the acquired mode of cbgnitive behaVior, would reflect the nature of

. the psychological experiences in the behavioral dialogue as
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clearly as acquired social behaviors reflect these influence's. When

, ..

the role of the developing self is confined by the significant othel

. ., * .

to one of acceptinginterpretationsof.events without question, or
A

when the significant other restricts
.

exploration, and approves conforming
. ..

and convergent behaviors only, then the behaviors receiving the' most
/

practice and the most poiitiVe reflectiOn are those categorized as

convergent. .If, on the other hand, the experiences within the behavioral

dialogue affirmed questioning and explorative behavior and rewarded

non-conforming responses as-Well as conforming responses, the developing*

self would exercise both convergent and divergent cogniti4 processes.

When products of creative behavior.' are acknowledged and approved by

'significant othersand the environment, creativity becomes a source of

positive self-identity and_a means of acquiring self-esteem. The

perceived positive impact would then encourage the individual's diyergent,

thinking and reinforce creative behavior. Torrance (1969)

investigated the relationship of the cultural environment and the'role

of significant others to the promotion of creative functioning

in children. It was his contention that the values of the Culture would

determine'the level of creative functioning and the direction and focus

for creative behaviors. Data were collected from cultures or sub-

cultures for Comparison. Comparison groups were comprised of'from 500

to 1,500 children within grades one through six and; their teachers.

From these data the investigator identified two ways in which culture

motivates creative behavior: (1) by encouraging behaviors that
. .

facilitate creative flInctioning and discouraging those that do not,

. .

. and (2) by,making outlets for careerslin creative arts and sciences

available to members of a culture.
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Walker (1969) investigated four high school environments, two of

which were designated as favorable to creativity and two which were
,

designated as traditignal, in relation to two teacher dimensions,.
$ ..

. ,

authoritarianism and rationality. .It, was hypothesized that schools

having supportive climates for creativity would have a teaching staff'.

A

that scored lawer on measures Of authority and higher on measures of

rationality than the teaching staff of the traditional gchoolg. Results

indicated that teachers from the designate& dreative schools scored

significantly' lower on authoritarian4m than those' ofihe-traditional

school, buit there was.no significant difference in scores of rationality,.

Since no measures of pupil creativity were considered,. iis only possible

. .

to conclude that the two high schools designated by the advisory panel.

as meeting the criterion for climates supportive of creativity were
r

staffed by teachers who scored lower on the dimension of authoritarianism

than teachers staffing ,the two high sehools which did not meet the criterion..

Anders6n, White, and Stevens (1969) investigated the relationship,.

between teacher behavioras perceived by the pupils and Pupil creativity.

Pupils from grades 9 through 12 were randomly selected from a

suburban school forming a sample population of 197 students. Three

1

measures of pupil creativity and ratings of teacher behavior were

collected along with school supplied data onipupil IQ and achievement.

The results of analysis indicated that teacher behaviors representing

knowledgeability and democratic leadership were positively related to pupil

creativity, and teacher behaviors perceived as "friend cheerful, and

admired".were negatively related to zreative pupil responses in this population.
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A study in which gupils were given. creativity and achievement

tests was reported by Merz and Rutherford (1972). Four subtests

Covering achievement in vocabulary, reading,.workstudy, and arithmetic were,

/

administered and four creative tasks were assigned to 639 fifthgrade pupils
-

enrolled n a public school of a large midwastern suburb. In addition, two

teacher judgment scales measuring teacher judgments ofpupil performance

\

in language arts

and stiende were

to establish that

teacher judgment,

and social studies, and pupil performance in mathematics

included for each pupil. The investigators were able

three separate factors, achievement, creativity, and
/'

were being measured. Teacher jagients and scholastic

chievement were found to be more clearly related to each other than

.

to performance on the creativity tests. A low positive relationship

was found between the achievement test scores andsthe creativity

task scores. There was also a lowpoitive relationship between

teacher judgment and creativity task scores. The authors concluded

that pupils who perform well on achievement tests are probably more

faVorably rated by their teachers than pupils whose performance is

poor and that teachers in this study also perceived creative pupils

as more able than lesscreative pupils. The authors further commented

that the correlations obtained in this study suggested a relationship

between creativity and academic test performance and between teacher

judgment and creativity. The authors concluded that the evidence of

their study indicated that measures and evaluations of divergent thinking ,

are not being obtained and, if divergent thinking is indeed important

in the educational process, it is important that ,it..be both measured

and evalUated.
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Information relevant to pupil creativity and the role of con-

vergent and divergent kdirect and indirect) teaching mOdeS in achieving:

concrete and abstract learning objectives was reported by Soar (1968).

This study also investigated a possible curvilinear,relationship

between specific teacher behaviors, pupil anxiety, and pupil performance..

Spar hypothesized that'optimaflevels of direct and indirect teache

behaviors might be identified by measures of these variables. The

sample population consisted of 54 classrooms, grades three through six.

The investigator reported that pupil growth in creativity increased as

. teacher indirectness increased and that both low-anxious and high-anxious

pupils continued to*increase their creativity under, indirect teacherth

.

although the rate of increase was steeper for the loW-anxious pupils. After.

stressing the limitations of the sample and theestudy, Soar concluded

that this study clearly indicated the relationship between teaching

style and learning objective, e.g., concrete material such as spelling,

number facts, foreign language vocabulary, etc., should be highly

structured and taught in a direct style, while material dealing with

" concepts and creativity should be taught with legs structure and with

an indirect style. Soar commented that an effective teacher would be

one who could shift to teaching modes appropriate to the subject matter.

The author also suggested that one weakness of progressive education

might be found in the failure to recognize the need four direct teaching of

concrete objectives and commented that a broad concept of educational.. .

permissiveness that provides for the warmth essgntial to pupil groWth,

may exclude equally necessary.teacher directiveness. .

a
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Cheong (1970) reported the results of a study related to Dewey's

philosophy of eXperimental teaching attitudes, which in turn, is strongly

related to the process of divergent thinking. A self-reporting instrument

measuring experimental attitudes expressed in Dewey's philosophy was developed

and administered to third- and fourth-grade ptpils aad their teachers.

The pretest.given to the pupils was administered at the beginning of

the school term before pupils 'were familiar with their teacher and did

not ask them to respond in reference. to` their present teacher. The posttest

reordered the item sequence by randomizatioti'and required.the ptipil to respond

to items in reference to his present teacher: Teachers were given the self-
.

rqporting test during their fall orientation meeting, and four teachers were

selected according 'to their scores, two 'scoring high in experimental

attitude and two scoring low. The classrooms of these tour teachers -,
. . . .

, .

.. .

became the pupil population for the study. The. investigator had

, ,. ..

hypothesized that pupils taught by ajhigh-scoring teacher would be

!
-

/or experimental in at than pupils of law-Scoring teachers

after one academic year , but analysis of, the data showed no significant

difference betweea,the attitudes of the two groups of pupils. Cheong .

found,however, that teachers who reported themselves as higher in

experimental attitude, were perceived by their pupils as being higher

in experimental attitude. He also found that pupils of both groups

reported themselves higher fn.experimental attitude than their teachers,

with considerably more discrepancy between the scores of low-scoring

teachers and their pupils. The sample items from the self-report

instrument provided in the report of this study caused us to'suspect that

the instrument may have been tapping something mpre closely related to

. .

pupil attitude toward authority than pupil attitude toward experimentation.
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A study evaluating the results of an 8-month program during.which

17 fifth- and sixth -grade pupils with a mean IQ of 1.39 were given

instruction on Guilford's five-mental operations was reported by

Bachtold and Werner (1970). these gifted students were alqo taught

to Compose questions which would elicit four modes of and

were given, regular assignment& for experiences in creative thinking
.

_ -
from a creative curriculum workboolc. Prior to training,the subjects had been

tested for creative ability and were asked to,record thei

vocational goals. Following the 8 months of training, a posttest of

'346

. . .

creative ability was readministered and subjects were again asked to indicate

their vocational goals: The results of this study,

which should be considered only as suggestive due to the small number,

of subjects involved, indicated that the 8. months of training had
.

not only not improved the posttest scores, but had slightly-decrdased .

the fluency on divergent thinking tasks and had not significantly:-
!

advanced the flexibility of-responses an the same tests. Fluency and

flexibility of responses on tests of evaluative thinking were signifi-

cantly improved, however. A comparison of mean scores in fluency and.

flexibility shoyied that boys had higher pre- and Posttest Scores on

>
tasks requiring divergent thinking, while girls had higher pre- and

pOsttest scores for fluency and flexibility on tasks requiring evaluative

thinking. Jn the posttest, both sexes shofaed a decrease in fluency on the

divergent thinking task and both sexes showed an increase in fluency on the

evaluative thinking task. The authors note that no' other studies

have reported that girls do better on 'evaluative thinking tasks,
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although boys have been consistently reported as,higher on diVergeni

products. The author suggested that the reported differences may be

due to'sex role expectations. The vocational recordings showed evidence

oi sextyping in that gifted girls chose service occupations of con-

siderably lower professional status than the gifted boys. Choices

... . .
. .

of the boys changed over the 8-month .period toward occupations

requiring higher education and preparation, but choices of the girls

were relativyly unchanged after the training.period. Perhaps this
.

,
.

.

.

.

.,

lack of chafige_is related to item (2) identified by Torrance (1969)

. , .

---.

which suggests that the_culture motivates, providing opportunities

for careers in c reative arts and sciences. Girls are apparen tly not offered
..

the same options for outlets through creative careers that are present

and.available,for boys in our society. --',---7.-

347

Two programs, each purporting to develop creative abilities in

pupils were compated in a study by Shively, Feldhused and Treffinger (1972).

The 16 participating fifth-grade teachers were given a battery of,testv

for creativity and'weredivided'into two groups by a median split to

represent high and low divergent thinking teachers. "These teachers,

I'7-- long with, their 377 fifth-grade pupils, were randomly assigned to one

of four treatment group provided by the ,two creativity programs and

a teacher-led discussion treatment. All participating pupils were ,

given a pretest of creativity abilities. The reported results indicated

that both program groups'made significant gains on posttests of creative

..ability, bat one program appeared to produce more consistent gains across

all variables measured than the other. droups'in which the teacher

3.5 3.



did no discussion-:leading attained higher posttest°Scores than those
(

.* .
.

. . .

with teacher-led disdussion. Groups with highly creative teachers

-.scored significantly higher on verbal,originality and also had

.somewhat higher scores on fluency and flexibility when combined with
0

the more effective program, Thirivestigators offered several cautions
. .

which were highly warranted. The difference in the effects of'the

two programs may have been due to.the fact ths7t the less effective

progca1 was not used in its entirety and was used three times a week

instead of once a week'in accordance with its design. According to

the authors, it is also possitile that teachers, in.the discussion

groups, did not do .appreciably more'than teachers in the no-discussion

groups. Teacher activity was not measured or monitored.

In considering the effects. 'of training on the test scores of
4

. I .

'these fifth-grade pupils, and the effects of training-on the test `stores

of'ate high-IQ fifth-sixth grade pupils in the Cheon's study, several

possibilities for the poor test results obtained from these gifted children

occur to us. In,one study gifted children were taught aboutintelligence and

348

structuring, questions to elicit special responses. No Mention is made as to

whether this teaching was done directly or indirectly, nor was there any. evidence

given that the pupils had acquired cognitive knowledge about cognitive

processes.. But it also seems very likely that these students would '

have gained sufficiint insight into the nature of the creative ability

tests administered to be aware of task purposes. This information may

have inhibited performance by raising anxiety levels, but it also mAy
. ,

have been an instance where time was consumed "evaluating" the
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. flexibility and'fluency tasks as well as the evaluative thinking task.

the training approach for these gifted subjects, the process of test
'4

takin may have become more convergent than divergent.

Teacher behaviors that foSter'creativity appear to tie those

that minimize thedlrecting and criticizing functions of the teacher

in the classroom. The influence of. cultural values on divergent products:

and creative behaviOrs may not only be applied to behaviors that are

encouraged or discouraged, but algo to the behavior that are
.

entouraged'and discouraged. depending upon the sex of, the performer.

'Creative behavior seems'as closely linked to intelligence as to the

positive.effects of (l)- acceptance and approval of task-directed

hut non-conforEing cceptance of'pupil ideas and

exploration;' (3) basic, attitudes of trust that allow risk taking,

and (4) freedom within cultural'sex-roles._

Teacher Behavior and Pu Perforihance in Decision-Makin and Goal

Setting ,

The:Performing Self is responsible for the acquisition of decision-

'making and goal-Isetting skills and behaviors. The performance of

these skills and behaviors will reflect the level'of concept'formation,

the adequacy of.the behaviorai:schema'sleveq.opment, and the operational

4.:
value system of the Self.

Inthe early phases of the behavioral dialogue the acquisition

of skills and behaviors become'e source and a means by whiCh thedeVelop-

-ing self seined approval and autonomy. Through the mastery of skills .

. ,
. .

and the control
i

of behavior, the Performing Self achieves the positive
'.
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'I

reflection of self and theidence of his impact upon significant

other's and the environment: The effort to be expended in

.acquiring a skill or expressing through behavior is cued, by the

value system, while the mastery of the skill and the control of

the behvior are influenced by both value and ability. Theoretically,

the individual's effort And extension of self could be encouraged

by establishing a value relationsh4, between performance and approval,

. or performanceand autonomy. 'individual ability could be
.
increased

by Information and experiences.thavencotirage-concept.develoPment

EI

..

a d an assdciation.of behaviors and skills...with goal-achievement:.
. . .

!:

The processes of goal-setting and 'decisioT-making are experiaced

and observed-by the developing self`on an informal basis '1ong.
..:

.

'
.

cision-pakingbefore he reaches school age, but goal-setting and de
.

.
-

.performances are usually ratheriTitein'nature. "For most'

. young children the formal .proaess of goal - seating is associated
,

. . --

with improvement and.exercise of acquired'skiLls and behaviors having

already established valos for gains in approval or autonomy or
6

rewards of prizes and privileges. Formal, decision- making has usual4y

.beenconfined to one aspect of the procest--a choice of offered

alternatives or perhaps the selectioll,of one from several Approved

150

4'
options. . r 4

a
Children who have had their socialization process charactekrized

by gains in approval and autonomy may find the socializetiOn process

in the school system a frightening and unsetisfactbry experience'. ,Most.
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school syptems find it more effidient to stress the negatives of

behavior offering disapprOval'and increased restriction as incentives

for acqAiring social behavior rather than approval and increased
.

autonomy. Pupils who value sIol-related kehaviot and academic

achievement as a teens of obtaining approval or autonomy reinforce

the present behaviors of,teachers and administrators; pupils who do

not positively value the behaviors required or the skill's to be acquired
,

are forcing.a reevaluation of the educaelonalsystem. The process of
. . .

reevaluation may eventuate in _change, and change :

will require ecision-making and goal-setting on the part of professional

educators and the society at large. Those Who Undertake to make the

decisions and set the goals for national' education should encounter

ample evidence that decision-making behaviors and goal-setting behaviors
.

are not merely-technital skill to be acquired, but are also"behaviors

-that express values..

. Two of the goals for education whic41 have ben exprissed in a variety

of ways are to produce.a citizenry capable of governing Itself and

prwiding econmic,security for itself. ,Both of these goals require

.

. ,

the acquisition of responsible behaviors and the mastery of skills.

They require both decision-making and goal-setting for purposes of

autonomy and self -- direction. Where and how does a student acquire

these behavibrs? Pupils w110 are allowed to gain approval only through

compliant and conforming. behavior may not aevelopthe discrimination

necessary for assuming responsibility forself-direction and autonomy.

a
357
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Pupils. who are encouraged to value education as a means of acquiring

prizes and privileges may lack the proper values for assuming responsible

0

citizenship in.a democ;ecy, and, pupils who develop autonomy unrelated

to the values.of the society may also lack the necessary' training

for responsibilities. _These two goals

of our educational system can only be achieved by developing thd role

6,

of the student as a partiOipator in the decision-making and goal-setting

. '.
.%

. ,

processes,of education; House (1910) suggests four ways that teachers
(7

0 . .
,

dan help pupils acquire a participating role: (1) allowing students .

.

a role in planning, developing, implementing, and evaluating educational,

experiences, (2) expanding the opportunities for pupils to work with

,other pupils and other adults, (3). sharing leadership responsibilities

in the classroom, and (4) utilizing the original plans and ideas of

,pupils for enhancing their roles as participators and contributors

in the school and community: Thelen (1966) suggests that teachers

use their power to organize classroom, activdties to provide a diversity

of experiences so that pupils can experience and learn what pUrPoses

can be achieved by various forms of organization. He also suggests

that teachers use their power to control the boUrces of knowledge used

the classroom to include the experiences of pupild as a

legitithate source along with "established" sources.

Teachers ate also encouraged to expand the roles of students and to

perceive the student net only as a classroom membet;. but as a problem-

solver and producer; and to focus attention on these two roles. However,

Nash (1960 has reported that pupils and teachers disagree in their
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perceptions of decision-making roles. In the investigation: of this
- -

subject with eight classrooms covering the first through the sixth

grade (200 ,pupils,*8 teachers) the investigator found that teachers

perceived the pupils as making more decisions than the pupils perceived

themselves making. The accuracy of either perception was not tested

by actual observation, but the discrepancy in perception should

encourage teachers and researchers to investigate whether teachers

who attempt to implement the suggestions for increasing pupil partici-

pation in the decision-making or goal-setting roles actually succeed

in increasing the opportunities.

In parallel studies with pupils from the first four grades,

the investigatorS examined the effect of goal-setting conferences that

provided procedures .and practice upon the goal-setting behaviors and

achievement of _pupils (Gaa,.1970; Narliave, 1970; and Averhart,-1971). The

subject population for the reported studies was taken from a predominehtly
.1

black, inner-city school of a large northern city,who came from homes of lower -\

middle socioeconomic status. Unit B consisted of 63 pupils from the third-
.

fourth grade unit and Unit D had 40 subjects from the firat-second

grade unit. Pupils placed in the experimental population had not

mastered the reading skills tb be studied in their respectiVe

units during the experimental period. The subjects were grouped by

sex and current reading achievement levels and were assigned to one

of three treatment groups. Lists of the behavioral objectives were

prepared each Week from which subjects in the individual conference
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goal - setting group were asked to select their objectives or goals for

the week and the lever they felt they J.:ould achieve

during the week. The objectives uere arranged in a hierarchy for

level of difficulty. In addition, these subjects were acquainted with

the objectives for the week and given opportunities to practice and

make sure they understood the objectives to be achieved. They were

given reminder sheets that listed the objectives they had selected.

In subsequent conferenceP they were given feedback on, the accuracy

of their goal- setting and achievement, a review of the
4

skills achieved;
.

and a preview for selection of the next set of goals.

The individual conference group was not asked to select goals,

but waste told to "do their best"..after becoming acquainted with the

objectives of.the week. In subsequent conferences they reviewed the
.

skills acquired in the previous week, but were not Wen any feedback
\

on their achievement. The control group had no Andividuaf conferences

and did not set goals. All groups received the same class instruction

in reading skills. In the fifth week,.which was also the final week

of the experiment,. ,al: pupils were asked to set goals for that week

and comparisons of goal-setting behaviors, were made with the data.

In addition to the goal-setting measures, measures of achievement,

attitude toward'reading, and self-concept were collected from all groups.

Marliave (1970) reported that, for Unit B, no significant differences were

found for the effect of treatment on any of the dependent measures,

and there were no'significant effects due to the interaction of treatment

by previous level of, achievement. The effect of previous level of

330
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achievement was significant.for measures of attitude, self-esteem,

achievement, and goaf-setting behavior. The results for Unit D reported

by Averhart (1971) indicated no significant differences between treatment

groups on goal-setting behavior, self-esteem, achievement, or

_

attitudes, but a significant difference,in the treatment by previous.

achievement interaction with a wider range of mean scores for previous

reading achievement groups in the conference treatment than for previous

reading achievement groups In. the goal-setting treatment. The author

suggested that-since the self-concept and attitude toward reading scores

were initially very high, a ceiling effect may have occurred on these

measures. It was also suggested that five weeks may have been too

Short a time, for pupils to ,acquire significantly different goal-setting

behaviors since their inability toaccurately set goals, the condition

for which they were receiving positive reinforcementOad been so low

in the first few weeks that the subjects had actually received very

little positive reinforcement. Subjects in the goal-setting group did

show increased ability to set more is goals (and fewer goals).

than subjects in the other treatment groups. Gai(1970)reportea that goal-

setting subjects also showed less confidence in their ability to achieve their

set goals on the posttest, a result whi.Ch the investigator suggested could be

interpreted as a realization of their need for assistance. in achieving the set

goals. We could also suggest that a lowtring of confidence in achieving

the set goals may have been the result of additional threat to the

Performing Self of these experimental subjects. The significant

differences by achievement level point to the theoretical enhancement
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of ability rather than effort, and continued reward for the accuracy_

-with which goal setting and achievement converged would not necessarily

produce more effort until a value was placed upon the increase in set

goals end pheir achievement. Pupils working for autonomy could be expected,

at leait theoretically, to make the best use of the improved ability

to' assess present performance for future goals,while students working

for approvel oravoidance of negative impact could be expected to .

maintain consonance at the cost of achievement unless and until they

acquired a value for the goals being set and the skills to be acquired.

Teachers. have long made it-a practice. to reward effort as well

as ability, a practice which at times obscures the pupil's level of skill

acquisition. Another practice that obscures the level of mastery

is the practice of grading on the "curve," which onlyfeeds back a

class rank by skill rather than the necessary information for mastering

a skill. The Performing Self needs accurate information and accurate

reflection in order to acquire skills and behaviors to a degree that

allows for mastery. of skill or control of behavior.

Goal-setting and decisitin-making behaviors are constantly in use

in the. classroom, but the, models demonstrated in the classroom are

essentially those that present both goal - setting and decision=making,

not' as skills and behaviors to'beacquired, but as powers vested in

the authority of the teacher and the school administration. If goal-

setting and decision-making are viewed as skills and behaviors to be' .

acquired rather than as powers to be wielded, they can be properly

leveled and sequenced like other'curriculum skills and behaviors.
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Teachers who view pupil participation in the educational process as

allowing Pupil's to tell thou what to teach, or at the other extreme,,

.

A whOget pupils to assume total responsibility ,for their Own well-being

. .
. .

-have overlooked the first processes vital to both goal-setting and
. .

decision-making, information gathering and assessment. Curriculum

materials aimed at helping individuals clarify and explore values,

set long- and short-term goals, gather, evaluate, and utilize informa-

tion, examine risk- taking behaviors, and develop strategies for

decision-making are available nowfor high school level. use (School

Curriculum, Vol. 13, No. 2, October.1973). Instructional materials

for pupil "contracting" also incorporate goal-setting and decision-

making processes at levels appropriate for elementary pupil use:.

The studies cited in thit chapter offer some insights for

under^standing the Performing Self of pupils and, the tense of Self-
.

'Extension expressed in pupil performance. It is, .after all, the

Performing Self of each pupil nd the Performing Self of the teacher

that is expressed every day inthe behavioral dialogue of the classroom.

The findings of the present research suggest. th:::,the usepE

positive response patterns which include appropriate cognitive substance

for feedback on pupil behavior creates a more facilitating relationship

and a safer psychological climate for pupil performances. It is also

,suggested that the use of .punishments and restrictions unrelated to

the behavior under 'consideration acts only to demonstr:te the bower

of authority and does, not contribute to effective discipline which

requires that pupils..learn from their behaviors. Whether or not
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these teacher behaviors will have any effect on pupils' motivation

for academic achievement is still not satisfactorily answered. However,

there isan indication that a .positive response pattern may promote

a. hope for success, which suggests a Pogitive influence on the Sense

of Self-Extension, while negative responses to pupil performance may

lead to a fear of failure,.which suggests that the Sense of Self-Extension

would be negetively affected and would result in inhibiting the risk-taking,

participation, and contributions of the developing self.

There arealso indications in the present research findings that

different pupils are differentially affected by the motivating cues

of teachers. Differenceg in resppnse to motivation cues have been

noted particularly in, relation to the sex of the-pupil. The inter--

pretation of these differences are generally related ,to, sex differences
.

determined by cultural roles rather than (differences based, in the

physiological differences between the sexes. Interpretations of the

differences in response to motivational cues suggest that girls may

already be highly motivated toward academic achievement as a means

of gaining approval before teachers introduce their motivating

'The indications of sex differences in. studies on motivation and

their culture-based interpretations reflect the importance of cultural;

influences that operate in the significant other's interpretations
Ct

of the role of the developing self. For example, in one social milieu,

beginning With theinception of the behavioral Elialogue,girls may

receive interpre aibns from iignficant others that the success in the

'female role is d termined by the ability to please others and that
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such success and acceptance does not require the mastery of,academic

knbwledge except as a very limited tool. It may also be communicated

that the female's self-worth, the Sense of the Bodily Self, Self=Identity,

Self-Estee6, Self-Extension, and7Self-Lmage,are strongly vested in a

value for physical attributes and a submissive, non - competitive, non-

threatening and pleasing attitude toward, the. male sex. Underthis

interpretation of the female role, the most effective behavior for

producing a positive impact upon significant others and the environment

'is that of pleasing others, since behaviors addressed toward enhancing

physical attributes may not always result in thenecessary positive

impact. With the,understanding that in all relationships and situations

acceptaInce and approyal will depend upon the ability to please. others,

academ c achievement may well be the means of gainihg approval and

acce Lance in the school environment. ,46. the source for approval

an_ acceptance shifts to peers and particularly. to peers of the opposite

academic achievement would, lose its value as a means of gaining

approval, and may well result in disapproval from the new significant

.and salient others. If this theorizing does, indeed, reflect reality,

we might expect academic failure to have a pronouriced adverse effedt

on the self-concept development of females who are still relating to

adults, and particularly their teachers, as significant others.

In another social milieu, girls may receive the interpretation.

and .communication that their future role-success and acceptance may

include the ability. to support themselves through the performance of

socially limited occupational roles. Except for the roles of wifd and mother,.
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the most constantly modeled female occupational role in the early experience .

of girls is the role of the school teacher. It is apparent that this rOle will

require a mastery ofacademic skills and behaviors at an appropriate level.

There is also'a demonstrated relationship between academic knowledge'

and the teaching occupation which is not as clearly'demonstratea in

the other occupational roles considered culturally appropriate for

either males or females. The relationship between the, occupational

roles of salespersons, doctors, nurses, lawyers, secretaries,.mechanics,

firemen, policemen, pilots, astronauts, soldiers, bankers, or TV

repairmen, to name a few, and the acquisition of primary, elementary,

and even some secondary-level academic skills and behavior& is not generally

perceived by young pupils.

The social milieus of boys are also the source of sex roleinter7-

pretations made, by significant. others and reinforced by the environment,

and these role interpretations may have an important influence-on

boys" motivation for academic achievement. In a social milieu where

the interpretation of the boy role stresses. approval for more physically

active, risk-taking, explorative, and dominating behaviors, motivation-

for academic achievement may be almost totally lacking. The interpTe-

tation of success and acceptance in future male roles may be communicated

from the early experiences and thereafter as related primarily to physi-
.

tally manifested male behaviors and the acquisition of motor skills

over cognitive behaviors and skills. Regardless' of the social milieu,

models of adult male roles offer a wide variety of options for future

roles, but the relationship between academic knowledge mild the perfoiManCe
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of these roles, as we have already noted, is rarely clearly established,
4

except for the role of.make teacher. When the question of occupational

I
thoicabecumes more immediate, the relationship between academic

knowledge and performance of-Male;-occdpation roles becomes more

.7-constantly communicated and clearly established, and the understanding---_

of ehe relationship becomes critical as options or choices for future

occupations become narrowed by the individual's circumstances. For

boys, academic achievement nay operate as an alternative to physical

performance as a mean's of gaining approval for performance. In another

social. milieu, a value for academic achievement as a male attribute

and as a tool for fdture role performance, including the desire

fOr social, and economic advancement, may irovide the intrinsic moti-

'vation for academic achievement.

In our present society where options for female occupational

.

roles are being expanded to include a broader spectrum of physical

and professional occupations,.we.may anticipate some differences

between the findings of the _present and future .research on motivation

for academic achievement::

Theoretically, all of,the culturally interpreted sex roles'could

.....,be.altered through the reinterpretation of sex roles by sq.gnificant

otherp in conjunction with the psychological experiences necessary for

revising existing concepts of self.

There are also suggestions in tha current research that indirect

teaching styles may encourage the pupil's extension ofself and motivate

pupil performance by expanding the role of the pupil in the classroom
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dialogue. Pupils with consistently high levels Of'anxiety, which

we interpret as indicating_a_negativs_Sense of Self-Extension, demon-
.

strate reduced levels of anxiety under an indirect, teaching style.

There is also elideRte that'some pupils prefer a more direct'teaching

-style. Pupils who find relief from anxiety when their role in the

behavioral dialogue is expanded to include their participation in'

goal-setting, decision-making, and evaluating,as well as assuming

responsibility for their own productive behaviors, may be responding

to their increased u derstading of the processes and their insights

into the values and standards bp rating in evaluatifig and judging

theivperfOrmances and produces. The expansion of their rble'in

the liehaviolal dialogue may help them -view evaluation and criticism.

of their products and performance and the setting of goals not as an.-

arbitrarylwielding of the power of the teacher's office, but'as

mearTiThracquiring -mastery and positive. impact. On. the other hand,

pupils who prefer the more highly teacher-structured and controlled,

362

environment may find more psychological safety in a narrower definition

of the pupil role where the means of acquiring approval are clearly

delineated by.the source of -.1pprovil. Teach&rs who are able to respond

to individual pupil needs for psychological safety may be seen by
---

t12ir pupils as warm and supportive rather than as either direct or indirect

teachers.

The teacher's perception of pupils as individuals and their

respect for the individuality of pupils also appears to have a positive

effect on the Performing Selves of pupils: Teachers who consider the
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pupil's value system and its ties to the socioeconomic and ethnic

baCkground of each pupil will be able to offer incentives for

achievement appropriate for the pupil. Teachers: who demonstrate

their respect for pupil performance.by providing relevant and

constructive feedback to the pupil also provide a positive and safe'

environment for further self,extension-and-increased goal-directed
__.--:----- 4 .,-

behaviors. Teachers who'help puglsacquire,the cognitive skills

, :
necessary for successful decision-making and goal- setting help pupils

. A
1

. . f.
. . -

_gain.a positive perception of their,Performing.Selves.

.Although much more research is needed to provide an understanding

of 'the role of teacherbehavior,in fostering pupil creativity; the

present research suggests that teachers who can.provide a democratic.

.

claSsroom environment and encourage divergent thinking in. their pqpils,

and who can also function as a knowledgeable resource person in the

classroom will encourage creativity in their

Perhaps most importantly; the suggestion that teachers most often

reflect the Performing Selvei of pupils in their academic roles and

not in their social roles should not be interpreted to mean that

'teachers do not affect the pupil'S perception of himself and ofother

%pupils in their social roles. ,Although claisrooms are organized around

the achievement of academic tasks, the classroom situation is, also

, . . .

.the'sociA situation of dip pupil,and the research suggests that the

pupil's social standing mith`his peers is related to his academic pet-

,

formance. Pupils may have an acadedic standing without a social

standing among their peers, but they rarely have a social, standing

86J
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unrelaeed to their acade,2tstanding. :reachrs who 6an-h4lp pupils.
.

-

acquire academic behaviors and skills and a positive perception of their
.

j
, . ,

Performing Selves and who can also provide the enehimnental safety

and opportunity for the extension of self into socialperformance,can
A 4

. A

reasonably assume that'thsy have had a poSitive affect on the pupilIs

concept of self.

,
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CHAPTER. VIII

Self -Image

Teacher Behaviors and Pupil Self-Perception, Self-Knowledge,

Confidence, Expectations, Ideals, Control, Values, Ethics,

and.Social Competence
tO

' The psiChological'constrUpt-of the Self -Image could best be

described .as the: answer to the question "Who does he think he is?."

ThiS subjeCtive concept of the self is the summation of all other

self-concepts integrated into a global image which could be described

as the self-perceived traits, characteristics, or personality of an

individual. It represents whalanA.ndividual thinks he is'. and what

he thinks others think he is. It is his perception of What he ought

to be, and what others think he ought to be, and it represents what -

he thinks he would'like,to be in the future. The Self-Image encompassed

all that thc., developing self knows and believes aboilt himself; a:

summation at any given time of all the concepts of self--theBodily

Self, Self-Identity, Self-Esteem, and Self-Extension,which have been

.derived and organized from the psychological experiences of the.

.behavioral dialogtle. As beliefs about the self and perceptions of

the self change, the Self-Image also changes. This .experientially

N.- 1.

formed construct of the self contains the perceptual distortions

originating with the environment, the

developing self. Itreflects as well

I

the formative pocess by the .physical'

others, and the

.1

the limitations imposed upon
j

1

and Physiol gical:envir
lt

onment

t)f the developing self and the nature and extent 4 hispsychological

. o37 p`



experiences. It is from this.highly individualist ic perspective that

the developing self approaches and copes. with his problems and rela-

tionships, organizes and plans his behaviors, both preSent and future,

an d formulates an ideal self-incorporating alitthe standaidg and-

values toward which he, strives.

The Self-fmagedan be described as the. coordinator of the .

..
concepts of sell and the orchestrater of all behaviors, a sense of

1

.
;

.

t

the self as an integrated and furictioning'self-entity with a peat,
. ., .

present, and.f4ture image. One primary function of the Self-Image
e

,

is to arrange and direCt' all behalhOral performances so. that they

feature the strongest and most self-concept-sustaining attributes

of the psychological self and achieve the maximum impact.. As a

result of this constant orchestration, most performances become

charicterize4 by one or morerepeated behavior patterns. Early and

repea ted success with one set of behaviorgtends to entrench the

I

format and limit the development of alternative coping styles.
,

Broader problem experiences in an atmosphere supporting experimentation
'

lead to more alternatives and. More flexibility in coping and problem-

solving behaviors. But it is the repeated patEerns of behavior "that

prOfite-Cnatb-Pracular aspects of the operating 'Self-Image of /

.
. .

the developing self. From observing the approach to problems, the

e
!,

I

.

processes of decision making,
l

and the solutions devised, inferences
...., !, I

,

can be made as to the levels Of selfl-knowledge, self-confidence, and
- 's ', i I I, 1 .

,

1

.1 .

self-control'attained by the developing self'in a given situation.
,,
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These saiebehaviorS also give.insights'into the values andstandards

employed by the self when assessing problems andmaking decisions.

It is not the. Success or effectiveness of the coping style, but the
, .

style of coping itself that offers the best 'clues. to the Self-Image.

In some ineffectual copingstyles that are used perSistently-

can offer even clearer and More interpretable evidence of the. operating

,

Self-Image." The attributes perceived by the.self to be most successful
,

are those which are.

projected into each

successes; problems
.

used persistently and are ofteri inappropriately

perftsmance- th attempts to repeat previous

. ' .

,and relationsip's must'often be redefined and

interpreted in orderto accomModate S inflexible coping style.

Analyzirg the redefinitions and. interpretations made by the developing

self can offei an additional sou

of another person.

Itis not pOssible, however, to analyze, interpret,.or describe

`

insight into the Self-Image

the Self-Image of another without assuming a'Culturally biased

philOsophical seance: The most commonly used descriptors of

the Self -Image are terms such as "positive,"'"ftegative," "realtstic;'

ar "unrealistic." A "positive" or "negative" self-image is one which,
.

.n:the view of the observer; reflects'the presence or absence .of

eultusdlly acceptable 'attitudes and beliefs ahou.the."self" and

a
"others." A "realistic or "unrealistic" sea-image is deterMined

,

°through the applicatio of cultural standards to the responses and

performances'of By theapplICation of these

cultUral standards.it its possible for the ell"-Image to, be positive

37.8
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and realistic, positive and unrealistic, or negative with hoth 'states
. -

of xe ism. theoreticall-i in order for. the developing self to acquire

a posi ive.attitude.toward the self and others, the experiences within
. .

the. behavioral dialogue must be characterized by acceptance and A

. .

positivd reflection of the Self, in order to acquire a realistic

construct of the self and therefore a realistic Self-Image, the develop-
.,

ing self muSreceive accurate and adequate feedback from his significant

others and the environment, which will provide the cognitive,material

:for the processes of association-and differentiation to develop constructs

of successful and unsuccessful goal-directed behaviors.

A realistic Self-Image also requires adequate cultural definition

and the tiodelirig of approved roles.as.well as the acquisition of.

,

cultural standards and values. Researchers and constructed instruments.

.that ignore the-cultural foundations of all psychological experiences
-

and the cultural influences.upon the forriation of all self- concepts

cannot' successfully interpret or measure self -image dimensions in any

tauet population. Such instruments, and researchers Produce data that

. .

identify differences related to cultural values'and psychological ex.:-

.periences more efficiently' than they_measure "positive" or realistic"

dimehsions of self-concepts.
. .

The,filiddle-class child who must

prescribed; behaviors as well as more

acquire more complex "how to'
O

complex verbal'construc'ts and

. .

behaviors thafi his counterpart in a lagersocipeconomic class
. ,

.

realistically reflects these 'dgferencei in this responses.
,

. .
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. \T .s is especially true of test items that reference the subject's de-

pendence upon others and'attemPt to measure the extent of his competencies

and independence which should be understood in reference to the standards

of his culture. When. high scores of independence and competente are' .

equated with a "positive " .self- image,: the middle-class child may appear

to have a JTss "positiire" self-image than his lower-class counterpart,

.

who, by his cultural standards may have achieved a good Ideal of,com-,

petence and independence. However, when test items-reference more com-

plex verbal behaviors, the "positive' self-image of the middle-class

child may prosper in compirison to that of the lower-class subject. The

Self-Image is derived from the cultural milieu and the psychologiCal ex:

periences that take place within it.. Where-self-image test, items ref-

erence the same psychological experiences and the same values and sten--
.

darsds, a compon.df item or factor scores produces differences that

can accurately be described in "positive" or "negative" terms in at-
,

cordanCe with the identified cultural perspective of the interpreter.

Constructs and events that are outside theeexperience and therefore,

tognizance,,of the individual'can hardly affect the Self-Image, but

research subjects will often supply idiosyncratic working definit ins

when self-irrelevant items are encountered in an effort to be socially

responsive to the ireSearcher's request for'their cooperation. An aware-

ness of the cultural, milieu of the test population and.instrumenth

that allow.for less subjective, high inference interpretation would
. .

help unscramble, *ine Of the conflicting and confusing res4ts

research on the
1

Self-*ge which arise from this discrepancy

ti 380
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tween_individual item interpretation and the theoretical intent of

the item. The probability that a Taiddie-class child will per be

placed in an environmental milieu where values, standards, constructS

and behaviors are totally discontinuous with those he has experienced

and acquired is very low, hut the probability that a lower-class

will have this experience is much higher.. Differences in cul=-

tural systems are not cognitively assessed by the developing self,

they are psychologically experienced when they occur, and as psy-

chological experiences, such confrontations have the potential, for

, altering the, self-image of the individual, positively or negatively.

They can alter how the developing self sees himself, how he thinks

others see him, and how he would like to be seen.
. _

What is seen and known about the self-image of another individual

is usually gained by assessing and interpreting his-performance and his''

products. .These two sources are used to infer 'that the Selfs-Image

has particular characteristics and traits. This process of examination

is at once two steps removed from the real and operating self-image
,

of another, first by the intrusion of the observeisubjectivity

'l thrpugh which certain observed traits and characteristics are amplified,
_ .

diminished, or filtered out, and second by the observer's objectivity,.

. which may allow him to see the performance and the product_but not

the other individual's perception and interpretation of his performance

;

-or product. In assessing performances and products, the observer
-

may come to know so.ething that is unknown to the performer, But wl.at

is kn&wn to others cannot, become 'a part of_ the Self-Image until it is

381
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known to the' self, and making something known to the self is Rot simply

a matter of hearing the information; it must also be accepted and

valued.

The most comprehensive and.accurate view of another's operating

self-image could perhaps be gained through lengthy observation. and

close association with the subject Under a grbat variety of circum-

stances. Concern for such ext ensive knowledge of one. individual's

self-image, however, is generally reserved for intense!relation.

Ships or a professional concern for proper diagnosis -and therapeutic

,
. .

treatment. We are generally'more concerned about learning what role .

, /

the Self-Image plays in specific relationships end under. specific

circumstances. 'To acquire this information for everyday usage in

personal relationships Or 'for research purposes, the verbal behaviors

of subjects are_lost often utilized as the most 'reliable means df

acquiring a limited view of the Self-Image. To aid research, self-

rdport instruments purporting to tap attitude and belief systems and

projective instruments that elicit responses tb be professionally

interpreted have been developed to organiZe the verbal memns'of gaining

,access to the Self-Image. Without the use of several confirming.sources

4

of data, however,'it is difficult to tell whether a subject is

.reporting,his actual beliefs and attitudes, or if he is 'reporting,

what, he thinks his beliefs and attitudes should be. Both of these

I

respOnse sets are related tb the Sel&Image, but it would be most

hel \P

1

....

Ful if' they were not used interchangeably by subjects and confused

in data.collection and interpretation.
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In n experimental situation, pre-test measures of .

taken to establish a bench mark could well produce the'sOcial "ought

to think or be" response from both, control and experimental s bjects.

, "\,

\-
If the experimental group is then given treatment that encourages

and,approves.the free eXpression of real feelings and perceptions,
. . .

the subsequent comparison of the two groups on posttest measures.,,

.might well indicate a "loss" of positive.self-image'for the experi-

mental group, but the differences might be the result of mote,honest,

self-refetrant, self-feporting. ,The appeahnce of loss in self-estedm,

would be even more- likely if the treatment period was long enough_ 'to produce

.
the security for more honest self-reporting, but too short to allow

subjects to work through and resolve their-exposed feelings.

. In the same period of,time, the control group may have acqgired an

increased awareness of the valued social responss. On the other

.hand, increased awareness of valued responses and the acquisition o

increased familiarity with special vocabulary can also create another

hazard for interpreting the;. effect of ,programs, partidularly those

-
programs having affective objectives where everyone must understand.

the terminology and express himself accordingly. In this instance,

self-reporting maYchangefor the better among the experimental

group with or without the benefits of rgal self-improvement.,

The difficulty in measuring changes in the Self- Image is particu-

larly
r

rusrating when, at least theoretically and empitically, thr

are sa man 'opportunities for change inOr common daily

experiences. he potential for positive or negative changes in the

Stilt -Image is alma s present in the face of different experiences

that incorporate diff ent values and standards.

3 83
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How the child .wishes to be seen represents the operating value

system of the Self-Image incorporating idealsfor the Bodily Self,

- .

'Self-Identity, Self-Esteem, and the Extension of Self into an ihtema=

.378

lized,modelofthe'ldealSelf.The Ideal Self mey be realistic ors
. .

unrealistic when ObjectiVe standards 'are. used to estimate daes potential'

for achieving the ideal. . The Ideal Self cart be seen in the Performing -

.-Self when the individual wisfies.to be "seen as" a person possessing

certaia prized characteristics'arid attrilates.- Wishing to be "seen

. .
.

as" equires an audiericeand lik7 any staged performance, requires be-
-

havioral exaggeration to be sure the audieriall doesn't miss the point.

. .

Wishing to be "like" a model who is the Ideal Self (quite.often of the
-

moment) can also be seen in the. Performing` Self and the attempts as-
:

sumethe identity of the model by imitating and affecting becavioraiman-4
. - .

, . . ..

. nerisms. Another form' of the Ideal Self is .represented by the wish- "to

.1

.be," .k ich is gAnerally'fallowed by a cultural roleor vocational choice
4

.
I . .'

in which the stereotyped encapsulate the values and 'stan.-

.. . ..'

dards being expressed. Thewistr"to.be" a* doctor; lawyer, teacher,
., .

,

mother, involves not o y the performing self, but the planning and. copidg
. . k . . .

....

self as well, if.the go k is to be realized..

In some instances, the 'Ideal Self may' arise from perceived inadequacies

of the self (reflecfed in thexlesire to be "seen as" haVing certain quali-
,

'ties) and the strivinginf.the individual toward the Ideal Self may be a com-

pensatory behavior thattexa4s a high toll, in energy. It may also force a

. .

.

narrow focus on one aspect of sell construct development, to the detriment
.,, .

,
.

. .

V

t
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. I

of other deA.loping cOncepts. of self. In other i tances,
:

to be "seen as" represents an acknowledgement of the social

,

and values pregent in the environmental. milieu.

The role of significant,others Is to supply the developing self
-

1,-6;
with valid information-that facilitates the formation of adequate .

A- 2.

the desire

t ndards

and accurate .concepts of the self: 1When-such concepts of=the self

are combined to form, the Self-mage' the systeh of self7referent
6

concepts will. provide a basis for realistic and positive attitudes

toward the self and others.

a

Teacher Behaviors and Self-Image,.Change in Pupils'

161

0

from the comments of,oghers and the experiences encountered in th

C ,

. . ,

On.the premisethat sOlf-concepti'are learned structures derived

a

environment) Staines (1958) formed two, hypotheses'relating the :role
.. . . .,,o. - .

oi.sthe:tealer`tct the self-images acquired by pupils. The first-
. .:,

hypothesis stated that it would be possible to distingui,sh between

teachers by.each teacher's.use of pupil self-referencing comments,
.

and the nature and frequency of the comments. The,secona hypotheiis

No,

-

a

stated that it would be possible to teach toward achieving both academic

goals and goals Of desired change in pppil self-image. To test the

first hypOthesis.; the commenting behavior of.two pairs of teachers;

one pair at, the juni9r level and the other at the primary level, were
e

observed, and recorded according to their positive, negative, neutral,

379

o

and ambiguous effett4on the known Self, Other Self and Ideal Self
. /

,

of pupils. The type of affect for specific verbal behaviors was determined

by the judgments of three professional-judges, The comment.
,

a.

- 'categories found to be most effective in differentiating between
O -x

N
.



individual teachers-and between the two groups were: comments Of

on pupil performande, status, values, wants, and comments on classroom

management across all teachers and groups. The additional categories

of pupil physique, traits, and self - orientation operati.td additionally

as differentiators between primary teachers. Units of each teacher's
o

4 commenting behavior were analyzed and the content, of the comments

were related' CO core dimension's of self -image concepts designated as

salience (a measure of self-consciousness); differentiation (a measure

0
of the degree to which self-concepts have been delteloped and defined

by the self); potenby (a measure of self-adequacies); integrity

380

(a measure of self - predictability); insight (a measure of the relation-

ship of self-concepts to reality);.and_self-aceeptariceand rejection (mea-
.

sures of the congruency between the perceived, self and the ideal self).
, .

Profiles constructed'from the scores on these dimensions produCed widely

differing descriptions of teacher styles and suggested that teachers

differ in their affect on pupil self-image. To test the second hypothesis,

the junior level teachers and their pupils. were continued into the

next experimental phase. Teacher A of this pair was considered by the

experimenter to-have an attitude toward pupils and a teaching style

that contributed 'toward positive self -image development in pupils.

Using the results of the teacher's own ratings of each pupil and

the results of self-rating by each pupil on the threeSelf-concepf

categoriep, the teacher set individual self-image improvement goals

for each pupil and planned methods of academic instruction to incorporate

the necessary events for these goals. Goals for the other self included

386
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'

letting pupils see 'themselves as -planning, purposeful, discriminating

Individuals with:responsibilities for self-monitoring and self-°

evaluating on task achievement. Feedback from the teacher avoided

the.use of whole comments such as "good" or "wrong" andatded the
.

pupils,' differentiation processes by giving more detailed obseryations

and judgments on pupil performance. The ideal Self goal was to
.

4

..
encourage pdpils to acquire realistit and Suitable levels ofaspiration,

-

and the "Known" self goal was to encourage pupils toward self-acceptance

,

through their successes and thrOugh the teacher's appreciation of each

.pupil and careful attendance to each pupil's status'needs,',Teecher_B

and
/

his class were used as controls. Fech,class was approxiiate in size
o

(29 pupilS in group A, 31. pupils in aoup-Br,with group members almost

equally divided between the sexes) and matched for age,. IQ, and socia-
u

4 .

economic status. The experimental teaching period lasted 12. weeks. The

results of the posttesting indicated highly significant differencesibe-
.

tween the' experimental and control groups on measures cf differentiation

and certainty. The measure of differentiation represented the ability to

assess the Self in more relative and'less Asoluteterms, moving toward.a

middle range.awavfrom extreme judgments. The measure of certainty'in-

dicated a move toward more.self-knowledge, altering the pretest Scaring

from "not sure" tward:more certainty abqut the "boundaries"' of the self.

The experimenter interpreted these tesults as indicating a gain in p y h

logical security for the experimental pupils. Chadwick (1967) made a'

'similar study with three classes of 12-Lto..1.3-year-old girls from working

class homes and with teachers who had been trained to use positive commenting

behavior. He found some significant differences between the control and

387
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0
.

';

.

expetinental- groups on these same two dimensions of certainty and dif-

ferentiation. Chadwick commented he.: differentiation also appeared 9
tl

to 'be curvilinearly related to pupil cognitive ability. From this

4 study the investigation also found that the affective areas of greatest

importance to the pupil subjects were those of acceptance, values,

and physical appearance. In boqi the Staines'and ChAd4ick studies,.

the, 'differences between experimental and control groups inferred frt.=

the psychological measures did not extend:to differences in academic

performance measured by academic 6ins.
4

Griggs. and Bonney (1970> reported the results of teaching the

dynamics of behavior to fourth- and fifth-grade pUpils in two south-

western, suburban communitieb. Pupils.of_these two communities Were

randomly assigned to control. of experimental groups with combined totals

of 232 experimental subjects and 210 controls. Sociometric measures

and a measure. of perceived self-ideal'self were used to test 64e hy-
\

potheses that pupils taught causes for behavior 'would be more accepting

of each ()Pier, and, that they would develop a greater 'cliongruency between-
. .

perceived self and s elf-fideal . Pretests were_ given to all subjects.

at thd start .of the investigation and posttests were given after four

months of experimental treatment. The program curriculum materials
A

consisted of a 'six-volume set of paperback booklets used in conjunction

.with discussion, role-play, and story completion techniques, The

results of final testing indicated that puptils_in_the experimental

groups had made significant gains on "friendship" measures, while

the control group had nade small, but insignificant, gains on this.

383
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same dimensidn. Differences betweendonfrol and experimental groups.

reacheg significance fot the experimental group in only:one of the

two Sample communities, althOugh the increase in, scores wasVin:the

correct direction for the.other experimental group. The authors sug-

qa 1

gested that the increase in congruency would probably have reached'
. .

significance for the second experimental group if the program had

_

tinued for 'a longer period of time.

Liitei and Ohlsen (1962) gave test interpretations to students

in grades five, seven, nine, and eleven and reportdd that this treat-

383

ment appeared to improve pupil self-understanding and increase the

congruency between' their self-estimates-and test-estimates. In an

article'reflecting on this study, Ohlsen (.1965) o ered six suggestions

to teachers for giving feedback to pupils: ( ) tet"pupils know that

you know something about them and that you desire to undetstand them

better. Acquaint,pupils With the esources the school has to help them

understand themselves, their peers, and their environment;.(2)'InforM

pupils Of sources of informa/tion and give them 'an opportunity to react

to what they learn; (3) Use only resources which you are qualified to .1

use; (4) Have more respect for the self-perCeption of pupils and encour-

ageage them to assess themselves by helping dim to identify. and work
. ..,. -

through problems of self-understanding and feelings; (5) Be sensitive

to cues that a, pupil does not understand your\feedback, or that the
. .

.

pupil is_refusing to accept the feedback; and (6) Watch your own.subjec-

tpity anditry not to let it influence your interpretation of objective

data.

389



The results of all these studies appear
. ,

andindicatethat teachers arein a position.

4

to be fairly, forthrigh

to help pupils Improve

t

their-seif-tmagg--by-attending-to-self-:.concept-7-needs-in-the-everydy-

classroom procedures or by implementing supplemental curriculum

materials hich-liC;: self-awareness.

Teacher.Behaviovand PupiI,Self-Confid'ence

. - .

.
, .

.

0 .
The term "self-confidence," like the term "anXiety," canibe used

to describe a generalized behaiOral trait or a psychological. state
,

.11

C

referenced to a specific relationship- or performance of an individual.

.

Confidence in the self is based'upon valuing the Self, and although-

the source of self- valuing can be in any one or more of the psychological

self-Onstruces, self-confidence is observable to others only through

the behavior of the Performing Self. As a part of the Self-Image, ,

however, self-confidence is a product of. self7perception and not the

prOduct of objective obser,vation. Self-confidence will only develop

when relationships and performances are ,perceived by the self and

accepted, valued, and Considered successful.

All Of ehe psychological self-constructs-can become, in the

processes of formation and reformation, the sources of self-confidence.

;The Bodily Self can provide self-confidence.thxqugh valuing of

physiological attributes, the mental processes, talents, Aptitudes,

physical appearance, sex, race, or any other physiologically based

abilities that are perceived by the self as valuable. Other self-

concepts can bedomesources of self-confidence through family and

group identityand affiliation, by ascribedor acquired esteem and
. .

3.30
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status, and from the competency and-positive impact of the Performing

-
selk. The confidence placed in any one of these self-concepts can be

inferred from the characteristic coping style of the Performing Self

and from other behavioral dimensions related to self-valuing, such as

indications of interpersonaf trust or mistrust, tisk taking, or.safetyv

seeking,,participation or withdrawal, and independenCe or dependence.

As a-behavioral dithension; self-Confidence'isusually repreten--

ted on a bi-'polAr continuum that 'extends from'an apparent absence of
.

'self-confidence to an unrealistic or 'exaggerated presence of confidence

in the self. But where self-confidence is used as a variable,; 'care and

caution must beexercited in collecting and interpreting the data.
,

Data for ascertaining self- confidence are subject to all the obfuscations

of other self-represented and reported data.and.the 4nterpretatibn-is

.

"'subject to all the confounds that plague,ourattempts to; objectively

measure the products of self-perception." To obtain such measures we

385

_
.

mtiSt)gither rely on the self- reporting of the Subject, or we can attempt.

to interpret the discrepancy between the subject's potential and perfor-

mance. fIn either case, we are left the difficult task of interpretation

and the bides of our own subjectivity. .Interpretation requires-judg-
..

ments, and judgments reqUire criteria, and as Miller (4970) ,and Bronfen-

brenner (1970) haze pointed.out in their criticAs of an'impreSsive
. .

research. stu dy rep&fted by Siegelman, clock, Blo ck, and von der Lippe

(1970), experimenters an be blind too cultural, epochal, and methOdolog-
.

.

icsi biases
.
that reduce t he assumed generdlizability of tloir'findings.

In the study as reported by Siegelman *et al., the data were analyzed

4

,
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0

for the antecedents mutual to the parental,pradtices in_ Pie homes of

.subjects who were judged to have "optiTal psychological adjustment in

adulthood." The antecedents determined fiomthis study indicated that 1

//

the successfully, adjusted suhjects.came from healthy, democratic, value-

,

oriented homes with cognitively competent and integrated mothers and

hon-neurotic mothers or fathers. 'The driterion for "optimal adjust-
.

ment" had-been established by an absolute ideal derived from the coneen-

386-

--
sus of professional judges, and the data were generated by the ratings' .:.:-.

. 0
. ,

. . . . 4 .---

of professipnals on items selected by prdfessionals. The value structure 0--'
----

\: / ,

behind the criterion emerges as bne biased in faVor of the middle c).ass
.. ,

''..fk - .
.

and,

e

in Miller's opinion, even more precisely in favor of the bureau-
.

.

cratic members af the middle -class sacial.system. Miller concluded his'

critique oftheSiegelman et al., study with a caution against defining

the individual by an absolute ideal unrelated to the individual's sex,
.

'.

generation, epoch, and-culture4 and Bronfenbrenmer
.

cautioned against
% , ,,,;" '

,
,

i equating clinical judgmhnts with objective reality.. In our °Pinion,
.

..
\ ,

e . \

both of these authors e made highly relevant critical contributions
- .... ,I.

that tiould be heeded by all researchers investigatj.ng,serIlconA)t .

.
. A t,. ,

-
. .

development and particularly in research examining the influ nce of
,

.

teacher behavior and school enlronments on the development of individual
,

pupils or groups of pupils. When Baumrind (17-2) compared the ftects.of
.

0 . .

4' a ..

Pattern VIII, Authoritarian-Rejecting, black parents with those0,f white
, 3

t-
parents in the same classification, her major conclusion was that, while

. .

black parents were consideted authpritarlan by white norms, tunl4e their

white counterparts, they produced girls who were the most self-assertive
1,

.392.
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;a.

-

and independent in the study. It was suggested bthe author that the
. ,

"authoritarian syndrome" produced diverse effects_in-White

girls because black girlspercdived the parental behavior not asrejec-
,

ting,.but as u turant and care-taking. The author comments further,

however, that while these black girls could be considered competent by

virtue of their independence, they were not necessarily competent by

- _

measures of social responsibility since they were both domineering"
. _

with peers and . "resistive" with adults, The mother models of these .black

,

girls were described in their own social milieu. as having an "equalitarian

relationship" with the fathers'and an active role in decision making,

factors which.the author considered a§ comprising crucial.differeeces.be.-

ween the iThite authoritarian family aid thd black.authoritarlan home.

387

The question as to whether these black girls would be socially responsible.;. . ... - , _
. -

in their own social milieu is unanswered, but the investigatoes interpret- ,

4i.

anon of the behavior of, these preschool black girls, which could be de-

.

'scribed'as reflecting a measure of self-confidence, emphasizes the tole
. . .

. ,

.

of culturally biased value judgments in altering the nature of psychologi-

cal experiences from one cultural setting to-another and the subseqbent

influence such alterations.may have upon the self-concept development of

those'i ndividuals caught between two, value systems.

Payne and Dunn (1970) examined the. effect of a group guidance program

u pon the-self-:concepts of three cultural groups, Whites, Blacks, and

Mexican-Aderichnsj The, subjects for this study were randomly selected
, w

from the fourth- and fifth-grade population of a large consolidated school

N .

in the Southwest. Experimental subjects were divided into three subgroups

293
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of apprOximately 10 pupils each and_were4given 18 sessions of group

guidance activities 'under an assigned'school counselor for 50 minutes

'' a week. In all, 45 pupils took part in this study, With 6 white; 3

black and 6 Mexican-American subjects assigned to the control,group.

A self-concept-instrument requiring respondents to characterize them-,
.,

selves on 14 bipolar dimensions with 4 Specific referentS of the child

oof

as perceiVed by himself, as he thitks he is perceived by his mother',. as-

he thinks he is perceived by hi's teacher, and as he!thinkS he-is per-

/

ceived by his peers was administered to all subjects fori"compariion of
. , / \

'pre- and posttest scores. From these four referent categories, two addi-
-

tional stores were obtained. A scorekor Self as Subj ct was obtained

from the single referent of.self as perceived by self"; and a °score of
.

.
.

Self as Object was derived.from the summed scores o o' the other threg refs-
.

/

: . a

@tent categories. Differences between control add,experimentgl%subjects
. . ,

on. the 'pretest are rather ambiguously described, making it

388

whether the differences reported qie those betweencontrol and experimen-

tal groups, yr within grpups and between racial groups. The results of

pre- and posttesting are reported as the mean differenCes and the sum of

the square differences for each racial group. The results indicated that

.

the Self as Subject scores of the White.and Mexican-Anierican experimental

grouniMproved. in the but there :gas no difference .between the

, pre- and posttest scores-of the, experimental black group. Mexican-Ameri-.
1..

cans in the experimental group showed favorable changes in posttest scores

On the Self, Motfierc and Teacher categories, but posttest means i.erelower

on the referent :'Peer." Mexican-American contebl subjects' howed improve-

r t
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ment in posttest means on all referents edept the category
0

'.'Mother." Why were the Mexican-American ex*perimental
,

subjects able

389

to describe themselves more favorably on posttest referents .,.

,

to Self, Tacher, 'and.Kothet,
.
but not tcs. Peer? One possibility is .

. ,
,

. . ,
.

. :

that, on the pretest measures the Peers in reference were,those.of .their
. , c,

... . . '

own ethnic group.and on posttest measures the referent group may haNie

' been the _etS ,assembled in their sessions which included members of
4

the white and black groups. Another possibility is that they may

have been able to reinterpret their relationships and perceptions in,

accordance with the value system expregsed in the treatment sessions

-.

and the terminology learned in session discussions when dealing w4h
...

. t.
.

: . . 4 *

i' 'lithe referents "Self,".!hleacher," and. "-Mother," but their position with
. ..,

their own ethnic peers may havebeen realistically altered'by
4

.

membership in-the experimental group. The Slack experimental subjects

showed- favorable changes in all but the Self category, her no Change

from.pre- to posttest is indicated The black control subjects shoved

favorable change in each category and excelled Over Ole expetimental

group on mean differences from pre- to posttest'in every category
II

but that of "Mother." The investigators interpret the sigh mean

scores of these' control subjects as 1:defensive" reporting on the

"Teacher" and "Peer" referents, adding the comment thatallpther

responses given were typical of those responses made by the remaind r

of the population. The experibental white, subjects indicated

.favorable change in all categories. the white control subjects

e.

=7.
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a

exception of the'-cate ry "Peers. 1pich we have already discussed.

4
The question that o curs to usis one that refers to a possible-language

. ,

diffiCulty. Since this study took place in an area of our country where
.

-

. .

Mexl.gan-Americ'an pupils retain strong language and culturar ties with

their'Mexican heritagev the possibiIityexists that the instrument
).

used to measure self-Concept may>not have the same-validity or reliability

0,0

` 393.

.

4 +I

when used Adr a bilingual population as it has with monolingual .

populations.. If we consider again the interpretation of the investi-

gators that the black'coritrol subje7ts were giving "crefensive" responses:.

tb test items, the possibility exists that all Mexican-=American subjects,
o

and particularly those who'were given an accentuated encounter with

the dominant cultufg, may have resorted to more positive Self-reporting.

if, in th6 course of the guidance session, these subjects were able ,

to,perceive that' the dominant Culture valued pbsitive self-Perception and

expected mothers and teachers to take positive and accepting attitudes, .

toward children, these, acquired responses might be obiliW.y_leturtled

to their purveyors. But the peer groupexperie ce might well .have
,

.

..'been one that denied the verbal ..ex ression of mutual acceptance and

valuing and the pe5cep 0 of the group experience may have .been mbre'
N. " ow

.

realisticalI rported. Without a detailed description of the contents
..--

.

.

; ,

guidance program, we, can only speculate that the program mighb

have been focused upon the Mexican-American pupils in'the experimental

gr oups and. resulted in the exceptional gaps for these subjects without

extending its effects to the other members. If this were indeed the

case,, and some observationkdat'a were. also collected,-then 6-11111111

.
C.

.
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find support for the hypothesis that enhancing the perceived value
s,

of the self by enhancing the perceived valuing of. the self by others

favorably alters the self concept as evidenced by increased self-

*confidence in interpersonal relationships' and task performance.

other sty offering, both similarities and contrasts .to the

study cited above was reported by Landry, Schilson and Pardew (1974)..

The sample population for this* study consisted of 34 experimental
t

.and_18' control subjects, 4. years of age, enrolled in a preschool

- program situatedai a military installation in the Northwest, All

. subjects were children of military pers onnel and represented a diyerse
ti

ethnic group Membership, but all subject,,Aould be classified

Socioeconomically as member* of the middle - class. The experimental,

subjZts were randoily selected from this' population for treatment:
4- /

- .-. .

The treatment-c-on ed of a program focused on the enhancethent ef
4

.

the physical self,,intellectual the emotional self,and'the
.

,

social self thrbugh guided activities in 33 =lions covering an
-

11-week period. ,Participants were given individualidmiiStered

tests of self- concept referended to the tour categories of Self

perceived by self, as the child thinks-he is Perceived by the
.

mother, by the teacher, and by his peers, and tb 14 value dimen-

sions of social experiences appropriate' for this agegroup. In

4.`

addition, teachers rated each pupil; creating a profile referenced to

6 specific dimensions: (1) awareness of self, (2), ;self- confidence

indicated by response to-new and challepding situations,

8 3
t

R '
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. 1

(3) interpersonal comprehension measured by the dhild's under-

standing of his impact ot-otheia; (4) sensitivity to others; .(5)
,

coping ability, and (6) tolerance, 4fididatedby the child's

ability to accept individual differences: The results compared

gains frOm pre- to posttest scores for experimental andcontrol

subjects, and the authors indicated that the experimental subjects
.

showed signifIcaptlgains on self-concept scales of sociability,
, .

less, fear of things, sharing, a concept of self-as-subject, and
. .

total sel,f-cgncePt. Changes from pre- to posttest scores for each
.

.

group indicated that the control group had changed significantly.

on,only the teacher -rated dimension of awareness of .self:. The
..... x .

.., . .

experimental group had made significant ,phanges-on 11 of the self-s
.

concept and values scales and on 3 of the teacher-rated dimensions:
. - . . -, . , ,._.

.

awareness of-self, self-confidence, and sensitivity
.

to others. The

. ., 4 ; ,. =
authors conluded that tie galm-for the experimental group were

attributable to ,the guidance program and reporteetheir subjective

observation that the children in the experimental program had

.
,

shown increasing and deepening.responses.and expressions o feel-
/

fngs, more commitment to each other, and an improvement in listening

/skills through the rules invoked for discussions. The children.

d also appeared to develop an understanding of cause and

ffect relationships. These are the observations of the experimenters,

'
t while the teacher ratings indicated gains for the experimental

,subjects on their pre- to .posttest ratings, teache rs did not appear

398: ,
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'

to find,significant differences 'finhehaviors of the control and

experimental groups. Do the child -n actually evidence le'ss fear

. I 0

, . ,of. things and people as=-a-resu of the-gUidance program or do rhey

learn that things and people should not be feared, pd report this

acquired value? Do they learn to share or do, they learn.-tharsharing

is approved by adults?' e they able to.report more percdptively

about each others' feelings or do.they learn that they should be

considerate of others'feelings? Several of the variables included in

Ithis-study would lend themselves to more objective measurement and

would permit more of the-data to be generated from "objective reality"

rather- than derived from clinical or professional judgment.

----BIshop-and.-Beckman(197l) reported g study' far more limited in
-

, purpose and-found that the age of subjects and the ambiguity of

assigned taska contributed to the degree of conforming and confident

behavior exhibited by ,children: Subjects, both male and female from

the lower middle-cIass and including four, ethnic groups, inigrades 2

:.

through6 were tested in experimental situations where they were.

.
.

.

.
. subjected to peer group pressure to confOrm in their estimates of the

. ,
.

. .

length of z line segment,. With regard to the effects on self-14ge,

/ .
1

. the authors also hypothesized that confidence in one's own judgment.
. .

is affected by variation in tas ambiguity. In this study, the confi
,

.

.
.

'oience of .the individual subjectlin his ability to estimate the length

1

,

of a line did increase with grade
'
level and experience. If -conforming

i

.

3 93
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71%

.

.

behavior were motivated by the need for social apprOVal, the behavior

would not vary with-the ambiguity of the task, but would remain bon-

sistent with the.need to conform for approVal. ' This would indicate

that tests of self-confidence may be more objectively interpretable.

if they are based on the obServed level of performance which has been

achieved without applied,, social pressure. Measures of performance

....under these conditions should then be, followed by measurement of, pef-:

formance on the sane or similar tasks attempted under applied social

pressure in order to identify in. confidence

Efforts to help children acqui-rd-Salf-confidence within the class-
/

/

.. /

.
.

.-

room situation appear to be successful, at least at the self-reporting

lev4. -There is a serious question, however, whether the values and

sdlf-Concepts selected for test items actually tap the value's and-
-

self-concepts of the target populations. Theoretically,,if we could

first assess where and how a child desireg-to achieve, measure a level

of self-confidence from the subject'srestimate Of his ability and

performance, ftoyide the information anethe experiences directed

toward the subject's gOals, and repeat; the self-dvaluation measure,,

theoretically, we might successfully alter self-concepts by enhanc-

ing self-confidence. Tbe.Performing Self is the self-construct most

often observed by
./

teachers in the classroom. But the perfoibing

Self is the product of subjectiveevaluation by the self and the

concerns -of the self are better indices of the operating varues than

objectively ascertained "needs" of the individuals Teachers who

4 U0
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address the needs of their pupils without regard for pupil

concerns are addressing their own concerns, and may, with their

pupils ':help, enhance their own. serf-confidence. To build self
. .

confidence in pupils, the teaaher must help children succeed where

they are concerned with succeeding and offer the psychological

experiences to thefr pupils that have bcith the affect and: the

information for improving their self-image through increased

self-confidence.

Teacher Behavior and Pupil Behavior Modification

Pupils who "emit" disruptive behaviors, who seemitigly will.not

"
and do not tcare-c-t-th-eir-behaviors- toward performing the tasks:. and

0

achieving the goals of the educational -system, and .teachers who cannot

N- 4

successfully cope with pupils' disruptive orunproductive behailiar

have,, to date, beenthe major subjects for research on'behavior

modification in the clas-sroom. A program of behavior modificatio

, 4
is designed to change specific behaviors of the Performing Self. The

focus of such programs is directed toward the manifestation -of the

-:
behaVior rather than the purpose, or reason for the behivior.` To

Change a, target behavior, the response or reflection of the behavior

is changed when and where the behavior occurs. In some )designs for
.

.behavior modification an aversive or punishing response is made in
rAI

order to extinguish or decrease the incidence of the target behavior.

In other programs a desired behavior is positively reflected and

rewarded in ordet to increase its incidence and,when 'appropriate, the.

401
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reward of desired behairior is combined with an ignoring or neutral
S.

response toan undesired,behavior to pramote, change to the desired

behavior. The cognitive process,is predominantly one of association, '

'1
wherein. undesired behaviors are 'associated with noxious or ,ineffective

consequences and desired behaviors are associated with regard and

effective consequences. Thenitial focus of control in a program -

for behavior modification is external. The external control performs

the functions Of the significant other monitoring,the behavior and

administering the reward or punishment. A designed program of behavior

modificatiOn, however, ..offers a restructured behavioral dialogue in
A

t.

which the performance of the significant other or modifying agent Pi
.

. ifg

proVidesan.objectively determined-constancy and consistency ifith-a .1°-.1
,

1 ,
.

... ,
.

.

clear and unambiguous intetOretation nf the target, behavior communi-,,-
. - - --. .

!. ... .. . ' .... .'
..U ,

cated by Che'system-of rewarding of unrewarding responses. The value F...
.4/

system of the client. m6sC be related to the-reward system invoked as
1

. an incentive for belia4tofal change, an incentive that is ,formally
ire

provided in the natural behavioral dialogue by the developing *

self's value of the signifiCant other and the rewards of Approval

I

or positive self-impadt on the environment- As an incentive, the

reward system must retain` lts value for .the Client until a new

of revised goal-direcEed"behavioralSchemahas been adopted and

the previouself-concept has been altered. If the reward .-
. ,

system does not remain valued or-if it i6 withdrawn before the

402..
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'client acquires a value for, the behaviOr itself, the target

behavior may only briefly be modified or tempoiarily adopted;

A dependency relationship between.the client and the reward dispenser

replicates the dependency relationship that exists between.the develop-
-T.

ing self and the 'significant others. The responsibility of the
. .-

revardor-puhishment dispenser, like tha,lof the significant other,
4. ..0 . .. .-'S %

is to help the client move toward self-monitbrineandbelf-rewarding
. I, 2. .,.

.

.,

through the acquisition of internalized standards of behavior and
. %
.

',.1* performance., A dependency, either Apon'the.reward dispenser or the . .

, f ,,-t.
... e ..%

external reward system, thoggh initially desirabe, can become the

source of unrealistic expectatiOns of others and the self.

,Behavior modification programs are focused-on' the manifestations of the

398'

17..

target,behaVicr'amd not on discd'ver#g the psychological origins o the
.

.

behavior. However, the program must aloOef the subject's previous constructs --

. . . . -

of .the behavior and his perception of its impaCt before

the behavior.can be eliminated from, or integrated into,- the developing

self's behavioral schema. \ '

Though several element's of planned behavior modifidatian programs

can be recognized as common trainingbehaviors, the 'application of

_

these behaviofs in a controlled and systematic manner requires committed

time and specifitally Grained skills., In the'research studies reported

here, the teachers involved have participated ir1 the behaviomodifi-

cation programs under the supervison or direction of trained professional

.people or have themselves been trained to apply the necessary skills,
.$.
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Scott, Burton', and Yarrow (1967) reported the application of a

behavior modification program in the natural setting of a preschool

situation. The purpose of the program was to change the nature of

the interacting behaviors of a four-year-:old boy who was.aggressive

and antisocial. The investigators',analy'si§ of the problem situation

indicated that the child's unacceptable behamtdr received more_ consistent

attentiontrom his teacher and peers_than- s acceptable behaviors.
,

Using a program ofpoaltive7-reinforcement from an adult for acceptable.'

behavior, the child's acceptable behaviors increased while the unde-

sirable behaviors decreased. When the pre-existinkcondition was
4

brieq.y re-establidhed, the child again increasedhiS unacceptable
. ..

.

behavior. The child's behavior was recorded by. wo observers
.c.

.. 2
'throughout the project. Additional data was gathered by the

.investigatOra_with regard to the behavior of tie subje'ct's peers
.

to determine the influence contributed toward the process of modi- .

1

fidation by their uncontrolled reinforcement of the subject's '

behavior. There was,, no evidence from the data to indicate that'the

modification of the 'subject's behavid'r was due to peer reinforce-.
,

ment, but a'pattern.of peer responses paralleled, the experimental

treatment conditions. Of the four treatment periodS, periods

two and four were used for ,positive reinforcement, and during

period three, the prerexisting conditions were reestablished.

During the third period, when teachers had resumed their regdlai

responsibility for the subject's classroom behavior, the peers of

ti

r

6
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,the subject had.continued to respond positively to the subject's

spositive acts. The boys had Initiated more interaction with the

subject and had received stronger positive responses from the

subject in-the third period than had been recorded for the other

three tr atment periods. The investigators concluded that the

.. .

increased oetive interaction and reinforcement froi his male peers'

'accounted fir the continuing rise in the positive acts of the
.

subject duri g period three when positive reinforcement from the

. ,

\

adult experimenter had been withdrawn. It Was further noted

that during the thitd period they girls had responded to the

subject's negative'lbelieviors with increa4sed intensity, 'squealing,

crying, and fighting back; The authors-vggeste6 that this may have

.

accounted for the increase in the subject's_negative'behaviors
.41

recorded for,period three alonE, with the increased positive be-:

,thaviors. Other sex differences in peer responses suggested that

the boys were increasingly discriminating in their responses to

the subject's behavior, As the treatment, periods progressed the

boys decreased their positive responses to the subject's negative.
s

behavior and increased their positive responses' to positiye behav-

ior.

The Observations made by the investigators in discussing the

reported experiment of ter interesting possibilities for future

behavior modi:fication.studies in natural settings. Conditions which

do not affect the principles of operant.conditioning in the laboratory
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/
situation become important in the natural situation,, and particu-

larly if the program is td be continued over an extended period

of time.' within the natural setting.ang7d over an extended period

Of time,. the use of a single reinforcer may not always be

effective or appropriate.. In addition, the agent must be alert

.,to the many sources and combinations bf reififorcers present in

the natural.situation over which he cannot extend control. The

authors suggested that identifying these sources and possible

combinations prior toyinstiluting the program of reinforcement

could increase the degree of control possibl.- It was,also noted

,

%, that in this particular study the increased-peer interaction

exposed the subject's lack of social skills and'the investigators

suggested that there couldhe a'potential .danger in concentrating

upon one aspect of a child'sbehavlOr without offering him help
. .

, -

in learning more adequate and needed skills. In the natural set-.

ting, behaviors modified under programmed reinforcement may not

persist if continued reinforcement is not found after the program

is discontinued.. Modification of an interacting social behavior

depends not only on modifying the target behavior, but on changing

the- pre -set responses of others toward the subject's behay.ior.

An eleven-year-old boy was the subject of another Successful

behavior modification procedUre reported by Coleman (1973). . The

Gi

investigator developed a procedure for establishing control of three

target behaviors under natural classrooi situations. The program

406
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'0
was implemented without-the.assistance of trained observers or project:-

funding and involved the participation of teachers and parents. unso-

phisticated in their knowledge of behavior modification. The subject

was a large, heavy, fifth-grade pupil whose behavior had been reported

m'

by all of'his teachers as disruptive, aggressive, and unmanageable.

He walked about and in and out of his classrooms At his pleasure, and

when he was sent for retention in /a punishing room, he walked out of

that:room with equal aplomb.. Since the subject had the. same teacher

. .

for both math and. reading' during the experimental period, and since

the periods,for these two coursesxemained constant throughout

the experimental period, the situational analysis was done during,

these two classes and three target behaviors were identified for

.the behavior modification program. The desired behavior was identified

as."woiking" and was defined, in terms of task-achieving behaviors for

both math and, reading. The two undesirable target behaviori-were

identified as "talking aloud" under defined conditions and "out -of- seat,"

again defined' by conditions: .A teacher aide was traiiied as an'observer-
,.

recorder and interrater reliability was established between the teacher

aide and the experimenter. in a pre-program observation period. After
A P

baseline-behaviors were tabulated and the subject was introduced to

the procedure, a schedule for reinforcement in which the subject was

awarded points for positive' behavior at stated intervals was instituted.

= The points gained were redeemable in'prizes worth approximately 50o

each. In the first phase of the program, the classroom teacher recorded

-
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the paint oin owthe blackboard on signal from the observer at the

stated intervals.. Later on in the pr4ram a scoring system requiring the
t .

observer to keep a total 'count and then report toithe teacher was

instituted after the teacher complained that she could not teach and

watch the observer for signalS- Bonus points were given if working f)e-
. eo

havior had been recorded for 7 intervals -'randomly selected fromthe27

interval periods tecordeddaily. After a few sessions, the point value was

set.at 2c each, and an accounting of earned point value was sent home

0
to the subject's parents each Friday. The subject had-previously

-received at allowance of $1.25 a week and small amounts as needed on

demand. The,earnea Point_va.lue was substitutedand the parents took

f

the subject shopping on Friday nights, allowinghip,to spend what

he wished of his reward. For four sessions,an attempt was Made to

see-how will the subject could do without the point reward system;

.however, this period was cut shortbecause the teacher was unsympa-

thetic to the necessity of this procedure. The second phase of

the treatment extended the reward intervals to the end of the daily

'session, when the observer turned in the accounting to be recorded:

by the teacher. DUrIng this,period the subject transferred his

attention to the-observer,and in the third phase a new scorin
, .

system was introduced. Total'points were initially giy,e from which

the teacher subtracted points for negative targe hehaviors so that

the teacher could regain diiect control w ch "had seemingly transferred

to the observer" in condition 2. the fourth and fifth \

4O8.
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.
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conditions, reward intervals were extended and the value system changed

Yaw

to giire one.point-for every minute of class time from wh ich points

were deducted for negative target behaviors. The final hase called

teacher did4.,for a report on the subject's behavior prepared ,by the

sent to the parents' at the end of the week,,making th subject's
ti

allOwance contingent upon the Week's behavior. It wL.decided that

atgood week would*

weekgairled

,4`
Ofthe program in

be worth $7.50 and an average wee $5.00. A poor

The investigator reports that the average cost

/allowande paid:waS $637 a wee --an indication'

that the, subject. maintained substantial improve

behavior . In the discussion of this' program,

nt in his previous

investigator Commented.

that
.

the weakness of the program was in' the second phase, where the .

'observer seemed to have usurpedsome control of the subject's' behavior

from the teacher. It Was further reported at the intent of the

final condition was to continue the fading strategy in order to

return the subject to the pre-experimental intervention status, except.

that he,would now be receiving a conting7ltly earnedallowance. There

are other changes to be noted,however. lit appears that the teacher

must continue to send home weeklyrepoAa on the behavior of the.subject';

and that the parents must continue. to ' adget a fairly heftyallowance

item for an eleyen-year-old child. However, for many parents and

teachers, the price. of eternal vigilancg and weekly reporting would

be a small price to pay for freedom from dlaas.disrupting behwiior
- A Os

and for altering behaviors that could jeopardiie the future of a child.

4 U--j
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As to the future of. this particular child, we would like to raise a

qu ticin about the associations and expectations inherent in this
, .

. .,

i
program and the role they will play in the child's future. Withoutf /

/,,:f
. ,

additional program'p hases to revise the behavioral constructs and

assist in the acquisition of internalized standards-and- values, the

subject's perception of his PerIorming Self and his impact upon others

and the environment will, in our opinion, remain distorted and

unrealistic. .

The control of other. classroom behaviors through a fairly simple

procedure was reported by Broden, Hall, and Mitts (1971), but the

- I
'reported resultare mixed, Two junior high subjects, a girl with

. -

poor study behavior and a boy with talking -out disruptive behavior,

were-selected as experimental subjects. -The girl had expressed a

wish to do.better in her history course during sessions with her school.'

. counselor. When talking;over the problem failed t6 produce improiAment,

. .

die investigators'were consulted and a self-recording system was

instituted,using the counselor as a supervisory agent. .Baseline data

on the subleces.study behavior were obtained by two independent

observers without the subject being aware. The target behavior,

'studying,'.' was identified and defined sand slips for recording studying

behavior were given to the subject: The.directions for recording were .

0 record whenever the subject "thoughe.of it" during her history class.

The observers cOntinued.to record. the subject's behavior and, the

attending behavior of the ciaasroors-.teacher.. The counselor accepted

410
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the subj'ect's self-recording slips and praiied her for the number of-
,

plus marks indicating studying behaviors. The program phases consisted

A

of a baseline period, self-recording, self-recording with prais4

,

from teacher and counselor,,praibe only from the teacher, and.

return to baseline conditions with a withdrawal of increased teacher

attention. The results indicated that under self-recording and
, .

praise conditions, the subject's study behaVior increased tb 88% of

class time and dropped to 77% under the praise-only condition,where

it remained roughly stabilized for the remainder of the experimental

periods. It was noted that teachers attention increased with the

11,.%

1 .

increase in performance by the subject. It was also.observed that

the subject's self-recording. behavior decreased markedly from the

firstself-recording phase to the third and last,moving froM an
.

average of 12 parks pe session to a-lar 2.3 marks per session.

In the'second experiment, the subject's math teacher sought

help to contrbl the subject's disrUptive talking -out behavior occurring

in a class of low achieveEs. The regular class period gccurred
1i LI

in two sessions, a 25-minute ,period before lunch and a

20-minute periollafter lunch. This time structure was used in the

.

design of the modifying program. After the baseline observation

period a self-recording program was instituted by the teacher. The

ubject was instructed to record every incidence,of talking out withOut

permission. The experinentaldesign alternated the self-recording

periods between the first session (A) and the second session (B) of

411
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0

the total class time, while observation and recording.Are continued .

for all sessions. The subject did reduce the inciapnce of his talking-

out behaviors during self-recording periods, but maintained the

.. /

negative behavior auring
..

the unrecorded sessions. The total recording- . -

record showed a decrease below the baseline rate, but increased above

the baseline rates during the return to pre7intbrvention conditions.

4 1
In, the last phase of the experiment, they subject's talking-out,

,behavior, was recorded at a mean rate of;I.0 per minute for'Session-A

(the,,baseline rate for this period was 1%1 incidents per minute) and

/4..2 incidents per minute for Session.B, compared to the baseline rate

of 1.6'for this session. Unlike the procedures with the female student,

there was no reinforcement by praise or additional attending from

the teacher, from the counselOrs, or from the investigators.

It should heonoted in coMparing these two reports that the

female subject had requested help, while the teacher of.the second
.

,subject had made thereqUest for help with talking-out behavior.

We also-nate that theself-recording process was varied between the

. .

two studies'in that the 'female subject 'was asked to recod'her positive

.-
target behavior, while the male.subject was .asked to,record.the negative

target behavior. The observer's records Indicated that, when the male

subject was recording 'his negative behavior in alternatisessions,

his recorded studying time increased, but when he was asked to record

his negative behavior for both sessions the recorded studying time

, .

decreased. The investigator reported that in both of these experimental
_._ __ .

,

.
.

4

.
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studies; there was no corraation between the

,incidence and, the obserVer-recorded incidence

',.The process of self-recording may have served

self recorded behavior (

for the target behayiOrs.

two different functions

for these subjects: In order to record, the female _subject had to

produce the poSitive target behavior, while the male subject, who may

have perceived the fun of recording as his only,,Teward, had to proddce
_

thenegative behavior-in order to participate in the project'. The

contrasts of thesetwO7studies offer insights into the ssib/e sources

of each program's success or failure.

Duncan (1969) reported the success of behaviormodification

'4 pro.cedures. with-38 senior high school pupils, who, as members of a

pSYthology class, weretaught,the principles of behavior modification,

using three simplified steps.. The subjects cooperated with each other

as agents for monitoring and applying the procedures. Subjects volun-

teered for a program of self -help with the purpose of eliminating

undesirable target behaviors such as'eating between meals, swearing,

face touching, hail biting, knuckle cracking, and engaging in sarcastic

comments with their peers. Pupils helped each other record baseline

behavior and develop operationql definitions of target behaviors.

Locally available instruments were used for behavior` "emission"

counters such as tallylsheets, wrist counters, golf - score, or knitting'

stitch counters, all at very little expense. 'Since most subjects

wanted to decelerate and extinguish target behaviors, consequences

were devised employing such equipment as a joke shocker pack, boxing

413
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gloves and mittens, and surgical masks. Contingencies were set by'.

.. .
the group.for.attending group meetings, e.g., 6.days of recorded data'\

were required for admittance to the second meeting. Three groups

.

were formed, two of Which niet with the investigator and one which met

with a'graduate student. The groups met once a week for two hours* .

during the eight weeks of the project. .Duiing the meetings the dilbjects

presented their projects. No formal lectures were-given.. OUt.of

the 55 subjects entering the projects 33 turned in reports of successful

. behavior modification. A follow-up of randomly 'selected subjects

indicated a generally sustained level of success, although one subject

reported that he had returned to swearing, but only in the fraternity'

house.

In another reported proect, a graduate student assisted a team

of teachers in implementing a behavior modification procedure with
.

first-grade puiils in the context of an open classroom situation (Wilson

and Williams, 1973). The school was situated in a rural area close
.

h majOr southeastern city. Four first-grade teacherg and their

. 100 pupils, who hid been ability :grouped 3uiing the first part of .

the year, were involved in the project. The teachers we're seeking a

program that would decrease disruptive behavior, increase academic

productivity, and allow for differences in pupil ability.' Each teacher

was asked to designate her "worst" behavior prOblem so .thatrhe efficien'cy

f the-pfogram could be evaluated. Four male students were designated

/ and selected as target pupils for observation. The. pupils were then
. / - ... 4

divided into group of 9 to 12 pupil's each g form a unit for the-

41,4
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orning language arts sessions. ?Al ability-leveled task of copying
4 .

a sentence daily from the board was selecied for reinforcement
% .

procedures. Both pupil deportment and work-completing.behaviors
.,".

were tb be improved by making free play time anUactiVlties:,

contingent upon the group's performance. completion was

defined with time and error limits and the.g0Up was rewarded
' . .

,
=, ''r't i ,

.. .

with additional minutes of free time when ndmisbehaviorP were

redorded. during the language

punished by taking free time

who misbehaved. The results

arts session anamisbehavior was
,:%-\

from the entire group, regkrdless of

indicated an increase in tithis-A.7
%.,

.
task behaviors and a reduction of disruptive behaviors. ',Utter.:

the study-ended, this team of teachers organized the entire morning'

activities around the group contingencies program and the fol-

wing year they continued to,make'extensive use of group-

contingent free time as a classroom management and task orienting

*

techniqu . -

410

A'

Orme and Purnell (1968) reported the application' of behavior

modification to a classroom described as out-of-.control: The subjects

of this .study were mem ers of
!

a combined third and fourth -grade class-

room in a large urban :t(gh-ett area,,The18 pupils ranged'in age from

9 to 13 years.,!. Of. the 18 subjec 16 were blacks, 12 were boys, and

11.were functioning. at_ the third.:grade level. The staff consisted of

one black male teacher with 6years teaching-experience and one white,

female teaching intern without previous teaching 'e serience who shared

$.
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teaching duties in the mornings. Th'e school was'strogly'oriente

taaard experimental and innovative programs that would address the

needs of 'its pupil population. School discipline had been decen-

traliied and each teacher wasxpeCted to handle the problems
. .

arising inhis.awn.classrodn., This partiCuiar4 class :was known

throughout the school for its noisy;, truant,, physiCally aggressive,

abusive, destrudtive,-andisruptive behavior, a reputation that

was verified in the baseline observation period by the recorded

behaviors of the subject pupils. Special curriculum materials

0--
had Been.orderedlor this clags, but their usefuTfiess had been

curtailed by the behavior of the class. An attempt .had been made

to split the class into two groups for more manageable circumstances,

but this had,already proved unsuccessful. At the request of the

intern teacher, the investigators.obtained permission from the school

principal to institute a study incorporating behavior modification

procedures. Tfie purpose of the designed program was to increase

classroom control and learning activities. The room,was first divided

into two sections so that total milieu control, could be established

in one room designated as B. The.inteiit was to arrange. conditions so

that desirable. behavior changes iryupils produced in"Room B could

be expected to transiker to Room A. Effective teacher control-was to
i

,... ,,,
, \

,

be established as a first objective and contingencies were them to be

1 ..

, organized to emphasize increases in, pupil tine-on-learning-task behaviors

.
- ,..,. . .

'oz both individual study and ,teacher -pupil discussion periods. . The

416
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study covered a period Of-- weeks divided into four phases. The

program design included a token reinforcement program, teacher

training, environment and aurriculum'in-t anipuiatiaik,and Video-

, .
,,,,

taping for.training.,.measurement"and analysis purposes.---The
.

. . . . -------

.

------__

video taping equipment was unobtrusively located in the bathroom --

during the room organization and, although pupils kneW they were

being taped, they did not know when the *camera was on. Micro-
t

phones were suspended from the light-fixtuies and gave ample
,

coveuge without attracting undue attenttion. Room Bwas'

rearranged so that the teacherhad command of the door, and the

seating arrangement and othet equipment was placed so that the

teacher could vary teaching Stances to include more area of :the

-
room, rather than remaining,poSted in fiont ot the pupils.beside

the teacher's .desk or in front of the blackboard Other extrane-

,ous fixtures and furniture were-removed to decrease the environ-

mental stimulus and make the room more attractive. A store was

set up for, displaying the prises to be purchased by tokens,. The

store. contained not only the usual confections And small toys for

rewards, but also educational prizes such as books, art lessonw;

.

(from areal artist), model airplane; ship, and science packages,-

field trips and other 'rewards that would provide further educa-

tional 'opportunitieswithin the school program andselso give
, 4 .

pupils the chance to select their own curriculum for part of the

school day as they worked on their'reward,projects: The value of

,
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prizes ranged from 15 points for the lowest to 1,000 points for

the highest valued projector field trip. Pupils were initially

exposed to Room B and introduced to the point Systeui at which

time the desired target behaviors were, defined. At the start of

the program, each pupil was given 25 gratis points which allowed

him to spend.15'points for a prize, leaving not quite enough

points for another immediate purchase, but a good start on points

for the next purchase. After exposure to this total milieu support.

----TDOM, pupils were taken to Room A,. ,where they were told that only

'half of,theclass members could be in Room B atone time. For

this reason,,the points earned in Room A would give them access

to Room B, but only points earned in RoomB could be converted

. into prizes., The pupils then defined the behaviors to be awarded
.

points frir access'. o loom B.. The behaviors listed were almost

identical to .those identified for .prize point awards in Room ,A.

'In Addition:, it'was determined 'that the two high point earners

,;fi

in Room B, the total milieu room, were to be alloweotto remain in

Room B another day. At the end of each day, the seven highest

.point earners .in Room A were to be allowed to go to room B .the
. 7

text day. A recorder-observer talli7edbehavdors and the Points

earned by'each pupil from aposition at the front of .Room A

each day. A recorder - observer, in RooleB recorded pupil, response

arid teacher verbal reinforcement.
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Teacher training was first initiated with the intern teacher

with objectives that included developing skills for producing

pupil behavior that could be positively reinforced as well as

skills in preventing disruptive behavior. The teachers were also

given assistance in identifying behavioral objectives for lesson

content-. The curriculum materials. were. selected and evaluated

usingoth educational and controlpotential'as4rime criteria.

The control potential of materials was determined by the amount

of pupil participation in discussion, role play, choral beading,

. and competitive formats it provided and, in reference to'workbook'

evaluation, how easily the material could be,unitized for work

;completion objectives. The control potential provided the oppor-

tunities for poditive pupil reinforcement.

The-contingencies designed for,this program appeared to

encourage the individual's perception of his. Performing Self as

having impact on his environment. Through behaviors within his

control and standards he was able to meet, the'pupil gained an

oppoitunity.for further reflection of his positive impact by

attaining a rewarded position (remaining in Room B) and by

concrete prizes. The values placed on the prizes reflected a

value for education and demonstrated the rewards to be gained

by the acquisition of ski lls and knowledge over material rewards.

414,
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It seems likely to us, however, that a program such a 'Is this would
y /. '.

have,to be continued for a far'longer period before the subjects

C
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would be satiated with the quickly obtained prizes and begin to

alter their value systems toward mqre difficult, to achieVe

. delayed rewardt. .

,
.

t,
a

An analytis of the observation data indicated that time -on-

task pupil behavior increased from the baseline fate of 50% to a

.stable 80% for the treatment periods. It should be pointed out

that the given baseline rate was not a true baseline since due.

,

data were obtained from early taped sessions after the program

was instituted and not from the period.prior to programmed.inter-
.

vention. Both teachers showed the effectd.of training-in increased

4'1nr. reinforcement rates for pupil responses. 'There were indications

that the intern teacher may have'tempOrarily reduced the rein-

:forcementpower of praite by over-app lication,during one phase of ,

.
.

the treatment. The procedures demonstrated substantial increases-.

in positive pupil behavior and a reduction in disruptive behavior

under both room conditions and with both teachers. At the time

this report was published, the investigators, had not completed

examining the results .of all data collected during the study and

further reports should be forthcoming from these investigators.

The prihciple that behaViors occurring with high frequency:

in a free environment have reinforcement potential for behaviors

occurring at. lower frequencies(the Premack Principle, 1959),
.

was applied in a study repotted by Andrews (1970-1971). A low-

,perforining "culturally, deprived" seventh-grade group that
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displayed mild to.severe-behavior problems particularly in their.

.first-Morning class were the subjects of this study., The teacher

reported that these-Subjects did not display as much disrup ve

and inappropriate behavior in the, afternoon class. .An analysis of .

.
.

. -,
,s

.. .

the .conditions indicated that in the afternoon the 'clash- was
,. /

allowed-to interact with tutors from other classes and to watch

television, activities,which the'subjects genuinely enjoyed. In

discussion with thesubjects, 12 undesirable cladsroombeha.Oiors

were identified,and operationally.defined with complete pupil, .

understanding, A conttact was then made between the pupils and

the teacher stating'that if no more than three of the listed

behaviors occurred during the morning hour, the pupils would be

allowed their tutor contact and .cklevision.yme,in the .afternoon

hour. The teacher was to monitor and report the occurrence of

misbehaviors. The, pupils accepted the"%cofittact and achieved the

criterion on the, first day of its' implementation. this level of
-

performance was maintained for the remainder of the monitored

fouir.week period. The teacher reported that when misbehaviors

were recorded,the other subjectsexpressedstrong peer 'dis"ap-
,.

proval and the offending behavidi-was not likely-to be' reheated

.by,any subject for the rest of the hour. The experimen-Sei sug-

gested that behaviors a teach&is.trying to minimize could also

be used' -as rewards for a behavior he is trying to increase, For

example, pupils who'talk too much, read comic books during
.

Z1

N

l!.
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classtime, etc., could be rewarded with time to talk and time to

.
read comic books contingent upon increased appropriate behavior

during class time.

Teachers have traditionally rgporteta concern for maintaining

discipline in classroos. There is no question but that the

teachinvaeaaningsituation is greatly enhanced for both ieacherfa.
. .

and pupils.vhen pupils can control their ownbehavior.and

it toward the learning task: Rather than enter into,a behavior
e * ,. .

modification program With the sole purpose of making classrooms .

% .

- .
, .

manageable, however, there is a possibility that a behavior modi-

fication program could be used to change pupils''Terceptions of

their impact upon their environment. This would' not only enhance
ti

the pupil's concept of self but would also reduCe,the controlling

,

'behavior's of teachers.

eidnai.objective for an

Selig-control should be a primary educa-'

educationalsystem charged with preparing

free, democratic society where they will

be eltDected to obey j.Ws- and not individuals.

Teacher Modeling Behaviors and Pupila' Adoption.of Standards.

Modeling, as We perceive it, consists of performing behayiors,

individualeto live in a

.",

under the observetidn of teachers who may or may not imitate the-'
. : '. f. .

modeled behavior. As a teaching technique, modeling consists of
, . .

performingbehaviors intended for adciptioli tv,':tikohdervers.
. . s N..'

Unless it is furthered by.examples of contrasting behavior or by
. i

.

verbal communication., modeling provides only an ass ciative

.
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process for the acquisition of prescribed behaviors: Bymodeling

one demonstrates ,a "how to" form of behavior that isispecific'to

the. problem it addresses and thesituatiOn in which it occurs.

The initial'impact of the modeled behavior depends upon-the value

'system, of the observer and his perception,,of the purpose and use-.

fulness of the behavior. The association process can be streng-
<Or

,thened by modeling the same behavior in the same situation con-
.

sistently over a period of time, and a concept of generalize-

ability can be introduced by modeling, a consistent behavior in
%

observably related but altered situations. Modeling .behavior

constitutes a behavioral monologue, and the effectiveness of the

"modeled behavior as communication cannot be ascertained,without

evidence of its, adoption by the audience, Within the behavioral

dialogde,,the monological nature of modeled behavior becomes

dialogical as the developing self adopts and imitates the modeled'

behaviors 'and receives confirmation and approVal for the apprO-.'

Aniateness of his perfamance or disapproval for inappropriate

-application or imitation of the modeledbehavior. Imitated be-
,

aviar. that does. not meet with disapproval gains tacit approval.

until more specific evaluation is provided.

Behaviors modeled onlyby Motor acts,offer the least control

for the integrity and intent of the mod4ed behavibf. The per-

farming ,model depends°upon.the context of his aCts. to supply the

definition of purpose and intent, but the context and, therefore,

0
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the definition of the act is proVided.by,the perception of the

observer. When motor acts are accompanied' by explication of the
.

context, or the purpose, dr the .i.ntent,'or all three; the model

gains increased control over the observers' perception of the

-behavior which should in turn, enhance the instructional value of

modeling. But explication does not remove thedeterniAng effects
. -

of perception,.and once perception is introduced as a factor, it

becomes necessary to examine the efficacy of'an instructional/

-

method with reference to those factors that can contribute to

'variation's in individual, perception. The adoption of moaeled

,behaviors. depends .primarily upon the observer's perception of

two power relationships: (1) the observer's perception of the

model's power.dn relatiorf to the-observer's power, and/or (2)
A.

the observer's .perception Of the power of the behavior to achieve

a perceived effect.. The modeled behavior may be imitated on the

basis of the perceived value-and authority of the model, the,

%'' ind of valuetena authority w3 which significant others are
.

imbued. In this insance'there may be an unquestionfhg accept.Ince

Of the behavior itself, its pUrpose and effect. The modeled be-
.

haviot may also be imitated begause.of perceived value for the

, behavior and its perceived purpose and effect with complete dis-

regard for'the model: Theoretically, we can expect to find sig-
r

nificant correlations between the level and extent of behavior

adoption and mutually held perceptual characteristics of observers.

,

O
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Pupils:snaring characteristic's that affect perception such as age,

sex, socioeconomic status, culture, race,..or parental child rearing
*

practices mayshow the same tendencies for imitating and *adopting

certain behaviors.

The effectiveness ofmOdeling behavior in conjunction with or

contrasted with direct' (instructional) training. as a method of .

helping pupils acquire standards and adopt' behaviors which have

moial,value has been'rather extensively reported. The effective-
.

ness_of the classroom teacher as a modeling agent has not been as
. ,

widely investigated, 'although research reports often draw infer--'

ences fdr classroom teachers from research done outside the class-
.

room. An assumption underlying the inferences drawn for teachers

is that the teacher as a modeling agent is equal to the parent as

agent, .aild even more often an assumption is made that the invesei-'

gaeor is equal to the parent or the teacher as a modeling agent.

Feshbach and Feshbach (1972) reported the effects. of teacher

modeling on the stated preferences of pupils. The study was.con-
,

ducted with classroom teachers and pupils in their classroom set-
.

ting. The exp'erimental sample consisted of 21 white and 9 black

pupils. The control group included 13 white and 14 black pupils.

Both experimental and control subjects were males with average'

'intelligence and ranged in age from 9 to 12 years. The report did

not indicate the socioeconomic status of the study subjects, norms

did it re,.::- to the geographical location of the school. In.the

4



iretelal phase of this study, both control and 'experimental subjects

were asked to rank a set of 10 animal pictures in order of personal.:._,

preference. Four pictures from the middle preference rank were

selected and ,enlarged for display along with-the pictures of two

other animals. These pictures were displayed in the two experi

mental classrooms for aperiod of only one week. The white,

female teachers in both;experimental classrooms made prearranged

comments about the animals, accompanied with appropriate smiles

,.4,d frowns. This behaVior occurred-not gore_ than twice.a7daY

,during the display week. Positive comments were made about two

preselected animals and negatlie remarks were made about the two

other animals that had been selected from the preference listing.

The content of the comments took.a mor:listic tone and the affix-42.1s

1

were referred,to as either "nice" (positive) or "not as nice
. .

(negative), but' no reasOns.'were apparentlytprov.ided for the .

judgments rendered. At the end o£ five days, the pictures were .

removed from the experimental 'classrooms and all subjects were

.

retested on the preference sort. None of the control pupils had

been exposed to either the displayed pictures. or the teacher corn-

ments about the animals. The results of the two preference sorts
,..

.

were analyzed to determine fhe.shift in preference toward the
. :

. ,

teachers' modeled preference. For the white experiMental subjects,

the change in preference did not differ significantly from that

of the controls. For the black experimental subjects the change

4
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toward teacher modeled preference was' significantly greater than

that of-the control group. 'since no group had simply been exposed

_to a display-of th:e animals without comment from the teacher, the

possibility that some choice may have been influenced by increased

fam3liarity with the animal models was not considered and the shift

bf the black male experimental subjects toward teacher preference

through modeling was considered well demonstrated: In another

study conducted:in a school sefting, Atyeo .(1972) also found' that

teachers'signifiAntlyaltered the preferences of predominantly
4

. black Preschool subjects from low-income homesby modeling affec- .

tionate and preferring behavior toward one of two dolls that were

identical except for the color and trimming of their dresses. The

investigator reported that this change in preference occurred

through modeling alone, without the use of verbal or token re-

wards for imitating the modeled behavior. Each age-group of

three-, four-, and five-yearold subjects had an experimental and

control group, and in addition, two classrooms, one at the four-

year-old and one at the five - year -old level were given an exag-
.

gerated experimental treatment. The total, study involved 8

classroom teachers, 45 experimental subjects, 36.exaggerated

experimental treatment subjects, and 44 comparison subjects. The

experimenta141Deriod was approximately three weeks long; Treatment

consisted of having teachers in the experimental classroom display

a preference for'the doll which had been. least preferred by the

4 7
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subjects in the pre-treatment period. The teachers displayed

the preference for the leastpreferred doll on any occasion in

volving doll play, and ignoied the-presence of the pupil preferred

doll. The exaggerated experimental treatment consisted of exar-

gerated attention and handling of the teacher - preferred doll

and continued exclusion of the non - preferred doll. Teachers in the

control classrooms were. instructed not to demonstrate any partion:-

lar interest in either doll. The results of this study reported by age
.

groups indicated that the three-year-old subjects of both the. experi-

mental and control groups reversed their doll preferences during the

three-week period; The experimental group's reversal was significant

at the .01 deliel and the comparison-group's reversal was significant

at the .05 level. At the four-year-old\level, both the experimental

and exaggerated experimental subjects .
showed a reversal of preferencew

under, the modeling treatment at a level of statistical significance,

but the control group did not The same-results were found for the

two experimental groups and the control group of five-yee±-,,old_2_
\

subjects.-. -

In the Feshbach and Feshbach study, the teachers' comments communi-
. 4

cated not only their preference, but a preference lased,upon some

unexplicated standard of "niceIt and "not nice" which, was then

associated with the animiliactures to imply a moral concept. This

concept was briefly but consistently repeated for five consecutive

days. Since the white male experimental subjects were not significantly
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,influenced by the modeled behavior of 'their teachers, the'very

general level conclusion the investigators that the data of

this study demonstrated the teacher's ability to influence' the

attitudes of pupils by brief expressions of. opinions. unrelated to

. curriculum-' objectives is tomp etely dependent upon the scores of

the black subjects. In discussing-th-ese results the authors

contrasted. the significant imitative behavior of these black male
ti

subjects with the results. of previous research (Portuges-and

Feshbach, 1972) , whiCh indicated that eight- to ten-yeai-old

-.
black males of a mixed' sample showed the least amount and statis-

tically insignifica.ie imitative behavior when subjected to Aimed,

white teacher models. As,apossible explanation for the contra-

dictory behavior of -the black males in these two studies Feshbach,

et al.., suggested that the .difference in imitative behavior was

.

dile to the difference in the behaviors to be imitated. In the

,

study using filmed models the behavior imitated reflected pupil

,preference.for positive or negative modes of teacher reinforce-

ment. In the study of pupils' change im.preference the imitated

behavior reflected conforming tendencies. I Feshbach and Feshbach

suggested that -the security of the subject and the authority of
_

the model may be the dominant facti)rfor.producing, imitative.

behavior reflecting conformity. This explanation would be-ifuch---

more applicable if the teachers in the study had been confined

to making statements of strict teacher preference such as "I like .

42z)
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curtles So much tore.than'gif es," etc., o more clearly demon

stratestrate che power of the model. The ins city demonstrated' by the

.

black male subjects may not have been .as related' the power of the

model --ca condition that could be .presumed for both bikf:k an
,

..
.

.
.

.

ite

. .

pupils) as it was to the content of the modeled behavior` iself.
i

. The black subjectS: may have responded to the,differentiating'cues

'of "nice" and "not nice.,," not as teacher preference, and opinion,

but as fa:tual repres'entations of complex white middlOclass

morality. White pupils may have been demonstratiagmbre security
.

in their knowledge of the content of the modeled behavior by rejecting

the cues and the spurious relationship between "nice" and "not nice"

animal classifications. Black.puPils, thenmay have been more

intent upon aligning th ems elves with what was considered "nice" by

425

the standards of the white -middle- class- than in contorting
°

to the

teacher's preference because ,of the teacher's pefsonal position' of

power.

The Ateyo study offers another opportunity fdr examining the

purported effects of teacher- modeling on pupils' imitating behavior.',

The experimental teachers in this study, behaViorally expressed a

preference for one doll over another by communicating some Undefined

standard of acceptability, using affectionate, attending behaviors.

Avdthe same ,time these ,teachers may have been communicating some

undefined standard of unacceptability .through theirlgnoring and

e,

_

rejectingUhaviors,__As far as the teachers and the investigator
/
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were ;concerned, the dolls were identical except for the color of

'their dresses, and tille difference in dress colors provided the basis

for discriminating between their *modeling of accepting and rejecting

behaviors.. The investigator reported that one "observant and

determined" three-year-old subject caught the colOr-based preference

pattern used by the teacher'and announced her intent to stick with

the rejected doll:: But the; investigator also reported that the

four- =.r -old pupils were very aware of

the trimmings on t d esses of the two.

felt heart decoration and the-green

the "minute variation" in-
,-

dolls (the blue dress had a

426-.

.

s had a my ,gold necklace) I

klace. Thereand that, frequent comments were made.abo the prett

is no doubt in our minds that the-teachers were able to discriminate,

between! the two dolls otythe basis of color, nor is there any ques- 1
,

tion about their demonstrated ability to influence the preference

behavior of-the experimental subjects. Our question addresses the .

ability of a modeled behavior to maintain the integrity of its mes-

sage or "teaching" through he process-of 'adoption. We,perceive

. that the intended message of the model for the experimental groups

was "blue preferred, green rejected" or '!green preferredblue

rejected," bUt we suspect that most of the three-year-old

some of.the four- year -olds may have been receiving "heart

group and

preferred,

necklace rejected" or "necklace preferred, heart rejected." At the

'--fOur-year-old level, an exaggerated'experimental group were given

two completely identical dolls differing only in dress color with

.431
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which the teacher modeled exaggerated preferential and affectionate

behaviors. The investigator reported that the subjects gave the .

pteferred doll treatment similar' to that modeled by the teacher and

that the other doll also received similar treatment, but was "se-

lected as. second choice." In the exaggerated exTerimental.five-

yearold group, 'the author sought to corroborate the findings of the

other experimental studies in this report. However, in this study,

the preferred doll was designated as having "poor health" and was

made the subject foi much nursing and doctoring-role play. The

.basis for preferential treatment was changed from teaJher's prefer-

ence to "sick doll" and introduces an. ambiguity into the interpreta-

tion of the basis of pupil preference and imitative behaviors. In our

opinion, this study does not corroborate the findings of the other

-----fnat:studies iri .this report.

Allen and Lie ert clay) investigated the. effects of modeled

deviant behavior through both live (denorlgtraUngland'symbolic,

(reporting) modes on the subsequent adoptive bebevioeolsubjects,

who had, according to the investigators, previously "learned" a

stringent .standard for their behavior. Two experimental studies

were described in this report, the second study being an extension

of the first. However, our interests are confined to the first

study. Subjects for tha first study were 12 boys and 12 girls

from the third and fourth grades, all from an elementary school

in a large southeastern Urbanaiea. No further information on



. .

ethnicity or socioeconomic background is provided in the report. The

studies were conducted by-a female investigator and two male behavior

models. Since no differences in the :.core of boys and girls were indi-

cated by the data, the scores were combined', but there is no indication
; ,,,

treat either age or grade levaX were considered as variables in this study.

The experimental appatatus consisted of a miniature bowling game with

10 score lights designed to.register a pre-set sequence of scores for

the 16 trials which constituted one game. In addition, there was a

,button-operated token dispenser which delivered itainless steel

coin for self-rewarding. The female investigator, after identifying

herself as representing a,toy,company, briefly instructed each subject"

on hOw the game was played and demonstrated how to work thetoken

dispenser for self-rewarding; She then "explicitly instructed" each

child that tokens were to be taken only for scores of 20 "because 20

is a good score and deserves a token." The subjects were then shown

a display of prizes described as "school supplies and other prizes'

ranging in value from $.95 to $10.60, and subjects were informed that

tokens could be redeemed for prizes. After these preliminariei

common for all subjects, the three :treatment -groups were.formed and

control group procedures were implemented: The three treatment

groups consisted of (1) deviant symbolic modeling in which the male
. .

model reported tp the subjects that he had just played the game and

rewarded himself for scores of 15 and20, (2) devianT live modeling

in which the model playedthe game in the presence of the subject,

)".
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rewarding himself for scores of 15 And 20rand makingverbai explana-
i

tions of his behavi6r, i.e., "15, I'll ,take a token for 15," or "5,

I won't take a token for. 5," and 3) the deviant symboliC and live
. .

modeling treatment in which subjects first heard that the model had

previously played a game and rewarded himself for scores of 15 and

20, after which the.mbdel played a game in ,the presence of the sub-

ject, rewarding himself for scores.of 15 and 20. Subjects in the

control group apparently played the gana,by themselves without

further instruction or demonstration. The heuristic concept that

subjects would adopt the modeled behavior containing the most infra.-

maticin value was used as a basis for predicting the results of

this'study. Treatment conditions were designed on the presumptionof

a difference in the information, value of live and symbolic modeling, and

in our opinion, an additional assumption that instructions,given to

a subjectbriefly-and explicitly are "learned",by the subject. The

results of the study, as anticipated and interpreted by the investigator

nd'authors, indicated that exposure to live, deviant behavior modeling

weSkened_adharane to the "learned" stringent standard more than exposure

to dpiant'symboiic modeling, although both modeling donditions signifi-

cantly weakened adherence to the stringent:standard, and a combination

o f the two modeleditonditions.bbtained even more, significant d iation

from the stringent standard. In their discussion, the authors state

that differential infOrmation value was assumed on the basis of rational

.considerations and suggest t hat future research should independently

.3 4
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assess sublects', perception of the value.of available cues in order.

to identify and define the mechanisms underlying theif findings in

thi.s and the'extended second experimental stey.

In.keeping with these authors' suggestions for future research

on this subject and our owp thinking as 'well, we wbuld'lika.to offer

some observations about this study which we feel indicate the need for

further, consideration of pupil perception in the,designg of similar research

studies undertaken.in the future. If we are to obtain cumulative information'

on the effectiveness of behavior modeling through research 'studies,

the reports of such studies need to document rather thoroughly

%.eXatly what happene to whom. On the theory-based assumption that

pupil perception, and-therefore the'factors that contribute to

perception, is highly relevantto adoption of modeled behavior, the

description of the.sample population by such variables as age,

sex, socioeconoiic batkground, IQ, and any other unique charadter-.

istics is essential to the proceSs of identifying and defining

the underlying mechanisms. It is equally essential that these variables

be considered in the research design'when possibilitieSof perceptually-'

based differences exist in the sample population.
.

An examination of the Allen and Liebert study in the light of

postible. pointsof perceptual differences among the subjects produced

the following observations and conjecture. As we perceive this study

from the pupils' point of view,- there were three prescribed "hai to"

behaviors-to be acquired by each subject: (1) How toply the game;

435
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(2) How to score the game, (3) How to rewarii in the.

game. As a well-known game,-bowling may or may.not have been a reference

:point for'most of these subjects in understanding how the game was to

be, played, but the Pre-set adoring device removedany real necessity

for actually acquiring a skilled behavior, and all"subjects could

perceive their scores as evidence of their-skill or lack of it,' a per-

ception which may have influenced selfLorewarding behaviors. The second

behaviot,"How to score,the game,"required that'thesubjects in the contra.

and symbolic deviant behaVior model groups be able to recognize the

numeral "20" and associate it with the reward condition,- Subjects in

the live,and combined symbolic and live modeling groups could-either

recognize the numeral "20" oiidentify it by its place since the

. ;

model"aha duringhis scores during his demonsvation game... The score-,_

of 20 Was located'at thOeak of the scoreboard triangle arranged

0

with two 15's in the third row, three'10'sin the second row, and'

four 5's in the first row.. The Score-lit up for each trial and,

over a game which constituted 16 trials, the Pre-Set icords'provided

four repeats, of each score.. Subjects in these two groups therefore

had four opportunities to identify the scores of 15 and 20 by loca-

tion during the model's game. The third behavior "hoW to reward"

required that the subject be able to operate the token dispenser

by pressing the button and taking the released token. Subjects

exposed to live modeling also,eceived,an additional deionstration

Of how to operate, as well as when to operate, the'token dispenser..
- .
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The grOU/?;,mednt,or,self-rewarding on stores' of

experimental conditions demonstrates a difference

lalueof.direct.insttuction (the control group),

given fok fOtir

in the informational

direct instruction'

with verbal' reinforcement (the symbolicemodeling group) and direct

instruction with-verbaq. einfarcement and demonstration (the live
,

and combined4iqe,and symbolic group). The control group demon-

strated the lowest rate of 9,self-reward tprecAolically reinforced

group, improved in-self-rewarding, andthe last two groups attained

o

.,

the highest poisible.rate of self- reward for scores of 20. The self-
,

rewardingscores of the control.group,.however9 do not attest to

the condition of a "previously learned stringent 'standard" as .

reported by the authors. Perhaps "previously given rule" would have

been idre appropriately descriptive.

An additional examination of.ihformational value differences between

. .

,
the modeled behaviors might be obtained by comparing the freqUency'of

self-rewarding for other than scores of 20 arid 15 between' groups. The

authors reported that more than 80% of all subjects did not reward thethselves

.for scores under 15 and 10 dnd, therefore, only data obtained from rewarding

for scores of 15%and 20 were used in their analysis. The control group

comprised 25% of all subjects and it would be interesting to know .if the

control subjects 'accounted for a significant amount of the low-score
I,

"rewarding behavior.

Differences in pupil perception which may contkibute.tothe

ferential adoption of modeled behaviors are derived from the'power of

.4

.
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the model and/or the.power of the behavior.to produce an effeCt. In
I.

this study we have two adult modtls, the female investigator who identi-

fied herSelf as a personfrom'a toy company testing, a new gate to

...,
. .. . . .... h

modelee how people liked' mit, and the'male behavior odel who was intro-
-

duce as a person%there to play thegame with the subjects. The-
.

authors reported that treatment subjects were.explicAly instructed

in the presence of the male model to reward themselves-only fo4

,scores of 20 "because 20 is agood score and deserves a token."

T*ediately follo'wi'ng this event, the model either announced to the
. P.

subject in the absence of the.investigatorthat he rewarded himself
V

'r scores of 20 and 15, or demonstrated this rewarding behavior

incl sing such statements ,as "15, I'll 'take a ioketvfar 15.", What

are the possible pdpil perceptions of' theseadults? ---.0ne might be

, .

that "there was a
.

lady from the toy compani who told me about
-..!,

the
. .

.
.

.

kame and a man Who knew how to play Thefact,that trie.ale

model introduced the score of 15,as'on

reward immediately after the admOnitio

only,reward for scores

a lapse in her knowledge of

not 'contradictory, behavior

deserving the token

from the "toy lady" to

of 20 may well have been taken as evidence of .

the game and JaCerefore as corrective,

on the tale model's part. In thisF

Case, the subject perceives the two adult6 as one source of infor-
,.

mation and does not concern himself with discriminating between',

the power of the two models. If they are viewed' as separate..powers,

at least two possible sources ,for perce ptual differences are p resent:

.438.
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(1) sex of the investigator, and the model with the social inference,

that men are to be obeyed before women, and (2) the evidence of the

male model's behavior as one who knew. how to play, score, and

reward the game The _subjects exposed to the symbolic, modeling in

which the model simply reported that he had rewarded himself for

. scores of 20 and 15 may have had the standard of rewarding for

scores of 20 reinfotced, while the reward for -..Sdoreof 15 may

have been perceived as'a new rule without reinforcement, or as a rule

--that-applied-only6--a-dult male game players. Where the'model

'actually demonstrated the i'ewar'behaVlor fork the score of 15 in

the pre.;.z..,1%ce of the subject, the'model's motor and verbal behavior

may have supplied -a rationale for including 15 as a rewarded score

on its own merits. Pupil perception of the power ofIthe 4140 adult

models and the content of the modeled Verbal-ard motor behaviors

may have contributed to the ad---optionoftlhavior through

---r-- 1. ,

lack.of difleienbfattca between early instruct on and later demon-

. -

,-- ,-
,

,
~ 4

.-- =
1

. .

strations. in that case only the control group and the' investigators

13erceiyed the reward for scores' of "20 only" as the "stringent
)

. ,

standard," and only, the investigators, perceived the stringent stan-

dard
11.

dard as previously learned." The remainder of the. experimental

subjects acquired the Stringent standard of rewarding for good-

scores of 20 and 15 only, and successfUlly demonstrated the differ-

ential effectiveness of the modes of modeling behavior in,helping

pupils acquire standards.
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Liebert and-Ora'(1968) reported that subjects given'opportunities
. 0

for self-rewarding under high incentive conditions deviated from

strict adherence to the rules more,than'subjects given .the same
. . .

.1 ,. .

opportunities under low incentive,Conditions:' They also noted that
.

< -..

those*subjects who had received direct training or modeling ol the

rules for .rewarding tended to maintainthe principle o f'"deserving-

ness" eved when:deviatingfrom the rules by taking tokens for

relatively higher Scores. .In this study conducted with a sample of

72 elementary school pupils 8 to 10 ,years of age, from a large

southeastern urban area, the investigators also reported success in

communicating self-reward standards by both direct training methods

and behaviOr modeling of the standards. Hildebrandt, Feldman, and

Ditrichs (1973) found that exposing subjects to,concordan't rules

'and models increased the tendency of subjects td adopt. the rule

under self -= directing conditions. They also found,' however, that

subjects still had a.tendency to adopt more lenient standards for

their.behdvior when given the opportunity. The subjects in this

study were described as 96 second-, third-, and fourth-grade pupils

48 girls and 48 boys).. In another Study reported by Liebert,

Hanratty, and .Hill (1969), conducted with 24 boys and 24 girls
fit

from the second grade of an elementary school situated in a lower-

.5

middle- class rea of a large southeastern city, the investigators

found that when the subjects were exposed to three levels of

"rule structuring,",the highest level of rule structuring influenced

4.4*0
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significantly more rule adoption. The three levels of rule struc-

tiring differed in the content. for the differentiating and associating

cognitive processes as well as in the amount of affective behavior

exhibited. For the highest level as described in this stvdy, the

\--model:enthusiastically announced the rule each time a score of 20

was obtained. For moderate structuring, the model announced that

20 was a good score, and for. low structuring, the model simply

stated the score as itoccurred, and announced without further

explanation whether he would or, wouldn't take a 'chip for_the score.

It would be importarit.to know if theeffects of "rule structuring"

were affected by variables of age and sex.

Reports of behavior modeling indicate that it is a very effec-.

tive means of communicating.standdids when_itis used in conjunction

with other forms of communication that help to interpret and define,

the modeled behavior. As a successful teaching technique, behavior

'modeling apparently requires consistency and repetition on the 'part

of the model. But, perhaps even more critical is the subject's or

client's, projected vallie for the power of the model, or for the

subject's perceived value of the modeled behavior, either as useful

information or as a means of achieving desired effects. Modeling

of motor behavior may well provide an associative process for

creating constructs ofwhat to do and how to do it, but without-soie

form, of augmentation to provide the cognitive content necessary for

differentiation, the formation of the constructs of where, when, and

I
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most particularly,. why the modeled behaviors are appropriate, may be

difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.

The self-image and the ideal self-image aCquiredomly through

the associative process by the imiition of modeled behavior re- .

stricts the developing self to- aself defined by externalconditions

and requires that conditions must always be cdntrolled in order to

sustain the desired image of self.

Teacher Behavior and Pupil.Locus of Control

The initial state of the developing self is-, one of dependence

upon other's and,comgete lack of conscious control. In the course

. -

of development this initial State is altered by the acquisition of

skills and behaviora that lead toward the development of concepts

and acquired states of independence and control.. Both concept
- .

development_and-skiII-acquisition are subject to' the limiting

influences of the physiological condition of the self and the

psychological experiences provided by the behavioral dialogue.

Within the behavioral dialogue the significant other and the

environment introduce both idiosyncratic. individual and cultural

influences on the extent and direction of the independence and

contrOl developed by the individual. Culturally determined sex

roles and other social mores governing the behaviors of group mem-.

bets can determine the extent of independence and the. appropriate-
,

ness of individual initiative.
e
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From the developing self's perception of his impact upon others
D . .

and his environment and from his perception of self differentiated
. . . $ ,. ,

from, but related ts/O-others, the self derives constructs of the
. .

- . .

effects of his be vior. These constructs can. represent a belief

,

that reinforcements,such as acceptance, approval, and effectiveness
/ .

.

are contingent upon the:behaviors, abilities, attributes, and capaci-

ties of the sell, or that reinforcements are under the control of

powers external to and uncontrolled by the self. A. belief that

behavior initiated by the- self has 'a positive impact gpon.others.and

- the environment characterizes an internal locus of control, while

belief that one has very little p9sitive impact on others and the

environment chakacterizes an external locus of control. The condi-

tions of immediate relationships,,rather than the conditions of the

larger social milieu, are more effective in determining the develop-

ingself's. locus of control.. If the circumstances within the

behavioral dialogue deprive the ,developing self of the necessary

participation and performance of his dialogical role, the perception

of self is one of conditional and qualified impact dictated and

determined by contr011ing.others. The'controliing conditions of

the larger environment and social milieu, i.e., economic conditions,

geographic locations, and racial or ethnic prejudices, are secondary

sources of controlling influences which affect the nature of the

behavioral dialogue through the behavior of significant others,

which ultimately influence the beliefs of the developing self.
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Joe (1471) reviewed research investigating parental antecedents

of locus of control attitudes in children. The research examined

.

-gave support to the theory that externally oriented children have
.1

mothers.who are highly authoritarian, hostile-rejecting, or overly

protective.and inclined to ,use affective' punishment as well as

,privilege withdrawal in disciplining, their children. Internally

s

oriented children are described as.having.parents who are accepting,

consistent in discipline and who encourage early independent behavior

from their children. Similar profiles of'Parental antecedents for

internally or externally oriented children were reported in a study.

by Katkovsky, Crandall, and Good (1967)-

The hypothesis that pupils categorized as being internally or
,

externally oriented would respond differentially to highly teacher-
,,

centered or pupil - centered instructional styles was investigated by

White.and HoWard '(1970). The subjects forthe study were 32 boys

enrolled in a seventh -grade-science course at a.specialresidential

school for students of average or higher abilities who were achieVing

at two or more levels below their appropriate grade level. After

being categorized as either internally or externally oriented, the

subjects were randohly assigned to one the two instructional,

treatment conditions. The results of the, study indicated that

internally oriented, pupils achieved equally well under both instruc-
,

.tional styles, but that externally oriented pupils achieved signifi-

cantly more under the pupil-centere instruction condit ion Where
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they were expected and allowed to assume a share of the responsibility'

for their own educational program. In accordance.with the theory,

these findings could be interpreted as an instance where pupils with

self -perceivea.low-impact on their environment were given an'oppor-

tunity through the instructional format to participate in the dialogue

and perceive the impact of their'behavicr upon their.environment.

For the internally oriented pupils, potter's (1966) statement that

individuals who believe that they have ,control over what happens'

to them may conform to suggestions from others when they choose

to do so., even when they_ are aware of ether alternatives, but that

any perceived attempts to manipulate or covertly .control their

behaviors and their choices will be actively resisted.

The pupil-centered instructional format allows pupils to parti-

cipate in goalrdirected:activities and to assume responsibility_in

accordance with their present level of competence for self-direction.

It is often the question of pupils' ability to assume respOnsibility

for self-direction that deters teachers from giving pupils more

participatory roles in planning and implementing educational programs.

Child development studies have reported that children often display

increasing aggressiveness in doll play from session to session in

the presence of "permissive" adult experimenters and therapists.

The difficulty in interpreting studies referring to "permissiveness"

lies in understanding the relationship between the adult and child

described" by the word "permissive." In play-therapy sessions :the

445,



.increase in aggressive child behavior is interpreted-as a release of

aggression, inhibitors or a reduction of fear experienced by the child .

in interaction with accepting, non - judgmental adults. Such an

explanation implies that the child client hasalready'acquired.
A_

. inhibitors of aggressive-impulsesand i.mteasure of self-contiO1 over

his behavior, a state that may have been reached with or without

the presence of fear. A defiiition of. parental permi ssiveness which

'' implies that no parental restraint has been exercised with regard to

child aggressiveness also suggests that the child has not been given

any feedback other than undifferentiated acceptance (or tacit

acceptance by ignoring) of his aggressive behaviors and'that, there-'.

fore, the child has not acquired the standards or values needed in

order to. exercise control over aggressive behaviors'. Any cues as to
0

,

what'aggressive 'behaviors are to'be permitted as well as when and

where would have to come from the environment since'the parents nf,

a child raised so "permissively" would not supply them. Pupils who

reach school age without acquiring the standards-and values of the

middleTclass white society for socially acceptable, i.e. mild

verbal expressions of aggression, can. be a problem for the class-

room teacher.

`Ina study of pre-school male children, Siegal_and Kohn (1959)

tested the hypothesis that a child will increase aggressive behavior

from session to 'session in the presence of a premissive adult and that

in the absence'ofany adult, a child's aggressive behavior will
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tend to decrease. For this study, 18 pairs of boys were. selected

and assigned randomly to one.of two experimental conditions, Adult

Absence and Adult.Presence. The oldest boy in each pair was selected .

as the experimental subject. The average age of the experimental

subjects was four years and seven months. Tile pairs of boys were

observed -and the amount of aggressive play displayed, was recorded

by code for. two play sessions. The results indicated support For,

the hypothesis in that subjects in the Adult Present condition increased,

their. aggressive play in the second coded session, while subjects in

the Adult Absent condition reduced the amount, of aggressive Play.

The authors suggested, that.in.the presence of an adult, subjects

appeared willing to ,relinquish the functions- of self control to the.

adult present, who represented both the standards and an,inhibiting

force. In the absence of an accoinmodating adult presence, .subjects

were compelled to switch on their' own self - control systems and

iiMplepent their acquired standards afthr an initial period of dis-

organization. The phenomenon of releasing''individual self-control

to leadership or authority "figures is not an uncommon behavior for

adults As individuals, and is even more common as an adult group

behavior.

In a stlidy involving 8Q0 sixth-grade pupils of a miciwestern Urban

school system, Flanders, Morriion, and BrOde (1968) found that the

loss of positive attitudes' toward teachers and schoolwork during. the

school year was highest among :pupils with an external control

4 4,7
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orientation. Pupils whose teachers exhibited a low incidence of

praise and pupil encouragement also suffered a loss of positive

attitude toward school. This- sample population was considered by

the investigators to be representative of over 3,000 pupils in the

school system, and therefore the findings were considered generalize-,

able to similar educational systems. The subjects were first tested

to ascertain their internal-external locus Of control orientation

cnd a measure of pupil attitudeS toward school was taken in October

shortly after school began. In addition to the,pupil7report data,

six classroom observation sessions provided measures of teacher-

pupil interaction. ,Another measure of pupil attitudes wad then

taken,in*May. From analyses of the data investigators found that

pupils altered their positive perception of their teachers and class

activities signific tly during the first four months of the school

year. These-changes were unrelated to pupil IQ, grades given for

school work, or socioeconomic status, but were related to the

pupils' internal or external control orientations and to the

amount of teacher praise and encouragement experienced by the

pupils.,

Teacher Behavior and the Moral development of Pupils

4

Theoretically, the foundations for future moral behavior'begin

with the early psychological experiences of the developing self in

the behavioral 'dialogue ,with significant others and' the environment.

When the developing self has a positive perception of his impact
..

0
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onsignificant others he qcquires the. basis for a trusting rather

than distruSting relationship with others, and if the majority of his

. continuing psychological experiences are characterized by positive

acceptance, the developing self can acquire attitudes of trdst and .

openness toward others. Acceptance by others engenders a basic feeling

of inherent worth and acceptability of the self, and when the basic

understanding of the self is one of worth and therefore "goodnes6,

those behaviors that result in disapproval from others can be properly

asbociatedto'become disapproved behaviors which 'alter the more
.

desirable state of a-----pproval,. . With two sources of approval, himself
.

.
.

-
and his approved behaviors;-the developing self has only one source

444

--...._,
.

of disapproval to control, a source that within his control. The

control of disapproval can first be achieved by asSo ting the be-
. , .. 1 .

..

.
. .haviorwith disapproval and omitting it from the schema of 'approval-

gaining behaviors, and.later by acquiring the constructs and standards

of those whose approval is vaned:. By associating disapproval With
0

unacceptable behavior, and unacceptable behavior'as a,performance

product within his control, the developing self acquires a sense of

responsibility for the consequences of his behavior. When signi-

ficant others respond to the developing Self's observable feeling

0 .

of responsibility by differentiating between causal behaviors and
.

,

causal circumstances, the basis for a concept of "intengh is
-
formed.

The developing selg who experiences early rejection and thus

perceives his impact upon significant others and, the environment as

4 4 9



negative acquires a basis of distrust rather than trust'in relation

ships -with others. If his continuing psychological experiences ,pre

dominatedbyrejection, the negative. perception of self in relation

to others'can result in-an attitude of distrUst, defense, and hostility
.

. .

toward others. Under these conditions, the self Is perceived ag

linacceptable and-valueless in relation to others; existing in'a state

of disapproval.' Subsequent behaviors that result in approval an

acceptance can then be perceived as thesodrce of approval and acceptance

and becoie a means of altering the existing state of disapproval.

Behalliors thatare disapproved, however, have two yossiblesources--.

the disapproved self or the performance product of that self. To control

the response of others and maintain a qualified state of acceptance

and approval, the developing self must acquire and perforM those

1
.behaviors approved by those whose acceptance he values. By associating

acceptance with approved behavior; the control...over others' responses

is limited to the developing, self's control over approved behaviors.

/-

With the acquisition Of prescribed behaviors and standards, the-tourge

of approval can shift from others to the approved behavior and standard.

Responsibility can only be assumed' for those behaviors performed in

defiance of the known rules, while other .behavlors resulting in

disapproval'remain outside of the developing self's control.;'

The initial stateof_ rejectibn or acceptance experienced by the

developing self does not in itself' determine the subsequent moral'or

amoral behavior of the individual. The role played by significant

4
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others within the behavioral.dialogue in supplying the interpreta-.

on.'association, and differentiation of behaviors from which

conce s and behavioral constructs are formed is far more influential

in the formation of moral behavior; Thehild who experianda initial

acceptanCe and whose'subsequent behaviors are consistently approved

and positively reflected acquires a positive concept of himself, but

is given no cognitive basis for differentiating between himself and

his behavioral product. Without the impact of any consequences from

his-relationship to others, no applicable standards exist, and.theA.
'

function of.others in any relationship is to.provide.acceptance and

'approval., The child whose behavioral dialogue offers the.le condi-

tions may confrOnt disapproval .f others in the environment, but

this may only serve.to'reihforce the role of .the approving signifi-

cant other and limit future psychological. experiences.. _Ube-child

WhO'experiences initial rejection and whose subsequqnt behaviors

are consistently disapproved and negatively reflected is also de-

priVed of: the psychological, experiences and cognitive content which

. .

help him differehtiate between himself and his behavioral products, and

under such circumstances, he cannot acquire the behaviors or 'standards.

differenti4tihg.feedback. The developing
.

Who redeives interpretive feedback.

because he lackisufficient

self who feels accept6d and-
,:

from signifitant otheti and

acquire the prescribed '"how
. 7 .

these prescriptive behaviors

the environment which permit him to

to" behaviors.of his society may acquire'

to avoid disapproval from valued others.
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In addition, the basic .feeling of self-'aCceptance and trust of .

. - . - .

others allows biro to investigate and ;risk an active role in tha
.

behavioral dialogue an&,.even with limited associative feedback

.

of approval or disapproval from significant others, he is encouraged

to have more frequent and morevailed psydhological experiences from

which he can formulate additional categories} and constructsfor

goal-achieving behaviors approved by his society. His own psycho-

A .

logical experiences become the basis'frommhich moral judgments can
_ . .

1 , ' 4,

be made. If, howev'er, the significan t others
. ,

supply the accepted child ,

1

7-17t4c. cognitive information that not only fosters the acquisition of

. 4
prescriptive "how to" moral behaviors but .also supplies the answer'

for "why" such behaviors are mora, the concept 'of moralitymay be

developed to include the relationship of individual behavior to its

impact on others in the society. Sign ificant others who answer
rf

4
thequestionWbyreferring only to the power of enforcers, that is,,

parental authority or sodietal'authar4ty; ptO.Vide only an associative .

. ...
-

.

base for a concept of mora1it7' and focils;ge attention of the deieloping
. A+.

: .-
%

self upon the punitive consequences to the self rather than the conse- ry,. '

. '..
'querices of individual behavior upon. the society. The child whq feels

, ;

inherently disapproved find; his own answer, to the "why" Of moral
4.

behavior in the acceptance and apprdyakobtained through acquiring'

the prescribed behavior. 'Under these conditions the relationship .

beWeen moral behavior .and the sanctioning power of Others and
.

traditions or rules is experientially derived fram.the Circumstances
.

q*:

r
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of the behavioral dialogue. For these individuals, the emphasis

for moral behavior is on'how to acquireCiapproval and additional

differentiating information ,about behaviors which: AnsOer the ques-

tions "where," "what," and. "when." This dalformation Is uAed to

further''' define how to do what is right and approved, while the asso-

ciation with the power of prescribed behavior to 'help the individual
,

.

avoid punishment or disapproval is retained. For the'individuaf

oriented to vital individual morality in terms of its impact ,on the

society, the differentiating rinformation owherel &"what,"anwhen,"

-.remain associated with the "why" and broaden the base for making--

moral. decisions based on.theexpected consequence tb- others.

The process of acquiring moral'behaVior is .subject to ..the same

influences affecting the acquisltion of all social behaviors. When

the behaviors and standards are not constant and consistent, goal-
.

directed eiPlavioraf schema Cannot be apprOpriately developed nor can

standards be acquired. The individual without sufficient cognitive

structures andagoal-achieving behavioral schema must operate without,

a'framework, taking cues from the behavior of others around him.

. In that sense, those who adopt t'ae morality of those around them can

be considered other-directed unless-and until they internalize the

standards and develop aconstruct of morality from whichto initiate

their own moral behavior. Since the process of developing moral

behavior is initially "other" directed, the concepts and standards

developed by the individual will be thoseappropriate to his

45:3
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developmental and experiential levels, and confrontation with moral

decisions outside his. previous experience forces the individual to

rely on inadequate concepts, limited' associations', and cues from-

others.

The power base for moral behaVior is approval. Significant
WM.

others wild encourage moral behavior by relating the behavior to its

social impact embue moral behavior with pOWer that can be acquired

with the behavior. Significant others who encourage moral behaviorS
.by relating it to the punitive powers of the enforcers embue

4
not

.

the'moral behavior, but the rule and its enforcers with power which

cannot be acquired with the behavior.

lao4mah (1970) described two types of seventh-grade pupils

- .

designated by their moral judgment responses as having internal moral

.orientations: (1) a humanistic type whp demonstrated concern for

1

human consequences of behavior and who took. extenuating circumstances

.-
into consideration when making'moral judgments, and (2), a conventional

.

type who Iremonstrated rigid obedience to institutional norms regardless

of cansewences or circumstances. These two types appeared tR have
r-. '

much in common According to Hoffman, bilt the humanistic subjects

appeared more tolerant of "anti-moral impulses," were more apt to

feel guilt as a consequence,of their behavior and its effect on others,

and tendea to identify themselves with personal behavioral character-

,*
istics of their parents. The conventional subjectsiappeared more

"repressed," more apt to, feel guilt for .heir own impulses than foi.

45 4
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haru.done. to others and were more identified with the_power..:of the

parental role than with other behavioral characteristics of their

parents. A third.groUp identified as having an external-moral

orientation was described by Hoffman as being oriented toward fear

of detection and punishment,

The leacher in the classroom is expected to represent and enforce

the'moral standards and behaviors of the dominant culture in our society.

These behaviors and standards are generally assumed to be those of

the white,"middle-class segment of our society. The teacher is expected

to teach and express the values and standards of this culture to the -

pupils, modeling moral behaviors, enforcing the rules and standards,'

and rewarding or punishing pupils in accordance with their obedience

and compliance. Parents expect-their pupils to "learn" honesty,

respect for 'authority and property, responsibility; and a certain

amount of social decorum. If the teacher serves as a significant other,

it may be possible to impart moral standards and behavior's to those

pupils who have not yet confronted the prescribed behaviors of the

cord culture. For others 'who have acquired prescribed behaviOrs,

the teacher might well function as one who suppl {es the necessary_and

additional differentiating information through which pupils could

acquire a more adequate concept of moral behavior.

Aside from modeling behavior., a technique discussed under its

own heading, the investigation of teacher behaviors and their impact

on pupil moral development has been minimal.
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Fischer (100) examined one of the most dominant areas of admini-

strative concern for moral behavior in the educational system, cheating

on examinations. In this study, the effects of five variations of

. teacher behavior on levels of cheating under classroom conditions were

investigated. The experimental subjects, 135 boys and girls, were

,enrolled in the fourth, fifth,'and sixth, grades of three public schools

in a large southeastern city. The subjects were described by their

teachers as being from low to high middle-class homes. For this

study, cheating was defined as the use of an answer sheet while taking

a 60-item, multiple choice test designed as a-"general achievement"

test. Half of the items on this test were sham items constructed so

that either none or all of the- choices offered were correct, but

arbitrary answers were selected for the answer sheet. The criterion

for cheating behavior was the appearance of nine or more correct sham

answers;which placed the occurrence beyond statistical chance. Groups

of 10 to 15 subjects were bested at one time in a Classroom situation

with seats widely separated from each other, ostensibly to reduce

copying, but actually to increase the opportunity for,cheatidg:

Subjects were told that scores.on thertest would be included in their

six-week grades in social studies to increase the value of the test

situation. Pupils were handed the test and the answer sheet and

were instructed to take the test in the 30 minutes allotted and then

to scare their own papers by the answer sheet. All sublecps were

instructed not to look at the answer sheet prior to or during the

test petiod and not to al er or add answers while they were scoring

45
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theirsapers,since any of these actions would be considered cheating.

The control group received only the instructions cited above. A

second group, identified a$ "Informative Appeal to Honesty" condition,

. were given the standard instructions along with a statement of the

teacher's purpose in giving this test. This purpose was described as

the teacher's need to evaluate her teaching and to obtain true measures

of pupil knowledge in order to improve the course. Attention was

also drawn to the pupil's need to identify areas for further teaching_

help. _The information and appeal were given in a very matter-of-fact

style. The third ..condition; "Public Affirmation of Value" treatment,

followed the general instructions with a discussion-df cheating, which

was,dasually introduced by, the investigator while he appeared to be

waiting foi the official test time to begin. The-investigator_casually

asked the group what elementary pupils thought about cheating and,

after a general period of discussion, each pupil was asked to give

his name and
0

the reasons why he-felt he would not cheat on a test like

the one he was about to take. A "Value-Relevant Threat of Punishment"

condition additidnally infonmed.the gubject$ that since, pupils "in
1".

your grade" had tended to cheat on this particufav-4est by taking

answers from the answer sheet, pupils who cheated would be required

to write the sentence "Although I.do not believe in cheating, I cheated

on this test," 50 times for punishment. '"Non-Value-Relevant Threat

of Punishment" gave the same information about previous cheating be- .

havior and gave a punishment consisting of writing numbers from one

to 100 twenty -five, times. Following the test-taking in each school,
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pupils were assembled to explain the test and its purpose. In tWo

schools pupils were asked.to write a "yes" or "no" on a slip of paper

to indicate anonymously whether they actually had or hadn't cheated

On the test. The results of this study indicated' that over 65% of

the control group and the Informative Appeal group cheated on the

test. Cheating Was significantly lower in the Public Affirmation

and the Value-Relevant and Non-ReleVant Threat groups. It was

determined that in the two schools where pupils were asked to report

their cheating prior to and after the explanation of the test, 86 of

the ,participants had cheated. On the pript-assessmentonly 6 subjects

acknowledged cheating. After the explanation and the statement informing

the pupils that half of them had actually cheated on the test,Still

only 25 subjects afforlymou acknowledged that they had cheated.

-----The--investagator feltthat.the effectiveness of the P

Affirmation treatment, although not statistically.superiaTto the

two Threat of Punishment conditions, at least.offered more to en-

courage a child to adopt a value of honesty and to express this

value iri his own behavior, Making it a more valuable technique than

regulation by threat of punishment. The author reports that in.

Rost -experimental. discussions subjeCts appeared to be aware of the

operational ;definition of cheating given for this study. As in

many other situations that.require an understanding of ethical

behavior, the inability of these pupils to acknowledge cheating

was considered by the author to be evidence of the pupils'
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childish undetstanding of ethici and inability to concretize

ethical beliefs by ethical behavior. It is suggested by the author

that teachers make more effort,tos.tate ethical principles and also to

provide opportunities for the child to integrate his beliefs. and his

behaviors. This may, according to this investigator, allow the pupils

to see that the teacher values honest behavior as well, as grades. ID

appears possible to us that the adversary conditions between pupils

i
and teachers, ,pupils and tests, and pupils and school rules might be

fostering conditions ,for unethical behavior. Very few pupils escape

the fact that academic achievement, honesty, respect for authority

and property, and responsibility for doing assignments have high

priority, in the system's value hierarchy. But, -.as teachers often

say, "When you cheat, you hurt do one but yourself," and in the day-to-
.

day battlefield,ofthe educational system wheze academic achievement

is a primary vaideTaiitrepresent achievement statusl_gaining

ligher grades withthit-hurting anyone_else may appear to the pupil as

the most practical application of ethics.

White and Minden (169) examined the chahge in pupilat4tudes

as the result of -small group discussions focused on 'motel beliefs and

standards. The sample included 170 high school pupils, 70 males and

100 females in their third (junior) year of a subdtban, parochial'

high school. The subjects were given a passage to read.individually

which covered ommoral.prj.nciples. After reading the passage they

were tested to establish a controf for reading level and cognitive
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understanding of the content. The subjects were then asked to rate

each of the two principles and were then randomly assigned in groups

of five' to review and discuss the material for 15 minutes. The

understanding was that each group would arrive'at'a consensus to be

reported to the total group.. Prior -to reporting, the subjcts were

again tested on the same forms used in the pretest. Although. the

pretest did not indicate a sex difference in responses, the posttest

indicated that female subjects had significdntly increased their stores

on content accuracy while boys decreased the number ofaccurate content c

responses. On the measures of agreement, girls showed significantly

more convergence towardthe "correct" responses communicated in the

written material. Boys, however, shifted from convergent responses

to more varied and "riskier" (divergent) responses. Since this Shift

was. accompanied by a drop in information retention, the author suggested

. that the male subjects may have been evidencing some cognitive withdrawal

from considering the moral principles under discussion. The moral

principles under discussion stated a condemnation of.premarital sex

and the confinement.of sexual behavior to the "purposed of marriage

an the nature of the generative 'act inmarriage." Theauthoris

suggestion-is, in our opinion, at least one ofseveral possible

explanations for the posttest sex differences. Girls may have been

-defensively more convergent rather than revealing on the posttest

as ',dell.
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Stouwie (1972) invesetgated the effects of conflicting verbal

instructions from one dominant adult and otie nurturant, "warm" adult

on the Moral behavior of 112 second and thirdgrade subjects from

an 'elementary school situated in a midwesern, predominantly middle

class suburb. The research design provided for testing the following

variables in alternating experimental conditions: content of

instruction; order of instructions; personality charaCteristics of

dominance and warmth; sex of. experimenter; and sex of subject: Pupils

were individually introduced into an interaction with two adults; one

dominant and one described as warm and nurturant. Aftertheperiod

of interaction, the subject was given conflicting instructions from

the tw adults as to whether he could or couldn't play with toys

.disP1 yed in'the room. After the two adults left the premises,
1

the ubject's behavior with the toys was observed and recorded to .

a certain whose instruction's he was following., The tesults of this

study indicated that the subjects' perception of the "dominant" and

I'warm" roles was better when the conditions replicated the social

stereotypes of the male as dominant and the female as nurturant than

-when these roles were reversed by the adult models. 'The alternation

of instructional content and the 'sequencing of instructions. from_the__

two models indicated that,the dominant person's instructions were

more.often followed than those of the warm person. The subjects

responded more often to the dominant person under both permissive

and inhibiting instructions. The sex of thegubject did not alter
0
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the response to the dominant adult. In post-experimental interviews
.

some of the subjects indicated' that they had used their own judgment

as to whether or not they would play with the toys, but no information

.
was given in this report as to how many pupils indicated they were ,

.

abiding by.their own standards or were inclined to believe they had.

Teacher Behavior and Pupil Expectations

Pupils' expectationt of and for themselves originate in the

operating self-iniage of each individual pupil. Such expectations

reflect the self's perception of all the developed self-concepts:

The pupil expects in accordance With At he thinks he is, how he

thinks others see him, and how he sees himself in relationship with

others. All these perceptions are based upon the previous experiences

of the developing self and the expectations formed, are hypotheses of

the relationship between cause and effect as experienced and Observed.
.

0

The cognitive constructs developed and '.the values, attitudes, and

belieft presenEly held, are all refleb.ted in pupil eXpectations.

As self-concepts are .changed by experiences, expectations ,for the

self also change, but the ease with which self - expectations change

will depend upon the investment of value; and partidularly self-

value, inherent In each hypothesis. Verification of expectations

serva_as a reinforcement of 'perceptual. accuracy and an affirmation of.

'

accurate self-knowledge, as well as the ability to perceive others

and to, assess circumstances. Events which contradict hypothesized

outcomes are sources for self-:doUbt but neither the confirmation

4 6 3
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nor the contradiction of an expectancy-cante arbitrarily assigned a

-4,
positiVe or negative value without some understanding of the ambunt

4/
of se1D-value invested in the expectation. Pupils who expect to fail

may find more confirmation of the Serf in continued failure than in
0

unexpeted success. Without experience§ of repeated success it

mal not be prudent to undergo a process Qf changing self-concepts

and behavioral schema,. On the other hand, pupils who expeCt to

succeed because they have.previously experienced success may have

more basis for revising or changing their behavioral schemas in an

attempt to replicate successful circumstances and may only revise

their self-concept When alternative behavioral. schema have also

failed to.produce expected success. But if there,are.no opportuni-

ties.for alternative approaches, failure in the face of, expected

success may have more negative impact upon the Performing Self

than unexpected success because of greater self-involvement.

Crandall, Good, and Crandall (1964) tested the hypothesis that

pupils having a high g'nera1 expectancy of success would decrease

their expectations of success more than pupils who had low expec-

for success if high expectations. were IneE with negatiVe

adult reaction: They also hypothesized that the.reverse would be

trne.in_that pupils with law- general expectancy for success would

show a geater increase in. their success expectations when given

positive adult reaction than children ,having high expectations of

success. To.test these hypotheses, 14A eighth-grade boys were
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pretested to determine their:-levels of general expectancy for

0

success and, on, the bais of their scores, were divided into High

. .

and Low Expectancy groups along a median split. These two, groups
4 I

were then assigned to one of.four treatment groups containing.36

,subjects each One group of High and one group of Low Expectancy

,subjects were given a positive adult reaction in the .experimental.

'treatment and the remaining High and Low groups were given a nega-

tive treatment. Aftet.the.initial treatment conditions were experi-
J

entd, each gtoup was agaii subdivided following the administration

of a second measure of gineral expectancy for success. In the-

second treatment phase; the subdivided groups weze subjected to.

condltiOnsbfeither an adult reaction treatment of silence or

o.

I

absence of:any adult reaction. A third measuresof general expectancy,
.

was'administered following the last 'treatment phase. The results of
-___ _

this investigation supported the twa_major-hYpotheses. Children

with high_expectaney dropped their expectations considerably more,

under negative reaction from adults thansnbjects entering with low

expectations, and children with' low expectations significantly

increased their expectations for success after receiving positive
or'

adult reaction. The investigators concluded that.children were

very sensitive to adult reactions which are not consonant with those

they had come to expect from adults. The Ossibility that "ceiling"

and "floor" effects were operating in. the testing conditions was .

,0

investigated, but'the results of the initial analysis were not:

4 64,
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affected when these impinging effects were takem into consideration.

The authors also concluded that the negative'treatment used in this

experiment was much more effective in reducing expectations of success

than the positive adult'reaction treatment was in raising expectan:

cies. In addition, the investigators reported that when adultsin

this experiment were silent rather thet-reetting, subjects tended

7

to interpret the.silence'as the reverse bf the previous reactive

condition to a significant degree. That is, pupils Who had been

-
.,given negative reactions inteipretedexperimenter silence as a con

O

firmation of their performance,.while pupils who had been given
02 .

positive_reactions interpreted the experitenterts silence as Criticism.

or.disapproval of their performance. ;Pupils who received no reaction

and continued the assigned task without the presnce of an experi-

menter interpreted their own performances. in accordance with the
.

condition of their previous reaction treatment. A Comparison of the

effects of adult silence after negative reinforcement with the,

effects of silence following positive reinfdrcement indicated that

negativereinforcement was significantly stronger in its continuing

effect. The fact that the presence of silent adults resulted in

two completely opposite Pgpil interpretations of their

performances and also provided different~ levels of reinforcement

effectigeness was offered as additional support for the hypothesis that

there is an active effect occurring in "nonreaction" to performances.

The effect is seen as dependent upon the previous conditions of positive or

BUJ
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negati'Ve reinforcement. The measure 6f general-exPedtanty ofsucCss

4

used in this study was reported bythe'authors as having been highly

correlated with the. subjeCtst.report card grades, percentile ranks

on'gelieral-achievement tests, IQ tests, and their school"ability"

461

Hill and Dusek' (1969) conducted a study in which they adapted.
. .

the methods of the Crandall' et al. investigation, and further tested

the hypothesis' that there is a stronger tendency for social reinf8rce-

ment to:raise achievement expectations of high test-anxious § ubjects
, .

.

more than ].'ow test-anxious subjects following ixperidfices of failure.'

The subjects of this study were selected from a younger age group and

included both sexes. An additiOnal variation in `the study is found

in the use of male rather than female experimenters. A sample of 62

. boys-and 70 girld at the fourth - grade level'were selected; from a

midwestern elementary school. The subjects were selected .from a pool

of pupils wholhad been given pretests on measures of test andiety, 71.

A ,

lying,.and defenSivenesss two weeks prior tathe.experimental project.

Subjects at the high ektremesof the lie and defensiveness 'scale score

distributions were not included in this study. Each subject was

< s

assigned .to one of three pretraining conditions success failure,

or no evaluation. The successand failure'pupils were, given a guzzle

to work which would, permit a manipulated success 'or failure experience;..

Non-evaluation gubjects'had,no pietesting.puzzle experiences. 'Social

\reinforcement was provided in two conditiOns of experimenter

46
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response. The experimenter announced to the,subject that ha.either

did or didn't put the puzzle back together. After pre-training, the

subjects were introduced to the experimental task and asked to give

an expectancy of success score. Each pupil was,asked to designate

which of 16 possible rankings he felt he would achieve on this task

in comparison with the other subjetti. The ranking was made by

circlingastici. figure adjusted' in.,h;ight to:fOrm a bar graph. A

second expectancy of achievement score was taken immediately following

.the elsperimental task. Subjects 1.i1 the social Reinforcement group

'did the experimental task..as the experimenter made simple positive

statements. Non-reinforcement subjects did their task wtd.le'the

1

experimenter remained silent. The results_of this study indicated

that achievement expectation4 increased following social reinforcement

and remained stable under conditiond of-non7reinforcement; with

girls demonstrating a greater tendency to respond to social rein-

forcetent under these experimental

(
onditions than boys.. The

investigators suggested that this apparent sex differelice may be

the result of at interaction between sex of experimenter-reinforcer

and sex of subject. It was also suggested that the age of subjects

'may also be a possible source for demonstrating greater sex dif-

, ferences for learning and cognition.

The role of social reinforcer performed with considerable limi-

tations by the experimenters in these two Studies is a role commonly

performed by classroom teachers. Teacher behaviors categorized as

467
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"approving," "criticizing," "encouraging," and "ignoring," for example,

contain the elements of social reinforcement.demonstrated in the

investigator's role of social reinforcer. The clas$room i$ a scene

of constant per.formance and'constant evaluation for, the Performing

Self of each pupil, and from these constant experiences, pupils acquire

a basis for hypothesizing their expectations for success and failure.

In addition to the verbal interaction that constitutes. social rein-
?

forcement, pupils receive feedback on their performances thro4gh grading

practices. Pickup and Anthony (1968) ;investigated the relationship

4 -

pbetween upilb' expected marks or grades and actual grades received

in normal classroom activities. They found that pupils generally

expected higher marks than they received. and that the greptest

discrepancy between expected mark and actual mark occurred when

actual marks were very low. After this.prelimitary investigation

the authors further examined the effect$ of the discrepancy between

expected and actual grade on future petformanCeP. They reported that

pupils of low peliformance who were given higher marks than they'expected

improved their subsequent performance, while pupils with higher per-

formance records seemed to perform better at later, tasks when they

were given scores lower than ecpected. The authors suggested that

the'common practice among teachers in granting better students.the

"benefit of the doubt" and grading "harder" on the work of poor

students might be more effective in producing better performances if

such grading practices were reversed:
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In another study iniestigatihg the effects of feedback intended

to alter the expectancies of pupils upon the actual performance of

pupils, Wlodkowski, (1973) divided 2340 fifth- apd sixth-grade male.

subjects frOM a midwestern public schoOl system into two expectancy

categories that were'randomly assigned tc three.types of treatment.

Using a standardized math achievement test which had two levels

of math ability described as "simple" and "complex" and, an instrument

measuring the performance expectancy of the subjects with regard to their

mathematical skills, the subjects were divided into two groups. The

"positive expectancy" group consisted of those pupils whose math

test results showed them to be at grade leVel and above in. performance.

and whose self-reported expectancies for performance on the test We're'
0

either "good" or "very good," Those pupils. who performed below

leveloh the test and who also reported their expectations for per-

lormance on the test to be "poor" or "very poor" constituted the

negative expectancy group. The subjects selected for this study were

by definition those subjects whose performance was consonant with

their expectations. Assuming that the standardized test represents

a fairly accurate measure Of ability, the subjects selected were those

who demonstrated a fairly realistic self - knowledge and reasonably
,

accurate perception of the task and their own performance abilities.

They were, as the investigator described Chem, pupils with "valid

expectations." To reinfOrce these pupils in their expectations, the

1 .

test papers.were returned to them with the number of carrect answers

46)
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indicated alLong with a comment from the experimenters correspoilding

with the appropriate reported pupil expectancy ranging from 'very

poor", to "very good." "The investigator who .had been introduced into

the school situation as a special math teacher'then gave the. subjects -.

. .

a'bogus test and announced that he would evaluate the test to ascer-

tain each pupil's real math ability. Prior to the administration of
.

the posttest, which was an equivalent to the standardized pretest,

the subjects were randoMly assigned to one of three.treatment

groups. Presumably using, the infOrmation acquired- from the bogus

-test, the investigator informed the Supportive group that he expected

theirkperformance on the next test to be average or above grade

level. Subjects in the Contra7Supportive grodp were told thaCthe

investigator expected below-grade=level performance on their next

.

test and the control group, were simply told that their test papers

had not yet been evaluated. The inyestigator satisfied himself that

the pupilS had accepted his evaluations as'valid before including

then 'in the reported study. From the analysis .of pre- to posttest,

gain scores with expectancy category and treatment, the investigator

cenclu4dthat no.functional combinatiod of category and treatment

related to the significant improvement of pupil performances had

been found. However, when the investigator examined the posttest

performances of the twa,graups who had actually received dissonant

,teedback, he found that a statistically significant proportion

of those subjects had increased their performance'in comparison with

cu
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the other treatment_gQ.zps. Initially, all the subjects of this study

had been reinforced in their performance expectations by the scores

and comments of the pretest. In addition, pupils of low ability and

lai expectation assigned to counter-supportive treatment and pupils

of high ability and high expectations assigned to supportivetreatment

were once again reinforced in their expectations. It might even be

. .

suggested, on the basis, of research reported ithis section, that

I

the control pupils who received the initial pretest reinforcement ,

and no subsequeA conflicting feedbackwere also experiencing some

further reinforcement. The low-ability, low-expectancy group who were'

given the conflicting supportive treatment and the high-ability, high-

\

expectancy group who were given the contra-supportive treatment demon-

strated a response to the 'treatment conditions by an increase in the
. . \ ,

___,.

proportion of pupils who unproved their perfdrmance on the test com-

.ponents wfach were commensurate with their actual,abilities. With

Supportive treatment, more low ability pupils increased their test.

performance on the simple component of the test, while tore pupils .

s,

with high ability who had been told they were'not expected to achieve

up to grade level increased their performance on the complex test

component. However, only the proportion of, pupils increasing their

performance under these two treatment conditions was significant and

not the actual gains made in performance. There,are no measures to
1.

indicate that these ,pupils changed,their expectancies as a result of

the
1

treattent. We can infer, that he high-ability groups Were
.

I
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motivated to perform'at an increased level br the contradiction of

0

their perceptual accuracy, and that the low-ability' group was equally

mo)ivated to increase their performance level by a contradiction to

their self-expettations in this one instance.

The area of discrepancy that exists between a pupil's ability

as indicated by his level of skifzi measuredon standardized achieve-

tent tests and the pupil's-academic potential measured by aptitude
4

and IQ tests establishes the lidits within which one can reasonably

expect any positiVe change in Pupil performance.:, Since only pupils

who gave an accurate assessment of their performance related to

their actual abilities in mathematics were included in this study,

the area of discrepancy between performance and ability.could well

have.been reduced beyond any possibility for registering a signifi-

cant gain in test performance. If thestudy had included pupils

with broad discrepandies between ability and performance, the poSsi- .

bility of demonstrating significan gains by treatment effects might

have been better actommodated.' We suspect, that both a floor and

ceiling effect were built into the experimental design.

Questions shoilld also be raised with regard to the inferences

drawn as to Xhe motivational effects of contradicting what are

quite.obViouly realistic pupil expectations. How long would such

contradictions remain performancd motivators? Would frequent and/or

.

i

.11 - .

Persistent use of such contradictions lead to a distortion in self-
.

.

.

.

i k "
perception and 'result in unrealistic expectatiOno? Both the

. ! h ,

1

'.

,
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limitations of the male sample and the lack of significant.performance

gains make the results of this study ungeneralizeable, but in con- ,

junction with the other studies reported in this sec46, it does

'offer.. a. basit for 'further investigation.. "-

Entwisle and Webster (1973) reported the .extension oka previous.

study in which they.had successfully increased pupil expectations

measured by the frequency of volunteering behavior to include fac-

tors.of.dge, sex, race, locus of.residence,land socioeconomic
.

status. None of the added factors significantly influenced the

successful results of the experimental treatment and-the investi-.

gators concluded that the procedures they had developed for increasing .

pupil expectations for success could be considered as generally

applicable to all classroom situations. The experimental, treatment

was based on the assumption,derivedfrom,theory that pupil hand rais- t
ing Is a behavioral indication of high pupil expectation, and in thd

preliminary studies each subject's expectation level was measured

by his fate of acceptance of opportunities to participate through

hand raising. For phase one of the experiment, children were
,

divided into groups of 4 and were told that thir task, in comge-:14 .

ttion with other groups, was to create the "best" Story by completing

a story skeleton comprised of 12 sentences, filling in the blank

'provided in, each sentence. 'The first phase required the invention

ofhree such stories, during which. the eXperfrienter recorded the

number of times each Child raised his hand, and -lied upon all
if
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volunteers equally, without offering any comment on the pupils' con-
' .

tribution. In the second phase, one experimental subject compketed
,

the story by himsel,f, with the investigator providing constant posi-'

tive evaluation of each word contributed. The otherdhildren of
/

the
iy

group were sent to another room to play games or listen to a story. .

Children who were riot subjects in the Second phaSe of individual.

story completion comprised the control group. In.the*finalphase
,

. i

, .
'.of the study the original groups were reassembled and different

investigators were assigned to the groups to prevent unequal-treat --

ment of the experimental,child, and the task of the fitst phase

was repeated. The results showed that experimental dhildren signifiL

cantly increased their hand raieihg behavior betweeh phapeone and

phase three whencompared to thcontha group. In afurther ex-

. tensionof tbl study, one control child was also given the oppor-

:

tunity.to complete a story by himself in the presence of an investi-

gator, but was not given a positive evaluation for each of the words

he Contributed.' These control'silbjects did not differ in their

subsequent hand raising behavior from that of the control group, and

the experimental subjects of the second phase of this extension of

thk study again-signifitantly increased their hand raising behavior'

.in comparison with both types Of controls. The irrest4.gators did

report,that, inlsome instances, experimenlal subjects did not

increase their hand raising behavior after their special individual
. .

treatment._ :Ns a possible explanation of thiS phenomenon, the authors
,

,
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suggested that perhaps all pupils do not have the same task orienta-
.

tion, particularly wtch, respect to academic tasks. Whereas the in-
.

vestigators in this study felt that there were Similarities between

the circumstances and task performed in this experiment and the

' tasks' preOented and, supervised by, classroom teachers, it might ,be

well to point outthat although the investigators presented the

Cask as being incompetition for the "best" sto±y, no such evaluation

was, orthcoming. In alregular.classroom,.teaChers are usually

.

. reminded of any such omission, especially if the honor of winning

"best"..of anything is at stake. Although this procedure ofsunquali-

fled acceptance and praise for each word contributed might be.

constructive when applied to some creative composition tasks, it

would hardly be appropriate for learning that situations require

convergent responses, or formative evaluation. Theexperimental

treatment devised, for this sl:lidy could have been described as a

procedure for increasing risk- taking behavior as measured by the
.

frequency of hand raising, or as a procedure for increasing pupil

self-confidence, as measured .by the frequency of hand raising

behavior, or even as a.procedure,for increasing pupil self-esteem,

as '.measured by the frequency.of hand raising behavior, rather them

as a procedure for increasing pupil expectation, and above all, it

could be characterized as a procedure that demonstrates the positive

effects oapiroval on pupil performance.'



The role of the teacher in the classroom as a social reinfcrcer

is much more elaborate than the roles.research investigators play as

social reinforcers. Teachers have ,a role in the planning and presen

tation of. cognitive Information, as well.as supervising skill acquisi
.

'stion. They have responsibilities for'guiding and, evaluating the
4

performance of each pupil. Research evidence that ibvestigatort,

in their limited role, show An effect on-pupil expectations suggests

that the influence of teacher behavior_ on pupil expeCtatinns'mustbe

even more highly effective and more persistent.

Although theresults reported in these studies of pupil'expecta
..---

tion are not generalizeable to the pupil population, except where

noted; the weight of the evidence that positive social reinforcement

-.has an elevatifig effect'on pupil expectations is constadt across

the variety of sample populations and research conditions. Butva

simply raising pupil expectations is not a legitimate end in itself

for educators as it Is for researchers. 'We hale taken particular note

'Of the finding by Crandall et al., daat-efie negative treatment ,which

comprised unsupportive feedback to performing ninth=grade male pupils

was more effective in reducing pupil expectations for performance
.

9

success than the positive reinforcemenCwas in raising expectations . ;

fol'Isuccess. In the same study it is

positiVely reinforced by investigator

observed that pupils Who are

comment are then apt to construe

investigator silence as disapproval. howdo these findings relate to

theOclassroom situation where some pupils receive a greatdeal of
.
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Criticism while others receive praise and others generally receive

neither? In the study by M'aichenbaum, Bowers and Ross (1969) it was

. ,

'found that the teacher who reduced the amount of.criticism given

experimental subjects produced more positive change in academic

perforhance.' This might be as instance, where silence may have been

.. . _ . .

converted into,,if not aise, at least'apPro.7aj. because the sample
, .

1

.

consisted of delinquent girlt., But what of the pupil in the 'class-
.

boom who perceives that the teacher administers approval by positive

comment to others, but is constantly ignored himself? DoeSthis

pupil construe the silence toward him as criticism? Hill arid

.Dusek (1969) noted that there were.sex differerices in the alteration.

of expectations, with girls responding more significantly to social

reinforcement. Is the variable involved actually one of changed

expectations and sex difference, or is it a pupil characteristic for

conforming behavior? If the sex difference is'linked to conforming,

behavior through hulture, can any procedure raise or change cul-

turally influenced expectations? TheRlodkowski (1973) study draws

attention to the problems of raising expectations without reference

to acquired skills and abilities and rather-obliquely points to the

need for helping children establish realistic expectations. Pickup

and .Anthony (1968) have reported thatthe.pupils in their sample,

particularly those ot low ability, had a tendency toward inflated

expectations. And, while dissonant feedback with regard to per-

1

formance expectations mi.ght be au e c ive Way of motivating

/ 1}

1'6
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high-ability:and performance_ pupils toward even greater achieve-

ment, the question of the efficacy of this practice over a long
e

period of time should be examined much more thoroughly. There

are Obviously many.pupils in. the classroom whose abilities do not

match their performances and whose performances may receive dissonant

feedback from teachers. Is the variable involved here one of ability

to perform, or one of locus of control and self-direction without

regard to IQ, aptitude, or achievement? The Entwist181 et al.' (1970)

study, while again repeating the success of positive social reinforcement,

focuses attention on the limitations this practice may have in the *actual
. .

classroom.

In the introductory paragraphs of this chapter, we have described

the psychological construct of S'elf7Image as the sense of self, as* an

integrated, functioning self-entity with a past, present, and future

image. In the behavioral dialogue of the classroom, the developing

self encounters psychologioal experiences that affect thee Self7Image

by reinforcing or revising the self's perception of his past, Confirmihg

orcontradicting his perception o£' his present,, and affirming or

altering his _perception of his future.,

Theoretically, as a significant or salient, other in the

behavioial.dialogue, the teacher's interpretations and refleCtions

of the developing self and his role constitute an important part of

04 psychological experiences that affect each pupil's Pelf-Image.

T1-4eacher behaviors described in the study reported by Staines,(1958)

4 7 8
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represent an almost ideal model of those teacher behaviors that would
.

operationalize the theory that the teacher- is a significant or

salient other who performS the functions of reflection and inter-

. pretation in the behavioral dialogue of the classroom. , In testing
.

.

'j the second .hypothesis of his. study,. which stated that teachers can

':r.teach toward achieving both 'academic goals and goals of desired

change in pupil self-image, Staines described,,_ the 'experimental teacher -

as having an attitude toward pupils and a teaching style that'would

. ,

have a positive effecp,on self-imager. The experimental

..teacher, using' his ratings of pupils on self-construct measures

.

and pupils' ratings of themselves an these same measures set Judi-

vidual ,self -image improvement goals for. each pupil. Acdording to

I '

4-74

ti

. the description the teacher also planned methods of adademic instruc-

tion and curriculum to

pupils could .be helped

provide the necessary events through which

to achieve the self-image goals, an exapple

of a teacher's expertise in assessment being used as a diagnostic

and therapeutic tool. The teacher is further desCribed as having

.:affirmed each pupil as a worthy, achieving class member, and as

haying attended to the status needs of each pupil. The teacher
c

interpieted the roles Of the pupils in this behavioral dialogue as .

. .

participants who.,could plan, make decisions, and setgbals for

heir own learning tasks and who could also implement standards
\
and Glues in the process of monitoring and evaluating their pro gress'

in achie ing their goals. In addition to the' expertise exercised

479
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in planning instructional. methods, the teacher!

evaluating pupil performances and products and

. -

contained detailed observations and judgments.

s role included

. .

giving feedback thatthat

process should

have provided the appropriate cognitive content froiewhich'each pupil ->

0.-

could .acquire the concepts and goal-directed behaviots necessary.
.

toachieve his goals. Pupiis.were also encouraged to acquire more -

realistic and suitable goals so achievement would enhance their

serf-images. As the reader will.recall, the results:of this study
. .

which 'lasted for twelve week6 indicated a highly:significant dif- .

feence betWeen the experimental and contra pupil subjects on two

.

dimensialsthatwete interpreted by the'investigator as representing

a gain in. "psychological security." These,dimensions might also be

interpreted as indicating a move toward less distorted and morer
.

realistic self- perception, since the ecperimental pupas were able

to as ss themselves in less extreme terms acid; -to describe the

"boundaries" of self'with More certainty. However, as much as we

would like towholeheartedly accept the investigator's interpreta-

tion of psychological security or/press the interpretation even

.

further into our awn value systen and find more realistic self-

perception, If need to consider the results.of this study in the

light of other researcl The° two dimensions, Differentiation and.
t

Certainty, were also the source'for differences found between the
4 .

experimental and control subjects of the Chadwick <lh6) study.

the. Chadwick study, he experimental teachers had been tv-ined to'use

.475.
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positive commenting behaviors in eheitrinteractions with pupils. This

would seem to corroborate the relationship of the teacher behavior

variable common to both studies,'PO.sitive-commenting, with the dis-
_

".'triminating dimensions common to bothatudies, Differentiation and,

Certainty. These two dimensions 'reflect response patterns orself

description in the two experimental sample s, which suggests torus

tfidt we might considef an alternative interpretation of these.re-

sults. If we consider Also that Gordon and.Wood (1963) found indi-

cations that teachers'° perdeptual distortions cif pupils were reflected
a

in broader perceptual distortions in the same direction oh pupils' self-
N..

report's it may be that teachers Ca purposely used positive commenting b.

would tend to refrain from making*riegative and exaggerated pupil-

referenced cdmMenps. Since the experimental pupils of both the
o.

.Staines and Chadwick studies demonstrated a move toward the moderat

range of self-repotted selfassessment measures, we could infer that

these pupils Were receiving more accurate and positive self-reflections

Li the commenting behaviori'sof their beache;s. Or, alternatively,
A

we could infer that these pupils were simply reflecting the verbal

,

patterns modeled by'their teachers: If the experimental teachers

in thede two studLs.had.been made more aware of pupil serf -image

as a part of their training for.the study, there is also a possi-

'. 'bility that self-concept terms were more often,used and more often
.. t

4 defined in daily classroom ilittdraction. The Certainty dimenskon
. a

F

may reflect- pupil awareness of terms and definitions related to

0 0
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the verbal modeling, of

perception, self-image,

and have demonstrated a

even both.

the teacher rather than changes in self-

dr conditions of psychological security

cognitive rather than affective gain or

If objectives in theaffectiv.e domain are to be successfully

achievAd and measured, they must be related to measurable and ob-

servable pupil performances. If teachers'are to design and plan

claSsroom events to provide the opportunities through which pupils

can achieve, changes in'their self=image, the effectiveness
4

of the teacher's program should be under constant evaluation so

'that it can either be modified in progressor documented to provide,

information for formulating new programs. Observed and recorded

.

changes in pupil behavior that indicate increased participation,

increased and more relevant contributions, more self4-initiated

goal-directed activity, increased productivity, and evidence of

constructive self-criticism or.self-evaluation could be interpreted

as a change in the Performing Self. Whether the behavior observed

was directed toward academic or social goals, it could* by operating

definition, become evidence of a positive change in pupil self-

perception se

t
n through the Performing Self and as such could be

considered to N evidence of a changed Self-Image.

The research studie6 investigating the use of planned behavior
(

modification programb in the school situation demonstrate the use of

low inference measures in ascertaining the effecsoof planned

482
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treatments. They also show the advantages of setting goals that

i

can be operatiOnally defined' by behaviOrs so that ,behavioral change

can be measured. The evidence of the studies Cited in' this chapter

suggests that where pupils haveclear concepts of desired behavior

andgOals, the teachei's role is one of helping the pupil to identify

and acquire the goal- related skills and goal-directed behaviors. In

the teacher's role of advisqr, guidevand evaluator, .the teacher

can aZso help pupils set goals appropriate"to their level of achieve-
-

ment. Where the desired behavioral goals, and therefore the value

for the goals, are those of the teacher or the society, the teacher's'

role is to communicate the values and standards clearly and unakbigu

ously to the pupils and to help pupils acquire and implement sten-
.

dards. In order to help pupils acquire a value for prucribed goals,

teachers mustshelp pupils associate the prescribed goals with re-

,quired behaviors and skills, and achievement of goals with a posi-

tive'impact on significant others and the environment..

The acquisition of skills and behaViorsthat gain approval

others can be valued simply for the approval they insure orfot the '

role' they play in helping pupils achieve desired. oals. Achieving a

positive impact on significant others and the environment may help

pupils of external or internal locus of control orientations to move

toward role satisfaction, confidence, self-directiOn, and independence.

The teacher's role. is to reflect the positive impact ofpupil per-
.

'Zormances and to organize the events of the classroom and the learning

483
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experience to create an arena ftn which pupils can test and exercise'

their,acquired skills and behaviors in.psychological safety.

For pupils wi th an internal,locus of control orientation4 experi-
_

en4es that allow them to test' their abilities and explore and

expAnd their performances yginforce their self-image as achieving

individuals ;with positiye impact-upon their environment. For.

pupils of both internalvand-externaldocus of control orientations,'

the experiences provided in the,behavioral dialogueOf the classroom

'can offer reinforcement, restructuring, and reinterpretation of the
4

.

developing self, withan opportunity to reassess the self's power

to control and direct his own behaviors, toward positive impact aL

improved self-image.
.7

.

3

qpral values, standards, and_behaviors are acquired by the same
. .

processes through which other prescriptive social and academid

behaviors are acquired.byeach developirig self. The paucity of re-

searchsearch in school situations and with teacher and pupil pop-illations
1

is not 'a reflection,Of. our .societyi.s deficit. of moral standards and
.

values, but rather a reflection of. the diversity' of moral systems

our soniety Can'tolerate. Perhaps there is also a tendency among

adults Ito view young:people, and particularly school.Children, as

not quite acceptable or legitimate subject populations for investi-

gation intolhoral behaviors and standards since the results are
4

usually less than positive reflections of the adults_mho_teach and

model standards and values Of eqch community. Young Children are

4'8 4
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.rarely expected to be good.representatives of the sodietyq moral
, .

systems. However,)itivestigationsitto the educational institution's

role as a purveyor of.mdialvalues, standards, and behaviors, such

as that conducted by Fischer's(1970) study of cheating on gicams would

-proVide a research base for formulating new educational programs
6

for teaching and reinforcing the moral values and standards of the

institution and the. classroom, apart "from the general society. The

. pupil's social behaViors'in accordance with school-rules and regula-

tioos are a legitiMate concern of the school and an appropriate

6 concern f6r pupils at every grade leVel. The teacher's role, what-
.

ever the moral objective may be',. is again, to clearly communicate

and interpret the moral values and standards of the school and.to

-identify and associate the behaviors that can be acquired and' per-

f
formed by pupils to achieve those goals. The teacher :min, by the

process. of evaluative feedback,and constructive criticism, help

pupils differentiate appropriate and inappropriate behaviors that-
. Q.

relate to the school-situation. By providing opportunitd,es and

4 *

'circumstances that allow for safe testing and e;laluatingof'moral

values and standards, teachers can help ptpils develop and exercise

their capacities for making moral judgments.

The Self-biage of he pupil is probably most evident in those

behaviors that express his expectations of himself and of others.

researth reported in this chapter on pupil expectations indi-

cates

.

that it.is'possible to raise ,pupil expectations.., But it

'0
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also indicates that raising pupil expectations as a means'Of changing

pupil self-image-is-only_validL_where_pupil_expedtations can be met

A
by successfak pupil performance and realistic responses from others

that contribute to accurate self-perception. In some instances,

lowering pupil expectations could well be the means,,of providing

the pupil with psychological'experiences that would bring about a

more positivd self-image. The teacher's role as an interpreter

and reflector of the developing self and his performancei and prOducts

I

iw iessertial to the pupil' acquisitions of realistic self-expectations

and a realistioideal self included in a positive and realistic

Self -Image whatever his,cultural milieu may be.

hen teachers eyaluae pupils as able to work with a.minitum of

supervision, they are describing pupils who have acquired a positivee%
_self-image in the school situation. These' pupils have a sense of

acceptance and a sense of trust, a sense of self-identity and a sense

of positive self-esteem. T:aey can view themselves as worthwhile,

achieving performers' with a positive impact upon their environment.

Whatever their grade level or potential for academic achieVement,

all pupils are entitled to a positive and realistic self-image as

a product of their educational experience.

o
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2-Iiththe significant other,. the pupil receives a reflection ofhis

4

N

In the w. h.e foreebing chaptirs we have considered selected research
t.,-

...

- ,
A

related to
I

teacher behaviors and the slf-concepts of pupils in the '

:A
.

.
. .

light of our conceptual frametim4. This,. framework defined the inter-

action'between teachers and pupils as a behavioral dialoguei and

a 4

organized the self-conCept into a schema of five psychological,
a

. ,

constructs ofthe selg. In this concluding chapter wexplore the

possibilities of applying the Conceptua frarwork andl the organized
.

.

schema of psyciiological constructs of Selfto the developmentof

\research instruments and the deAgn'of research studies.

a

The conceptual.

.interaction between

framework forms a context for interpreting the: .

teachers and pupils by defining this interaction

4

as a behaviotal dialogue between 'the teacher,'the pupils and the

school emaronment. In 'the context of-th6 behavioral dialogue the

teacher is defined as a significant or salient other who interprets '

the events, defines the.roles of both teacher and pupil,- responds

k,. .-* . .
,

. ,
.

evaluaiively to the pupil's performance an °ducts', and teflects
. jr

an image ofj the pupil., The env_ir ent ,is defined as both. a physical .-

and psychological that provides opportunities for exploration

and-experien e From interaction with the environment is well as
. .

_.------ .

image anea.perception of his,impact npon th6 envifonment. The

pupil is definedas a developing self who is engaged in maintaining,
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r 0'
revising, and acquiring a psychological concept of "self" from the

psychological experiences occurring in his behavioral dialogues. A
1

.

' .

.

ti
.

majority of experiences fr m *hich the concepts

'
of self,derive ?ccur as reflectitns of and responses to the develop-:

enVironment. '''

-

ing self made b significant others and t

The psychol6gicai conceit of self is defined as a composite Of,

,psychological construtts described as a sense of Bodily Self,
n

" . .
. . .

''A' ISelfrIdentity;-Self-Esteem, Self-Extension,.and Self-Image. In our

':,,pro ss definitions of these constructs we have suggested that cer-

ain variables may be more emphatically related to one sense of

_self than another, although every experience must be uaderstOod'ass

affecting the total peFsdn'in accordahce with the person's percep-

tion and value of the event. For example, the.extent and intensity

of a pupil's oompehitiver s seen as More emphatically\

I

.......-

related to. the'sense of Self-Extension whil67"th pupil's response -.7,.. ..

. .
.

to winning or losing competition is seen as-more emph cally
,..,..,,

related to the sense of Self-Estee-3:h.

The behavioral dialogue of each pupil in the-classroom is seen-
.

.as highly indiiiidualistic and idiOsyncratic because it represents

the individual pupa's experiences with "my" teacher in "my" class-
.

roam in the course of "my".eduaation., The extent to which the

perceives the relationship as personal indicates the impor-

tance of the, psychological events of, the dialogue regardless-of

whether they arms positiveafor. negatively perceived by the pUpil.

493
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The observed teacher-pupil ratio may be One teacher to eight or

twenty-eight pupilS, but for the pupil the behaviorally experienced,
) /

ratio is one to one.

The crucial question for each pupil in the behavioral dialogue

"How am I being perceived?" The crucial answer lies in the

pupil's perception of his reflected self-image and hiS ,perception of.

his impact upon the significant others:and the environment. But

these perceptions of the reflected self, the response to self,

.

and the self's impact upon the,environmeht are not only derived from

direct, personal, interaction. ey are also derived from the whole

spectrum ,of interactive events occurring in the school situation.

The teacher's role as a significant or salient other and controller

of the classroom environment give' him the responsibility for

interpreting the role of the -pupil in the dialogue and makes

k

him responsible for thenature of the self= -image reflected to

the pupil during the' interaction..

How the teacher perceives his role and how he interprets the pupil's

role in the behavioral,dialogue influences the teacher's preparations for
*

teaching as el,l as his behavior in the.classroom. The teacher's role as an
1

interpreter,Ireflecter, responder, and controller of the classroom dialogue is

k .

\

embedded in. he interaction of the clToomr. The question is never whetheras$,.

or not the teacher,wiShes to function in these roles, these functions,are

performed whe her or not the teachersis aware of them and consciously plans
;

to perform them. The two classroom dialdgueswhich follow will serve as a

basis for demonstrating how these functions of the teacher are embedded in

the classroom dialogue and Will also serve to demonstrate the usefulness of
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the conceptual, framework and its Organized schema of self - constructs to

classroom' teachers and researchers.

Both of these classroom. dialogues take ,place lower elementa

cldbsrooms in schools situated in a lowerlsoci economic and urban/Setting.

%

The lessOn material in both dialogues hal een planned as an introduction

to a unit on nutrition and health.

Classroom Dialogue Na. 1

In this first dialgoue, the teahr has a s eight

pupils in an,opeaclassroom environment. The room is ve large

with many windows and thick carpeting and other pupils are grouped

with their teachers in other areas of the room. The eight pupils

of this group, are seated on: the &Orin asemi- circle around the

teacher.' The teacher is seated on a low chair with several large

posters--ba-rah-did-i-61nit-her.

Teacher:- Who:knows what -this is? (Holds up a large poster

showing a, glass of milk, a glass or orange juice, a

bowl of cereal with fruit, a plate ofbacon and eggs,
.

and another plate with two pieces of toast. These

items have been cut. from magazines and :pasted on the

4 larger poster board.)

Pupils:I (Enthusiastically) Food: Milk! Bread! A fried -

egg., hummm, I love eggs! I don't, I hate eggs! I'd
f

eat the mearup! ThatlooksII good

Teacher: Yes, this.is food . . . milkrand eggs, and cereal . oo ,

I

this is a'picture.of a "Breakfast," All of these

1495
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things 'are foOds that are good for us and helpus:

grow. They give us strong bones, good teeth and

/g ood muscles. They give us the energy to do ,good-

work in school, t '1+1151v, I have another picture

here that shows us where all these things come from.

Let's see if we can find something in this picture

(holds up another oster showing a cow, a chicken,

a pig, an orangeiad a field of wheat) that shows

*where these things ( ointa to breakfast picture) come

from./.Where.does the milk come from?

Pail: Milk /comes from/cows.

Teacher: 'That's right. Milkyomes frob a cow. (Points to

14,

thecow on th picture.)

Pupil: Is,.that a cow? It doesn't look like the'cows that

r
"are on TV.

jj

--

Pupil: This is a diferent co*. This cow is white and

black. Cawboy6 don't have cows like that, they have

different cows don't they Miss Summer?-:- . .

Teacher: Well, no--this is called a dairy cow and these cows

are kept by farmers. These cows are for milk, the

cows you usually see on -TV are for meat.

.t\
-' Pupil: And there's different kinds of milk, too,,isn't

there?

Teacher-: Yes, of course. -Other animals givemilk too, like

goats.

496
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Pupil: And some milk is dry, and some milk is wet. You can

add water todry milk or. wet milk. to make it go '

farther. Is it wet -or dry from Cows?

Teacher: Well, all milk is wet when it comes from the an as..

The farmer sells it to adairy company and they take it

and put it in bdttles Or they can take some

water out and put in cans, or they can take all of

the waters out and put what is left into boxes. Then
. ,

ydujust add .water to it .to ifialte, it milk to drink.dr

use.fOr cooking.- Now, let's go on. Where do eggs came'

from?

C.

is

Pupils: -Chickens! There's the chicken right there. (One pupil

leans forward and taps the chicken on the poster.) MY

grand0a)has chickens, he has four chickens.

Teacher: All right,. Now the bacon, wheredoes the bacon come

Teacher:

. from?
1 '

I.know Where the orange juice comes from--see, "there it

is, a whole orange.

Yes, that's where the orange juice comes grom'but right

now we're talking about the bacon. Where does the

z

' lbacon come from?

Pupil:. It's the pig because it's meat. .I know that.

Pupil: The pig end the cow eat,the grass. (Points to the field

of wheat.)

Teacher: Yes, we get bacon from pigs, and that leaves us the

wheat, here (point ng to the field of wheat). What two

things in our breakfast came from wheat? There are two--

497
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Pupils: It's the` bread!

Teacher: yhat else?
e

Pupil:. A46 aidlitt find out{ the stuff in the bowl came from. .

.Teacher: The "stuff in the bowl is breakfast cereal. Don't yoU
.. .

eat Cereal for breakfast, like rice crispier or corn kix?

Pupil: I eat sugar crisps right out of the box all the tine.

Pupil:

Pupil:

We have oatmeal sometimes.

-I eat toast all the'time. I have "a piece of toast and
:

a cup of coffee with milk in it and sugar.

,Pupil: Sometimes I eat breakfast and sometimes I don't.'

..
.-

Pupil: I never' eat breakfast.

Teacher: But you should eat, breakfast. We all should. YoU
-,

. ,

. shouldn't ,come, to Schoolcmaan empty stomach. You

can eat breakfast here at' school if you donit eat it

-at hone, .you know

'I don't liketo,eat.breakfast. Sometimes I drink a coke.

'ON

I like cokes.

Pupil: 'If my mama is up, 4he.gets. me a bowl of puff rice. My

tiama,buys puff rice. If,she works at night, thoUgh, She

doi-Ot getup and, me and my'siSter, we like to fool around

more so we don't eat or.we'll.be late.

'r

Pup' I: We eat our own istUff, we don't eat stuff°on that picture.

Teacher: Well, the idea, is to eat these.things bejause they make

you healthy. Now were'going to look at a Roster that

.4 .

O shows the food groups and you'll. see whicn groups these
, i-, . ,

breakfaSt foods come fiom--
/
,
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Pupil: My father is sick. He doesntt have hardly any tee'h, either.

You should see my mama! She has big black spots on "all

.her teeth and they, hurt. She soaks everything in her

coffee -.V.boy is that ever sloppy looking, ugh!

Teacher: That's enough, 'Roberto, let's look at our food groups

now and tomorrow we'll have pictures of lundh and supper.

In subsequent lesson petiods the teacher continues to use_posters she

,has prepared showing model lunch And supper' meals with auxiliary posters
______.--,.....---N

-;t

,

showinghe sources of the selected foods. In the last two weeks of
. -

_ .

\ the unit-pup-11s work' with, the teacher preparing another set of posters .

`displaying model meals and the food sources. During the preparation
N.

of these six posters the teacher has oppox4dnities to make choices' from

the pupils' cutoutsand.to .comment positively and negatively on the

cutting and pasting skil]s of individual pupils. IA the last week of

the unit, pupils review the work with the teather using the posters as

stimulus for naming the food group:to which the food belongs or finding
,/ ,

an appropriate member of a particular food group. On the last day the'

teacher gives a test on the unit and finds that all pupils have .successfully

met the criteria of naming the four food'groups, diving representative

foods, food sources, and the emphasized benefits.

Classroom Dialogue No. 2

The secOnd classroom dialogue occurs in a contained classroom In a

very old building with desks in rows and a half circle of "dhairs at the

front of the room. The pupils are seated at ,their deski and 'the teacher

is standing at the front of-the room with several large Posters on the

desk beside her.
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Teacher: '. (Holding up a poster with pictures of children,'White, Black,

Oriental, Chicano, and Indian, all 'very sad faced and

thin. hich haye been cut from magazines and newspaper

advertisements for world-wide child care hunger and

poverty programs.) I want to show you some'pictures of

some children who are' all having the same problem. Why

do youthink they look so thin and sad? '

Pupils: They're poor! They ' et have clothes! They don't

,

. get to eat! They lost their mama!

Teacheri I think you A probably all right. I thought they were
, "4

0

nrobablyorphans,too, and I thought they, looked very thungry.

So I cut these pictures out font's and left a space here

uhder each picture so we could give each one a name.

Then I thought we'd learn about What foods we should

'face them to make them healthy and happy'againv -We

swill be like doctors. Of course, 'we'll have to find,,.

out what food's they should have and where we can get those

foods. But first, we have to havd. names for our children.

The girls-can 'give their favorite girl's name and the

boys can give their favorite boy.'s name. Write theM on

a piece of paper, just spell them the best you can and

we'll put'the names in these two boxes. We'll have one

boy and one girl draw out four names sowq can name the

four boys and ,girls in our pictures.

ty
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(Pupils proceed to write ames. The teacher collects the names in the

two boxes. Two upils e selected to come up aria draw the names from

the box for the e ght pictures. Teacher takes the eight names drawn
.

and 'puts them in one ,of the boxes.1

Teacher: Now hat we have the names, we'll divide into eight groups.
..

I'll ik these names together in this box and one person

1,"

from each group can draw out a name. . If-it's a boy's

name, this boy marked No. 1 (pointing to .the poster

pictUre) Will beyour group's boy. If it's a girl's

'name, tht girl marked No. 12-will be your, girl. That's

the way it works for parent when tVeyhave.children,

isn't it? :They don't know whether they'll.get a boy or

496

a girl. Let's diiiide up now, three people to a group.

We'll count out up to eight and then start over. EverYone
4 .

the same number will be in one group. (Pupils count

. out and find their group memb ers.)

Teacher: Now we'll draw the names. Let's have group 1 come up and

draw. (Pupils from group 1 come up and' draw a name

from the box.) Pupils in the class are watching and

commenting. "I hope we get a girl!" "I want &boy!"

"Can we. trade if we want to?"

Teacher: My goodness, you do sound like parents!

say "I hope we have a girl, or I hope ,we

Some parents

have a boy."

But all of them hdbe their babies, will be healthy and -they

love and iceep whatever they get. We'll do the same.

.50i
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(Children finish drawing4names and placing them under the

picturevon the.postev.,

Teacher: Now, parents and doctors, here is a4chart.that has four

names and four columns. These are the groups .of foods

that we will need for our children. I'm going to ask

one person from each group to name something he eats for

breakfast, for lunch here at school,- or for supper at

night. I'll put the name in the column it belongs in --

it might even go in two columns--and that will be all

we can do, today. Tomorrow well start _to learn what.good

.

things the food we have listed in fhe first column will

do for, our Children when they eat it, and well look for

more foods to pdt in the column we are working with..

Then we'll cut out pictures iwthese.magazdnesin the

corner, and'you can bring some from home too if you 'like,

and we'll make meals for our children out of these pictures.

Now, let's start with Alberto's family. What is one

food you have to pat, this will incluae_things to drink,

, tO0

Pupil: Beans, we have beans a lot..

,.
I ;

(Teacher writes food names in the columns on the. poster.)

Pupil: Corn bread--I just love it.

\
',Pupil: Pancakes. .Let's put pancakes. ,

(Teacher continues to write the food names under columns

.headed "Dairy Food, Meats, Vegetables and Fruits, and
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Cereals;" placing each foo as it la given by- the

pupils. She suggests that they add a fifth column for,

','Snacks and Coke and Candy" when they are named so that

they dan learn more about them andwhat they will do

fo'r the "children" at a later -time.)

In the next lesson period pupils are gien a "Hialth Diet" guide

sheet for use in assembling meals from magazine pictures. Each group

preppres three meals and one sna8k poster,in each week of theunit.

Preparation of meals includes identifying food groups,, sources, and

benefit Part. of each period is reserved for grouppresentation of

a meal poster and the nutrition information. Errors are discussed'by

the pupils and resolved by the teacher as the consulting nutritionexpert,

,In the last week-ofthe unit, each group selects a.set of three meal and .

snack pOsters for display along with a picture of 9 ch4d,representigg the

4

happy, healthy state their "child" has now achieved. On the last day of
0

the unit, the pupils receive an evaluative. task ro%ecredietheir

nutrition knowledge and are asked to report any changes they 'have made
,

'in.their own eating habits. The'teacher finds that the pupils have

suCcessfully, met the criteria of naming the four food groups, giving

representativefoods., fbur sources, and the' emphasized benefits.. In

returning the test papers the teacher suggests that the pupils now

use their acquired knowledge. for checking scftool lunch menus and selecting
*

their own foodS at lunchtime:

4
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In order to compare the possible effects of the two teachers'

behaviors on the self-concepts of 'theirpupils we must identify )

Qo'

i ; .

differences in the answers to eachcpupil's crucia -gyestion, 'How am
.,. ,.

4.

I being perceived 1,3'r my teacher?" These differences can be identified by

.examinPlg each,teacherls'interpretive and pupil-reflecting behavlors 4 I

/* .\
provided in the conceptual framework.

The arfswer.td the pup4.1's crucial question begins with the teacher's

f(incti'on as a.signiEicant or salient other who interprets the toles...,

and events of the behavid61 dialogue and controls its environment.

1)he'teacher's interpretations are influenced by his general concepts

of the teacher-pupil roles and by his perception of himself as a teacher

and his perceptions of individual pupils and dr:Mips of pupils. As we

499.

have already discussed, the implementation of'teacher interpietation

,and perception begins with the preparation of lesson pi.ans and the
6 .

selection of ,instructional methods and classroom activities. Teachers

0'

may carefully plan different learning objectives appropriate to the

achieving levels of different pupils and plan different activities as

methods for achieving planned objecti;tes without realizing that the
.

methode%or activities planned for different giOtips may be consistently

t

k .

reflecting the teacher's preference for contacting 'and 'interacting

with one group while avoiding or limiting interaction with Another.

/
The dialogues we Piave presented do'not deal with these teachers'

perceptions and interpretations of individual pupils nor with

5t)4
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pupil needs Olferenriated by achievement levels. The comparison of these .

.

two: dialogues does illustrate, however, differences arising from different

concepts of the-pu il role in the behavioral dialo ue of the classroom.&

11-

. The teacher in-Dialogue No. 1 has planned the pupil ro4 to be .

."
highly dependent upon the teachet. The teacher is the sole source of

all approval and disapproval. Pupil activities have teen limited to

the performance of conforming. behaviors apd to 'highly convergent

thinking.

Dialogue No. 2 the teacher has;interpreted the pupil role as
.

on that-reguires considerable pupil participation and contribution:*

The pupil's rple includes limited autonomy that helps create the content

of the lessgn. Pupil's. were pe ceived as able to carry out their part.,,
f the classroom dialogue supportede tructbre of the task and

the use of guidelinesrather'than Constant teacher su a vision.

An analysis .of the dialogues in thee two Classrooms usfrig.t e--

Organized schema of psychological constructs as the analytical tool

identifies differencesin the interactive behaviors of teachers that.>

reflect the teacher's perception of the pupil. But"just as importantly,

an analysis of.the events in the classrom on these same dimensions

identifies psychological eiperiences relevant to self- concept deielopment

that result from the teacher's use of lesson content and methodologies.
, .

, .

An analysis of the behavioral dialogues:Ortheie two classrooms

using the' self-constructs as we have defined them results in the following

differences.

505
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Bodily Self.

Teacher A. 1 criticized one :: pupil's eating habits, i.e.,

r-,,

gding thoutireakfast, but did not

9

that she should, but

himselE and'others who may, have shared his habit.) As we have already

criticize other pupils' poor habits,

.

one child brought dm ni general criticism on

noted,,this tedcher did not take the background of her pupils into

consideration in preparing the lesson.

. ,

Teacher No, 2 took the pupils' background into.consideration wheAA4
3.

.IL \

*N \ ,.. ..._ < .5,44'ex. .1%

preparing.the
o

lesson. She asked the pupils to use their interpretation
Y

of physical appearance.in assessing'the problem of the "children. Sh

used pictures of children with different ethnic backgrounds and phySical
, 6"

Characteristics butnodeled the same attitude toward each pictured ''child."

She did not diffeientiate the nurturant, caring, parental role,by sek,

nor did the doctors' tole

Self, Identity

Teach

receive any .sex designation.',

No. 1 reflected the pupils
ss

.

---------- tation of.th4 pupil's role and only provided reinforcement
--- -- . .-

4,

in accordance with her interpre-:'

identity as a, pupil.

for pupil

TeaC6er No. 2 gave each pupil two simulated role identifications and

,-,

-provided a relatiOnship between the roles and cognitive content. By having

Pupils give presentations she provided the opportunity for communication,

to the.whoIegroup and experience

'having the pupils work in-triads.

gave a model for attitudes toward
.

5:06

in communicating' with each other by ,

Through the use of the "children" she

otheis,andsse.lf-in-relation to others.
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Self - Esteem

Teather No. 1 provided opportunities for experiencing positive

sel,f-esteem only through ht.r approval cf pupil respons sand pupil

performances.

Teacher No. 2 provided experiences for increasing positive delf-
.

esteem by giving pupils three sources of approval: (1) the gimp' 'seifr

apprOval of their Own work, selecting their best for display, (2)= approval
, N

from other pupils in being selected As.the group representative, (3) approval

-

from the teacher through the standards "accrediting" the pupil's 'performance..

Self- Extension

Teacher No. l'provided each pupil with a task and by her close

association and proximity to the pupils:may have conveyed
,

a feeling of psychological -safety. There is also a possibility, however,

that the, impersonal presentation of the content-and-the limited sources

of approval may have encouraged competition for teacher attention which

could be threateningito some of the pupils. Teacher No. 1 also limited .

r.

the ppils' use of acquired skills and the development of constructs
h..

for social behaviors. Under the strict supervision of the teacher, however,

pupils in this classroom world make fewer errors in selecting, and

categorizing food items and food sources. With the teacher's gel..eated

modeling.of the sorting process, pupils acquired the concepts of the

categories and increased their participation in"the sorting process.

Teacher No. 2 Provided small groups'in which pupils could work

cooperatively and also provided an arena in which students selected.

as representatives could participate and contribute throuiTiaiiPit, Qresenr

tat.ions. Since the pupil wastatting in the capacity of a'representapive,,
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other studerics in the greiip could share in the'success of the preslenta:tion:

and play a supportive role in their representative's performare.

Pupils were not placed indirect competition with each other for the

,teacher's attention or approval of'their work. There was' an opportunity

in the small group situations.for a dominant pupil to attempt dominance

dh the selection of food pictures and the role of representative. Howeyer,

, working in triads offers the other members of the group ameans of

controlling ode member's attempts to dominate. Th'g final displayof

preparedeals represented the

while they may have engaged in

direct judging was done by the
/.

. .

pupils' choices of their best work, and

co4ariSons of the work on display, no

teacher. These pupils were given the

opportunity to work on their own initiative within the structure of the

task and with the use of standards other than those of the teacher. '

Errors .that, appeared were group euors and were handled by both teachers

and pupils in consultation and with reference to the guidelines.

Self-Image

In pialogue No. 1 pupils were reinforced in their image of themselves

, .

as dependent pupils with limite d.an d conditional positive impact

upon their environment through teacher-approved performances of

conforming behavior and the exercise Of acquired skills in accordance

with standards implemented by the*teacher.

Pupils in Dialogue No. 2 were given the opportunity to perceive

themselves in'severA roles, as pupils, as members of the group, as

representatives, as parents, as nutritionists or "doctors," and as

5j,8
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individuals with impact on their environment. 'They were encouraged

"

to identify'their performances as parents and doctors with an ideal

positive outcome through the aprocess of selecting a picture of happy,

,

healthy child,in the "before" an4 "after" representations of. their "child."

. , .

They were encouraged to perceive the unit information as*a personal

. - ..

value.and as a source of new skills and standards Bich would increase
,' ..,

*

. .

their autonomy. The teacher suggested' that theap fy these

new -skills in'the lunchroom and through the evaluat.ve questions

on the, unit test, gave an indirect suggestion.for the further,

application of the new skills.' Pupils in this d alogue were
-

k
.

.

provided with an environment that reflected them as appropriately
*

"..

. k

independent, participating, contributing, and worthwhile members of this
w

'small society with a positive impact upon their environment. They were

given the opportunity to relate to future and ideal images of the self

and to past images of the self through the teather's emphatic interpre-

.tation of parental acceptance.'
. .

The, psychological conse'ructs of self as we have defined,them would

be applicable as references to be used in examining both teacher and pupil

behaviors in all classroom dialogues, - However, there are differences

a
. ,

in academic subject content which:influence, to some extent,'the variety

of behaviors and experiences that can be planned to give pupils psycho"-

logical experiences from which to derive positive constructs of the self:

In the:light of our conceptual framework, we-have concluded that in every

,b2ehavioral dialogue of the classroom, the teacher is provided with

5t9
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opportunities for creating experiences for the pupil's acquisition sand
I

reinforcethent of positive.constructs,of the self.

We would also like to suggest'that researchers who plan to

.investigate teacher behaviors and pupil self-concept in the'classroom

might find it profitable to perceive the research situation in the context

of the behavioral dialogue of the classroom 'and -the five concepts of self.

We woulesUggest furthei that investigators who plan to be interacting

with pupils in the course of their study might use this conceptual

- framework. as a gudde,in designing. and implementing their interacting roles.

There is,.of course, the problem of 4signing instruments that

would be sensitive to the affective content of the behavioral dialogue

along the dimensions we have described. Although we can hypothesize

-that the teacher in Dialogue No. 2 would have amore positive effect

in promoting positive self-concepts in her

the difficulties_o! designing instrument

pupils than.TeaCher No. 1,

sens4.tive to pupil self-concept

constructsand.considerably less inferential than self- reporting instruments
/-

still remain.

There is also the additional question of whether research ,the

relationship of teacher behaviors and pupil self-concept is worth doing:

At the present time, the primary purpoSe for investigating the relationship

of teacher behaviors and pupil self-concept is to identify those teacher

behaviors that enhance, or inhibit pupil academic achievement. The
.,.... --,

/

rationale ior investigation appears at present to be based upon a process

5,).
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of syllogistic reasoning that providers thrde hypotheses for research:

.

1. Pupil self- concept affects pupil learning behavior.
. .

. ,

2; Teacher behavior affects pupil learning behavior.
: . .

,;,;,....-.

3. Teacher behavior affects pupil self-concept7 ..

4 .
...

. Research based upon the first hypothesis
,

is conceth rAwith identifying'
,..

.

. .,,

pupil characteristics related to styles of learning and'hi!SK low, or

-underachieving. behaviors in, the classroom. T e seConcr.hypotheal

the basis ior the major portion of educational research which seelcSto

identify the teacher behayiors that have a positlie effect upon pupil"-
,ft

Uearnitig behavior. The focus of research in this area has fallen upon

teacher char'acteristics that determine the style of teaching and the nature,'

of teacher-pupil interactions, in relation to measures of pupil aca4emic

performance.

The third hypothesis is one of limited interest toeducational

researchers and is generally, reflected, in studies of teachers' motivating .

.
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behaviors that enhance, the pupil's concept. of selg as an, academi performer

or to studies of .teacher biases' that encourage or inhibit pupil learning

behaviors through their effect on pupil sellconcept. It,is the parents

of pupils and the larger society that appear to be more concerned with

this third hypothesis, but not as atresearch,Subject. Parents may=

appreciate or resent perceived changes in the beha6:ors, of their children

which they, correctly or incorrectly, attribute to the influence of,a

particular teacher, and society at large condemns the'harmful effects

.

of "permissiveness" in our schools Cr. the "dictatorships" that are seen'
0
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to exist, depending upon the represented point of view. But,the society

s a whole suf4eis or benefitinot only from the levels of literacy
,

ex .sting in'the society but also from the self-concepts of .its members

displayed, in their attitudes eoward`otherS, the "standards and values

'of theirschosen leaders, and their participation and contributions in
,

.every role their society affOrds.theth.

Teachers are the largdst body of representatives our society places

in contact with its future. citizens. It is.our opinion that it is well

-worth-the.tine.and effort still to"be expended in order to investigate

.

the relationship.etween teacher classroom behaviors and the self-concepts

of pupils apart from the Question of pupils' academic achievement.
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.Researdh stddies which relate the concepts of self to academic and

especially ,cognitiVe achievement atone single point in time may only

obfuscate the true role of ,self..-:.concepxiti, the-.1ong7t-ern-dev-elopmerrt----7
1

of the child. It is our firm belief thatfpupils who are perceived as

worthwhile, participating, and contributing members in the smaller

society of the classroom will eventually reflect that concept of

Alf not only by their academic achievemeht but also by their achieving,
4

1 participating, and contributing behaviors as members of the greater
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